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PREFACE
With shared interest and fascination with the ancient traditions of shibori and ikat and their contemporary applications
and interpretations, artists, artisans, and scholars have been participating in this symposium for decades. The great
success of the first International Shibori Symposium (1iss) in Nagoya, Japan, in 1992, led to the formation of the World
Shibori Network (WSN). Subsequent symposia have grown in international reputation and participation and continued
to show high standards in scholarship and creative work. The 10th International Shibori Symposium (10iss) in beautiful
Oaxaca, Mexico, from 15 to 20 November, 2016, demonstrates the dedication and hard work of the WSN and its
international partners.
The theme of 10iss was “Shibori, Ikat, and Sustainability: Land, Culture, and People.” It was co-chaired by Alejandro de
Ávila and Yoshiko I. Wada and organized by the World Shibori Network in collaboration with the directors of the
Fundación Alfredo Harp Helú (FAHH), Jardín Etnobotánico de Oaxaca (JEOax), Museo de Textil Oaxaca (MTO),
Centro de las Artes de San Agustín (CASA), and Centro Cultural San Pablo (SP).
We are very thankful to the artists, scientists, and researchers who actively participated in the symposium. They
contributed excellent discussion and papers on international traditional and contemporary shibori and ikat and beyond.
There were 42 papers in eight different panels with diverse topics such as Connections in Resist-Dyeing from Around
the World; Contemporary Fiber Art Practices; Project INDIGO EARTH: Japan; Traditions in Color: Natural Dyes in
Historical Text and Artistic Practice; Community Empowerment Through Handcraft; Pattern Language: Indigenous
Textile Traditions; Material Matters: Shibori in Design and Fashion; Teaching Through Textiles: Educators in the Field
of Shibori and Natural Dyeing. As in past years the symposium included demonstrations, workshops, exhibitions and
trunk shows.
These proceedings are the output of dedicated professionals and volunteers—committee members, organizers,
curators, assistants, reviewers, sponsors, academic supporters, and others. We thank them heartily and thank you all.
Editor in Chief

Ameersing Luximon
Institute of Textiles and Clothing
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
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FOREWORD
The Meaning of Shibori
Yoshiko Iwamoto Wada
The Japanese word shibori refers to a variety of ways of embellishing textiles by shaping cloth and securing it before
dyeing, a practice that existed in Japan since the Nara Period, 710–794 CE. The word comes from the verb root shiboru,
“to wring, squeeze, press,” which emphasizes the active process of manipulating fabric. Rather than treating cloth as a
two-dimensional surface, shibori techniques transform it into a three-dimensional form by folding, crumpling, stitching,
plaiting, or plucking and twisting and securing it in ways, such as binding and knotting.
Cloth has a life of its own that transcends its origins in the wool of an animal, the fiber of a plant, or the bark of a tree.
The fiber of the humble cotton plant can be spun into rough cotton to make a strong canvas sail or spun into gossamer
and dyed with ethereal patterns to create the turban for a maharaja. The agent of transformation is the artist/artisan,
who senses the life inherent in the material and actualizes it by applying the human touch, knowledge, and vision,
recording a creative process imprinted by manipulation and force on the tactile and alive cloth surface.
Shibori recognizes and explores the pliancy of the textile and its potential for creating a multitude of shaped-and-resisted
designs through dimensional transformation and compression resist. In a similar way, ikat weaving begins with threads
bundled together to form a 3D shape. Using string and other material, the skeins are selectively bound and compressed
to resist dyes and reserve areas from the force—historically dye or more recently lye or heat to melt off metallic yarns or
to shrink plant fiber threads. When the cloth is returned to its two-dimensional form or the patterned threads are woven
into a cloth, the design that emerges is the result of the three-dimensional shape, the type of resist, and the amount of
pressure exerted by the thread or clamp that secured the shape during the cloth’s or threads’ exposure to the dye. The
finished cloth sensitively records the “memory” of the shaping process. This is the essence of both shibori and ikat,
which was first included during the 7th International Shibori Symposium (ISS) in France in 2008 with the technique of
chiné (printed warp weaving). The 9th ISS in 2014 in China included Central Asian warp ikat; and the 10th ISS in Oaxaca,
Mexico, embraces both Mexican jaspe and Japanese kasuri.
The artists, artisans, and scholars participating in this symposium are contributing to the preservation of an ancient
process common to many cultures and reviving traditions that have been steadily disappearing. A shared fascination
with the ancient traditions of shibori and ikat and the potential inherent in their modern technological applications has
drawn together a very diverse community of participants who collaborate, empower, and inspire one another despite
their different languages and diverse cultural roots. Exploring their differences sparks innovation and strengthens the
vitality of their separate traditions. Later in this program you will find brief descriptions of the ISS gatherings that have
taken place every few years in sites around the world, starting with the first one in Nagoya, Japan, in 1992.
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El significado de Shibori
Yoshiko Iwamoto Wada
La palabra japonesa shibori hace referencia a una variedad de formas de embellecimiento de textiles al organizar y
asegurar paños antes del teñido, esta práctica existe en Japón desde el periodo Nara, 710-794 CE. La palabra proviene de
la raíz shiboru “exprimir, estrujar o apretar” la cual enfatiza el proceso de la manipulación de telas. Más allá de tratar a la
ropa como una superficie bidimensional, la técnica Shibori lo transforma en una forma tridimensional al doblar, arrugar
y dar puntadas, trenzar o puntear y retorcerlo asegurando sus formas, tales como el encuadramiento y el anudamiento.
La ropa tiene vida propia que trasciende sus orígenes en la lana animal o la corteza de los arboles, la fibra de la pequeña
planta de algodón puede ser hilado en telaraña y teñido con patrones etéreos para crear el turbante para un maharajá. El
agente de la transformación es el artista/artesano, el cual siente la vida inherente en el material y la ejecuta al aplicarle el
toque humano, su conocimiento y visión, grabando su proceso creativo, impreso por la manipulación y fuerza en la
superficie viva y táctil de la ropa.
El shibori reconoce y explora la flexibilidad de los textiles a la vez que su potencial al crear una multitud de diseños
estructurados y resistentes a través de transformaciones dimensionales y resistentes a la compresión. De manera similar,
las tejeduría del Ikat comienza con trapos enrollados unidos para formar un plano tridimensional usando cuerdas y otro
material, la madeja que son selectivamente enrolladas y comprimidas para resistir teñidos y reservar áreas de presión.
Históricamente teñidos o más recientemente blanqueados o calentados para derretir los hilos metálicos o para encoger
fibras vegetales, cuando la ropa regresa a su forma bidimensional o hilos estampados son usados en la ropa, el diseño
que emerge es el resultado de la forma tridimensional, el tipo de resistencia y la cantidad de presión ejercida por el trapo
o la abrazadera que asegura la forma durante el proceso de la ropa o la exposición al teñido. La prenda terminada
registra sensiblemente la “memoria” del proceso de formación. Es esta la esencia de ambos, el Shibori y el Ikat, los
cuales se incluyeron por primera vez durante el séptimo Simposio Internacional Shibori (ISS) en el 2008 en Francia. Con
la técnica chiné (técnica de estampado de urdimbre). El noveno ISS en 2014 en China incluyó urdimbre Ikat del centro
asiático, y el decimo ISS en Oaxaca, México incorpora ambas: jaspeado mexicano y el kasuri japonés.
Los artistas, artesanos y académicos participantes en este simposio contribuyen a la preservación de un antiguo proceso
común en diferentes culturas y al resurgimiento de tradiciones que han estado desapareciendo progresivamente. Una
fascinación en común a las antiguas tradiciones del shibori ha unido a una comunidad de diversos participantes que
colaboran, empoderan y se inspiran el uno al otro a pesar de sus diferencias culturales y de idiomas. Explorando sus
creativas innovaciones y fortalecer la vitalidad de sus diversas tradiciones. Más tarde en este programa encontrará una
breve descripción de las reuniones del ISS que han tomado cede en diversos sitios alrededor del mundo, siendo el
primero Nagoya Japón en 1992.
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Two thousand three hundred years of Shibori in Mexico
Alejandro de Ávila
The earliest known text so far found in the Americas appears on a pot found in Chiapa de Corzo, dating back about
three centuries before Christ. The engravings on it seem to refer to a textile that was pleated and dyed. The description
pertains to a process for compressing the fabric by crimping to prevent the dye from penetrating certain parts of it, thus
creating designs. This technique is known in Japanese as Shibori.
Sixteenth-century chronicles relate how the Emperor Moctezuma II, like his predecessors on the throne, wore a cloak
dyed with indigo as a badge of kingly authority. The Nahuatl name of the garment indicates that the tissue had been tied,
again an allusion to Shibori. Yet, at the end of the Viceroyalty, the painted portrait of the young wife of a tribal chief
testifies as to how the dyed fabrics distinguished the indigenous elite at that time. The technique survived until the
middle of last century in the Mezquital Valley and the Sierra Gorda, where it was used to decorate woolen petticoats and
aprons. Sadly, since then its traditional form has been lost throughout Mexico.
The Tenth International Shibori Symposium is taking place in Oaxaca to promote and honor dyed fabrics. In addition to
the compressed pleats, knotted or backstitched on the finished fabric, the symposium will also focus on designs created
by covering the warp or weft with moorings for dying, a procedure that achieves marbled designs on the rebozos,
creating a national garment par excellence. Shibori, in its broadest sense, has had a recurring impact on the visual culture of
our country. In welcoming fans and experts of these techniques from around the world, our city is able to demonstrate
its ability to organize conferences on topics of both art and human experience. Through this symposium we are able to
see the potential of reviving a lost art, and recovering a deep Mexican and global legacy.

Dos mil trescientos años de shibori en México
Alejandro de Ávila
El texto más temprano que se conoce hasta ahora en el Continente Americano aparece sobre un tiesto encontrado en
Chiapa de Corzo, que data de aproximadamente tres siglos antes de Cristo. Los glifos grabados en él parecen referirse a
un textil que fue plisado y teñido. La descripción corresponde a un procedimiento para comprimir la tela mediante
pliegues para evitar que el tinte penetre en ciertas partes de ella, creando así diseños. Esta técnica es conocida en japonés
como shibori.
Las crónicas del siglo XVI relatan cómo el emperador Moctezuma Xocoyotzin, al igual que sus antecesores en el trono,
vestía una tilma teñida con añil como distintivo real. El nombre en náhuatl de la prenda indica que el tejido había sido
anudado, de nuevo una alusión al shibori. Todavía al finalizar el virreinato, el retrato pintado de una joven cacica
atestigua cómo los teñidos de reserva seguían distinguiendo a la élite indígena en esas fechas. La técnica sobrevivió hasta
mediados del siglo pasado en el Valle del Mezquital y la Sierra Gorda, donde se usaba para adornar enaguas y delantales
de lana. Tristemente, su forma tradicional se ha perdido desde entonces en todo México.
El Décimo Simposio Internacional de Shibori se realiza en Oaxaca para promover y honrar a los teñidos de reserva.
Además de la compresión plisada, anudada o pespuntada sobre la tela terminada, el simposio versará también sobre los
diseños creados al cubrir la urdimbre o la trama con amarres para teñirla antes de iniciar el tejido, procedimiento que
permite lograr los diseños jaspeados en los rebozos de bolita, prenda nacional por excelencia. El shibori en su sentido
más amplio tiene así repercusiones recurrentes en la cultura visual de nuestro país. Al dar la bienvenida a amantes y
expertos de estas técnicas provenientes de todo el mundo, nuestra ciudad muestra nuevamente su vocación para facilitar
encuentros plurales en torno al arte y la experiencia humana. En esta ocasión se abre la posibilidad de revivir con el
Simposio una técnica perdida, recuperando así un legado profundo de México y del mundo.
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Connections in Resist-Dyeing from Around the World
A cultural inheritance: the transmission of traditional ikat weaving in the islands of Indonesia
BUCKLEY, Chris: chrisbuckley888@hotmail.com
Wolfson College, Oxford Univeristy (member of the Common Room)
Keywords: ikat, cultural transmission, apprenticeship, weaving
Abstract
During 2014 I interviewed 26 weavers from the islands of Flores, Solor and Lembata in Indonesia, with the question ‘how did you
learn to weave’. I will discuss the results, which shed light on how a traditional weaving apprenticeship works, and how the ‘contract
between the generations’ is forged. I will discuss how this contract is changing, and whether we can expect traditional ikat weaving to
survive in the 21st century, and in what form.
Durante 2014 entrevisté a 26 tejedoras de las islas de Flores, Solor y Lembata en Indonesia , con la pregunta "¿cómo aprendió a tejer '
. Voy a discutir los resultados, que muestran cómo funciona el aprendizaje tradicional de tejer, y cómo se forja el ' acuerdo entre las
generaciones ' . Voy a discutir cómo este acuerdo está cambiando, y si podemos esperar tejer ikat tradicional para sobrevivir en el siglo
21, y en qué forma.

1. Research

conversation. The responses that are relevant to my topic are
summarized in Table 1.

The question of how craft traditions (and human traditions in
general) are passed from generation to generation has
generated considerable interest in recent decades (Bloch 2005,
Stark, Bowser & Horne 2008), in part because of a growing
academic interest in culture, and in part because of a practical
interest in supporting traditional communities and lifestyles.
Weaving is widely understood to be passed from mother to
daughter, and studies of weaving that have examined
individual cultures support this view (Barnes 1989, Niessen
2009), but systematic surveys are lacking.
During 2014, as part of an effort to document ikat weaving
traditions in village communities in the eastern islands of
Indonesia (East Nusa Tenggara, ENT), I had the opportunity
to hear the experiences of 26 weavers in 22 villages in eastern
Flores, Solor and Lembata, mainly speaking Lamaholot and
related languages. Each village that I visited had a distinct ikat
weaving tradition, though sharing many common elements,
especially technique, with its neighbors. I was able to record
learning-to-weave experiences in a consistent way, amounting
to a semi-quantitative survey. The results make an interesting
comparison with a similar survey carried out in Southwest
China (Boudot and Buckley 2015).
The importance of ikat in ENT extends well beyond the
‘practical’ aspect of providing textiles for making clothing. Ikat
sarongs (Fig 1) in particular have important roles in rites of
passage. They are exchanged as gifts (‘bridewealth’) between
families during marriage ceremonies, along with other precious
objects. Some types of ceremonial sarong may be worn on
certain occasions, others are kept as heirloom items and may
never be worn.
My interviews consisted of asking individual weavers to
demonstrate their skills, and discuss how they learned to
weave, and the main steps (chaîne opératoire) involved in the
weaving process. This was carried out as part of an informal

Figure 1: Displaying a bridewealth sarong with ikat
decoration in the village of Penikelek, Lembata. This
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In all the villages that I visited in ENT the traditional
pattern is that young women married within a small
grouping of villages sharing the same dialect and ikat
tradition. Family alliances stretching back for several
generations and gift-exchange traditions mean that
marriage outside these boundaries was extremely
difficult and correspondingly rare. Despite recent social
changes marriage within the dialect community still
seems to be the norm. These boundaries ensured that
there was no ‘mixing’ of ikat traditions between dialect
communities. In rare instances where marriage took
place between communities, a young woman would be
expected to learn and conform to the traditions of her
new host village.

sarong has been left unfinished (the circular warp has not
been cut) at the back. It is never worn, but kept as an
heirloom item and occasionally used in bridewealth gift
exchanges.

Learning to weave is a lengthy process: though basic
skills with a loom can be acquired in a month or two,
learning the complete ikat process (in its traditional
form) takes much longer, since it involves a complex
sequence of interlinked steps that are seasonal. A novice
weaver will need at least one year, and more likely
several years to observe and participate in all of them:
•
Cultivation of fiber (cotton) and dye/mordant
plants, or locating and harvesting wild plants in some
cases
•
Spinning yarn (the most time consuming step)
•
Design and layout of motifs, and the tying of
ikat resists onto warp yarns stretched on a frame
•
Preparation of dye baths and dyeing using
natural dyes (complex) or modern synthetic substitutes
(relatively simple)
•
Warping the loom (a job requiring 2 people)
•
Weaving
•
Making the finished sarong or blanket
A novice weaver learns these skills gradually, mainly by
assisting older weavers, beginning with yarn preparation.
No formal ‘teaching’ takes place: the learning process
consists of observing an older weaver and attempting to
copy her actions, or by assisting (for example with dye
bath preparation or warping a loom). Most of this
interaction is non-verbal, but experienced weavers are
quick to criticize or correct a novice if they observe her
doing something wrong. The most complex actions
(such as preparing a dye bath or warping the loom) are
codified procedures that include a certain amount of
ritual. The novice is expected to learn and follow these
procedures precisely.

Table 1: Survey results: responses of weavers to questions
on the topic of ‘how I learned to weave’ and ‘how
weaving is carried out’.

2. Results and Discussion
My conversations confirmed that weavers, who are all
female, learn mainly, but not exclusively, from their
mothers (17 out of 26 weavers). 6 weavers however
described themselves as ‘self taught’. I discuss this
finding in more detail below, since it reveals something
about the learning process in this particular area.
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community-wide assumption that all young women
would learn to weave. Part of the motivation for many
weavers in ENT is economic: there is a tradition of
selling surplus production, which provides a useful
source of cash (or bartered goods). In Southwest China,
in contrast, the weaving of complex decorative items for
a bride’s dowry had no direct economic benefit, since
these items were not normally offered for sale. This
situation has changed somewhat in the last decade with
the appearance in China of weavers who produce
decorated items for sale, both for sale to tourists and to
families who no longer have daughters who weave. In
this respect some weavers in Guizhou are moving
towards a model that is similar to the traditional
situation in ENT.
Figure 2: Weaving a length of cloth decorated with ikat,
that will form part of a sarong, in the village of
Pamakayo, Solor. Weaving is a public, sometimes
communal activity in this region.

The economic aspects, and the presence of novice
weavers who are self-motivated and able to guide their
own learning will be key (I think) to the survival (or
otherwise) of ikat weaving in ENT. Rural societies are
undergoing extremely rapid change and it is not
reasonable to expect novice weavers to learn a skill
simply because it is ‘traditional’. Young women are
obliged to participate in an economy that is cash-based,
and must balance weaving against other demands on
their time. Because the making of bridewealth sarongs
can provide an income for some of its practitioners, the
economic aspects can be crucial in determining whether
the skills are passed on or not, and whether interest is
sustained through the lengthy apprenticeship period.
The most motivated young weavers who I met were
those who had a realistic expectation of making some
income from selling ikat to local families (and in some
cases, to tourists and collectors). The economic aspect
will also, I believe, be crucial to the success or failure of
outside interventions aimed at ‘saving’ traditional craft
skills.

From my conversations it became clear that an
unspoken ‘contract’ exists between older weavers and
novices. The older weaver allows the novice to observe
her weaving and provides occasional advice, and in
return she expects help with tasks such as yarn
preparation, dyeing and warping the loom. Older
weavers tend to be somewhat impatient with novices
and critical of their efforts. Novices are helped however
by the fact that most weaving activities in ENT take
place out of doors, with weavers working singly or in
small groups, so that they have frequent opportunities to
observe and converse with more experienced weavers.
The dyeing processes are an exception: weavers tend to
be secretive about their dye bath ingredients and
preparation. This is linked to an element of
competitiveness in the depth and intensity of color that
weavers achieve using natural dyes, particularly reds and
blacks.

3. Conclusions

I found a lot of variation between weavers in motivation
for learning. Some experienced a strong parental
expectation that they will learn to weave, but others
found that they need to be ‘self motivated’. In most
villages many women weave but not all do: some
families purchase bridewealth sarongs rather than
weaving them. The village of Lamalera appears to have
the highest level of participation, linked to the fact that
ikat production is of particular economic importance for
Lamalera weavers, to the extent that it has been a
‘survival skill’ in the past (Barnes 1989). The selfmotivation and the lack of formal teaching accounts for
why some weavers describe themselves as ‘self-taught’:
in par this signifies their pride in overcoming obstacles
in order to learn. In this aspect ENT is different from
Southwest China, where weaving takes place within
homes or in the courtyard beside a home, rather than in
a communal space, and there is (or was, until recently) a

While weaving in ENT broadly conforms to the
accepted view of a tradition that stays within a
community and is passed from mother to daughter, the
details and dynamics of the transmission of ikat skills
turn out to be complex. Learning takes place via a
lengthy apprenticeship, which takes the form of an
informal ‘contract’ between the generations, in which
older weavers tolerate novices, in return for assistance
with yarn preparation, warping and other tasks.
Economic advantages from weaving are equally
important to ‘maintenance of tradition’ in motivating
younger weavers to learn. Both of these factors must be
in place in order for a tradition to continue.
As regards outside interventions, training may help to
address specific gaps, but is unlikely to substitute for the
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two books: Tibetan Furniture (Thames and Hudson, 2005) and
The Roots of Asian Weaving (with Eric Boudot, Oxbow
Books, 2015). He lives in Hong Kong and in the UK.

lengthy apprenticeship that is necessary for the effective
transmission of weaving. Outside interventions to
support weaving and other traditional crafts will
probably have the best effect if they focus on providing
long-term, sustainable and visible opportunities to sell
high quality weavings for cash.
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Connections in Resist-Dyeing from Around the World
Tie-dyeing all around the Mediterranean Sea: Near East, North Africa, Southern Europe
Amarras, el arte de teñir textiles por reserva, alrededor del mar mediterráneo :
Oriente Proximo, Africa del Norte, Europa meridional
COUSIN, Françoise: fcousin@live.fr
Formerly Musée de l’Homme, Musée du quai Branly-Jacques Chirac, Paris, France
Keywords: tie-dyeing, Mediterranean sea, variations, influences
Abstract
Among the wide world of tie-dyed textiles, some regions, as Japan, West Africa or Indonesia, are very famous for their
productions, either in shibori art or in ikat or both of them. But other parts of the world of dyeing are no known so well.
It is the case, for instance, for the countries which are surrounding the Mediterranean sea. I’ll present here the textiles
which are produced there, first in ikat, then in shibori. My presentation will go upto Iran at the east, and the Spanish and
French shores at the west, and will include the Maghreb countries. Through it, it will be possible to try to bring in the
light the influences they may have received from each other and to make some hypothesis.
Dentro del mundo amplio de textiles teñidos por reserva, Japan, Africa occidental o Indonesia, estan muy famosas por
sus producciones, que sea en arte de shibori, que sea en el del ikat, o que sea por las dos tecnicas. Pero otras partes del
mundo de la tintura nos estan tan bien conocidas. Por exemplo, es el caso, por exemplo, de los paises situados aleredor
del mar Mediterráneo. Lo que quisiera presentarles aqui son los textiles que estan producidos allá, primero con ikat
tecnica, y secundo con la de shibori. Mi presentación abarcara una zona incluyando Iran en el oriente, y las costas
españolas y franceses en el oeste, integrando tambien los paises del norte de África. Asi, sera possible intentar de aclarar
las influencas que estos textiles han podido intercambiar y quizas hacer hipótesis.
1. Introduction
Among the wide world of tie-dyed textiles, some regions, as
Japan, West Africa or Indonesia, are very famous for their
productions, either in shibori art or in ikat or both of them.
But other parts of the world of dyeing are no known so well. It
is the case, for instance, for the countries which are
surrounding the Mediterranean Sea. I’ll present and describe
roughly the textiles which are produced there, first in ikat, then
in shibori. My presentation will reach Iran at the east, and the
Spanish and French shores at the west, and will include the
Maghreb countries.
We easily think that a sea, or a desert as well, forms a border
separating opposite countries, but in fact, and especially in the
case of the Mediterranean Sea, it is a wide space where
exchanges have been done for milleniums. It could be for
wars, as we unfortunately know it since epics by Homer, or for
conquests, and it could be for trade followed by cultural
exchanges.

Figure 1: Localization of quoted places
2. The prevalence of lines: Ikat around the
Mediterranean Sea
Ikat is a process known under its Malayan name and this word
is used as well for the textiles produced. There is, however, a
strong possibility the technique and its name have been
introduced in Southeast Asia by Arab traders (Lamm 1937,
Bier 2001, quoted by Bier 2014). The pattern of the so called
textiles is anticipated before the weaving by dyeing the skeins
of threads either for the warp, or for the weft, or for both. As
least two colours are obtained, often more. This process is
widespread, well known and studied specially in several islands

Through this presentation, it will be possible to draw a map of
the presence and the absence of both the techniques, to
highlight configurations and patterns, and to make
assumptions about the origins of their presence, and about the
influences they may have received from each other. You won’t
find here replies to all questions which can be asked, but the
comparison may help to progress.
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of Indonesia. It is probably through the so-called “Silk Road”
that it has reached Near East, then some European spots
where it is attested.
Most ikats produced in this part of world we are talking about
are warp ikats. Silk threads are mainly used, sometimes cotton.
Some of them are still woven, as in Spanish Baleares islands
where they find a new market through tourism. Some others
were slowly dying when the war brutally made them disappear.
It is the case in Syria and we’ll see that is not the only craft to
disappear there.
2.1. Ikat in Near East
Ikats from Yemen, dated 9th and 10th centuries, have been
excavated in Egypt. Historical data have been summarized in
her paper by Carol Bier, in the Proceedings of the previous ISS
(Bier 2014). But, according to what I know, the technique is no
more used.

Figure 2: Detail of an ikat silk towel. Syria, Alep, 20th
century
2.2. Ikat in North Africa

In the Near East, a textile called mashru is widely displayed. It a
satin mixing silk threads for the warp and cotton for the weft
used as dress material. The same kind of cloth, named after the
same name, is known in south of Pakistan and western states
of India, namely Gujarat. Some of these clothes are not ikated,
but in Near East most of them are. They have been displayed
in all the countries which were under the ottoman rule, may be
from some specialized places or more widely woven. Their
patterns are simple, as these satins support stripes alternating
plain ones and ikated ones, with prevaling bright colours, red
and yellow. Sometimes, ikat is drawing horizontal lines on a
plain ground, by the game of resists positions.

In North Africa, the process is not in use, and does not seem
to have been used, unless in the famous Fez belts; but this is
not clearly noticed as the weaving process is quite complicated
and the use of ikat can be seen only if the belt is carefully
observed, mainly from the reverse side. It is at the end of the
11th century upto the 14th century that the so-called hispanomoorish art has been developed in the south of Spain and the
north of Morocco. When Muslims have been chased away
from Spain Moroccan workshops have been more widely
known, even if they were already settled in Fes or, latter, in
Tetouan. Silk threads, twisted “Z”, are used for the warp; for
the weft, silk is also used, and sometimes golden files around a
silken core. The technique of weaving is a lampas, for which a
draw loom has been used. A warp dyed is used with ikat
process for some of the belts dated from the end of 17th
century to the beginning of 19th.

Another kind of ikat textile is also made and widely used from
Iran upto to the Eastern Mediterranean shore. It is woven at
the required size, mainly for hammam towels. The main
material for this kind of textile is silk, but it can also be made
of cotton; either in cotton or in silk, the quality is always fine.
Patterns are warp ikated, with sometimes cross striped lines at
the ends. Main colours are a dark red, with purple, black, green
and yellow motives. They are more or less well located: from
Yazd, Isfahan or Abadan in Iran, from Turkey not precisely
located, from Bagdad in Iraq, Alep in Syria. Last samples used
as a piece of cloth for skirt come from Taïzz in Yemen. It is
not sure, however, the place of use is always the place of
fabrication. Some others are probably made in other countries
(India, Indonesia?).
The last ikat textiles which are found in this area are velvet ikat
panels which were made in the 19th century in Kashan, north
of Ispahan, or Yazd ; these two places are among the most
famous ones for this craft. The pattern is similar on all these
velvet ikats: a kind of niche is drawn on a red ground, where a
Cyprus or tree of life highlights. On both sides, on the edges, a
large border is covered with geometrically drawn vegetals.
Main colours, besides the red, are green, yellow and white.

Figure 3: A belt woven in Fes, Morocco (18th century),
detail of the ikated warp
Just for the record, few words about some pieces of cloth used
by women as wrapped dresses which have been woven in the
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south of Tunisia, i.e the region of Gabes and Djerba island. In
these textiles, there is a change of colour in the warp, but it is
not obtained with ikat threads, but with interlocked warp
threads.

the same trapezoidal shape decorated in another way, or plain.
A shawl was also part of the Zoroastrian women costume.
When decorated in the same way, it was presenting
geometrical yellow patterns on a red ground.

2.3. Ikat in Europe

On the south of the Arabic peninsula, women face veils are
made in Sanaa, the capital of Yemen. In silk, natural and more
often artificial, all of them carry the same lines of big
concentric spots in shape of diamond, white and red on a
black ground. Going northward and westward, the most
famous tie-and-dye in Near East was made in Syria, in the
region between Qseir and Hama, north-west of Syria. It was
practiced on a native raw silk, for gowns cut and sawn before
the tie-dyeing process. It is why it is possible for the best ones
to appreciate the patterns as a whole, without any breaks due
to stitches. The gown is made of lengths of textiles with panels
added on the sides to give the proper width and the sleeves are
added with large peaks at their end. On the main part of the
gown and on the sleeves, the outlines of the patterns draw
diamonds combined to form geometrical figures of light spots
on black or dark ground. The same kind of patterns decorates
scarves worn together with the gowns.

In Europe, the ikat process is attested in France upto the 19th
century for furnishings, with blue patterns on white linen or
cotton ground. But is not on the Mediterranean shore. In
Spain, the craft is known in Baleares islands, where some
workshops are still manufacturing cotton pieces for
furnishings. It is warp ikat, with simple coloured patterns on a
white ground. There is a doubt for French textiles as edges are
not perceptible on samples.

A new stop-over, geographically near the eastern shore of the
Mediterranean Sea but politically in Europ, is the southern part
of the island of Cyprus. And there, in Koilani village, Limassol
province, square scarves used to be tie-dyed. They were made
on a silk twill by women who tied and dyed with natural dyes
themselves, but the indigo one which was untrusted to a
professional dyer. They were used as headdresses by wealthy
women in Cyprus proper and bought as gifts to girls they were
engaged to by men of Kastellorizo. Kastellorizo is a small
Greek island located at only one mile from the Turkish
southern coast. When this custom died out, the production
also ceased. The square is divided by a cross, creating four
smaller squares, decorated with different regularly drawn
motives, diamonds, chessboards, and so on. What is
interesting here is that the patterns which had their proper
organization seem to belong to the same group we previously
looked at, at least to be the last oriental step of it, before the
other patterns as we’ll see now.

Figure 4: Detail of cotton ikat, France, 19th century
As we see, we can separate the concerned area in two distinct
parts; the most important focuses of ikat are – or we should
say were - settled in the Near East. But does the technique
have spread in western part of Mediterranean countries from
these focuses? Why not in other countries, for example in
Italy, a country very famous for its textiles where we know
Near East influence has been important owing the commercial
exchanges?

3. The prevalence of spots: tie-dyeing around the
Mediterranean Sea
The same kind of distinction can be made for tie-dyeing, but
other countries are concerned. Most of Near East countries
have been the places of the technique, with different schemes
of patterns. We could say a border is drawn between Greece
and Turkey. And a common configuration can be observed in
North African countries, as another common one is displayed
from Greece to North Africa. Let us see that in detail.
3.1. On the Eastern side of Mediterranean shores
On the Eastern side, tie-and-dye was practiced in the middle
of Iran, towns of Isfahan and Yazd mainly, for silk trapezoidal
panels used in Zoroastrian women gowns. Small spots made
of concentric rings are regularly displayed, drawing diamonds
or herringbone pattern, generally yellow and green on a red
ground, creating regular geometrical patterns. These
trapezoidal patterns are separated from each other by panels of

Figure 5: Detail of a scarf. Cyprus, Koilani, 19th century, ©
Cyprus Folk Art Museum
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3.2. On the Western side

and the colour. They are all made of sprang, a peculiar kind of
plaiting, and they are dyed in a very dark red colour, with red
simple motives, irregular rings in Tunisia, lines in Morocco.
And the third country where it is present is Greece, and
particularly in the Peloponnese peninsula.

We can observe two groups inside this western side of the
Mediterranean Sea and some very specific items we’ll talk
latter. The first one includes roughly square pieces of cloth,
shawls, belts. They all are woolen clothes, integrating many
times some cotton weft threads; their patterns are made of
marks, more or less regularly displayed on the ground. They
often play with the cotton threads, which are not dyed as the
wool is.
These textiles are attested from Libya to Morocco among
Berber populations. The square clothes are found in all the
North African countries, but Egypt, and are used as small
headscarves, or as napkins. Shawls are found in Tunisia, and
belts in Morocco. Tie-dyed belts, from Rif region, in the north
of the country present specific patterns. In the south of
Tunisia, to dye their shawls, Berber women include some dye
closed by a thread on one side, or the other, creating a pattern
alternating rings and marks red and yellow on the indigo
ground. Some other shawls, bigger, are decorated by red marks
on indigo ground or yellow on red.

Figure 7: Detail of a sprang woolen belt, Morocco, AntiAtlas

4. Conclusion
Many informations are available about the dyeing, the
appearance and development of natural dyes, processes and
trade, upto the development of chemical dyes at the end of the
19th century. The history of European textiles give more space
to silken ones, and woven techniques. The roads from East to
West are an important part of this history.
We find as well informations about block printing, specially
after the 17th century with import of the so-called “indiennes”
and industries which were developed in Europ to compete
with foreign textiles. But they are very few about the history of
tie-dyeing techniques in Europ, maybe because they seem to
have been used mainly for popular dress; as far as Maghreb is
concerned, a reason could be that the craft was found among
Berbers. A second reason, according to me, is that it was
mainly a craft performed by women, at a domestic scale, and
textiles used by them.

The same technique was used by Chaouia population for
decorating goatskins in Aures mountains, north-East of
Algeria. These goatskins were forming a pile for ritual uses,
either marriages or circumcision. Before talking about the
second group of tie-dyed pieces, let us speak on very peculiar
textiles. They are the scarves which were used by Jewish urban
ladies; made of a fine silk, they were woven on both their ends
with golden threads. These parts were tied before the whole
piece is dyed in red, or black. Sometimes a small mark was also
set just in the middle of the scarf, when black.

It is different for ikat. The ikat process has been known in
France : we can find a description of the process under the
name “chiné” in an encyclopedic dictionary dated 1883. This
word “chiné” is translated “variegated” or “flecked” in
French-English dictionaries, but these English words don’t
cover the same meaning. In Spanish, at least as it is spoken in
Mexico, ikat is named “jaspeado”. Some other textiles were
called “flammé” in the 18th century ; their warp was printed
with different colours, and not dyed after resists, but they
looked quite similar to ikats. As for shibori, ikat decorated
textiles started to be known after travelers and colonization.
Nederland museums and scholars specially produced rich
informations about the technique. It is the Indonesian term
has been wordly used to describe the technique, as the country
has been colonized by Dutch.

The second group of tie-dyed pieces includes woolen belts or
headbands. Two features are common: the textile technique

The shibori process seems to be unknown in Europ before
travelers brought back textiles and informations related to

Figure 6: A woolen shawl. Tunisia, 20th century
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from their distant travels. But I came to know, few years ago
and recently, some European locally made tie-dyed pieces of
dress, and I am looking for informations about them, but for
the moment I could not come across.

But the most interesting group is compound by bands and
belts using sprang techniques for their manufacturing. We find
it from Peloponnese to Tunisia and Morocco. How can we
explain its absence in other countries, Italy, namely in Sicily, or
in Algeria? The use of sprang is widely used for making elastic
textiles, but not tie-dye. Relations between Greece and
Maghreb have been important, for Antiquity and we find many
marks of it in all sectors of activity, and in vocabulary, but
what gathers us here has not been studied and we don’t clearly
know how for long it has been practised.

Ikat, always warp ikat in the part of the world we are talking
to, and shibori processes are performed on silk, wool, flax,
cotton. There are important differences according to countries
and the distribution of both the techniques is interesting to
point out.
Roughly, in the Near East countries ikat is mainly performed
on silk skeins, whereas in Western countries, i.e Spain and
France, it is performed on vegetal fibers, flax and cotton. It is
only in Morocco that it is performed on silk, in Fes and
Tetouan towns where were woven the famous belts. We can
probably say that these belts and their technology came from
Arabians, who conquered (winned) all the south of Spain
where a very rich artistic stream has been developed under the
name “hispano-moorish art” as I said earlier, and who were
also settled in Moroccan cities. But what about ikat performed
on flax and cotton in France and Baleares Islands? All along
their history, Baleares islands have been occupied by Greeks,
Phenicians, Carthaginians, Romans, and other conquerors.
Which people brought ikat in its luggage ? For France, the
question is the same, if the quality is better. Of course,
Arabians conquered the south of the country upto the place of
Poitiers, where they have been stopped in the 8th century, but
it does not mean either they introduced the technique.

Let us hope future excavations will bring some replies, and
more studies will help us to go deeper in the knowledge. It
means there are many more ways to explore for future
scholars.
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Connections in Resist-Dyeing from Around the World
Frivolities of the spindle: reserve dyeing in Mexican history
de ÁVILA, Alejandro: adeavilab@hotmail.com
Museo Textil de Oaxaca
Abstract
Administrative accounts and reports of lost articles dating to the late 18th and early 19th century in Central Mexico make reference to
rebozos (shawls) that were called “paños de jaspes, alias de malacahuile” (‘jasper-patterned, aka malacahuile cloths’). The latter term
derives from Nahuatl, the language of the Aztec peoples, and may be translated as ‘the frivolity of the spindle.’ It appears to have
designated ikat-dyeing specifically, a procedure which requires endless hours of finely skilled work. Such a semantically loaded
designation suggests that indigenous weavers had been familiar with the technique for a long time.
In this presentation I will review linguistic, archaeological and technical evidence to propose that reserve-dyed webs did not arrive in
New Spain with the Manila galleon as has been thought for a long time, but were locally made long before 1519. I have examined
quesquémeles (cape-like garments restricted to northern Mesoamerica), fajas (women’s narrow sashes), ceñidores (men’s wide sashes),
ponchos and bags patterned with ikat which were woven in Central and Northeastern Mexico as late as the 1960s, and find that they
share a number of structural and design features which must reflect a common history. The geographical distribution and variation of
these distinctive traits, also present in early rebozos, allow me to reconstruct an ancestral prototype (dating, I propose, to pre-Columbian
times), on the basis of which innovations could have developed in later periods. Furthermore, there are clues from the terminology for
ikat in Otomí, an Otomanguean language from Central Mexico, to believe that reserve dyeing on the warp is quite old there, indeed.
To attempt a reconstruction of the prototype, I take as a model the work by Christopher Buckley on the evolution of ikat-dyed webs in
Southeast Asia and Indonesia. I compare what can be inferred to be the more conservative features of Mexican knotted resist with preColumbian Andean examples, and with analogous textiles from Japan, the Philippines, the islands east of Java, India, Uzbekistan, Iran,
Yemen, Siria and West Africa. I do not find any parallels in format, design structure or individual motifs which would relate
Mesoamerican ikat to the weaving traditions of East Asia. Although trade between Acapulco, Manila and Yuegang (in Fujian, China)
was intense from 1565 to 1815, I do not perceive an imprint on the rebozo of any Oriental textiles that may have arrived by that route.
On the basis of its technique and its patterns, together with the visual record provided by castas painting (idealized portraits of ethnic
admixture), I propose as a working hypothesis that the native tradition of Mexican resist-dyeing was influenced by textiles made for
trade at two different moments after the European invasion of the Americas: first in the 1500s by Arabic warp-ikat fabrics made in the
Levant, and later by the weft-ikat toiles siamoises flammées that became fashionable in Paris in the 1700s, after the king of Thailand
sent an embassy loaded with silks and other luxury goods to France, as described by Voltaire. This complex history, I conclude, makes
Mexican resist-dyeing unique as a synthesis of diverse textile traditions from across the world.
The earliest text known so far in the Americas was engraved on a
potsherd found in Chiapa de Corzo (in the state of Chiapas in
southern Mexico, bordering Guatemala) that has been dated to
around 300 years before our era. The script appears to represent
a language in the Mixe-Zoque family, and it has been proposed
that the inscription on the clay reads as follows:

first and most impressive example was uncovered in Apaseo el
Alto (in the state of Guanajuato in central Mexico) in the late
1800s. The site was not excavated by archaeologists but explored
by an amateur (Arredondo, 2012), and no trace of the textile is
known since then except for a photograph published in 1897
(Davis, 2001-2002: 51), which shows it to have been a sizable
mantle, apparently woven out of agave fiber. The designs in the
photo are complex and reflect consummate skill; the art of shibori
had evidently reached a high degree of sophistication in Mexico
before the European invasion. Two archaeological fragments of
cotton fabric found in a dry cave in the Tehuacán valley in
southeastern Puebla (Mastache, 1974), and a larger piece
unearthed in the section of downtown Mexico City known as La
Ciudadela (Román, 2014), are less spectacular examples of tieresist dyeing, but they show nonetheless that the technique was
widespread, and it served to embellish textiles fashioned with
different fibers. Furthermore, the style of shibori patterning left
an imprint on other media during the post-Classic period (900 to
1521 AD), as evidenced by polychrome ceramics from Oaxaca
decorated with circular designs in three colors against a dark
background (de Ávila, 1998: 238).

“The pleated cloth got dyed. The thing that is made of pleated
cloth has been cut.” (Kaufman & Justeson, 2001: 2.86).
If this interpretation is reliable, the text must refer to a textile that
was patterned by means of compression-resist dyeing. Since fabric
in ancient Mesoamerica and the Andes was woven to size, and
never cut or tailored, it seems likely that the second part of the
inscription relates to the removal of threads or binding that would
have compressed the folded cloth, as in the variant of pleated
shibori known in Japan as kumo, which results in spider web
patterns.
It is plausible to relate the ancient text from Chiapa specifically to
shibori because there have been at least three findings of preColumbian tie-resist and stitch-resist dyed cloth in Mexico. The
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Documents drafted shortly after the Spanish conquest indicate
that a cotton mantle dyed a deep blue with geometric designs was
reserved for the tlàtoāni, the foremost ruler in the Nahuatlspeaking realm of central Mexico (Mastache, 1974: 258; Anawalt,
1990). The name for the garment, xiuhtlalpilli tilmàtli, specifies
that it was knotted and dyed with indigo (in this paper I follow the
Nahuatl orthography of Launey, 2011). The detailed depiction of
the royal mantle worn by Nezahualpilli (monarch of Texcoco), as
illustrated in Codex Ixtlilxochitl (FAMSI, n.d.: 108), suggests that
it was patterned by both tied and stitched shibori. The technique
appears to have retained connotations of prestige throughout the
colonial period, as witnessed by the portrait of Sebastiana Inés
Josefa de San Agustín in 1757 (Armella, Castelló & Borja, 1988:
79). The young woman in the picture was the daughter of caciques
(members of the indigenous aristocracy) who was dressed up in
her finest clothing and jewels on the occasion of her entry into a
convent to become a nun. She wore a huipil (the Mesoamerican
tunic reserved for women) with red motifs on a dotted white
background, most likely achieved by shibori. As if to emphasize
her status, one of the designs that can be made out in the painting
is the double headed eagle of the Habsburgs (who ruled Spain at
the time of the conquest of Mexico and Peru), topped by a large
crown.

del Río (state of San Luis Potosí; de Ávila, 1977-1979). Like
shibori in the Sierra Gorda, warp ikat has died out in both areas,
sadly.
Ikat is of particular historic interest in Mexico because of its close
association with the rebozo (a rectangular shawl fashioned out of a
single web, with warp fringes on both ends), an outstanding icon
of nationalism and femininity. The evolution of the rebozo has
been studied extensively by Ana Paulina Gámez (2009) and by an
earlier generation of scholars (Davis, 1996; Johnson, 1994;
Castelló, 1989); in the present paper, I will focus on other ikatpatterned textiles, which have received less attention by
researchers but which may hold interesting clues about the early
history of resist dyeing in our region at large. Unlike shibori, no
archaeological textile is known that can attest to the use of ikat in
pre-Columbian times north of the equator. In spite of the absence
of early specimens, a number of lines of evidence make it seem
likely that the technique had Mesoamerican antecedents: for one
thing, it has a much wider distribution than shibori in Mexico, and
it is also found in Guatemala.
Ikat is used for a larger diversity of fibers than tie and stitch-resist
dyeing, which have only been recorded on wool in textiles made
in the 1800s and 1900s within the small area cited earlier. In
contrast, there are numerous examples of jaspe (as ikat is known
in Spanish) dating from the same time period made with cotton
or silk (and, more recently, rayon or other synthetic fibers) in
Mexico and Guatemala, in addition to the ikat-dyed ponchos,
rebozos and bags from central Mexico made out of wool.
Furthermore, the fiber used traditionally to bind the threads for
resist dyeing was invariably ixtle (agave fiber, extracted from plants
that are native to Mesoamerica), the same material that was used
for shibori in the Sierra Gorda and the Mezquital Valley. The wool
dyed through the ikat process, as well as shibori, was always spun
by hand with the indigenous malacate spindle, whereas all the
examples that I have examined made with cotton or silk show
threads that had been processed in large workshops or by
industrial machinery. The degummed and reeled floss used for the
warp and weft in the silk pieces was probably imported from Asia
or Europe.

Tie and stitch-resist dyeing survived in Mexico into the 1950s in a
small region of the Sierra Gorda and the Mezquital Valley (at the
border of the states of Hidalgo and Querétaro, northeast of
Mexico City), but nowhere else in Mesoamerica. Irmgard
Weitlaner Johnson, foremost researcher on Mexican
archaeological, historic and ethnographic textiles, recorded the
work of doña Sixta Trejo, one of the last artists of shibori in our
country (Davis, 2001-2002: 62-66). Doña Sixta knew how to use
indigo and cochineal to create the 4-color skirts worn traditionally
in her home town of Vizarrón (municipality of Cadereyta) as
festive attire. Prior to Johnson, Elsie McDougall had documented
the same basic procedures used by doña Romualda Olguín in the
community of Guadalupe in the municipality of Zimapán (to the
east of Vizarrón) to embellish aprons (Start, 1948: 99-100). In
both instances, the fabrics employed to fashion the skirts and
aprons were of handspun wool woven on a backstrap loom (used
in Mesoamerica since antiquity). The garment worn in Vizarrón
was not the native wrap-around, however, but rather a skirt
gathered onto a waistband, a format of European origin, as is the
apron. Perhaps the only surviving example of the use of shibori
on a textile with ancient roots in Mexico is a red woolen bag
attributed to San Miguel Tolimán (to the west of Vizarrón, still in
the Sierra Gorda) in the collection of the Acervo de Arte Indígena,
CDI (catalog number 7583).

A number of archaeological examples of warp ikat have been
found on the Pacific coast of Peru (D’Harcourt, 1962: 70, 159 &
plate 53). This boosts the likelihood of an early presence of the
technique in Mesoamerica because quite a variety of complex
textile structures that are attested in the Andean zone during the
pre-Hispanic era are similarly known ethnographically from
northern Mesoamerica, but not from southern Mexico or
Guatemala. These include double cloth, double weave with a
single weft, supplementary warp weaves, transposed warps, and
tubular weaves with a continuous spiraling weft. Some of these
structures have not yet been formally analyzed and published, but
they are reliably documented in the collections of the Museo
Textil de Oaxaca. Because of their early presence in South
America, they have been regarded so far as techniques of Andean
origin, but it is feasible that some of them may have originated in
Mesoamerica and travelled south, as was shown recently for the
domestication of an exceptional textile dyestuff, cochineal
(Dactylopius coccus; Van Dam et al., 2015) and its host plant
(Opuntia ficus-indica; Griffith, 2004). In some antique textiles from
Mexico, resist dyeing is combined with one of these intricate
woven structures, as in a silk sash at the MTO where the central
pattern of supplementary warps gimped with silver foil is

In the 1970s, Ruth Lechuga, a specialist on folk art (1978: 12-19),
met doña Dolores Aguilar from the hamlet of Chavarría (in the
mountains east of Vizarrón), who had not practiced shibori for
twenty years, but who was able to recreate the ponchos formerly
worn by men in that area. Woven in a twill structure with
handspun wool, they were knotted with agave fiber and dyed with
cochineal or indigo to attain a simple pattern of white dots on a
plain or striped background. Similar ponchos from other regions
in central Mexico, also made with handspun wool in a twill weave,
were formerly dyed with cochineal and other dyestuffs, not by
means of shibori but in the procedure of warp ikat. They were
recorded by Irmgard W. Johnson in the municipality of
Ixmiquilpan in the Mezquital Valley (Johnson et al, 2014: 55), and
by the author of this paper in the mountains east of Santa María
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bordered by ikat stripes in a rich magenta, surely colored with
cochineal (catalog number FAJ0299).

various examples from Tenancingo (which remains the most
important rebozo weaving center in the country) and I find that
some do show, indeed, vigesimal stripes, but that is not always the

Also relevant to the possibility that ikat may have been known in
Mexico before 1521 is the fact that it was used until the mid-20th
century to decorate a uniquely Mesoamerican format, the
quēchquemitl (a closed cape-like garment composed of two
webs sewn together on a right angle). Moreover, the area where
warp-ikat examples of this type were woven, both in cotton and
in silk or rayon, matches closely the region where shibori persisted
until the 1950s (the Sierra Gorda and the Mezquital Valley). In
addition to the quēchquemitl, resist dyeing of the warp was also
used to embellish two types of textiles that have pre-Columbian
antecedents: sashes and bags. When I examined the earliest ikat
sashes and garters that we know in Mexico, which appear to date
to the late 1700s (given that a similar textile, which is part of the
same original collection, bears the date 1792, woven with
supplementary wefts), I was intrigued to find that the resist-dyed
warp stripes consist repeatedly of twenty threads, or multiples
thereof. This numerical feature is significant because the
languages indigenous to Mesoamerica use a vigesimal (base 20)
numeral system. The number forty, for example, is phrased ‘twotwenty’, the number sixty, ‘three-twenty’, and four hundred (20
times 20) receives a distinctive name. Vigesimal counts are so
pervasive in this part of the world that they constitute one of the
defining features of Mesoamerica as a Sprachbund or language area
(Campbell, Kaufman & Smith Stark, 1986). On the grounds of
intellectual economy, it makes sense to cling to a canonical
number when the need arises to do substantial multiplications and
divisions, as a weaver needs to do in setting up an ikat-dyed warp
with repetitive pattern units.

rule. I understand the comment made by don Evaristo, who was
trained as a weaver in the 1930s, as a generalization that was
applicable to early rebozos, which were the model to be followed
by accomplished artists like him. In any case, the relationship
between ikat (as well as other textile techniques) and the
Mesoamerican numerical system calls for further research.
Some ikat sashes that were still worn in Mexico in the early 1900s
bear proof of a more subtle link with ancient cultural history. In
my fieldwork in central San Luis Potosí in the 1970s, I recorded
information on silk and cotton ceñidores (wide sashes formerly
worn by men in the area where part of my paternal family came
from) with a curious gap in the patterns at the center of the
garment. The collection of the MTO includes two examples I
obtained from relatives on my grandfather’s side (catalog numbers
CEN0044 & CEN0116). Doña Justina Sánchez de Ávila, who
recalled how the ceñidores were made, explained that they were
woven on a backstrap loom set up on a ring warp. As the weavers
advanced, doña Justina recounted, they would make the warp slide
down on the loom bars to keep the point of insertion of the weft
close at hand:
“[The sash] was warped closely together, and as it was woven, it
was pulled down and made to slide. They left a piece [unwoven]
to cut it later to make the fringes… They warped it in a single set
[of threads]. They would make it slide as they wove it.”
Although doña Justina did not explain it at the time, I noticed later
that the sequence of indigo-dyed ikat patterns in the ceñidores, as
well as the orientation of the individual motifs, became inverted
after the dark blue gap at the midline of the garment, as if the
design was mirrored at that point. I understood then that weavers
took advantage of the ring warp, folding it in half and binding it
with agave fiber to create the patterns, dyeing and unfolding it
afterwards to economize on the work. Annular looms, like the
quēchquemitl and the complex weaving structures shared with
the Andean region mentioned earlier, are restricted to northern
Mesoamerica. The correlation of ikat with a ring warp seems to
speak again of an early development of resist dyeing in the
northeastern region of central Mexico.

The same observation holds true for two quēchquemitl that I
examined from the Sierra Gorda in the Acervo de Arte Indígena,
CDI. One was woven with silk in the head town of Tolimán
(catalog number 11320), while the second piece was made with
cotton in nearby San Miguel (no. 11319). I found that in both
cases, the repetitive stripes in the central field (customarily a total
of thirteen in the area of Tolimán) were composed of twenty pairs
of warps. The 520 threads needed for the overall pattern must
have been grouped together in the beginning, to be subdivided
later according to the pattern bound on the warps prior to dyeing,
and then reassembled on the loom after the dye bath. In this
cumbersome sequence of lumping, splitting and regrouping
threads, the recourse to a canonical number would ease the
cognitive load of the task. Furthermore, I have found a correlation
between vigesimal counts and the use of indigenous materials
(stripes of handspun cotton, either white or coyuchi – natural
brown color) in early rebozos I have looked at in the AAI-CDI
(catalog number 15076) and in the collection of the Franz Mayer
Museum in Mexico City (nos. DRA-0010, 0028 & 0045).
Conversely, similar pieces that I have examined, dating from
about the same time and made exclusively with imported silk, do
not show base twenty warp counts (nos. DRA-0001, 0020, 0023
& 0024).

An additional line of evidence to make the case for a long history
of ikat in that same area is provided by linguistics. In 1799, in
response to a questionnaire sent out by the viceroy regarding local
manufactures, the subdelegate in Actopan (to the southeast of
Zimapán, still within the Mezquital Valley) wrote the following:
“…most of the persons who have always dedicated themselves to
producing rebozos and various curious small pieces of cotton and
silk are women, but they do so at the expense of great effort, since
they use malacate spindles and backstrap looms, which demand
more time than spinning wheels and treadle looms.”

After making these observations, in March of 2016 I interviewed
don Evaristo Borboa Casas, master rebozo weaver from
Tenancingo (in the State of Mexico, west of Mexico City), who
was awarded the National Prize in Science and the Arts in 2005.
When I asked him about the warp counts, his response was
prompt, succinct and to the point: “Most [of the jaspe patterns]
consist of forty threads.” Since that interview, I have looked at

Pressed by the authorities in Mexico City to provide more details,
the subdelegate sent a second letter:
“…it is not possible to respond how many women [do this work]
with a fixed number because, although most of them are of
European ancestry, they employ some dexterous Indian women
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as their laborers. Their progress has been to weave some fabrics
they call of jaspes, also known as malacahuile; I attach some small
samples of everything so that Your Excellency may perceive the
immense amount of work they invest, and the meager profit they
enjoy…” (Reservadísimo sobre fábricas y telares de manufacturas
del Reino, n.d.)

pattern, such as large chevrons, in blue or red against white
(García Sáiz, 1989: 156 & 211). The ikat stripes are evenly spaced
throughout the garment, alternating with warp bands of solid
color. This arrangement is strongly reminiscent of weft ikat toiles
flammées woven in France during the same period, which had
become fashionable in Paris after king Narai of Thailand sent an
embassy loaded with colorfully patterned silks and other luxury
goods to the court of Louis XIV (Baghdiantz-McCabe, 2008: 222223). Weavers in Rouen learned resist dyeing avidly, producing
cotton yardage with simple patterns colored with indigo. This
fabric became popular all over Europe and appears to have
influenced workshops as far away as Sweden (Fabrics Lebeau
Trouvais, 2010) and Mallorca (Teixits Riera, n.d.).

The Hispanized term malacahuile mentioned in the second letter
was borrowed from the Nahuatl malacāhuilli. The etymology of
the latter can be interpreted as “the lightness of the spindle” or
“the frivolity of the malacate.” The subdelegate’s account suggests
that the name referred specifically to jasper-like ikat-dyeing, a
procedure which requires endless hours of finely skilled work. To
call it “light” or “frivolous” would seem to spell much irony. Such
a semantically loaded designation suggests that indigenous
weavers had been familiar with the technique for quite some time.

It seems likely that weavers throughout the Spanish empire, ruled
at the time by the Bourbons, would have sought to emulate
French fashion. Resist-dyed textiles are not apparent in the
extensive pictorial record of Latin America before the late 1700s.
In the case of Mexico, indigenous weavers who may have known
how to make warp ikat sashes and other garments could have
easily adapted the style of the weft patterned toiles flammées to their
backstrap looms, after they had become exalted in Europe. In
support of this hypothesis, some of the earliest surviving rebozos
combine wide stripes of simple warp ikat patterns with elaborately
embroidered scenes depicting promenades and country outings, a
prestigious theme in French paintings, porcelain and printed
textiles of that period that may have crossed the Atlantic
(Laughlin, 2016). The designs on the Mexican examples of that
type were stitched with imported silk in multiple colors, as well as
gimped thread with silver or gold foil (Gámez, 2016; de María &
Castelló, 1990: 164-165). The probability of a connection between
early rebozos and French ikat seems to be bolstered by the parallel
development in the late 18th and early 19th centuries of the
kanavat in Russia, a bridal veil of silk with broad bands of simple
warp ikat combined with baroque patterns of gimped
supplementary wefts inspired by leafy garlands and medallions in
lavish Parisian style. These veils, which were a specialty of the city
of Kolomna, close to Moscow, bear a captivating resemblance to
some early Mexican rebozos. A beautiful example is now part of the
holdings of the MTO (catalog number VEL0001).

Some of the designs found on ikat sashes and quēchquemitl
from the Sierra Gorda and Mezquital Valley provide a further
connection with native textile traditions. Stepped frets, lozenges
with hooks, curly Ss and Zs, and other basic motifs of the
Mesoamerican repertoire are salient in those garments, but they
also display geometricized vines, pomegranates, bunches of
grapes stylized as pineapples, and other figures of European and
West Asian origin. Similarly, rebozos from the first half of the
19th century boast bold hearts, carnations and cypresses, among
other designs popular around the Mediterranean. Perhaps more
significant than the individual motifs is the marked tendency of
ikat patterns on both indigenous (sashes, quēchquemitl) and
hybrid garments (early rebozos, ponchos) to follow a hierarchical
arrangement of warp stripes. The margins of the web, which are
the selvages where the weft turns back, are set off by wide and
more elaborate designs. The central field, in contrast, is decorated
with narrow stripes with simple patterns. Moreover, in
quēchquemitl and early rebozos there is a further hierarchy in the
central field, with two or even three kinds of alternating stripes
that show decreasing girth and complexity of design.
A hierarchical arrangement of warp stripes is characteristic of ikat
textiles from the Levant and Western Asia. Hamam towels woven
in Syria in the 1800s and similar fabrics made in Turkey show wide
stripes with relatively elaborate patterns along the margins, and
repetitive stripes of simple design in the central field (Gillow,
2013). Some ikat wall hangings from Iran woven in a warp-pile
velvet structure bear remarkable resemblance to Mexican rebozos
from the first half of the 19th century, with wide, three-dye bath
stripes at the selvages and a three-tier hierarchy of stripes in the
central field. An outstanding example is part of the collection of
the MTO (catalog number LIE0031). Barbara Mauldin (2015) has
found documentary evidence to link Mexican ikat (and
presumably its Guatemalan and Ecuadorean counterparts, as well)
back to the Islamic world through the export of raja jaspeada to the
Americas in the 1500s; the trade inventories specify that the fabric
by that name was woven in Granada in southern Spain. Mauldin
traces the spread of the technique across the Mediterranean by
means of early commerce between Baghdad and the caliphate of
Córdoba in Andalucía.

Because of the intense trade between Mexico, the Philippines and
China that began with the Manila galleon in 1565 and lasted for
250 years, it has often been assumed that the techniques and
designs of Southeast Asian ikats must have shaped the
development of the rebozo. As Christopher Buckley has pointed
out (2012: fig. 4), however, warp ikat in that large region has long
been restricted to politically marginal peoples of Austronesian and
Kra-Daic linguistic affiliation. For several centuries, the textiles of
prestige over most of the region have been elaborately patterned
weft ikat fabrics, woven mainly in urban workshops, with a heavy
influence of complex Hindu and Buddhist iconography that
spread from the Indian subcontinent. It is such textiles that would
be expected to have reached trans-Pacific trade. Mexican rebozos
do not seem to show an imprint of that style of design. Moreover,
the specific motifs and asymmetric arrangement of stripes that
Buckley reconstructs as prototypes of Austronesian warp ikat
weaving do not match the patterns and the symmetry that
characterize the indigenous sashes and quēchquemitl of the
Mezquital Valley and the Sierra Gorda, which appears to be the
most conservative area for resist dyeing in Mesoamerica.

Ikat rebozos depicted in Mexican casta paintings (conventionalized
representations of ethnic admixture) from the last quarter of the
18th century, however, do not illustrate a hierarchical scheme with
wide bands at the margins and narrow spotty stripes in between.
They show, instead, a few wide stripes of a simple repetitive
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In conclusion, I propose as a working hypothesis that native
traditions of resist-dyeing in Mexico were influenced by textiles
made for trade at two different moments after the European
invasion:

Author

I. First in the 1500s by Andalusian jaspeado fabrics, presumably
derived from warp-ikat textiles made in the Levant, historically
related to early Indian patola by way of Yemen.
II. And later by the weft-ikat toiles flammées that became fashionable
in Paris in the 1700s inspired by Thai silks, which in turn bore the
imprint of Indian patola.

Dr. Alejandro de Ávila is the founding director of the Oaxaca
Ethnobotanical Garden, as well as curator, researcher and advisor
at the Oaxaca Textile Museum.

This complex history, if it is confirmed by further research, would
make Mexican resist-dyeing unique as a synthesis of diverse textile
traditions from across the world.
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Connections in Resist-Dyeing from Around the World
Double Ikat “Kurume kasuri”
TORIMARU, Sadae: torimaru.park@orange.zero.jp
TORIMARU, Tomoko: tomochi69@hotmail.com
Professional commissioner in Kurume-city cultural assets, Fukuoka, Japan
Kyushu Nutrition Welfare University, Fukuoka, Japan
Keywords: Kurume Kasuri, traditional textile, tie and dye, Double Ikat, Happi Coats
Abstract
In this presentation, mainly will discuss about “Kurume kasuri” in Double Ikat, and will show unique traditional patterns of it.
“Kurume Kasuri” is one of the traditional textiles followed in Fukuoka prefecture, Japan for producing special effect in fabric.
“Kurume” is the name of town (area) in Fukuoka. “Kasuri” is an effect produced by weaving the thread dyed by “Tie and Dye”
method. ("Kasuri" in Japanese is the same that it is called “Ikat” in other countries commonly.) It is said that Ms.Den Inoue began
“Kurume kasuri” approximately 200 years ago, at present there are 26 production studios to make it. “Kurume kasuri” is the plan
weave textile using the cotton thread with using “Kasuri” method, it is originally textiles for “Japanese Kimono” (38cm of width).
Patterns are made by the technique of “Double Ikat”, “Combined Ikat” or “Single Ikat”.
There are a lot of geometric patterns of Double Ikat in Kurume Kasuri produced in around 1800-1960. (Figure1) (Figure2) But, at
present it's hardly produced. The reasons are;
1. It was in demand before for futon cloth, but futon cloth changed to the soft material, and demand decreased.
2. Ladies Kimono is main force of a product at present, and the patterns are made by Combine Ikat or Single Ikat of a soft curved line
come to be liked.
3. It takes production time and it comes to cost a lot.
However, “Kurume Kasuri” as “Happi coats” of the “Hakata Yamakasa” festival is still making by Double Ikat.(Figure3)(Figure4)

1. Introduction

Figure 2: Double Ikat work in 1961

Figure1: Double Ikat work in 1898

Figure 3: “Hakata Yamakasa” festival
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One Needle, One Thread), CHINA TEXTILE & APPAREL
PRESS, Beijing, China.
2008: author. One Needle, One Thread – Miao (Hmong)
embroidery and fabric piece work from Guizhou, China,
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Figure 4: “Kurume Kasuri” as “Happi coats” of the
“Hakata Yamakasa” festival in 2014
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Connections in Resist-Dyeing from Around the World
Compression Resist – Ikat and Shibori
Jaspe y rebozos y amarras Primeras noticias del rebozo jaspeado mexicano
GÁMEZ M., Ana Paulina: arttemisa2003@yahoo.com
Candidata a doctoranda, Facultad de Filosofía y Letras, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México, Ciudad de México,
01030, México
Keywords: Rebozos, aspeados, ikat, primeras menciones
Abstract
Durante la segunda mitad del siglo XVIII se escribieron las primeras descripciones de los rebozos jaspeados (rebozos de ikat) en los
documentos históricos. Estas se hicieron más frecuentes conforme avanzó la centuria. También en estos años aparecen en la pintura
las primeras representaciones de rebozos jaspeados.
The first descriptions of the rebozos jaspeados (ikat rebozos) in historic documents were written in the second half of the 18th
century. They became more frecuents as the century advanced. During this period the rebozos jaspeados also appeared in paintings.
Primeras noticias del rebozo jaspeado novohispano

1. Introducción

rebozos de pequeño tamaño para las más pequeñas. Casi al
final de esa sección del inventario aparecen: “28 rebozos
azultepecados con jaspeo a 18 pesos la docena;” “2 rebozos
jaspeados de colores bajos a 10 pesos cada uno” y “un rebozo
jaspeado fino de algodón en 11pesos.”

Cuando se piensa en rebozos siempre vienen a nuestra mente
los rebozos jaspeados (teñidos con técnica de reserva o ikat),
que tanto se popularizaron a lo largo del siglo XX, y se cree
que estas prendas se hicieron así desde el principio, pero esto
no es verdad. Después de años de trabajo en los archivos
mexicanos me di cuenta de que los rebozos jaspeados aparecen
mencionados en los documentos sólo a partir de mediados del
siglo XVIII. Los rebozos que se enlistaron antes de esos años
se denominan con otros nombres entre ellos están: listados,
coyuchy o salomónico y se refieren a otro tipo de prendas.

Es importante detenerse para analizar los nombres de estos
rebozos no sólo porque son las primeras menciones de
rebozos jaspeados que se conocen, sino porque nos aportan
información importante sobre sus técnicas de manufactura y
procedencias. En primer lugar están los “rebozos
azultepecados con jaspeo”. El termino habla de su tinte azul de
añil hecho en el Real de Minas de Sultepec, pueblo rebocero
con una tradición textil, que se remontaba a principios del siglo
XVII. Por otro lado, el termino jaspeo se refiere a la técnica de
reserva o jaspe con el que se tiñeron parte de sus hilos de
urdimbre.

2. Los rebozos jaspeados en los documentos
históricos
Me gustaría contarles las historias de las primeras menciones
del rebozo jaspeado que he encontrado a lo largo de mis largas
y penosas horas de trabajo en los archivos mexicanos y
descifrar sus misteriosos nombres, que nos permitirán
descubrir algunas de sus características.

Luego vienen los “rebozos jaspeado de colores bajos”. La
descripción hace referencia a la cantidad de colores con los
que estaban teñidos los hilos de sus urdimbres y de la
complejidad técnica que esto implicaba.

2.1 Un comerciante en apuros

Al final está el “rebozo jaspeado fino de algodón.” El término
fino se refiere a un tipo de rebozo descrito en las Ordenanzas de
algodoneros de la ciudad de México otorgadas en 1769, tejido con
hilos delgados de algodón y una cuenta de hilos muy alta. Así
mismo, habla de su manufactura en algún centro urbano entre
ellos la ciudad de México, Puebla, Querétaro o uno de los
pueblos en torno al Real de Sultepec o Tenancingo en el
suroeste de la ciudad de México. Por otro lado su precio de
once pesos indica también su buena calidad

En 1768 don Juan de Uriarte, un comerciante de la ciudad de
Vallladolid, capital de la Provincia de Michoacán, se vio en la
necesidad de hacer un minucioso inventario de la mercancía de
su tienda (1). En el documento aparecen distintos géneros de
ropa para hombre y para mujer, entre estos últimos había
rebozos de diferentes tipos, entre ellos había: “rebozos
coapaxtles”, o teñidos de marrón con un liquen que los
perfumaba; “rebozos azultepecados”, o teñidos con añil en el
pueblo de Sultepec; “rebozos de listas azules y amarillas,” es
decir, decorados con líneas longitudinales en esos colores;
“rebozos encuadrados”, o con diseños de retícula; “rebozos de
algodón mexicanos”, es decir, procedentes de la ciudad de
México; “rebocitos azules y blancos para niña,” que eran

2.2 Un rebozo para la Virgen
El 7 de diciembre de 1792 los cofrades de la congregación de
la Iglesia del Pueblo de San Pedro Piedra Gorda mandaron
realizar, con el escribano local, un inventario del ajuar que
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poseía su querida y milagrosa imagen de Nuestra Señora de
San Juan (2). Todos los objetos que lo componían, vestidos,
alhajas, floreros, etcétera eran regalos de los fieles para
agradecer algún favor concedido por la Virgen, por lo que la
mayoría eran valiosos, de ahí la necesidad de relacionar cada
uno de ellos en un documento para poder controlarlos. Entre
sus prendas de vestir había “un rebozo de seda con vetas
jaspeado”. Es decir, con listas o franjas longitudinales y
diseños jaspeados entre ellas. No conocemos el precio del
rebozo, pero su mención entre los bienes de la Virgen nos
hace pensar que era de buena factura, ya que lo consideraban
digno de la madre de Dios.

descritos como “2 rebozos toluqueños finos jaspeados a 2
pesos 6 reales.” No sabemos y el término toluqueño se refiere
sólo a prendas tejidas en esa localidad o si alude también a los
que se elaboraban en los pueblos cercanos como Calimaya o
Tenancingo. La mención de un rebozo toluqueño jaspeado
junto con la del rebozo jaspeado de Sultepec, yacitado,
empiezan a dibujar la geografía de los rebozos jaspeados y
ubican a esta zona aledaña a la ciudad de México como una de
las primeras, lo que se conserva aún hoy.
2.6 Los rebozos jaspeados en los comercios de la Nueva España
Entre 1802 y 1813 los rebozos jaspeados siguieron
apareciendo en inventarios comerciales de la Ciudad de
México, Tlaxcala, Silao, Valladolid y otras poblaciones de la
Nueva España. Los tipos de rebozos que se enlistan son:
“Rebozos jaspeados coyotes,” que tenían listas o vetas de
algodón coyuchy; “rebozos toluqueños finos jaspeados,” prendas
finas hechas en la ciudad de Toluca o sus alrededores con
franjas de hilos de urdimbre teñidos con técnica de reserva;
“rebozos mexicanos jaspeados,” hechos en la ciudad de
México; “rebozos de Sultepec de media seda jaspeados,” estos
se hacían con urdimbre de seda y trama de algodón ;“rebozos
de Sultepec jaspeado y encarnado,” es decir, con jaspes de
color rojo; “rebozos jaspeados corrientes,” o de poca calidad;
“rebozos malacahuile con jaspe” y “rebozos de seda
jaspeados,”

2.3 Los rebozos de una señora
El 23 de junio de 1800 doña María Josefa Zepeda, vecina de la
ciudad de México, manda redactar un inventario con todas las
cosas de su propiedad (3). La causa no la sabemos con
exactitud, quizá quería desvincular su patrimonio del de su
marido por la inminente muerte de este para que sus objetos
personales no pasaran a formar parte del patrimonio familiar,
ni le fueran arrebatados. Entre su ropa doña María Josefa
contaba con 9 rebozos de todo tipo como “un rebozo de
luto,” de color negro y perfumado y “otro rebozo listado,” es
decir de rayas longitudinales de colores. La señora poseía
también cuatro rebozos jaspeados. “Un rebozo de cuadritos y
jaspe,” quizá con retícula formada por líneas jaspeadas; “un
rebozo deshilado y jaspe”, es posible que se trate de una pieza
con listas de gaza y listas jaspeadas alternadas; “un rebozo
coyote y negro de jaspes,” ésta pieza estaba tejida con algodón
coyuchy para las listas, o los veteados, mientras las franjas
jaspeadas eran negras y blancas, lo que es muy común aún en
nuestros días.

2.7 Los jasperos en los talleres de rebocería de la ciudad de México en
1820
La reseña más antigua de la distribución de tareas en un taller
de rebocería la hizo Manuel Orozco y Berra y data de 1832.
Ésta rememora un establecimiento, que en la década de 1820
aún trabajaba a la manera virreinal, y seguía bajo el régimen
gremial y de las ordenanzas, que aunque se había abolido
oficialmente en 1814, no se disolvió por completo hasta
décadas más tarde. Según el texto, el personal del taller estaba
formado por:

2.4 Otro comerciante en apuros
El 6 de febrero de 1800 doña Manuela Leite demandó a don
Miguel Quiroga porque le había entregado una gran cantidad
de mercancía textil fina para que la vendiera en la Feria de San
Juan de los Lagos, una de la más grandes y concurridas de la
Nueva España (4). Tal parece que doña Manuela no volvió a
saber del comerciante ni del dinero de la venta de sus
productos, lo que fue un duro golpe para ella. Sólo entre los
rebozos había “24 paños de rebozo de jaspes de seda nacar de
oro fino encantados a 10 pesos 2 reales cada uno,” lo que daba
un total de 246 pesos, una suma considerable para ese
momento.

...seis tejedores que trabajan la seda: seis u
ocho devanaderas: dos muchachas canilleras:
uno que urdía rebozos: otros tres que los
tejían: uno que amarraba jaspes: otro que
tinte les diera: dos oficiales de tórculo, tres o
cuatro que vendieran: tenían tres oficiales
que tejían cintas de seda: galones para
divisas: cordón para calzoneras: cinta blanca
de algodón, y guarniciones de libreas.(6)

Dejemos a la pobre viuda con su pesar y analicemos los
rebozos perdidos.La mención de estas caras prendas es
importante, ya que son las primeras que encontramos que
hacen referencia a rebozos en los que se mezclan los hilos
jaspeados de seda con hilos de oro.

Esta es la primera vez que se alude a un oficial que se dedica a
amarrar los jaspes como un trabajador permanente en un taller
textil, lo que habla de una gran producción de este tipo de
prendas, ya que de otra manera no se justificaría su
permanencia en el establecimiento.

2.5 Un rebozo jaspeado de Toluca
Dos años después el 6 de agosto de 1802 don Pablo de la
Maza vendía en su tienda de la ciudad de México rebozos de
distintas procedencias (5) a los que se denominaban con sus
gentilicios como mexicanos, es decir de la ciudad de México,
poblanos o procedentes de la ciudad de Puebla; ozumbeños,
tejidos en la comunidad indígena de Ozumba y toluqueños, es
decir, realizados en la ciudad de Toluca. Estos últimos están

3. Los primeros rebozos jaspeados de la plástica
La pintura más antigua en la que aparece un rebozo jaspeado
pertenece a un serie de castas fechada en la década de 1760 y
pertenece a una colección privada mexicana. La obra está
dividida en cuatro escenas. En la primera, colocada en el
ángulo superior izquierdo, se retrató a una familia formada por
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una madre india, un padre negro y su hija loba, que atienden
una pulquería. Ella, vestida con camisa y enaguas blancas, lleva
un rebozo jaspeado sobre el hombro izquierdo que cae
cruzándole el pecho. La prenda presenta ya la típica estructura
ornamental del rebozo jaspeado mexicano, que con variantes,
ha llegado a nuestros días. esta estructura presenta listas de
colores, o vetas, gris-verdes entre las que van las franjas
jaspeadas con la misma gama cromática.

Los rebozos jaspeados son las prendas más importantes
hechos con la técnica de teñido de reserva que se han hecho y
se siguen haciendo en México desde el siglo XVIII.

La segunda pintura en la que se muestra un rebozo jaspeado
está fechada en el último cuarto del siglo XVIII y también
pertenece a una colección mexicana. En este caso, se plasmó a
una pareja de tente en el aire y mulata con su hijo albarazado.
Ella atiende un bien surtido puesto de fruta y va vestida con
unas enaguas rojas y una blusa de holanes blanca, sobre esta
trae un rebozo jaspeado con la misma estructura ornamental
que el de la pintura anterior, pero en este caso las listas y los
motivos jaspeados son de diferentes colores.

6. Referencias

Por último, están dos cuadros de la serie de castas del Museun
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Los rebozos jaspeados sólo aparecen en los documentos
históricos y la plástica hasta la segunda mitad del siglo XVIII,
sin embargo no descartamos que su manufactura pudiera
haber empezado a mediados de la centuria.
Por lo que podemos inferir de la información contenida en los
documentos los primeros centros productores de rebozos
jaspeados fueronla Ciudad de México y Puebla; además de
Sultepec, Tenancingo, Toluca y sus poblaciones aledañas como
Calimaya, Tenango del Valle.
Desde el siglo XVIII se hicieron rebozos jaspeados de seda y
de algodones blanco y coyuchy; además de algunas piezas con
hilos de metales preciosos y se les consideraron piezas finas
apreciadas por las mujeres que los usaban.
El gusto por los rebozos jaspeados se difundió rápidamente
por toda Nueva España, ya que se comercializaban ciudades de
las distintas provincias, como México, Puebla, Valladolid,
Tlaxcala o Silao.
El jaspero fue un oficial que se insertó en la estructura de los
talleres gremiales citadinos durante la segunda mitad del siglo
XVIII y posiblemente a finales de dicha centuria en el de los
obrajes rurales y se convirtió en un trabajador indispensable a
partir de ese momento.
Los rebozos listados convivieron con los rebozos jaspeados,
pero estos últimos los relegados poco a poco durante los
últimos años del siglo XVIII y el siglo XIX.
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Contemporary Fiber Art Practices
A Design Concept to Create Contemporary Designs with Indigeneous and Traditional Fabrics
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Keywords: traditional Turkish fabrics, fashion design, surface design, wearable art
Abstract
This article is about the importance of the combination of traditional textile production techniques in contemporary textile designs. It
aims to create a new approach to “Wearable Art”.
The article analyzes the themes, materials, and technical specifications of production in the works of the “Silhouettes” exhibition, held
in İstanbul in July 2014 at Pera Art Gallery. The aim of the exhibition was to produce avant-garde artistic designs by using traditional
Turkish textile materials and dyes as well as combinations of several dying techniques. During the production process of the works,
traditional and contemporary methods were combined, as a new approach to contemporary designs with traditional materials was
created. The combination of the ideas, emotions and forms, and their transference onto the dresses was experienced.
The works in the exhibition were women’s dresses. The primary aesthetic concern centered on the natural beauty of women’s bodies.
It emphasized femininity through the designs of the dresses themselves. The basic material used was Ödemiş Silk, woven in Ödemiş, a
small Aegean town of Turkey. This semi-transparent, hand-woven fabric is made of raw, un-dyed, hand-twisted silk yarn.
The first phase of the production involved designing and sewing the bodices of the dresses. Then the three-dimensional, origami-style
pieces of silk fabric were cut according to a certain pattern. Each piece of fabric was hand-dyed using brushes; then they were
stiffened with traditional Indian starch (animal gel). After drying, each leaf-like piece was ironed and mounted onto the bodices of the
dresses.
The designs analyzed in this article stress traditional methods, sustainability, artistic design and aesthetic values in designing attire. The
importance of the revival of local fabrics and laces is of equal importance.
Este artículo trata sobre la importancia de la combinación de las técnicas producción textil tradicional en diseños contemporáneos.
Plantea crear un nueva aproximación al denominado ‘arte para portar’ o Wearable Art.
Este articulo analiza los temas, materiales y especificaciones de las técnicas de la producción en las obras de la exposición
“Silhouettes” que tuvo lugar en Estambul en Julio 2014 en la Pera Art Gallery. El objetivo fue producir diseños vanguardistas
artísticos por medio del uso de materiales textiles turcos y tintes, así como combinaciones de varias técnicas de teñido. Durante el
proceso de producción de las obras, se combinaron métodos tradicionales y contemporáneos, al ir creando una nueva manera de
realizar diseños contemporáneos con materiales tradicionales. Se experimentó la combinación de ideas, emociones y formas así como
su transferencia al los vestidos.
Las obras de la exposición eran vestidos para mujer. La preocupación estética principal se centró en la belleza natural de los cuerpos
de mujeres. Se enfatizó la femineidad a través de los diseños de los vestidos mismos.
El material básico que se uso fue seda Ödemiş, tejida en el pequeño pueblo Ödemiş del Mar Egeo de Turquía. Esta tela
semitransparente y tejida a mano esta hecha de seda cruda, sin-teñir, y está hilada a mano. La primera fase de la producción involucró
diseñar y coser los cuerpos de los vestidos. Luego las piezas tridimensionales estilo origami de la tela de seda se cortaron de acuerdo a
cierto patrón. Cada pieza de tela fue teñida a mano utilizando brochas; luego, éstas piezas fueron entiesadas con un almidón
tradicional de la India (gelatina animal). Después de secar, se planchó cada pieza en forma de hoja y se montaron sobre los cuerpos de
los vestidos.
Los diseños analizados en este artículo enfatizan métodos tradicionales, sustentabilidad, diseño artístico, y valores estéticos en diseñar
ropa. La importancia de la reanimación de telas locales y encajes es de igual importancia.

1. Introduction

and were chosen by the different juries. The dresses are
considered as “Works of Art” and they are wearable but not
functional.

The aim of my preparation of the “Silhouettes Exhibition” is to
stress the importance of sustainability and the combination of
the traditional textile production techniques to the
contemporary textile designs consisted of the works produced
by myself. It is an attempt to create a new approach to the
“Wearable Art”. After the exhibition art works exhibited
different times in several international exhibitions, one by one
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2. Design

2.2 Turquoise Sillhouette

2.1 Striped Silhouette

Figure 2: Turquoise Silhouette

The Turquoise and purple colours of this dress are the
traditional colours of Turkish art. The fabric of the dress
is Ödemiş silk, woven by hand twisted yarn. In order to
obtain shiny, bright colours, the fabric was dyed by
using batik technique. Undyed pieces of the fabric
reflect the natural colour of the fabric itself. The design
is influenced by the traditional Turkish folkloric dresses.
Figure 1: Striped Silhouette

The stripes of hand dyed cotton lace were applied on
the back of the dress. The dress was formed by the free
draperies technique and hand sewn. Diagonal pieces of
draperies were applied on this dress.

This work is considered as a “Wearable Art”. The dress was
formed by free draperies technique, sewn by hand. The main
fabric of the dress is Ödemiş silk, woven by hand twisted yarn.
The stripes on the fabric were drawn by hand, by using
brushes. The dyes were obtained from the natural sources. The
dye of the dark pink stripes, obtained from the sour cherry.
The dye of the light lila coloured stripes obtained from the
black cabbage. Hand dyed cotton laces and steel strings were
used as accessories. During the applying the free draperies
technique, diagonal placements were used.
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2.3 White Silhouette

2.4 Lace Silhouette

Figure 4: Lace Silhouette
This strapless mini dress was made of pure Ödemiş silk.
The body of the dress was formed by using cups and
stays. Then it was dyed, by using fabric dyes and dried.
The dress was starched and dried. The cotton laces were
hand dyed by using brushes, dried, ironed and mounted
on the dress. The general look of the dress is influenced
by the silhouette of the woman body.

Figure 3: White Silhouette

The dress was made of double layers of opaque organza
with stays and straps. The basic form of the dress,
influenced by the sillhouette of the woman body. In
order to obtain a free standing dress, pairs of stitchable
French stays were used.
White and ecru coloured,
undyed raw silk Ödemiş fabrics were used.
Patterns of leaves were cut by hand from silk fabric.
Each silk leaf was starched, dried and mounted on the
bodice, by using textile glue. The placement of the
leaves was three-dimensional and that gave movement
and volume to the dress.
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2.5 Burgundy Silhouette

2.6 Linen Silhouette

Figure 6: Linen Silhouette
The strapless-midi dress was made of silk and linen. The
bodice of the dress was formed by using cups and stays. The
linen was bias folded and ironed. Then the pieces were
humidified, dyed by hand, with brushes and dried. The pieces
re-folded by stitching and mounted on the bodice of the dress.

Figure 5: Burgundy Silhouette
The oval collared degrade dyed mini dress was made of pure
Ödemiş silk. The body of the dress was made of double layers
of opaque organza with stays and cups. The pieces of Ödemiş
silk, cut in the form of the leaves were hand dyed in degrade
colours, beginning the lighter tone of the colour towards the
darker tone. After drying, the pieces were mounted on the
bodice of the dress.
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2.7 Water Rib Silhouette

2.8 Leaf Silhouette

Figure 8: Leaf Silhouette
The round collared, cloche skirted midi-dress was made of
pure Ödemiş silk. First, the bodice of the dress was formed,
then, the pieces of silk, cut in leaf forms were hand dyed by
using brushes, dried and sewn on the body of the dress with
saddle stitch, by using mélange thread.

3. Conclusion
With the Silhouettes Exhibition, a new approach to the
“Wearable Art” which is a form of the artistic expression is
aimed to create. The dresses were made of natural fibers,
natural dyes and traditional fabrics and synthetic fibers. The
design, production and application processes of the dresses
enabled a dynamic, creative process to the artist.

Figure 7: Water Rib Silhouette
The dress was made of pure Ödemiş silk and formed by free
draperies technique. The dress was made of five pieces of bias
fabric. Each piece was consisted of diagonally cut fabrics, and
batik dyed in watermark effect, hand sewn in water rib form.
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Contemporary Fiber Art Practices
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Abstract

Figure 1: Section of a rebozo palomo
Perhaps no other traditional garment has appeared as much in the pictorial arts of Mexico as the rebozo. Woman with her personal
mantle has been depicted again and again to the degree that in paintings, its evolution can be traced from the Colonial era to the
present. In the 20th century, photography and film contributed to spreading images of women wrapped in their shawls. These visual
documents and representations served as emblems of Mexican-ness and to conjure a continued identification with the values of the
Mexican Revolution throughout the 20th century, particularly in the first half, when a sense of nationalism was needed to cement the
fractured country.
New artistic reconfigurations of the rebozo have sprouted recently in the movement to sustain the tradition. However, this paper
focuses on the work of a Mexican contemporary artist, whose oeuvre is generally known to be minimalist and abstract, ranging from
paintings to sculpture and installations to the frame itself. Perla Krauze, for over three decades almost unnoticed, has recurringly
incorporated into her practice, whole and parts, of the most popular and humblest of rebozos – the black cotton rebozo with tiny
white resist spots, a pattern referred to as lluvia (rain) by the weavers of Tenancingo. While her practice questions the formal aspects
of painting and sculpture in themselves, she moves them into an unlabeled territory of art. Her bond with this garment is both
aesthetic as well as personal.
Quizá ninguna otra prenda tradicional a sido plasmada tanto en las artes pictóricas de México como el rebozo. La mujer con su manto
personal ha sido retratada una y otra vez, al grado que la evolución del rebozo puede ser rastreada en las pinturas desde al era colonial
al presente. En el siglo XX, la fotografía y cine contribuyeron a difundir imágenes de mujeres envueltas en estos chales. Tanto
semejantes documentos visuales como demás representaciones sirvieron para promover emblemas de Mexicanidad y para convocar
una identificación continua con los valores de la Revolución Mexicana a lo largo del siglo pasado, particularmente en la primera mitad,
cuando un sentido de nacionalismo era requerido para cimentar un país fracturado.
Nuevas reconfiguraciones artísticas del rebozo han brotado recientemente en el movimiento para sostener su tradición. Sin embargo,
este texto se enfoca en la obra de una artista mexicana contemporánea, cuya obra es generalmente conocida como minimalista y
abstracta, que va desde la pintura a la escultura e instalaciones y al mismo marco material, su sperficie y estrucutra, que a la vez es el
soporte de las obras. Perla Krauze, por más de tres décadas y casi sin que se notara, ha recurrentemente incorporado en su práctica,
todo y partes, el más popular y humilde de los rebozos – negro salpicado con pequeñas manchas blancas, un diseño al que los
tejedores de Tenancingo se refieren como lluvia. Mientras que su practica cuestiona los aspectos formales de la pintura y escultura,
Krauze se mueve en un territorio del arte sin etiquetar. Su vínculo con esta prenda es tanto estético como personal.
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1. Recent History

patterns. This type is usually referred to as rebozo palomo, given
that the likeness to the colors of pigeons and doves.1

Undoubtedly no other traditional textile has appeared as much
in the pictorial and visual arts of Mexico as the rebozo,
particularly throughout the 20th century. With its mixed origins
it has travelled through all the social classes to the degree that
it became embedded as a quintessential Mexican female
garment, particularly in the recent post-Revolution past – the
first half of the 20th century, when many new looms were
installed in the production centers to meet the demand. This
impetus was partly due to its presence in all the photographic
imagery of the Revolution depicting rebozo-clad women active
in the armed revolts, both as adelitas or as soldaderas, that aided
in the upkeep of troops during the decade-long tumultuous
period, which moved people from one side of the country to
another. This ubiquitous and almost unperceived garment, a
commonly used shawl, was brought to the conscious
foreground through the photography of the Revolution; the
women in the images came to be seen with nostalgia as
anonymous heroines.

The notion that rebozo is a garment of women of the lower
classes or commoners has had effect among the social and
ethnic groups in regions where its usage prevailed, such that
the younger generations in the towns and villages, although
laden with memories of it through their mothers and
grandmothers, have ceased to wear it, considering it a textile of
“backwardness”, “a garment for the old” as commented by
young women during my field interviews in Tenancingo in
2006. These widespread general ideas have provoked for its
production to decline.
However, some groups, since the 1970’s did incorporate not
only the rebozo but also other traditional textiles into their
wardrobes and have continued to do so. Wearers of the
rebozo as well as of other indigenous and traditional textiles
have multiplied over the years. And lately, interest in traditions
seems to take a new turn, such that in its recent comeback, the
rebozo is now seen as an acceptable and interesting touch to
formal dress in the fashionable world. The garment as a
beautiful textile per se has also been promoted in the last
decade, particularly the finer or more lustrous examples, given
that the range of the ikat textures and threads is vast.

A garment of the people, used by women throughout, the
rebozo was depicted again and again in the arts. From film to
painting and sculpture, it continued to be increasingly used by
women both of the intelligentsia and the townspeople. The
portrayal of the rebozo in the arts, in all its different ways of
using, served as emblem of Mexican identity, despite the many
transitions that the nation underwent. As an example, its
increased popularity, undoubtedly and partly, has to do with
the continuous self-representation of key cultural figures, such
as Frida Kahlo and María Izquierdo among other women
painters who represented themselves often clad in rebozos.
There are also the photographers, who could not but depict it
in strong black and white or sepia images. The rebozo also
appeared in many notable films of Mexican cinema not only in
the first half of the 20th century but also further on, such as
Reed México Insurgente (1974) by Paul Leduc – a film that
submerges the viewer in the sense of lengthened time of the
Mexican Revolution. Nonetheless, new artistic representations
of the rebozo have sprouted in the arts, filtered mostly
through photography.

Figure 2: Various rebozos with rapacejo
Most recently, the rebozo is being intervened constantly in
audacious fashion proposals, transforming it into dresses of all
sorts, wallets, bags, shoes, notebooks, etc., all which make use
of its woven field as a cut-able cloth and/or its fringes as décor.
It is also being promoted in contemporary midwifery, both in
Mexico and abroad, as a key instrument for pregnancy, an aid
in turning the baby while in the womb and in childbirth, and as
an ideal carrier for the little one. This is not new – it is taking
traditional knowledge and recasting it in a different spotlight.
These are all traditional uses of the rebozo, a most multifarious,
utilitarian garment; the knowledge embodied in its history and
continual use has endured, to be transmitted throughout
although there be changes in life styles.

When the nationalism fervor subsided in the latter half of the
20th century, the rebozo still continued uninterruptedly to be
the necessary textile among commoners – that is, among
village, rural and even urban lower class women. Very few
middle class and upper class women would don it, other than
for civic, national or patriotic events. And for these, the
preferred rebozo was a fancy silken one.

2. The rebozo itself
This multifunctional textile, rebozo, has two parts: the woven
ikat or jaspe field is usually dyed and woven by men; and the
often overlooked knotted fringe, known as rapacejo, is worked
by women. Together these form a symbolically complex textile,
a meeting ground for both genders, although the finished
garment is meant to be worn my women. The more
widespread cotton rebozos are resist-dyed in usually one dark
color ranging from greys to blacks and may be of various

See G. G. Velázquez. 2002. El rebozo en el Estado de México.,
p.111.
1
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This paper however focuses precisely on the work of a
Mexican contemporary artist, whose oeuvre is generally known
to be minimalist and abstract. And who is known for her stark
yet evocative poetics in sculpture, paintings and installations –
not for the use of the rebozo. This latter aspect has been
mostly overlooked both by observers of her work as well as by
those writing about it, precisely because it is discreet and subtle,
just as the quotidianeity of the textile itself.
For over three decades Perla Krauze has quietly, sometimes
sporadically, incorporated the most popular, ubiquitous and
humblest of rebozos, whole and in parts, into her artworks –
the black cotton rebozo with tiny white resist spots, a pattern
referred to as lluvia (rain) by the weavers of Tenancingo. This
pattern is also produced in other rebozo weaving centers, such
as, Uriangato, Yuriria, and Moroleón in the state Guanajuato,
and even in some of the other former indigo rebozo-making
centers, such as of Chilapa in the state of Guerrero, La Piedad,
Pátzcuaro and Paracho in Michoacán. The rapacejo of its dark
warp threads is not elaborate, but rather simply knotted.

Figure 3: Nahua mother from the high mountains of
Veracruz with her child.
Michel de Certeau, in The Practice of Everyday Life (1984),
describes a subjacent continuity of the beliefs of a former era
into a new one. He claims that the earlier mythologies and
patterns of thought continue despite the changes that the new
era has introduced. Hence, an established current of belief,
custom, thought or ideology, does not die abruptly with the
new introductions, but continues on. 2 The rebozo thus
embodies both the anachronic element, deeply rooted, as well
as the synchronic, in accord with the times, in practicality,
beliefs, usage and style – a textile that still has a deep affinity
with Mexican people and culture.

At a time when the rebozo was widely produced, during the
20th century, this unpretentious and almost anonymous article
also formed part of the repertoire of most rebozo weaving
centers along with more complex and finer ikat models. It has
been the most widely sold rebozo, the most accessible
pricewise, as the typical everyday, simple rebozo of women
throughout the country, from the street or market vendor to
villagers. And it was also the rebozo of the artist’s nanny.

As a garment strongly imbedded with a sense of nationality,
the rebozo is also a textile with intense mythic qualities about
it. It is not by chance that the jaspeado or patterning of the
rebozo resembles snake skin, in a culture that has rooted
beliefs about snakes and one that depicts in textiles the animals
that are both feared and respected as a means of guaranteeing
immunity. The snake in particular is tied to fertility and to the
rain season, as it winds its way through the maize fields,
marking its serpentine, zig-zag path. It is both a real as well as
mythological being, one to be feared and evoked for
protection, a source of stories and epic beliefs.

Figure 4: The simplest of Chilapa rebozos in indigo resist.
Perla Krauze, was first known as painter whose work passed
from sectioned human figures towards the abstract. From
painting, to sculptures that embrace the poetics in the
materials themselves. In general, these use the most minimum
of materials to the point of saturation, be it in her composite
monochrome paintings or three-dimensional groupings. Her
walk-through installations oblige the spectator to move
through the spaces as if on a path, where the works become
that transiting – they are often distributed in groups
throughout the floor areas of the exhibition space.

“And so the rebozo, with all its snake-patterns, is that ancient
god, symbol of fertility – wrapping Woman, accompanying her
through life and its rituals, serving her as a shelter, a cradle, a
carry bag for flowers or fruit, helping her through her
pregnancy, in birth-giving and tying her to her infant while she
moves, works, lives. It is also her burial shroud. No other
textile has such obvious and diverse uses.”3

3. The subtle practice

Refer to Part V “An archaeologoy: the transits of beleiving”
in M. de Certeau, 1984, The Practice of Everyday Life.
3 J. Anaya. 1999, “National Identity in Mexican Textiles,” pp.
17-18.
2

Figure 5: Two views of Perla Krauze’s solo show
“Archipiélago” at Bodega Quetzalli in Oaxaca City, 2016.
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With time, her paintings have been her companions in these
installations no longer as paintings per se. Series of diverse
shaped object works have come to integrate the entire
environment, incorporating clay, stone, lead, wax. The works
are mostly in blacks and whites, while touches of color are
becoming incorporated. But as a whole the environments she
presents remain as a rich variety of minimal and austere
multiples, where the materials themselves of the works are
highlighted.

life from her own life experience. Through her nanny, young
Perla took root in Mexico and experienced the country in this
shared knowledge. Upon her return to Mexico from her
studies abroad, that black rebozo with the tiny jaspe marks,
like the one her nanny used, was also worn by the young artist.
She used it several years to cover her fist baby, in a similar
manner as her nanny had attended her.
In time, this same rebozo began to appear in her compositions.
Small pieces of it were carefully cut and steadily situated into
the works, bits of the typically common rebozo, serving to
bind sections of her work, to connect an edge to a surface, as
well as a kind of thread to stitch part of her (almost) paintings.
This practice stretched over decades. That original rebozo is
embedded in many works, as it was sparingly and delicately
used.

Amidst the myriad of one-tone paintings, or almost-paintings,
sometimes fully of one sole shade or color, sometimes of
various or recurring sizes, Krauze has questioned the painting
surface - what is important could be underneath – that is, in
the frame itself or the texture of the surfaces onto which it is
set. Thus these, the surface of the materials with which she
works, become prominent and are the message. Into this array
of combined practices and materials, her discreet use of
rebozo is almost cyclical in a binding way, a tool to bridge gaps
both in the serial works and in her own thoughts; a means to
nail down remembrances or stitch particular experiences.
In Krauze’s works, patterns of process are traceable: these link
her ascendance from a Polish family that emigrated to escape
the horrors of the Second World War to eventually arrive in
Mexico. This history is subjacent in her work, where the use of
black and grey either as color or in the materials she feels an
affinity with are a constant. Such is her bond with slate stone,
common as roof shingles in Europe but not in Mexico, or
sheets of lead that bind the edges and ducts of rooftops and
outer walls in European buildings. Even when she uses flowers
in three dimensional forms, these have a grey metallic veneer,
or are white like tributes to the tragedies that affected the
previous generations of her family.
On the other hand, Perla Krauze, being first generation of her
lineage born in Mexican territory, has promoted her bond to
local materials, that is, with this land. A deep reaching into
Mexico for her involves the raw matter that constitutes the
land itself– such as volcanic stone, clay, earths, metals
(reminiscent of the precious metals extracted from Mexican
mines). There are also architectural materials, or derelict
finishes of buildings – particularly black volcanic basalt,
smoked-black fired clay, some textile, even plants, wire or
stucco. She uses them in a restrained manner bringing out the
innate qualities of each material, surface and texture. She finds
rapport in the direct experience with such materials, and thus
sprouts the poetics of one sole piece or of an entire group of
works, at times incorporating transparent resins for a touch of
color.

Figure 6: An almost-painting with frame evidenced,
rebozo and colored cloth stitched in.
Later on she would acquire a second shawl, a rebozo palomo, that
after some years of wear, she made into a simple skirt, where
she applied running stitch as not to harm the cloth surface.
This rebozo would later also appear in further works.
Although the rebozo that once cloaked her frist-born as well
as the one that was given a second life as a skirt passed on to
form parts of various works, even to this day, there exist
unapplied bits of these two original shawls. She uses them to
aid in her daily rearranging of compositions as part of the
exercise of her creative practice process.

When Krauze first studied in England, she learned to weave
and make small and varied sample-like works, and it is there
when she began experimenting bit by bit the notion of diverse
compositions, with paper, stitches and cloths as small
multiples. These later were translated into paintings and into
her working process.
As mentioned earlier, perhaps the most salient experience that
has marked her work regarding the use of the rebozo, is the
fact that she was cared for by her nanny, who came from
Atlixco in Puebla and who many times covered the child Perla
in her rebozo, who sung to her and who commented Mexican

Figure 7: Three painted works with rebozo, frame and
stitching.
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Instead of representing the well-known garment as is, she has
used the rebozo in a very personal way – as an element that
unites, that extends, that envelopes, that wraps, that binds,
and that attaches. She uses very direct, simple stitches either
with thread or wire, even staples, which sink into the frame of
her works. Or she may apply a strip of it to fill in a part. A thin
strip of the jaspe material also may be called on to take on the
roll of a thick thread. These are no longer just paintings but
rather they coincide with minimalism, sometimes as art brut,
but at the same time, embody a memory of a lived experience.

Figure 9: Four sculptures born out of stone - rebozo,
sheet metal, wire ladder, and rebozo.
At another moment it wraps the dark stone, the specks of
white of the black opaque cloth becoming almost
indistinguishable with the pores of the basalt. She may then
later on come back to her frames to add a small rebozo touch,
in the midst of her sculpture-making in wood and resin, or in
her multiples of painting. Likewise her exhibitions may not
include the rebozo works at all, which seem to take on a more
private dimension.

Figure 8: Rebozo thread binds the lead sheets to the
stone
There was, however an audacious and daring moment in
Krauze’s affinity with the black rebozo. Perhaps a dramatic
event in her own life moved her to present the rebozo as a
bold sculptural form in itself, vertically ascending to the ceiling
of the gallery, a symbolic monolith aiming for the sky.
Protruding from the stone, the black rebozos rise out of the
white, grey or black stones in a similar way as her other ladderlike works. The rebozo as metaphor here is a liberating
instrument, one with which to climb up and beyond.

Figure 10: Basalt stone and rebozo box sculptures

4. All in all
The rebozo seems to be a way for Krauze to breach her
European heritage and delve in to embrace her Mexicanness.
Her bond with this garment is both aesthetic as well as
personal. Amidst the complexities of the anachronic and
synchronic elements of traditions and change, amidst the
predicament of the local versus the global, the rebozo proves
to be a key part of a giant maze of cultural identity - “a small
part, but certainly a positive, cohesive element.”4
Perla Karuze’s use of the rebozo is deeply grounded in her
personal identity. It is a marked contrast with the dazzling use
of this textile in current Mexican fashion trends. In Krauze’s
work, every tiny bit of the original material (used material, one
that already had a life) is valued and stretched to be used in
multiple ways, and to last, even more upon being integrated
into her works. Its significance is carefully inserted by the
simplest of means; her use of these rebozos as binding bits is
filled with respect and delicacy. They are an enactment of
meaning of her own rooted identity in Mexico.

4
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Universidad Veracruzana, Mexico, delving into the dialogues
involving the crossings of textile traditions with other
contemporary cultural practices. She is co-author of La Magia
de los Hilos: arte y tradición del textil indígena de Veracruz
(Universidad Veracruzana 1995 & Editora de Gobierno,
Veracruz 2008) and has published various essays, book
chapters and articles on perceptions and cultural
representations regarding the dialogue of different voices in
textiles. Her art practice centers on the historic gaze toward
Mesoamerican women, the effects of time and light, land and
experience. Lecturing on Mexican textiles and other cultural
manifestations, she has participated as juror and curator in
national and international art exhibitions, chaired the VI
International Biennial of Contemporary Textile Art WTA-Air
in three cities of Mexico, collaborated in textile projects in
various indigenous regions of Veracruz, tutored Young
Indigenous Artist grantees, and is a recent fellow of Mexico's
National Council for Culture and the Arts. She has exhibited
widely in four continents in over 100 group exhibitions, and in
over 27 solo shows; the most recent being Continuity Reinscribed
at Wandesford Quay Gallery in Cork, Ireland.
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Contemporary Fiber Art Practices
Silk Screening Production with Natural Dyes
ROBERTS, Christina: christina@fabricworkshopandmuseum.org
The Fabric Workshop and Museum, Philadelphia, PA, 19107
Keywords: Artistic, Natural Dyes, Printing, Sustainable
Abstract
In my thirty-year career as Master Printer at The Fabric Workshop and Museum, Philadelphia, I have been involved in alternative
processes and developing effective and innovative solutions for artistic interpretation. This artistic practice has lead to researching
traditional solutions to contemporary problems at various archives around the United States including Winterthur Museum, Delaware,
where I received a research fellowship for my continued investigation into the practical applications of the traditional use of natural
and organic dyes. My research in the use of natural color and materials, has taken me to Kampala, Uganda at the Margaret Trowell
School of Industrial and Fine Arts, Papua New Guinea with the Maisin Tribe of Collingswood Bay. During my research and
observation I have worked with individuals in Johannesburg, South Africa and Dakar, Senegal. During the course of this travel, I
became aware of entrepreneurs engaged in addressing systemic issues stemming from impoverished populations relative to their own
communities. Through a twenty-four year collaboration with Lucy Lau, who pioneered a project for indigent women in Mombasa,
Kenya, we began a project in her home country with a rural community of subsistence farmers located 60 kilometers southeast of
Nairobi in a town called Wote. My collaboration with Ms. Lau and Cynthia Porter has come to address and solve problems of the
crippling poverty in this region by revitalizing a stagnant cotton farming industry and igniting an interest in the utilization of local
resources in the development and cultivation of natural dyes. My work in Kenya has lead to my practical research in adapting
eighteenth century print methods used in workshops around the world, to build a model for small-scale textile production using
natural dyes and sustainable methods that inspire an environmental and artistic course of action and practical use.
En mis treinta años de carrera como maestro de la imprenta en el taller y el museo de la tela, Philadelphia, he estado implicado en
procesos alternativos y desarrollo de soluciones eficaces e innovadoras para la interpretación artística. Esta práctica artística ha llevado
a investigar las soluciones tradicionales a los problemas contemporáneos en varios archivos alrededor de los Estados Unidos
incluyendo el museo de Winterthur, Delaware, donde recibí una beca de investigación para mi investigación continua en las
aplicaciones prácticas del uso tradicional de tintes naturales y orgánicos. Mi investigación en el uso del color y de los materiales
naturales, me ha llevado a Kampala, Uganda en la escuela de Margaret Trowell de las industrias y de las bellas artes, Papúa Nueva
Guinea con la tribu Maisin de la bahía de Collingswood. Durante mi investigación y observación he trabajado con individuos en
Johannesburgo, Sudáfrica y Dakar, Senegal. Durante el transcurso de este viaje, me di cuenta de que los empresarios se ocupaban de
abordar los problemas sistémicos derivados de las poblaciones empobrecidas en relación con sus propias comunidades. A través de
una colaboración de veinticuatro años con Lucy Lau, pionera en un proyecto para mujeres indigentes en Mombasa, Kenia, iniciamos
un proyecto en su país con una comunidad rural de agricultores de subsistencia situada a 60 kilómetros al sureste de Nairobi en un
pueblo llamado Wote. Mi colaboración con la Sra. Lau y Cynthia Porter ha venido a abordar y resolver los problemas de la pobreza
agobiante en esta región revitalizando una industria de cultivo de algodón estancada y despertando interés en la utilización de recursos
locales en el desarrollo y cultivo de tintes naturales. Mi trabajo en Kenia ha llevado a mi investigación práctica a adaptar los métodos
de impresión del siglo XVIII utilizados en talleres alrededor del mundo para construir un modelo de producción textil a pequeña
escala usando tintes naturales y métodos sostenibles que inspiran un curso de acción ambiental y artístico y prácticas utilizar.

Figure 1: Plant to Print: Ladok Cement Worker
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Mrs. M. Christina Roberts is currently an educator specializing
in contemporary collaborative art making practices, textile
printing techniques, and carrying out research to develop and
implement programs for international and local community
outreach initiatives. In her role as Head of Education at The
Fabric Workshop and Museum, Roberts’ goals as an artist and
educator are devoted to promoting an ethnically and culturally
rich array of programs through working with diverse audiences
and introducing students and teachers to the breadth of global
contemporary art and teaching silkscreen techniques. Roberts
currently teaches undergraduate textile design at Moore
College of Art and Design, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA.
In 2003, Roberts Co-Founded Marafiki Arts, a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization that uses traditional textile techniques to
intersect with culture, tradition, commerce, collaboration,
farming and is working towards sustainable economic and
environmental development in rural Wote, Kenya. In 2014,
Roberts was awarded a Research Fellowship at Winterthur
Museum to investigate 18th century textile printing methods to
interpret into contemporary practice. Roberts has traveled,
lectured, and conducted workshops extensively throughout the
world.
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Contemporary Fiber Art Practices
Contemporary Japanese Fiber Art: Fiber Futures – Japan’s Textile Pioneers
WATANABE, Hiroko: t-a-style@gol.com
Professor emeritus of TAMA ART UNIVERSITY,
Chairman: TEXTILE DESIGN ASSOCIATION OF JAPAN,
Chairman: N.P.O. INTERNATIONAL TEXTILE NETWORK JAPAN
Keywords: Japan, fiber, contemporary, innovation
List of locations for the Fiber Futures exhibition:

芹野直子 | Naoko Serino

1. U.S.A
JAPAN SOCIETY GALLEY, NEW YORK
Term: September 16 – December 18, 2011
2. U.S.A
MUSEUM OF CRAFT AND FOLK ART
SAN FRANCISCO
Term: July 20 – November 10, 2012
3. FINLAND
DESIGN MUSEUM, HELSINKI, FINLAND
Term: February 1 – May 5, 2013
4. DENMARK
GJETHUSET, FREDERIKSVAERK
Term: January 11 – March 2, 2014

Title: Generating-8 / Material: Jute / Technique: free technique/
Size: 130 x 200 x 400 cm

5. SPAIN
COMPLUTENSE CENTER OF ART, MADRID
Term: April 2 – May 18, 2014

It is a work composed by reusing unnecessary tea pack
material. It is a piece of space composition.

6. PORTGAL
EXTENSAO DO MUSEU DE ALBERTO SAMPAIO,
GUIMARAES
CONTEXTILE 2014
CONTEMPORARY TEXTILE ART TRIENNIAL
Term: July 26 - October 11, 2014

濱谷明夫 | Akio Hamatani

7. SWEDEN
TEXTILE FASHION CENTER, BORAS
Term: November 22, 2014 – April 5, 2015
8. FRANCE
MAISON DE LA CULTURE DU JAPON A PARIS
Term: May 5, 2015 – July 11, 2015
9. THE NETHERLANDS
TEXTIL MUSEUM, TILBURG
Term: October 3, 2015 – February 7, 2016

Title: W-Orbit / Material: Rayon / Technique: indigo;
special technique / Size: 400 cm
Rayon's yarn is heavy and hangs with the natural gravity
curve. Although it seems to be simple, I think that it is a
work that expresses the nature of the thread well and
expressed it.
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弥永保子 | Yasuko Iyanaga

新井淳一 | Jun’ichi Arai

Title: Noren (gold) (Silver) / Material: Polyphenylene
sulfide(PPS) film. Technique: vacuum-deposited aluminum
/ Size: 360 x 360 cm

She uses the technique of shibori the origin of dyeing.
Shibori techniques are everywhere in the world. Inca,
Africa, India, etc…In Japan, they have used many as
kimono as bedding and personal belongings practical items.
It is a very unique artwork expressing its shapability as art.

His work is a pioneer of the textile of the world in the 20th
century. He is the one who destroyed common sense until
now. And he is known worldwide who made the latest new
cloth. He has an honorary doctorate from the University of
London and RCA. This cloth is made as a space divider
cutting the space. It is woven with slit yarn with aluminum
vapor deposited, and the back-side silver cloth is further
melt-off. The center is slit and you can go through.

久保田繁雄 | Shigeo Kubota

永井ひとみ | Hitomi Nagai

Title: Shape of Red I / Material: Nylon, sisal hemp /
Technique: plain weave, sewing / Size: 230 x 180 x 180 cm
His family business was an obi shop in Kyoto. Since he was
a young man he has formed a strip of cloth threedimensionally, making it simple but unique.

Title: Birth, 2011 / Material: Cotton / Technique: waffle
weave / Size: 200 × 110 × 28 cm
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She is weaving tissue. She synthesizes the shaped units and
produces a unique expression.It is a very unique model that
uses the characteristics and organization of fibers well.

椿操 | Misao Tsubaki

熊井恭子 | Kyoko Kumai

Title: Toki no katachi, 2011 / Material: Stainless-steel
filament / Technique: sewing / Size: 100 x 400 x 100 cm
Title: Work No. 81, 2010 / Material: Cotton, silk, flax,
wool, synthetic fiber / Technique: stitching / Size: 180 x
180 cm

A series of her works made with thin stainless steel fibers
are also exhibited at MOMA in NY. These artworks freely
expressing hard metal as fibers are wonderful.

If you can see it, I think that you understand immediately,
it is the work of patchwork that gathered the textures of
various fabrics and composed the paintings.

須藤玲子 | Reiko Sudo

上野真知子 | Machiko Agano

Title: A wood Ⅲ / Material ・ Technique: Five pieces,
inkjet-printed mirror sheet. Size: Each 250 x 100 x 100 cm.
She is directing a dynamic indoor composition.
She is making a slit in the paper that splashed the paper and
the two paper. Works that hang them in a room.

Title: Fabrication, 2011 / Material: White cotton /
Technique: Machine embroidery / Size: 330 x 150 cm
She made it using machine embroidery. It is a work of
chemical race which gathered interest of form.
After finishing embroidery on the base cloth, he finished
with a method of chemical racing, which is made by
dissolving the base cloth by scientific treatment.
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There are countless colors in the world, I love all the colors.
If God allowed me to choose only one color, I will choose
red without hesitation. Red is the ultimate color for me.
It consists of a piece of cloth hand-woven with red-dyed
cotton, linen and metal threads.
If it extend this artwork, it will be just one of the cloth. This
work expresses the power of the cloth lurking in one cloth.
Red represents life, and also the color of joydelight and
celebration. However, red represents danger, it is also a
fascinating color. But it is the ultimate color for me.

田中孝明 | Takaaki Tanaka

Title: Su no hana (Nest Flowers), 2011 / Material: Kōzo
mulberry fiber, flax, iron / Technique: individual technique
/ Size: 208 x 190 x 41 cm
His works are shaped works using paper fibers. The texture
of these pieces are expressed very well. And the work
pursuing the possibility of the texture of the material.
わたなべひろこ | Hiroko Watanabe

Title: Red Clothe’s beat, 1999 / Material: Cotton and metal
fiber / Technique: hand weaving/ Size: 129 x 98 x 25 cm
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Contemporary Fiber Art Practices
Shibori Pattern Design by using Laser Technique for Fashion
YUAN, Guoxiang 1,2: ygx@dhu.edu.cn
CHEN, Zhuoming 3: chenzhuoming178041@163.com
JIANG, Shouxiang Kinor 4: kinor.j@polyu.edu.hk
1 College of Fashion and Design, Donghua University Shanghai 200051, China
2 Key Laboratory of Clothing Design and Technology, Donghua University,
Ministry of Education, Shanghai 200051,China
3 School of Fashion Technology, Shanghai University of Engineering Science, Shanghai, China
4 Institute of Textiles and Clothing, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
Keywords: Shibori, pattern design, laser treatment, eco-friendly, fashion design
Abstract
Shibori, as known as tie-dye, is well-known all over the world for its unique patterns on textiles made by bounding, stitching, folding,
rolling and so on. Traditional shibori textiles are dyed by using natural dye or chemical dye for different colors. In textile and fashion
fields, shibori technique was increasingly applied for design innovation. In this paper, an eco-friendly shibori pattern design method
with unique surface effects by using laser surface engraving treatment was developed. After the carbon dioxide laser irradiation on textile
surface, some surface fibers were melted, evaporated and engraved with dyestuff, and no water and chemicals were applied. By
combining the traditional shibori methods with computer aided design processes, unique visual appearances of textiles with shade
changing effected were achieved after laser treatment with different parameters. The results revealed the potential of pattern creation
with different values for the embellishment of textiles through the laser engraving process. With lower resolutions, engraved vague
patterns with small laser beam dots can be achieved. While the treatment resolution increased, clear patterns could be performed. Based
on the same resolution, the higher pixel time can export more energy, which makes the pattern look more clearly. This shibori pattern
design approach indicates that the laser engraving technique is a feasible and environmentally friendly surface treatment which can rich
artistic and fashion appearance such as pattern, color and texture in textile and fashion design.

1. Introduction

power, scanning speed and resolution, different surface effects
and acceptable engraving quality can be achieved.

In the present industry, laser is an indispensable tool for a
variety of manufacturing processes, such as material removal,
surface heating, bending, melting, alloying, cladding, texturing,
roughening, marking, cleaning, shock hardening, and stereo
lithography and layered manufacturing processes. The
contactless processing with the laser beam has been increasingly
applied in industry to generate graphics onto material surface
due to its various advantages, such as no physical contact, a high
degree of automation and fast and precise cutting and engraving
(Yam 2010). The CO2 laser is a gas laser that produces an
infrared light and is easily absorbed by organic material, making
it the first choice when it comes to engrave fabrics. It is the most
efficient and suitable gas laser to treat organic materials such as
fabrics which are not good conductors of heat and electricity,
because at its wavelength of 10.6 microns the laser can easily be
absorbed by most organics that absorb 10 micron light (Yuan et
al 2013). Nd and Nd-YAG lasers are solid-state lasers that rely
on a crystal to create the light beam which are suited for
engraving, welding, cutting and drilling metals. With a computer
control system, laser surface treatment is a relatively economical
and flexible technology to treat and embellish fabric surface
towards unique images (Ready 1997). This particular process
applies laser beams to melt, burn or vaporize materials, such as
material cutting for car airbags, lace fabrics and edging of
embroideries (Steele 2005). Various materials can be laser
surface treated, and by optimizing the factors such as laser

Although laser technology has been applied in fashion and
textile field, but it is mostly applied to cut directly on fabrics as
a cutting method except the limited application of engraving
treatment in textile and fashion design and research field (Chow
et al 2012, Kan et al 2010, Ondogan et al 2005, Pezelj et al 2004,
Štěpánková et al 2010, Tarhan and Sariişik 2009, Tortora and
Johnson 2013). Laser engraving which different from laser
cutting is used to engrave the fabric surface without cutting
through. It is applied to remove certain materials as the laser
beam vaporizes the surface (Ghorannevissa et al 2007).
Nowadays, laser has been applied in denim industry as a
bleaching tool to create sophisticated patterns with non-contact
marks on the denim fabric. After engraving treatment, a color
fading, worn appearance or printing effect can be created for
textile and fashion design that can instead of ordinary and
traditional chemical treatment. It demonstrates that the laser
treatment is one of time and cost-saving alternatives and has the
advantages of design and treatment flexibility without causing
any pollution (Dascalu et al 2000, Jiang 2015). In this chapter,
some experimental laser treated shibori pattern designs for
fashion were presented to demonstrate the application of laser
technique to produce shibori patterns on garments with unique
designs appearances.
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2. Methodology
The process of laser engraving on garment with shibori patterns
is shown as follows: (1) create desired shibori graphics in
graphics program or software, (2) convert the graphics to gray
scale, (3) send designed graphics and patterns to laser system,
(4) set the parameters of pixel time and resolution, (5) placing
the garment on a honeycomb cutting table in a cabinet, (6)
location identification of the laser engraving area, (7) conduct
laser engraving treatment on garments.

3. Design Results
Some experimental designs of shibori patterns on garments
treated by using laser beams with different parameters are
shown in Figures1, 2 and 3.

Figure 2: Laser Engraved Polyester Garment

Figure 1: Laser Engraved Polyester/Rayon
Blended Garment

Figure 3: Laser Engraved Wool/Polyester Blended
Garment
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textile using laser technology. Opt Laser Technol 37:631637
Pezelj E, Cunko R Andrassy M (2004) Modification of denim
surface using laser. In: World Textile Conference. 4th
AUTEX Conference. Roubaix, 2004
Ready JF (1997) Industrial applications of lasers. Academic
Press, New York
Steele V (2005) Encyclopedia of clothing and fashion. Charles
Scribner’s Sons, New York, p 3, 12, 54
Štěpánková M, Wiener J, Dembický J (2010) Impact of laser
thermal stress on cotton fabric. Fibres Text East Eur 18:7073
Tarhan M, Sariişik M (2009) A comparison among performance
characteristics of various denim fading processes. Textil Res
J 79:301-309
Tortora PG, Johnson I (2013) The fairchild books dictionary of
textiles. A&C Black, London, p 243
Yam KL (2010) The wiley encyclopedia of packaging
technology. John Wiley & Sons, New York
Yuan GX, Jiang SX, Newton E et al (2013) Application of Laser
Engraving for Sustainable Fashion Design. Res J Textil
Apparel 17(2):21-27

All the patterns on garments or textiles shown above are
engraved by using laser beam at different parameters, the
garments and textiles can be tied and then engraved by laser, or
the shibori patterns could be duplicately engraved on the surface
of garments and textiles.

4. Conclusion
In this research, laser engraving creates unique patterns with
shibori effect on garment. The garments made with polyester,
wool/polyester blends, and rayon/polyester blends were carried
out on the basis of the proposed design model. With the resist
method, garment with unique shibori patterns and colors were
created. This research can act as alternatives to improve garment
design with laser engraving for future use by fashion designers
and researchers for surface embellishment as an area of
academic study and design practice and supports the integration
of design, technology and material that are applicable to fashion
design. By achieving ideal appearances, appropriate laser power
can be applied by changing the two parameters including pixel
time and resolution individually to conduct laser engraving on
certain parts or the whole piece of garment. Under the
conditions of pixel time unchanged, more energy of laser can be
applied on garment to engrave some fibers and dyestuff with
the increase of the resolution of laser treatment. When with set
resolution, more energy of the laser can be applied on material
with the extension of pixel time. To conclude, the laser
technique has a high potential to achieve surface treatment with
shibori patterns different shades of color effects on garment as
it is an environmentally friendly process and can make diverse
surface appearances without involving chemicals and water for
fashion design.
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Project INDIGO EARTH: Japan
TOHOKU COTTON PROJECT
ITO, Yoko
Fashion Specialist and Designer, PROTON Ltd. Representative Director, YOKO no DESIGN,
Former Associate professor, Gifu City Women’s College Department of Design for Contemporary Life;
Former Fashion Adviser, JAPAN COTTON & STAPLE FABER WEAVERS’ ASSOCIATION,
Auditor, The Japan Cotton & Staple Fiber Fabric Inspection Institute Foundation (MENKEN)
有限会社プロトン代表取締役、陽子の DESIGN 、元岐阜市立女子短期大学生活デザイン学科准教授
元日本綿スフ織物工業連合会顧問デザイナー、現一般社団法人メンケン品質検査協会監事

Keywords: TOHOKU COTTON PROJECT, YOKO no DESIGN, natural days, organic cotton
Abstract
I have already reported on the 9th ISS “TOHOKU COTTON PUROJECT”. However, should I report new. Our Dreams are “With
cotton we are building the Tohoku of tomorrow” Project is a comprehensive undertaking to revive the tsunami-stricken fields.
We sow the seeds, grow and harvest cotton on the fields; spin, weave, and manufacture it into merchandise, and sell them. For this
purpose, I use Tohoku cotton project yarn which proceeded with natural dyes. So to inform people around the world “TOHOKU
COTTON PUROJECT”, I make the costumes and produce exhibition, fashion show presentation.

1. Introduction
東北コットンプロジェクトが行ってきたことは、第一
には、塩にまみれてしまった土、水を含み雨が降ると
すぐぬかるんでしまう田圃で、塩に強く、塩分を吸い
上げてくれる綿を栽培し、土地を直しながら、日本で
の北限に挑戦して新しい「綿栽培」という産業を創る
事。第二には、地元の人々の強い願いとして、塩分が
改善すれば野菜を植え、稲の苗を植え震災前の農業を
復活する、この 2 本道でした。
これらを、外部からの手助けを借りて行うだけではな
く地元の自立した産業に持っていくことです。 そし
て、最も大切なことは、ここに住む人々が避難先、仮
設住宅に閉じ籠もらないで外に出て働き、そこで喜び
を得て、自分たちの手で産業を進めていくことの出来
る場所造りであったと思っています。て、このルート
も着実に出来てきています。それを手助けする協賛メ
ンバーには多くの職種、人々がいます。

図 1: 2012.5.12 仙台綿植地近郊
Figure 1: 2012.5.12 Sendai City East Area

世界や日本の各地で過去に塩害を経験してきた人々、
農業を職業として続けてきた地元の人々の経験や知恵、
これから先に進んでいこうとする意欲。若者を中心と
する新しい事への挑戦。この集結した力を持って、６
年の間に目的は二者とも、地道に進んできていると感
じています。
図 2: 2012.6.24 仙台綿植地近郊
Figure 2: 2012.6.24 SendaiCity East Area

撮影は特別の注意書きのない限り全て筆者撮影
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区とも未だ収支は赤字です。2012 年秋から収穫は始ま
りましたが、作付面積、種蒔きか苗植えか、数種類の
品質の種を蒔き、どの品種が東北に適しているかの模
索、露地とハウスの併用、栽培密度（株間、畝間）の
検討、肥料を有機にする検討、育苗の方法の検討、オ
ーガニック栽培への検討、労働時間を削減する検討
（反収が増えた分労働時間増）など問題は山済みです。
このプロジェクトでは現在、種は企業（タピオ奈良株
式会社等）が提供、綿は企業（大正紡績株式会社）が
一般の綿の買取値より高額で全て買い取り紡績する。
綿はオーガニックコットンを 95～97%混ぜオーガニッ
クコットン糸として、プロジェクト企業が買い上げて
製品化して販売する。枝などのチップも買い上げ紙に
する。プロジェクトが協賛金として会費を出し、
「TOHOKU COTTON PROJECT」のタグ、パンフレ
ット、袋等を買い製品につけます。水光熱費、肥料、
資材、農薬代、農機具代、燃料費、マルチ等諸材料費、
輸送費など、さまざまな費用がかかります。この中に
も特定企業が協賛金を提供して賄っている項目がいく
つかあります。また、プロジェクトメンバーだけでは
行いきれない種蒔き、苗植え、草取り、綿摘みは作業
費用がかかります。それでもこのプロジェクトを続け
たいと３地区での棉栽培は継続しています。

図 3: 2013.11.16 まだ残る瓦礫の山
Figure 3: 2013.11.16 Heap of Rubble

プロジェクト 1.「名取」の生産・企画担当の佐々木和
也さんは高校・大学において農業系を卒業している専
門の職業人。このプロジェクトの棉と真剣に取り組ん
でいます。その研究熱心さには感心すると共に感謝で
頭が下がります。この報告によりますと、2015 年「名
取」では品種は「アップランド」栽培面積は露地 60a
（約 6000m2）・ハウス約 100 坪(約 330m2) 収穫量は
シードコットンで露地栽培 312kg・ハウス栽培 48kg 合
計 360kg これから種抜きの歩留まり見込みで 40%で
す。年度別に比較いたしますと 2013,2014 年は栽培面積
100a 。 収 穫 量 は 120kg,360kg 。 10a 換 算 の 収 穫 量 は
12kg,36kg,52kg と順調に増えています。しかし佐々木
さんはまだ、目標の三分の一の収穫量である、と言い
ます。世界の綿花産地から見れば非常に小さな作付面
積ではあります。今後は先に述べました検討課題を見
直していくことにより、収穫量を増やしていこうとし
ております。

図 4 2012.5.12
仙台荒浜綿植
Figure 4: 2012.5.12 Arahama, Sendai City Seeding Cotton

ここにオーガニックコットン化の問題があります。
独立行政法人 中小企業基盤整備機構が行った
繊維産業に係る平成 20 年度情報関係事業における
「オーガニック・コットン含有率に関する適正な表示
ルール のあり方に関する調査事業」 報告書 平成２１
年３月 によると「オーガニック・コットン」とは、農
業段階において、国際的な基準に基づき有機性が認証
されたコットンと定義されています。それは以下のも
のです。

図 5: 2014.5.24 東松島種蒔き
Figure 5: 2014.5.24 Higashimatushima Growing Cotton

2.Methodology
「東北コットンプロジェクト」は３地区で棉の栽培を
しています。宮城県内 1.「名取」（名取市 仙台空港
の近く） 2.「東松島」（東松島市） 3.「荒浜」（仙台
市）。2015 年の総会時における報告においては、３地
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・オーガニック・コットンとは、 3 年間農薬や化学肥
料を使わないで栽培された農地で、農薬や化学肥料を
使わないで生産されたコットン
・栽培に使われる農薬・肥料については、オーガニッ
ク・コットン認証関連団体により、厳格な基準が設け
られており、これに基づき、認証機関が実地検査を行
ったコットン
・遺伝子組み換えを行ったものは、オーガニック・コ
ットンとはしない

や地域の皆さんと復興のシンボル的に綿栽培を続ける
方針になりました。

1「名取」、 2「東松島」は国産の綿産地北限に挑戦し
て、より良い品質と単位面積当たりの収穫量を増やす
ことに挑戦していきます。

そ し て 国 際 的 な 基 準 と さ れ て い る 「 Global Organic
Textile Standard （ GOTS ） 」 や 「 Organic Exchange
Standards （ OE ）」の事項と同調するよう配慮する必
要がある。とされています。
日本の認証団体としては NPO 法人 日本オーガニ
ッ ク コ ッ ト ン 協 会 JOCA （ Japan Organic Cotton
Association ）が存在します。これは「 GOTS 」にもオ
ーガニックテキスタイル世界基準を構成する４カ国の
組織の一員として基準策定にボランテイアで参画して
おります。
佐々木さんの報告によりますと、「私がいままでに栽
培した綿花は無農薬、無化学肥料ではありません。
現在無農薬、無化学肥料での方向性での栽培試験を行
っており、今後は無農薬無化学肥料での栽培に取り組
む予定です。

図 6: 2015.10 名取収穫
Figure 6: 2015.10 Natori City Harvesting Season

ただ、大豆やその他野菜類と輪作をしているために、
3 年以上無農薬無化学肥料で栽培を行っている圃場に
するのは難しい。したがって、無農薬無化学肥料で綿
花を栽培しても、弊社が栽培した綿花を正式にオーガ
ニックコットンと表記することはできないのでは？と
考えております。」
しかし、生産量が少ない「東北コットン」の綿は、
100% オーガニックの綿を 95～97%混ぜて紡績されます
ので、「オーガニックコットン」表示が可能になりま
す。「オーガニックコットン」ではなくても、出来る
限りの努力をして、人に優しい綿つくりに向かって努
力しています。2015 年収穫時に大正紡績の近藤さんか
ら「超長綿に匹敵するほどの繊維長がある」と評価を
受けたほどの綿の出来上がりでした。

図 7: 2013.11.16 収穫した綿の比較
Figure 7: 2013.11.16 Harvesting Cotton

この収穫時には一面の綿畑と、その綿を見たとき
「ここまで出来たのだ」と非常な感激を受けました。
最初の頃の綿とは出来上がりが、あきらかに異なりま
した。
この衝撃は 2014 年に稲が植えられ、収穫された光景
を見たときの感激にも勝るものがありました。
「東北コットンプロジェクト」の２つの目的が着実
に達成されていくのです。３地区のうち 3「荒浜」は
40ha(40 町・ 0.4km2) は農地として復活して米、大豆の
栽培をしていく。20a(約 600 坪・2000m2)は近隣の学校

図 8: 2015.10.30 収穫した綿 名取
Figure 8: 2015.10.30 Harvesting Cotton
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3. Results
「東北コットンプロジェクト」の目的のひとつは
「服を着ることが、農家の支援になる」です。プロジ
ェクトメンバーは、ここの糸を使用した商品をメンバ
ーのデパートで、定期的に企画展を開催して販売をし
たり、一般商品として売り出してもいます。
私は自分の行うことの出来る方法として、展示会を開
催する、所属学会で発表する等で広く世界に
「TOHOKU COTTON PUROJECT」の存在、活動を
ひろめ、理解をしていただくと共に、結果として商品
を買うことによる資金援助を啓発しております。
図 11: 2013.9 月 愛知芸術文化センター「アジア民族造
形学会大会」 「結ぶ」
Figure11: 2013.9.Nagoya City, Exhibition [ASIAN
ETHNO=FORMS SOCIETY] [TIE]

図 9: 東京ミッドタウンでのファッションショー 東京
高島屋本店、新宿伊勢丹での販売会
Figure 9: Tokyo, Fashion show & Marketing
図 12
Figure 12

図 10: 2013.4-5 月 岐阜市立図書館分館 ファッション
ライブラリー 「Les Amis du Soleil―男の子と女の子」
Figure 10: 2013.4-5 Gifu city, Exhibition
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図 16
Figure 16

図 14
Figure 14
図 12-14: 2014.4-5 月 岐阜市立図書館分館 ファッショ
ンライブラリー「Les Amis du Soleil―自由に羽擊く」
Figure12-14: 2014.4-5 Gifu City, Exhibition
図 17
Figure 17

図 15. 2014.7 「アジア民族造形学会誌」用
Figure15. 2014.7 Paper
[ASIAN ETHNO=FORMS
SOCIETY] [TIE]

図 18
Figure 18
図 16-18: 2015.4-5 月岐阜市立図書館分館ファッションラ
イブラリ「Les Amis du Soleil ―自然を求めて」
Figure16-18: 2015.4-5 Gifu city, Exhibition
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図 19: 2015.9 月名古屋ＮＨＫ「第 32 回尾張名古屋の
職人展」オーガニックコットン 100 番単糸東北コット
ン 2%・アメリカ超長綿アルティメイト 98% シャトル
織機 ナチュラルダイ 協力 大正紡績株式会社・高澤
織物株式会社・有限会社エコーション手力工房
Figure19: 2015.9 Nagoya City, Exhibition
図 21: 2016.4 名古屋中日劇場 「中日文化センター開講
５0 周年記念ファッションショー」「夢想」
Figure21: 2016.4 Nagoya City,[Chunichi-Culture 50th
Anniversary Fashion Show][DREAM

図 20: 2015.12 名古屋国際デザインセンター デザイン
ギャラリー「中部デザイン協会創立 65 周年記念展覧
会」
Figure20: 2015.12 Nagoya City, [Chubu Design Associatio
n 65th Anniversary Exhibition]

図 22

図 23: 2016.4-5 月岐阜市立図書館分館 ファッションラ
イブラリ「Les Amis du Soleil―tudou」
Figure22-23: 2016.4-5 Gifu City, Exhibition
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4. Discussion and Conclusion
「TOHOKU COTTON PUROJECT」は当初の目的
の一つである、地面の塩分を棉栽培により軽減して、
今までの農業、稲の栽培、野菜の栽培を可能にするこ
とはほぼ達成できました。震災前の広さを確保する事
はできなくても、自分たちの本業が出来る事は、まこ
とに幸せであります。これからはそこの部分において
はしっかりとした、知識・経験を持っていますから、
前向きに進む希望と、勇気を得ることの出来た農家は
進むだけです。2011 年に地震・津波にあいダメージを
受けた場所が 2014 年には稲を植え、刈り取り、お米が
できました。大豆が、キャベツができました。
一方棉の栽培地の北限を目指す道も農家の人々の研
究により非常に進歩を遂げました。いままで扱かった
ことのないものを必死で取り組む姿は、驚くばかりで
した。毎年毎年、新しい方法を開発し取り組む事は農
業の専門家だからこそ出来るものでした。連作を嫌い、
間に野菜を育てながら行くのは、栽培方法の異なるこ
とをするのですから非常に難しいです。雑草は棉の背
丈を越えてしまうほどにたくましいです。この雑草を
はやさないようにと、間に「麦」を植えたのを見た時
には、素人では考えも出来ないことと、驚きました。
どの品集が仙台にあっているかを畝ごとに異なる品種
を植えて試していました。それぞれの性格が違うため
に、手入れ方法も異なり、煩わしいことですのに。
この人たちはいままでのお米や野菜と同様に「棉」
に愛情・愛着を持って取り組んでいます。
そして、周りにいる私たちプロジェクトのメンバー
も自分たちの出来る方法で、自分たちの出来る範囲で
取り組んでいます。
最初から、農家の人たちもボランテイアをあてにす
るのではなく、自分たち農業人として自立して産業に
するという意気込みでした。そして、周りにいる私た
ちプロジェクトのメンバーも自分たちの出来る方法で、
自分たちの出来る範囲で取り組んでいました。まだま
だ経営が黒字になるのは先になりますが、ここで出来
た人の輪がしっかりと繋がりあうに向かって進んでお
ります。
世界中の人々の深い理解と、繋がりを望んでおりま
す。

5. Acknowledgements
「東北コットンプロジェクト」のメンバー
大正紡績株式会社 近藤健一氏

図 24:「夢心」
Figure24: [HEART of DREAM]
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Project INDIGO EARTH: Japan
Initiatives in Okamoto Shoten to Kurume KasuriGood life and a dream are offered by good old textile "Kurume Kasuri"
NOGUCHI, Hideki: h-noguchi@okamotoshoten.co.jp
Okamoto Shoten Co., Ltd., Fukuoka, Japan
Keywords: Kurume Kasuri, traditional textile, tie and dye, product development, fashion goods
Abstract
“Kurume Kasuri” is one of the traditional textiles followed in Fukuoka prefecture, Japan which is an effect produced by weaving the
thread dyed by “Tie and Dye” method.
In this presentation, I introduce activity of Okamoto Shoten who contribute to continuation and development of “Kurume Kasuri”.
1. Introduction of Okamoto Shoten

Figure 1: The first President of the Okamoto Shoten,
Mr,TASUKE NOGUCHI(1887-1969)

Figure 3: Tapestry of the patchwork using the Kurume
Kasuri in PREMIUM TEXTILE JAPAN (L)

2. The connection between the Okamoto Shoten and the
Kurume Kasuri production studios and weavers

3. Manufacturing concept of Okamoto Shoten

Figure 4: Sneakers using the Kurume-Kasuri,
collaboration with Moonstar shoes company (R)
Figure 2;
(weavers)

Meeting

scenery

of

“IGETA-NO-KAI”
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4. Shop of the Okamoto Shoten
5. Cooperation and contribution to Kurume city

Figure 7: Summer festival “MIZU-NO-SAITEN”in
Kurume city, wearing a Kurume Kasuri
6. Future's plan and dream
7. Author
Hideki Noguchi
Mr. Hideki Noguchi is an executive director of Okamoto
Shoten Co., Ltd.
Okamoto Shoten Co., Ltd. is the company which does
planning, production and sales of ladies dress and men's
apparel, fashion goods and living goods using Kurume Kasuri
by the brand name as "Giemon".
Okamoto Shoten Co., Ltd.; Address:12-12 Hiyoshi, Kurume,
Fukuoka, Japan(zip code:830-0017)
Tel:81-(0)942-32-6579 Fax:81-(0)942-32-6599
URL: http://www.okamotoshoten.co.jp/

Figure 5: Pants named“monpan”using the Kurume
Kasuri

Figure 6: Shawl of the patchwork using the KurumeKasuri
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Project INDIGO EARTH: Japan
Arimatsu Narumi Shibori which was drawn on the Ukiyo-e in the Edo era
江戸時代の浮世絵に描かれた有松鳴海絞り
UEDA, Kaoru 上田 香: ka-ueda@kyoto-saga.ac.jp
Kyoto Saga University of Arts 京都嵯峨芸術大学
Abstract
At the beginning of the Edo period, Arimatsu Narumi Shibori designs were plain and simple, but in the latter half of the Edo period,
when techniques characterized by detailed backgrounds and bold patterns that required intensive labour were developed, they became
increasingly intricate and bold. Through Ukiyo-e, we can see the variety and quality of Arimatsu Narumi Shibori more than we
expected. I have researched Utamaro Kitagawa and Kunisada Utagawa, and the results show how the Arimatsu Narumi Shibori
glorious in the latter half of the Edo period.
有松鳴海絞りは江戸時代初期にはシンプルで簡単な技法を用いていたが、江戸時代後半になるにつれ、特徴的な技術
が多く生まれ、繊細な表情と大胆なデザインを組み合わせた大変手間のかかる模様等が流行した。江戸時代後期に流
行した浮世絵を見ると、有松鳴海絞りがいかに流行していたかを見る事が出来る。その中でも特に、喜多川歌麿と歌
川国貞の作品調査を踏まえて、江戸後期にいかに有松鳴海絞りが隆盛を極めていたかを分析する。

1. Author
Kaoru UEDA
Education
Osaka City University, Bachelor of Life Science, 1993
Nottingham Trent University, Bachelor of Arts, 2005
Royal Collage of Art, Constructed Textiles, Master of Arts,
2007
Kyoto Institute of Technology, Doctor of Design Science,
2016
Work Experience
2011～ Kyoto Saga University of Arts, full-time lecturer
2012～ Kyoto Woman's University, part-time lecturer
プロフィール
1993 年大阪市立大学生活科学部生活環境学科 卒業
その後住宅メーカ等に勤務
2003 年に渡英し、Nottingham Trent University, Royal
Collage of Art 卒業
2016 年 9 月京都工芸繊維大学大学院工芸科学研究科
博士後期課程造形科学専攻修了
2011 年より京都嵯峨芸術大学芸術学部専任講師
2012 年より京都女子大学生活科学部非常勤講師
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Project INDIGO EARTH: Japan
Kozo Takeda : Arimatsu Shibori, Preservation and Continuation
竹田耕三の遺したもの
TAKEDA, Masahiro 竹田昌弘: masahiro.t@takeda-kahei.co.jp
株式会社

竹田嘉兵衛商店 http://www.takeda-kahei.co.jp/
Abstract

This presentation will discuss the recent exhibition at the Furukawa Art Museum of the late Kozo Takeda’s work and shibori textile
collection. The exhibition embodied his life work of pursuing a creative interpretation of traditional skills and techniques in shibori,
and was a celebration of inginuity and perserverance of artisans and artists, whose community has celebrated over 400 years of
history. Kozo Takeda was known for [...]. Masahiro Takeda is the son of Kozo Takeda, whose life work was networkign and
supporting traditiona artisans in natural indigo dye (ai) and sukumo vatting methods, a practice which is complex and has been carried
on for centuries, and has faced challenges in being sustinaed in the 20th centrury. THe INDIGO Earh Project, funded by GISPRI,
had acknowledged Kozo Takeda’s effort and the importance of reembracing traditional indigo practices within the arimatsu shibori
artisans community. Kozo Takeda only worked in these traditional methods and made sure to work towards their continued practice.
1. Introduction
発表内容（アブストラクト）
2016 年 6 月 11 日～8 月 7 日の約 2 か月間、
名古屋市にある古川美術館の分館 為三郎
記念館にて「竹田耕三追悼展 有松絞りを世界へ」
と題し開催しました。
総入館者約 5000 人の方が来館。
竹田耕三作品の魅力について発表します。

2. Author
竹田昌弘プロフィール
1981 年 愛知県名古屋市生まれ
父、竹田耕三の長男として生まれる
2005 年 輸入自動車ディーラーに入社
2012 年 家具メーカに転職
2013 年 父耕三の他界を機に株式会社竹田嘉兵衛商店
に入社現在に至る
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Traditions in Color: Natural Dyes in Historical Text and Artistic Practice
Combining Indigo with Other Natural Colorants
ELLIS, Catharine: Catharine@ellistextiles.com
Waynesville, North Carolina, 28786 USA
Keywords: indigo, natural dye, mordant, resist, woven shibori, cross dye
Abstract
Indigo, in addition to being the only natural source of blue dye, behaves differently from any other dye. It is natural choice for resistdyed textiles. No mordant is required. It dyes only what it “sees” leaving crisp, clear resists in the cloth. Once established, an indigo
vat is always ready for dyeing. It is a satisfying color on so many levels.
When indigo is combined with other natural dyes it is possible to create a complex and full palette with layers of color. There are
challenges and opportunities to using indigo in combination with other dyes and the final textile is determined by variables including:
the sequence of dye color, the application of resists, the use of mordants, and the choice of fibers.
My own textile work is woven and dyed, using a method of woven resist that is incorporated into the structure of the cloth. I can
control the fiber choice in the cloth, the sequence of gathering and releasing resists and, of course, the application of mordants,
additional resists, and dye choice.
The approaches I have taken to integrating indigo and other dyes include:
•
The sequence of dye application when indigo is combined with other dyes is critical to the final result of the textile.
•
The use of selective mordant printing and mordant discharge allows integrated areas of indigo blue surrounded by colors dyed
with mordant dyes.
•
Construction of textile with a combination of cellulose and protein fibers, resulting in cross-dye effects when indigo is combined
with other dyes.
The resulting fabrics display a complexity that can only be accomplished by using indigo with other dyes and a deep appreciation and
understanding of the variables available to the natural dyer.
El índigo o añil, además de ser la única fuente natural de color azul. se comporta de una forma muy distinta a cualquier otro tinte
natural. Es una opción intrínseca para los textiles teñidos con la técnica de teñido por reserva. No se requiere mordiente, y solo se tiñe
la parte expuesta, logrando reservas definidas y de calidad en la tela. Una vez realizado, el baño de índigo está siempre listo para teñir.
Es realmente un color que da resultados satisfactorios en muchos niveles.
Cuando el índigo se combina con otros tintes naturales, es posible crear una completa y compleja paleta, con distintas capas de color.
Hay retos y oportunidades al utilizar el índigo en combinación con otros tintes naturales, y debido a esto, el textil final está
determinado por distintas variables como: El orden y la secuencia de los tintes, el uso de reservas, el uso de mordientes, así como las
fibras elegidas.
Mi propia obra textil está tejida y teñida, usando un método de reserva tejida que se va construyendo y tejiendo en la estructura de la
tela.Yo puedo elegir el tipo de fibra que se utilizará para la tela, la forma de poner y quitar las reservas, la aplicación de los mordientes,
las reservas adicionales y la elección del tinte.
Los distintos enfoques que he tomado en cuenta para poder integrar el índigo con los otros tintes naturales son:
•
La secuencia y orden en que se aplica el tinte. La forma en que el índigo se combina con otros tintes, es de suma
importancia para el resultado final del textil.
•
El uso de mordientes específicos para estampar y mordientes para deslavar, lo cual permite conseguir áreas de color azul
índigo, rodeadas de otros colores que fueron teñidos con tintes naturales que si requieren mordientes.
•
La elaboración de un textil con una combinación de fibras celulosas y proteicas, dando como resultado efectos de teñido
cruzados, sobretodo cuando el índigo se combina con otros tintes.
Las telas que surgen como resultado, tienen una complejidad que solo se puede conseguir usando el índigo con otros tintes, y
realmente comprendiendo y teniendo una profunda apreciación de todas las variables disponibles en el mundo de los tintes naturales.
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1. Introduction
When dyeing with indigo I use the organic indigo vats that
utilize a quick reduction process. These organic vats were
introduced to many of us by Michel Garcia and are
documented in the DVD’s produced by Yoshiko Wada and
Slow Fiber Studios. I use henna as a source of reduction sugars
and lime (calcium hydroxide) as the alkaline. We use the
organic vats in all of my teaching. These vats makes indigo
dyeing accessible to those who thought it was too complicated
or wanted to avoid the reduction chemicals such as thiourea
dioxide and sodium hydrosulfite.
My dye process includes:
•
Long, slow, immersions in the vat at room temperature
to insure the best penetration of the fiber
•
Oxidation of the dye
•
Neutralization using a weak vinegar/water solution
•
Boiling out in order to remove excess dye, improve the
rub fastness, and bind the dye molecules, making
larger ones that cannot escape from the fiber.

Figure 1: (Left) indigo over mordant and weld dye
(Right)mordant and weld dye over indigo

3. Methodology: Selective Use of Mordants

2. Methodology: Dye Sequence

The use of selective mordanting or mordant discharge,
combined with my process of woven shibori or other resist
techniques, makes it possible to maintain clear indigo blue on a
field of mordant dye colors. Cotton fabric is gathered for
shibori, dyed with indigo, and then the fabric is temporarily
released from the gathering threads. Mordants are then applied
to the open, flat cloth. Once the mordants dry, the fabric is
gathered once again and a citric acid solution is applied to the
indigo dyed pleats. The acid attracts and removes the mordant.
Once again, the fabric is released from the gathering threads
and immersion dyed. The mordant dye binds with the
mordanted background, resulting in clear indigo blue on a
dyed background. The acid discharge penetrates deeper than
the indigo, resulting in an un-dyed “halo” effect.

Indigo is combined with other mordant dyes in order to make
greens, violets, or other mixed hues. Most dyers learned to use
the mordant dyes first and then over-dye with indigo in order
to achieve these mixes colors. Several years ago I heard Michel
Garcia mention the importance of dyeing with indigo first and
over-dyeing with the other colors, particularly when using
flavonols.
Thus alerted, I began observing a distinct difference in the
resulting colors when the indigo was used as a base color vs.
an over-dye. Greens were noticeably more yellow when the
indigo was dyed first, followed by the mordant and finally the
yellow dye. The difference in hue was evident in on both
protein and cellulose fibers.
I wondered if both the dye and the mordant were being
affected/damaged by the indigo vat.
In order to further understand the effect of the indigo vat I
made a “colorless” vat - one in which the alkaline and
reduction material were present but no dye. Mordanted cotton
samples “dyed” in this colorless vat, subsequently resulted in a
lighter color when dyed with a mordant dye leading me to
conclude there was some damage to the mordant in the vat.
I learn through my repetitive practice and observation. I am
still not completely sure whether it is the mordant or the dye is
compromised when over-dyed with indigo but I suspect that
both are. I have since learned to control and mix colors by
dyeing with indigo first. This also happens to be the most
efficient way to work. After dyeing with indigo, the tannin and
mordant baths assure that any alkalinity from the indigo is
completely neutralized, and the subsequent dyebath boils out
the indigo, saving me this additional step.

Figure 2: Indigo, alum and ferrous mordants, mordant
discharge, pomegranate dye (same size and font as body
text)
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4. Methodology: Construction of Textiles that
Combine Protein and Cellulose Fibers for Indigo
Dye

6. Author

When a fabric made of wool and cotton is dyed with indigo,
the cotton absorbs a much deeper shade of blue than the
wool. This affect alone makes for interesting results when
using fabrics constructed with a yarns of protein and cellulose
fibers, whether these fabrics are hand-made or commercially
produced. When combined with the additional effect of a onebath acid dye using natural dyes the results are more complex.
The natural “acid dye” attaches only to the protein, leaving the
cellulose fiber blue. There is additional potential for design
when combining these dyes shibori resists.
This is a topic I discussed in more depth at the 9th ISS in
China in 2014. While in China in 2014 I was introduced to the
tubu fabrics, simple plain-woven cotton fabrics that are
constructed using color and weave designs. The following year
I returned to China and the Jinze Art Center to further study
these tubu fabrics. They are a rich source of patterns to be
explored using combinations of indigo and other natural dyes.

Catharine Ellis has been a weaver, dyer, and educator for more
than 40 years. She is now involved in studio work, focused on
the detailed investigation of natural dyes and their application
to her resist woven fabrics. Catharine continues to teach both
weaving and natural dyeing at selected locations in the US and
around the world. Her work has been exhibited internationally.
A recent study of local cotton cloth (tubu) at the Jinze Art
Center in China has led to an exploration of color-and-weave
patterns combined with resist dye effects. Catharine is the
author of Woven Shibori, (Interweave Press, 2005). A second
edition, focused on natural dyes, was released in 2016.

5. Conclusion
Indigo, the only natural blue dye, is required in order to create
a full palette of natural color. Since indigo behaves so much
differently from mordant dyes, it is important to understand
how the sequence of dye application affects all the colors in
the textile. Dye combination, resist, fiber choice, and mordant
application are important variable components when designing
textiles that utilize indigo with other natural dyes.
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Traditions in Color: Natural Dyes in Historical Text and Artistic Practice
Pounded Plants on Cotton: Colorfastness of Post-Treatments
HAAR, Sherry: haar@ksu.edu
DOTY, Kelsie: knd36@cornell.edu
Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, 66506, USA
Keywords: sweet potato leaf, cosmos, hammering, steam, fixing agents
Abstract
Plant pounding is the transfer of plant pigment onto textiles through the mechanical force of hammering. The resulting image can
mimic the original petal or leaf. A challenge can be poor colorfastness. Even though this is a popular technique with several writings
on the process, we could find no research examining colorfastness properties. Thus, we examined orange cosmos petals and purple
sweet potato leaf pounded onto cotton print cloth for colorfastness to laundering and light exposure following AATCC procedures.
Fabric was scoured and mordanted with aluminum acetate. Following pounding, three post-treatments were applied, including steam,
a sodium silicate fixative, and a cationic dye fixative. CIELab color coordinates were taken with a spectrocolorimeter. Cosmos
exposed to laundering and light had considerable color change with steam having the most similar color ratings and appearance to its
standard. Purple sweet potato leaves had noticeable color change following laundering, with steam retaining original color and imagery
best. Conversely, colorfastness to light was poor for all treatments. Overall, a steam treatment is recommended to assist with color
and image retention for pounded plants onto cotton fabric that is scoured and mordanted with aluminum acetate.

La planta está golpeando la transferencia de pigmento vegetal en los textiles a través de la fuerza mecánica de martilleo.
La imagen resultante puede imitar el original u hoja del pétalo. Un desafío puede ser pobre de solidez de color. Aunque
esta es una técnica muy popular con varios escritos sobre el proceso, podríamos encontrar ninguna investigación
examina las propiedades de solidez de color. Por lo tanto, examinamos los pétalos y cosmos Morado Naranja hoja de
patata dulce golpean en algodón de tela para impresión de solidez de color para el blanqueo y la exposición a la luz
siguiente AATCC procedimientos. Tejidos rayados y mordanted con acetato de aluminio. Tras golpear, tres posttratamiento fueron aplicadas, que incluye sala de vapor, un silicato de sodio, fijador y un colorante catiónico fijador. Las
coordenadas de color CIELab fueron tomadas con un spectrocolorimeter. Cosmos expuesta a la luz y lavado tenían un
considerable cambio de color con el vapor tiene la mayoría de las clasificaciones y de color similar apariencia a su
estándar. Púrpura hojas de patata dulce tenía color notable cambio a raíz de blanqueo, con retención de vapor color
original y mejores imágenes. Por el contrario, la durabilidad de los colores a la luz era pobre para todos los tratamientos.
En general, se recomienda el tratamiento de vapor para ayudar con el color y la retención de la imagen para que golpean
las plantas en tejido de algodón que se recorrieron y mordanted con acetato de aluminio.
1. Introduction

However, we could find no research that compared treatments
or measured color change from treatments. Thus, we
examined pre- and post-treatments for colorfastness to
laundering and light on cotton print cloth. The plants tested
were petals of orange cosmos (Cosmos sulfureus) and the purple
leaves of Ace of Spades ornamental sweet potato (Ipomoea
batatas L.). Pre-treatment was aluminum acetate mordant, and
post-treatments were steam, Afterfix (sodium silicate), and
Retayne an industrial dye fixative.

Hammering or pounding plant pigments onto fabric can
transfer color and vein patterns so detailed it appears the
actual plant has been painted on the fabric. Plants known for
their dye properties often respond well to pounding; however,
plants that lose their color in a dye bath, such as most green
foliage, red to violet petals, and some yellow petals, often
retain their naturally occurring pigments when pounded onto
cloth. This process of transferring plant color to fiber through
direct and forceful contact has been called flower pounding
(Frischkorn & Sandrin, 2000; Martin, 2001; and Rudkin, 2011),
leaf hammering (Aycock, 1996), Cherokee leaf pounding
(Stephens, 2014), and hapa-zome (Flint, 2008). The basic
procedure is to encase fresh plant parts between dry fabric and
hammer until the print emerges. A challenge of this method is
poor colorfastness which has been addressed by use of premordants, chemical post-treatments, and heat-setting.
considered thick and may leave uneven and splattered
impressions, while petals and leaves of coreopsis, cosmos, and

1.1 Plants
The instantaneous appearance of color and pattern from
hammering encourages exploration of flowers, leaves, stems,
and grasses. However, there are characteristics that make the
process more successful. Select dark, saturated, and thin, yet
stable petals. For example, hollyhock and tulips are
impatiens work well for clearly defined imprints. Avoid plant
parts that are waxy, glossy, and brittle, as well as thick and full
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of liquid (such as some coleus varieties). While most plants are
best freshly picked, those that are wet or thick with liquid can
be placed between towels to wick moisture. Conversely, a dry
leaf may be rejuvenated by placing between wet towels.

paper

when

conducting

workshops

with

youth.

The key to hammer selection is a smooth face surface that
won’t leave a rim or circle imprint. The authors most often use
a soft-face hammer that has a rubber and a plastic face that are
slightly domed with rounded edges. For large areas, we start
with a wider face and transition to smaller face hammers for
finishing. Other hammer types are ball-peen (machinist or
metal-working hammer) which has a rounded face, and lightweight pin hammers typically used for knocking in small nails,
pins, and tacks.

Cosmos (Cosmos sulfureus) is an annual with yellow, orange, and
red flowers, green foliage and seed that readily propagates.
Cosmos originates from Mexico and northern South America
where it was a source of yellow and orange dye among preColumbian civilizations (Jansen, 2005). The orange flowers
contain flavonoid pigments of the chalcone and aurone groups
which are responsible for the bright orange color (Cardon,
2007; Jansen, 2005). Research examining orange cosmos dyed
cotton with sonicator and microwave reported noticeable to
slight color change from exposure to laundering and light
(Vankar, 2016; Vankar, Tiwari, & Ghorpade, 2001).

The base surface to hammer on should be flat and durable.
Often recommended is a wood chopping board placed on a
table or an individual’s lap (Martin, 2011; Rudkin, 2011;
Stephens, 2014). We use thick paperboard from the base of
used paper pads and notebooks that is about 1.6 mm thick.
We work on stable surfaces that have poured cement such as
porches, sidewalks, and ledges, or other stable surfaces in the
environment such as cut tree trunks and benches. The layers
surrounding the plant and fabric, can be fabric, paper, paper
towels, waxed paper, or plastic wrap, bag, or sheeting
(Bethamann, 2001; Martin, 2011; Flint, 2008). When using
watercolor paper and/or fabric as surrounding materials, there
are three useable printed surfaces after pounding; however, the
outer layers will be less saturated (Haar, 2011). When
conducting research, we use unprinted newsprint paper as
surrounding material to minimize variance in absorption by
surfaces.

The ornamental sweet potato (Ipomoea batatas L.) leaf evaluated
was Ace of Spades, which is red-violet and heart-shaped. Even
though the potato is inedible, ornamental sweet potato plants
are desirable in the landscape and ornamental industries as
their foliage comes in a wide variety of colors and shapes. The
purple color of the leaf suggests high contents of anthocyanins
with the major composition cyanidin (Islam, Yoshimoto,
Terahara, & Yamakawa, 2002). Chlorophyll and carotenoids
are also present in the leaves even though the green pigment is
not always reflected (Huang et al., 2015). Anthocyanins readily
form complexes with several metallic mordants, including
aluminum, however they are pH sensitive (Cardon, 2007;
Dayal, 2015). Carotenoids are susceptible to oxidative
degradation and can be destroyed by light and heat (Cardon,
2007).

When pounding petals, place the face of the petal against the
fabric but for leaves place the vein side to the fabric. While it is
recommended to secure arrangements to the fabric with
removable or masking tape (Aycock, 1996; Frischkorn &
Sandrin, 2000; Rudkin, 2011; Stephens, 2014), we simply place
them on the fabric, cover, and pound where protected from
the wind. Begin by hammering gently and gradually increase
force and rate so the plant pigment is absorbed into the fiber
without bursting through the plant edge. Sounds easy, but
does take experience to get a clean imprint. Flip to the reverse
side and hammer to fill-in any missed areas. Roll off the limp
petal or leaf as it becomes difficult to remove once dried.
Allow to cure for at least a week prior to any wet-treatments
(Flint, 2008; Kadolph & Casselman, 2005).

Figure 1: Orange cosmos (Cosmos sulfureus) and Ace of
Spades sweet potato (Ipomoea batatas L) foliage. Note
the bright red-violet underside of the leaf in the upper
right corner. (Photos: Sherry Haar)

1.3 Treatments
A range of treatments to assist with colorfastness were noted
in the literature. Pre-treatments included mordanting with
“alum” or alum acetate and assists of cream of tartar and
washing soda (Aycock, 1996; Flint, 2008; Frischkorn &
Sandrin, 2000; Kadolph & Casselman, 2005; Martin, 2011;
Rudkin, 2011). Recommendations following pounding were
heat-setting with a dry iron, steam iron, or heat press, and
curing for at least one week (Aycock, 1996; Flint, 2008;
Frischkorn & Sandrin, 2000; Kadolph & Casselman, 2005).
Chemical post-treatments were soaking in a washing soda
are not intended to be worn, stressed avoiding any type of
water or steam by using only a dry iron, oven, or clothes dryer
to heat set, and never washing (Frischkorn & Sandrin, 2000;
Martin, 2001; Rudkin, 2011). However, any plant matter
embedded in the fibers will continue to degrade with

1.2 Fabric, Hammer, Base & Pounding
A variety of fabric structures and natural fibers have been the
recipient of plant pounding, with cotton plain weaves used
most frequently. The fabric structure should be stable enough
to handle the pounding force, smooth enough to produce an
image, and porous enough to hold the plant pigment. Heavyweight watercolor, mulberry, and hand-made papers can also
be plant pounded (Martin, 2011). We often use watercolor
solution for pounded flower petals or painting Profix (sodium
silicate) over leaf prints (Aycock, 1996), as well as aqueous
solutions with vinegar, salt, or wood ash (Bethamann, 2001;
Stephens, 2014). Final washing included laundering with a pH
neutral soap or drycleaning. A few authors whose outcomes
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temperature and moisture fluctuation resulting in a compost
type odor. Thus we recommend final washing with a pH
neutral soap.

laundering. The chemicals in Retayne are proprietary however
similar products contain 2% methanol and 0.5% formaldehyde
in water (Safety Data Sheet, 2015).

We evaluated aluminum acetate mordanted cotton print cloth
alone and with treatments applied following pounding. The
treatments were steam, Afterfix, and Retayne. Aluminum
acetate has been used as a mordanting agent in dyeing and
printing of cotton since the 18th century and more recent work
has brought attention to this mordant for cellulose fibers
(Liles, 1990; Slow Fibers Studios, 2011). Aluminum ions’
strong affinity for cellulose fibers provide a bond between dye
molecules and/or between the fiber and dye improving
colorfastness properties (Haar, Schrader, & Gatewood, 2013).

2. Methodology
2.1 Materials
The fabric used in the study was 100% cotton print cloth (107
g/m2), style no. 400 that is bleached, desized, and mercerized
from Testfabrics Inc., PA, USA. Orange cosmos (Cosmos
sulphureus) petals were from Yellow Cosmos - Klondyke Mix
(Wildseed Farms, Fredericksburg, TX, USA). The ornamental
sweet potato (Ipomoea batatas) leaves were Ace of Spades variety
that has red-violet, heart-shaped foliage. Both plants were
grown in the author’s dye garden in Manhattan, KS, USA. All
aqueous solutions used reverse osmosis (RO) water. Liquid
Scour was obtained from Earth Hues, WA, USA, aluminum
acetate from Hillcreek Fiber Studio, MO, USA, and the
following from Dharma Trading Co., CA, USA: sodium
carbonate, Afterfix, Retayne, and Professional Textile
Detergent.

Steam is used in the textile industry to fix dye at atmospheric
pressure, to improve fastness, and fixation of dyes applied to
cellulose and blends (Vigo, 1994). The high temperature,
pressure, and water vapor of steam assists bonding of dye
molecule to fiber. Rekebya, Salem, & Nassar (2009) found
steam had higher K/S values than heat pressing naturally dyed
alkanet and rhubarb prints on cotton.
Afterfix is thick liquid alkali solution of sodium silicate (37.5%)
and water that is painted over a dyed area. It is used to fix fiber
reactive dyes where by the alkali environment aids the bonding
of cellulose and dye (Burch, 2011b). We examined Afterfix
since raising the pH, such as with sodium carbonate (soda
ash), is typical when scouring and dyeing cotton with plant
dyes. Aycock (1996) used Profix, another brand of sodium
silicate to set flower petals. Afterfix is not removable once dry,
thus the textile needs to be kept moist in plastic and the
workspace and dyer protected.

2.2 Procedures

Retayne is a fixing agent used as an after treatment for reactive
and direct dyes on cotton fabrics to prevent color bleeding
during washing and to improve fastness to washing, seawater,
perspiration, and crocking, as well as prevent dye migration
during dyeing (Burch, 2011a). Conversely, such fixatives have
been found to reduce colorfastness to light (Burch, 2011a;
Trotman, 1975). Retayne is a cationic surface-active compound
that has a positive charge allowing it to bond with negatively
charged dyes producing a more complex
molecule which improves wet-fastness (Burch, 2011a;
Trotman, 1975). As most plant dyes are negatively charged
using a cationic fixing agent may enhance colorfastness to

Cosmos petals were placed face down on a) scoured, and b)
scoured and mordanted samples, encased in unprinted
newsprint paper, and hammered with a soft face hammer. The
fabric was then flipped over and hammering continued until
saturation was complete. See Figure 2. The plant matter was
removed, the pounded sample air dried, and pressed in a steam
press. Ornamental sweet potato followed the same procedures
except the leaf was placed vein side down onto the fabric. The
pounding base was 1.6 mm thick paperboard placed on a
cement foundation.

a. Leaf on fabric, vein side
down.

Fabric samples weighing 7.0 g were scoured in an aqueous
solution of 5.5% owf Liquid Scour and 2% owf sodium
carbonate for 60 min at 80 °C. Samples were pre-mordanted
with aluminum acetate at 5% owf in RO water for 60 min at
38 °C. Scouring and mordanting had an 80:1 liquor-to-goods
ratio and was conducted using an Atlas Launder-ometer to
maintain temperature and agitation. Samples were prepared for
three replications of each plant and treatment.

b. Newsprint over leaf.
Start with large soft face
hammer, then use smaller.
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d. Back side.
e. Front side with leaf.
f. Peel off leaf.
Figure 2: Pounding process with ornamental sweet potato leaf. (Photos: Sherry
Haar)
Steaming was conducting in a double walled vertical steamer
(Rupert, Gibbon & Spider, Inc., CA, USA). Samples were
basted to and covered with cotton print cloth and suspended
in the vertical steamer. Once the water temperature reached
100 °C the samples were steamed for 60 min, cooled down for
20 min with lid removed, and upon removal were air dried.
Afterfix (sodium silicate) was applied to pounded samples
using a 3 in. wide, high density foam roller saturated with
approximately 35 g of Afterfix. The sample was cured damp
for 60 min by wrapping in plastic sheeting, then rinsed, and air
dried. Retayne fixing agent was applied to pounded samples at
6.5% owf in an aqueous solution at 80:1 liquor-to-goods ratio
using an Atlas launder-ometer heated to 60 °C for 30 min. The
treated samples were rinsed and air dried.

and white at 100. For coordinate a*, red is +a* and green is –
a*; for coordinate b*, yellow is indicated by +b* and blue is
indicated by –b*. Overall color change between the control
and exposed specimens was calculated as
ΔE= (𝐿# − 𝐿% )% + (𝑎# − 𝑎% )% + (𝑏# − 𝑏% )%
Gray scale for color change ratings followed AATCC
Evaluation Procedure 1-2007 (AATCC, 2009).

3. Results
3.1 Cosmos Petals
Each treatment for cosmos influenced the control with the
aluminum acetate mordant being the brightest. Aluminum is
known to brighten flavonoids on cotton, while Afterfix and
Retayne lost yellow hues (+b*) prior to exposure. See Table 1
and Figure 3. After exposure to laundering the overall color
change between the control and exposed specimen indicate
Retayne had considerable change (ΔE=5.8; gray scale=2),
steam, Afterfix, and mordant much to considerable change
(ΔE=15.8, 15.7, and 26.1 respectively), and scouring alone was
off-shade (ΔE=34.7; gray scale=0). However, when comparing
the exposed specimens, steam is slightly darker overall.
Cosmos specimens exposed to light and compared to its
control indicate steam had considerable change (ΔE=8.1),
Afterfix, scour, Retayne, and mordant had much change
(ΔE=11.7,16.2, 16.5, and 21.5 respectively). When comparing
color values amongst the exposed to light specimens, steam
followed by mordant come closer to the unexposed values for
light, yellow, and red. Retayne and sour alone had similar
ratings for being lightest (L* = 73.6 and 73.9), supporting that
cationic fixing agents can decrease colorfastness to light.

2.3 Tests for Colorfastness
Pounded specimens were tested for colorfastness to
laundering according to AATCC 61-2007, Colorfastness to
Laundering: Accelerated, Test No. 1A using Professional
Textile Detergent at .37% to 200ml RO water volume
(AATCC, 2009). Specimens were agitated in an Atlas Launderometer for 45 min at 40 °C with resulting color change similar
to that produced by five hand launderings. Colorfastness to
light followed AATCC Test Method 16-2004 Colorfastness to
Light, Option 3 (AATCC, 2009). Light testing was conducted
by Atlas Weathering Company, Mt. Prospect, IL, USA using
an Atlas Xenon Weather-Ometer, which determined fading
after exposure to 20 AATCC fading units (AFU) or
approximately 21.5 hours (AATCC, 2009).
3.4 Color Measurement
Prior to and following exposure to laundering and light,
CIELab ratings were taken to determine color parameters of
lightness (L*), greenness-redness (a*), and blueness-yellowness
(b*). A RM200QC Imagining Spectrocolormeter (X-Rite, MI,
USA) was used to obtain CIELab ratings. Ratings indicate for
L* the higher the number the lighter the color, with black at 0
transferred by pounding onto cotton. Rather, the green
chlorophyll was transferred. When comparing each standard to
the laundered specimen Afterfix had considerable change
(ΔE=6.1; gray scale=2), scour had considerable to noticeable
change (ΔE=5.8; gray scale=2-3), Mordant and Retayne had
noticeable change (ΔE=3.5 and 3.1 respectively; gray scale=3),

3.2 Sweet Potato Leaf
Even though the ornamental Ace of Spades sweet potato leaf
had a red-violet appearance very little of the wavelength was
and steam had noticeable to slight change (ΔE=2.0; gray scale
3-4). Ratings for exposure to light were off-shade and much
change between the standard and exposed specimen. These
findings indicate that the anthocyanins are not lightfast while
their colorfastness to laundering is good.
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Table 1:
CIELAB L*, a*, b* Values of Cosmos Petals Pounded Cotton Print Cloth Treatment and
Exposure to Colorfastness to Laundering and Light, and Gray Scale Color Change (Cc) rating.
Control

Treatment

Laundering Exposure

Light Exposure

L*

a*

b*

L*

a*

b*

ΔE

Cc

L*

a*

b*

ΔE

Cc

65.0

25.3

38.9

85.6

6.5

18.3

34.7

0

73.9

15.5

29.5

16.2

1

62

31.4

49.2

70.9

18

28.7

26.1

1

69.9

19.2

33.3

21.5

1

64.3

23.6

45.5

63.9

21.9 29.8

15.8

1-2

68.1

19.3

39.8

8.1

2-3

54.2

23.7

32.8

68.2

16.9 30.6

15.7

1-2

63.9

17.2

33.4

11.7

1

60.6

23.6

31.2

65.3

22.1 28.1

5.8

2

73.6

14.7

27.2

16.5

1

Scour

Scour
Mordant

Scour
Mordant
Steam

Scour
Mordant
Afterfix

Scour
Mordant
Retayne
Note. Gray Scale ratings for color change (Cc) are 0=off shade, 1=much, 2=considerable, 3=noticeable,
4=slight, and 5=equal.

a. Steam

b. Afterfix

c. Retayne

Figure 3: Images of orange cosmos petal control specimen and exposed specimen replications
to laundering (top row) and light (bottom row). The laundering control is the left specimen.
The light control is the masked square in the upper portion.
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Table 2:
CIELAB L*, a*, b* Values of Sweet Potato Leaves Pounded Cotton Print Cloth Treatment and
Exposure to Colorfastness to Laundering and Light
Control

Treatment

Laundering Exposure

Light Exposure

L*

a*

b*

L*

a*

b*

ΔE

Cc

L*

a*

b*

ΔE

Cc

64.3

-2.4

17

68.4

-0.6

13.3

5.8

2-3

82.8

4.2

19

19.6

1

65.5

-1.8

17.9

67.9

0.2

16.4

3.5

3

83.4

3.7

19.8 18.8

1

63.8

-0.2

19.8

64.7

-2

20.1

2.0

3-4

80.2

4.5

18.8 17.1

1

59.8

-5.6

23.4

65.9

-5.6

22.8

6.1

2

80.3

1.2

18.3 22.2

0

61.0

-7.0

20.8

64.2

-6.6

21.2

3.2

3

85.2

1

12.4 26.8

0

Scour

Scour
Mordant

Scour
Mordant
Steam

Scour
Mordant
Afterfix

Scour
Mordant
Retayne
Note. Gray Scale ratings for color change (Cc) are 0=off shade, 1=much, 2=considerable, 3=noticeable,
4=slight, and 5=equal.

a. Steam

b. Afterfix

c. Retayne

Figure 4: Images of sweet potato leaf control specimen and exposed specimen replications to
laundering (top row) and light (bottom row). The laundering control is the left specimen. The
light control is the masked square in the upper portion.

4. Conclusion

sonicator and microwave dyeing (Vankar, Tiwari, & Ghorpade,
2001). As pounding is done on dry cotton fiber, the lack of
moisture and swelled molecules may have contributed to
reduced fastness. The weak dye to fiber bond between
flavonoids and cotton may have also contributed to the
colorfastness results, and the change in hue from a break-

When pounding cosmos petals onto cotton print cloth there
will be considerable color loss from laundering and exposure
to light. The flavonoid plant pigment when pounded on
cotton, did not have the good color ratings reported from
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down of the dye to metal complex during washing. Further, we
did not examine how the physical pounding impacted the
molecular structures. However, when compared to scouring
alone, the mordant did improve the bond between fiber and
dye. Overall, fixing scoured and aluminum acetate mordanted
cotton with steam had color ratings most similar to the original
pounded specimens and the highest colorfastness to light
rating. The condensation of water vapor on the surface of
pounded cosmos may aid the penetration of dye molecules
into the cotton fiber (Rekebya, Salem, & Nassar, 2009).

Flint, I. (2008). Eco color: Botanical dyes for beautiful textiles.
London, England: Murdoch Books UK Limited.
Frischkorn, A., & Sandrin, A. (2000). Flower pounding: Quilt
projects for all ages. Lafayette, CA: C&T Publishing Inc.
Haar, S. J. (2011). From-the-garden garments. Fiberarts, 34(4),
18-19.
Haar, S., Schrader, E., & Gatewood, B. M. (2013).
Comparison of aluminum mordants on the colorfastness of
natural dyes on cotton. Clothing and Textiles Research
Journal, 31(2), 97-108.

Ornamental sweet potato leaves pounded on cotton print
cloth had noticeable to slight color change after exposure to
laundering with steam being the most similar overall to its
control. Regardless of treatment, the leaves did not retain color
following exposure to light. The poor lightfastness is most
likely attributed to the inherent propensity of the carotenoid
chromophore to photochemical oxidation (Cardon, 2007).
Steam had slightly better ratings overall and retained a slight
amount of the red pigmentation.

Islam, M. S., Yohimoto, M., Terahara, N., & Yamakawa, O.
(2002). Anthocyanin composition in sweetpotato (Ipomoea
batatas L.) leaves. Bioscience, Biotechnology, and
Biochemistry, 66(11), 2483-2486.
Huang, W-D., Lin, K-H.,Hsu, M-H., Huang, M-Y., Yang, Z
W., Chao, P-Y., & Yan, C-M. (2014). Eliminating interference
by anthocyanin in chlorophyll estimation of sweet potato
(Ipomoea batatas L.) leaves. Botanical Studies, 55(11).

Overall, when pounding cosmos and ornamental sweet potato
onto cotton, we recommend scouring, aluminum acetate
mordanting, and post-treating with steam for a slight
advantage when laundering and when exposed to light.
However, ornamental purple sweet potato leaves should not
be included on pounded textiles on display where there will be
exposure to natural light. The post treatments of Afterfix and
Retayne do not provide a color advantage but do introduce
chemicals to the effluent. Future research could include a
tannin pre-treatment as tannin can aid fastness of cotton fiber.

Jansen, P.C.M., 2005. Cosmos sulphureus Cav. [Internet]
Record from PROTA4U. Jansen, P.C.M. & Cardon, D.
(Editors). PROTA (Plant Resources of Tropical Africa /
Ressources végétales de l’Afrique tropicale), Wageningen,
Netherlands. <http://www.prota4u.org/search.asp>.
Accessed 7 September 2016.
Kadolph, S. J. & Casselman, K. D. (2004). In the bag:
Contact natural dyes. Clothing and Textiles Research Journal,
22(1/2), 15-21.
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Traditions in Color: Natural Dyes in Historical Text and Artistic Practice
Guided by color
PORTILLO, Eduardo & DÁVILA, María
Abstract
“The color is our guide. Looking for the sources of natural dyes we make a reflection on our own life and
work”
1. The relationship between natural dyes and the
cultural and geographic space where they are as a
guide for the aesthetic search.

night time, the night shadows, the stars and sky in different
moments of the day.

Sometimes we find in a dyestuff the way to follow, it could
guide us to think about its relation with cultures and landscape.
At the Orinoco River, Venezuela, we found the Yekuana
people, we were impressed by its cosmology and how they
express it at their basketry using vegetables fibers. They use
many sources of color, Bixa Orellana is one that attracted us
especially for its use on body skin decoration. This was the key
to perform a project on their cosmology using silk and natural
dyes from the region, dyed mostly with Bixa Orellana.

Figure 2: Nocturno, 140 x 114 cms, 2012

Figure 1: Yekuana, 2006

2. Understanding the process involved in obtaining
natural dyes for a better appreciation of textiles
dyed with natural stuff.
We believe that by understanding the process involved in
obtaining natural dyes we could have a better appreciation of
textiles dyed with natural stuff. Indigo is a notorious case in
which many lays of knowledge and humankind expressions
fuse in diverse ways to obtain recipes, history, stories and blue
tones. Having in mind the importance of Indigo as a culture
we intended to communicate in a solo exhibition: Azul Indigo,
trying to express what we found in this unique blue. We
prepared a body of work dyed with indigo focused on how the
blue is perceived in our surroundings, at the mountains of
Mérida, Venezuelan Andes. We were inspired by the blue at

Figure 3: Four moments of the day, 183 x 93 cms each.
2012
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Figure 6: Guardian close up. 2006

4. Natural dyes as a vehicle to enrich life, to get
closer to peoples and cultures.
Following a natural dye we could get closer to different people
and cultures. Knowledge about the stuff, where to get it, how
is environment where it grows, their inhabitants, their culture,
music, history, language. Actually we are working in a new
project: Within the Mountains, inspired in the people and
landscape of southern Mérida Mountains, Venezuela. The
colors of these mountains, browns, greens, blues, white, silver
and golden are the base for a group of piece called Nebulae,
imaginary celestial bodies that we find in the mountains.

Figure 4: Al Amanecer ( At dawn) 183 x 94 cms. 2012

Figure 5: The night 64 x 212 cms. 2012

3. Natural dyes color as textile element to interact
with others such as surface, fiber, texture and
structure.
We find that a natural stuff color expression varies according
to the fiber used, natural o vegetal, thrown or plain, coarse or
fine. It also varies according to the structure, weft and warp
combination and pattern. This may give us a key to explore as
much as possible the capabilities of a specific color in a textile.

Figure 7: Blue Nebula, 183 x 124 cms. 2016
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Figure 8: Third Nebula, 183 x 124 cms. 2016
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Traditions in Color: Natural Dyes in Historical Text and Artistic Practice
Purpura: 30 years of working on its protection and new strategies to save it
TUROK, Marta: martaturok@gmail.com
Research Coordinator, Escuela de Artesanías, INBA and Franz Mayer Museum, México City, México
Keywords: purpura protection, public-policy strategy
Abstract
Until the early 1980’s hardly anything was known about the biological cycle of the Pacific Coast dye mollusks belonging to the Muridae
family. There had been some taxonomic descriptions and discussions around Purpura, Purpura patula and Thais. After the arrival of
the Spanish travelers superficially described its use and dye techniques by various indigenous peoples from Mexico, Central America
and Ecuador-Peru which were followed by ethnographic accounts during the 20h Century. It was not until the commercial exploitation
of Purpura in the Bays of Huatulco from 1980-1985 that an integrated research and public policy program was set up by government
agencies, followed up by an NGO, AMACUP. Although the project focused initially on the Mixtec Indians from Pinotepa de Don Luis
who had the longest continuous record of use, over the years a study group of marine biologists covered most of Mexico’s Pacific Coast
and some of the Atlantic.
In depth five-year comparative scientific and ethnobiological studies were undertaken from 1983-1988 to assess Mixtec Indian
knowledge and resource management techniques. Mixtec, Nahua and Boruca came together in 1992 to exchange information on Purpura
and cotton spinning and weaving. Laws were passed that recognized the validity of Mixtec and other ethnic groups’ rights to the resource
due to their profound knowledge of the life-cycle and the basic self-bans applied. Over the years it became apparent that the laws alone
are not working and despite protected areas Purpura is being depleted, killed to be eaten in coctails by tourists and masons due to the
growing tourist infrastructure along the coasts. Thirty years later the resource is seriously at risk and new strategies need to be explored,
however these have to be looked at evaluating their pros and cons.
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Traditions in Color: Natural Dyes in Historical Text and Artistic Practice
Linking contemporary dyeing practices to 16th century documentation
FALCÓN ÁLVAREZ, Tatiana: tatiana.falcon@gmail.com
Laboratorio de Diagnóstico de Obras de Arte/Laboratorio Nacional de Ciencias para la Investigación y Conservación
del Patrimonio Cultural, Instituto de Investigaciones Estéticas, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México,
Circuito Mario de la Cueva s/n, Zona Cultural, Ciudad Universitaria, México 04510, CDMX, México
Keywords: native knowledge, material culture, historical records, indigo, Hueyapan, Puebla
Palabras clave: conocimiento nativo, cultura material, registros históricos, añil, Hueyapan, Puebla
Abstract
In this presentation I will talk about the technical processes performed with indigo by the dyers from Hueyapan, Puebla. All the
information has been gathered during fieldwork at the workshop of masters Manuela Cecilia Lino Bello and Cecilia Pascacia Jaime
Lino, and put into historical context by reviewing some of the most important colonial literature regarding the Viceroyalty of New
Spain. My approach aims to document the transformations that happen within and around this particular material: what it does, how it
is known, what does it mean, from the artists’ perspective. In this way I hope to reveal implicit cultural meanings that may help us
understand the complex systems of knowledge behind the use of indigenous materials.
Hablaré de los procesos técnicos que llevan a cabo las tintoreras alrededor del añil en Hueyapan, Puebla. La información fue recabada
durante el trabajo de campo en el taller de las maestras Manuela Cecilia Lino Bello y Cecilia Pascacia Jaime Lino y puesta en contexto
histórico mediante la revisión de las principales fuentes documentales escritas durante la primera parte del virreinato de la Nueva
España. Mi aproximación busca documentar las transformaciones que ocurren en y alrededor del añil, desde la perspectiva de los
artistas: ¿qué hace, cómo se conoce, qué significa? De esta manera, espero develar significados culturales implícitos que puedan
ayudarnos a entender los complejos sistemas de conocimiento detrás del uso de los materiales indígenas.

1. Historical accounts on the use of indigo

Today, the term tlaquauac tlapalli is used in Hueyapan, Puebla,
to describe the colors obtained from indigo (Indigofera
sufruticossa P. Mill.), tree lichens (Usnea spp.) and cochineals.

Tlaquauac tlapalli, which may be translated from Nahuatl as
‘solid or firm color’, is a characteristic that the dyers from
Hueyapan, Puebla (Mexico) look after in their coloring
materials. The term tlaquauac tlapalli may be traced back to the
late sixteenth century; it appears at the beginning of
Bernardino de Sahagún’s ‘Eleventh chapter, which telleth of all
the different colors,’ from Book Eleven of the Historia general
de las cosas de Nueva España (1577). In the text, tlaquauac tlapalli
alludes to the finest red that one could obtain through a
complex process of purification of the cochineal bugs
(Dactylopius coccus Costa). Tlaquauac tlapalli, translated by friar
Bernardino de Sahagún as “color endurecida”, hardened color,
also referred to the crimson lakes that were sold, ready to use,
at the markets. Painters, as well as dyers, used different plant
and animal dyestuffs to produce paintings. A tradition that was
lost around the mid 18th century. In this respect, Fray Toribio
de Benavente Motolinía (ca. 1482-1569) says, “… Many colors
that the Indians make are from flowers, and when painters
want to change the brush from one color to another, they
clean the brush with their tongues, for the colors are made
from the juice of flowers” (Motolonía: 2011: loc3154).1

The greatest accounts on the use of colorants for dyeing and
painting purposes, were given by Sahagún and doctor
Francisco Hernádez (1514-1587). Not only did both scholars
document the different coloring sources, they also registered
the processes needed to prepare the dye pots and the paintings.
The information is invaluable to understand the technology
behind the manufacturing procedures of indigenous textile and
painting traditions.
The basic threesome: blue (indigo), yellow (lichens), and red
(cochineal), continue to be used in Mexico by Zapotec and
Nahua textile artists from the towns of Teotitlán del Valle,
Oaxaca and Hueyapan, Puebla. The resemblance of some of
the dyeing materials and techniques used by these two separate
ethnic groups, along with the information preserved from 16th
century sources open up an interesting theme of study for
ethnographers,
historians,
biologists,
chemists
and
conservators.

Vid. Toribio de Benavente Motolinía, Historia de los indios de la Nueva
España, s. v. ‘CAP. VIII Del tiempo en que México se fundó y de la gran
riqueza que hay en sus montes y comarca, y de sus calidades y de muchas
otras cosas que hay en esta tierra:’ “…Las mejores colores de esta tierra son
colorado, azul y amarillo; el amarillo que es de peña es el mejor. Muchos
colores hacen los indios de flores, y cuando los pintores quieren mudar el
pincel de una color en otra, limpian el pincel con la lengua, por ser las
colores hechas de zumo de flores.” Loc. 3154.
1
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trees, which they know and have, with which they paint each
of them [blankets] so vivid and strong in black and brown and
green and blue and yellow and red that there can be no more
perfection …” ([1526] 2011:loc 1796). 2 The lack of
information is surprising if one is to think that by the last
quarter of the 16th century, indigo plantations administered by
Spaniards in the actual states of Michoacán, Oaxaca, Chiapas
and Yucatán were exporting 12,800 arrobas (11.5 Kg per unit)
of indigo yearly into Spain (Calderón 1988: 324-325).
The Matrícula de tributos, or Tribute roll, ca. 1522-30, records in
pictographic writing, the goods that subject towns paid as
taxes to Mexico Tenochtitlan before the Spanish Conquest.
Figure 1. Detalle azul turquesa Códice Colombino,
registro superior lámina VII. Detail Turquoise-blue,
Upper register, page VII, Codex Colombino. Photo:
Eumelia Hernández, LDOA-IIE, UNAM.
In pre-Columbian Mexico, indigo was known and used by
different ethnic groups as a particular pigment of turquoise
shades, known today as Maya blue. The pigment was
formulated by the combination of indigo and palygorskite –a
magnesium aluminum phyllosilicate– producing one of the
most chemically stable pigments of antiquity. Carved stones,
ceramics, lime plastered walls and manuscripts from the 9th
through the 18th century of our era, indicate the recurrence and
commercial importance of this particular product derived from
indigo. Interestingly, pre-Hispanic evidences on the use of
pure indigo as a pigment or a dye, remain unclear; its
employment as pigment becomes manifest a little bit after the
European contact, and is found related to both indigenous and
Spanish painting traditions. Textiles, on the other hand, did
not survive the passage of time. The few examples that did
subsist, are in such precarious conditions, that it is highly
difficult to assess if they were colored or not. We are able to
trace indigo dyed fabrics until the late 18th century.
Fray Bernardino de Sahagún and doctor Francisco Hernández
mention the existence and commerce of xiuhquilitl, the Nahua
name of an Indigofera species, in the late 16th century. The
descriptions of the procedures regarding the extraction of the
dye in Sahagún’s book are so minimal, that it is reasonable to
assume that he never bore witness of its exploitation, but
documented the treatments from Nahua informants, most
probably painters and merchants. I am even inclined to believe
that the native informants did not see the extraction processes
either. This is reasonable to assume, since the colored good
was imported from warmer regions into Mexico, the capital of
the Viceroyalty (Sahagún 2000:III, 1131). Hernández makes a
much thorough description of the extraction of indigo, but he
does not mention anything regarding the use of it as a colorant
to dye fibers either (Hernández [1615] 1959:III-2, 112). The
scarce information found on primary sources regarding this
important aspect of indigo is derived from remarks dedicated
to the dyers, indicating that blue was part of the existent colors
in textile manufacture (Dibble and Anderson1961:X, 77;
Sahagún 2000:II, 906). Gonzalo Fernández de Oviedo (1478 1557), for instance, mentions in his Sumario de la natural historia
de las Indias, that, “…the Indians dye and give colors to their
cotton blankets with certain husks and barks and leaves of

Figure 2. Matrícula de tributos, lámina 29. Tribute roll,
page 29. © Biblioteca Digital Mexicana, Instituto
Nacional de Antropología e Historia.
Each page contains a tributary province, at the margins of each
sheet, the main city’s toponymic glyph appears followed by the
towns subject to it. At the center of the leaf are represented
the items paid by each town or region, along with the
quantities that must be delivered into the former seat of the
Mexica Empire. Page 29 of the Tribute roll, or folio 53 of Codex
Mendoza –a copy commissioned by the first Viceroy of New
Spain, Don Antonio de Mendoza, between 1535 and 1555–,
registers the tributes paid by the province of Tlatlauquitepec.
Vid. Gonzalo Fernández de Oviedo, Sumario de la historia natural de Indias, s.
v. ‘CAP. LXXX De las plantas y yerbas:’ “…Lo que los indios hacen de
ciertas cáscaras y cortezas y hojas de árboles qye ya ellos conocen y tienen
para teñir y dar colores a las mantas de algodón, que ellos pintan de negro y
leonado y verde y azul y amarillo y colorado o rojo, tan vivas y subidas cada
una, que no puede ser más perfección…”
2
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From it we know that this region alone delivered one thousand
six hundred black and wide blankets every eighty days to the
Aztecs.3 Until the year 1895 Tlatlauquitepec remained head of
the province. After this date, Hueyapan, the site of our study,
became an independent municipality (hueyapan.gob.mx:
9/7/2016).

the principles by which the indigenous artists understand and
explain their own actions.

2. The indigo vat as is used in Hueyapan, Puebla4
The processes related with the use of indigo are surrounded
with mysteries that have been explained through histories that
intend to reveal the way in which the first dyers received the
knowledge to transform it (Warner 1978: 23-38), or in
metaphors that associate the fermentation process with human
gestation (Douny 2015: 112). In Hueyapan, indigo’s use is full
of prescriptions that must be followed strictly in order to
guarantee the efficacy of the dyeing process.
According to Hueyapan dyers, indigo is a jealous color; in
order to work well, it must be treated on its own, without the
distraction from other colors. When manipulating indigo, the
operator must be peaceful in heart and pure in body.
Expecting or menstruating women are forbidden to
manipulate it. It is believed that if a pregnant woman were to
step into the workshop while dyeing blue, the color will go
into the woman’s womb and color the baby, instead of the
yarns or fabrics. If this should happen, the pregnant woman
must drink a small cup of the indigo mixture to avoid giving
birth to a stained child.
The indigo vat is thought of as pregnancy itself. The care that
is put into the preparation of the dye is full of instructions that
will protect the healthy and full development of the color that
is being created.
2.1 Ingredients
In addition to indigo, the dyers use regional plants for
fermentation and protective reasons:
The fermentation plants are sáuco (xomet; Sambucus Mexicana C.
Presl ex DC) and palmilla (ixot; Yucca aloifolia L.);5 the protective
ones are tepozán (zayolitzcan; Buddleja americana S.), to prevent
bewitchment; pine (tatzcan), to avoid evil’s eye; and, ruda (lota;
Ruta chalepensis L.) to protect the undeveloped color from
wandering souls that could steal the energy from it.

Figure 3. Códice Mendoza, lámina 53. Codex Mendoza,
page 53. © Bodleian Library, Oxford 2012.
The documentation of indigenous textile production did not
become of interest until the 20th century. The first writings
highlighted the different weaving and embroidery
characteristics of the Mexican textiles. It was until the
seventies that the works of Teresa Castelló Yturbide and Ruth
Lechuga began to attract attention to dyeing materials and
technologies. Yoshiko Shirata Kato, Leticia Arroyo and Ana
Roquero were the researchers that put emphasis on the
traditional uses of dyes.
Today, few communities preserve the technical knowledge to
prepare the indigo vat without the use of industrial chemicals,
Hueyapan being one of them. Roquero first described the
dyeing process in her book Tintes y tintoreros de América (2006),
followed by Dominique Cardon the year after.
The subsequent description on the use of indigo as a dye
escapes the chemical explanation; the abovementioned authors
have already described this. I am interested in recovering the
autochthonous accounts, because these allow me to establish

Figure 4. Rinsing tepozán, sáuco and palmilla before
adding them to the dye pot. Photo: Tatiana Falcón

Interviews and dyeing practices were performed with Manuela Cecilia
Lino Bello and Pascacia Cecilia Jaime Lino.
5 Yucca schidigera Roezl ex Ortgies, according to Dominique Cardon (2007:
349).
4

Nauhtzontli tlilpapatláhuac tilmatli: Nauhtzontli = one thousand six hundred;
tlil + patláhuac = black + wide; tilmatli = blanket.
3
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For five ounces of indigo, the quantities of the rest of the
ingredients are as follows: a bucket of 8.7 L filled with sáuco
leaves; eight leaves of palmilla; one stem each of pine, ruda and
tepozán. All the plants are rinsed with fresh water to eliminate
dirt before introducing them into the pot. A little bit of
quicklime is also used to prevent hex. A human figurine made
out of cloth, called muñeco –doll– is created to give a physical
body to the developing color. Apart from the indigo, the
remaining sediments collected from previous vats –called
simiente, or seed– are added to guarantee the activation of indigo.
2.2 Pot preparation
Indigo rocks are moistened overnight in an alkaline solution
made from a mineral salt called tequesquite; 6 and grinded, the
day after, into a paste with the aid of more tequesquite water.

Figure 5. Detail from shawl, indigo light blue embroidery
over indigo black background. Photo: Tatiana Falcón

Approximately one fifth of the pot is filled with sáuco leaves,
which is then covered with one shredded palmilla. The
procedure repeats itself until half of the container is filled. The
muñeco/doll, made from straps of white cloth is placed on top
of the bed of leaves and covered with the simiente/seed, or
remaining liquids from former dyeing. More sáuco and palmilla
leaves are added and solution of new indigo made from the
paste and tequesquite water is also introduced. The rest of the
sáuco and palmilla leaves are added, in successive layers, and
moistened with newly prepared indigo until all three
ingredients are finished. At the end, the pot is covered with the
protection leaves –pine, ruda, and tepozán–, and tequesquite water
is added until three quarters of the container are filled. A pinch
of quicklime is added before covering the pot with a lid. Then,
the lid is protected with a cross, made out of quicklime.

3. Materials as metaphors
In this work I have tried to identify the elements with which
the Nahua artists of Hueyapan explain the technical processes
performed to indigo. I selected this particular dye because it
evidences the cultural properties given to a specific material,
and allows us to see categories of meaning that transcend the
purely technical and give way to a domain of symbolic
interpretations.
The materials’ selection and their role in the indigo
transformation are explained by the artisans as preventive
antidotes to illnesses associated to categories involving the
human and supernatural domains, used in traditional medicine
to cure different ailments of body and soul (Signorini and
Lupo 1989: 112- 113, 254). The embodiment of a human
being through the confection of a doll, on the other hand,
allows proposing the whole process as a ritualized enactment
of human gestation.

The pot is heated gently to approximately 50 ºC, and kept at
that temperature for at least thirty minutes, then it is allowed
to cool slowly. This step is repeated several times, during the
day, for up to three days, with some stirring from time to time.
The dyers evaluate the development of the vat by observing
the color transformations of the liquid. Once the pot is ready,
a thick, and turnsole deep blue scum covers the surface, and
the liquid underneath it is of an intense green. Bubble
formations are observable.
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2.3 Fiber preparations and dyeing
Before dyeing, the wool skeins and clothes are degreased in a
solution of tequesquite water that is heated to the boiling point
and the fibers are steeped in it for thirty minutes. The fabrics
are left in the pot until it has cooled down, and then are rinsed
with fresh water.

This work would have been impossible without the generous
participation of Manuela Cecilia Lino Bello and Cecilia
Pascacia Lino. My sincerest gratitude to the Lino family, their
generosity and loving friendship has changed me.

In Hueyapan, indigo is used to dye different shades of blue,
green and black. As in other parts of Mexico, the first
immersions in the vat produce the darkest shades of blue.
Gradations are acquired by exhaustion of the dye, unless, the
yarns or fabrics are selected to become black. Immersing the
fibers a couple of times, and leaving them inside the vat
overnight achieves black.
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Traditions in Color: Natural Dyes in Historical Text and Artistic Practice
Inspired from Antic traditions, Natural dyes on fibers, fixed by ingredients 100% from plants
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Keywords: Dye-plants, ecological and traditional dye-processes, Bio accumulators of aluminum
Abstract
Behind our current tradition of natural dyes, one can still see the traces of another tradition, older, based on a naturalistic approach,
and on use of plants with remarkable properties. Researching traces of uncommon practices and dye recipes in literature and all over
the world, I found remarkable that some practices anterior to what we generally call “traditional dyes” appear as very modern and
pertinent, regarding ecological aspect and sustainability. Among them, the use of plant additives such as bio accumulators of
aluminum, integrated in dye practices, in Mexico and elsewhere, will be discussed here, regarding the global emergency of protecting
the environment to save the related and inherent cultural heritage of craft people.
Detrás de nuestra tradición actual de tintes naturales, se pueden ver los rastros de otra tradición, más antigua, basada en un enfoque
naturalista, y en el uso de plantas con propiedades notables. Buscando vestigios de prácticas poco comunes y recetas de tintes en la
literatura y en todo el mundo, me pareció notable que algunas prácticas anteriores a lo que generalmente llamamos "tintes
tradicionales" aparecen como muy modernas y pertinentes, con respecto al aspecto ecológico y la sostenibilidad. Entre ellos, se
discutirá el uso de aditivos vegetales como los bio acumuladores de aluminio, integrados en prácticas de colorantes, en México y en
otras partes del mundo, en relación con la emergencia mundial de proteger el medio ambiente para salvar el patrimonio cultural
inherente de los artesanos.
Behind our current tradition of vegetable mordent dyes, one can still see the
traces of another tradition, oldest, from a naturalistic approach, and based
on the use of plants with remarkable properties.

This is uncommon for European and North American people,
issued of the “industrial culture” whose keywords are
“optimization and generalization. Indeed, since the sixteenth
century a rational approach to dyeing, based on efficiency,
performance and profitability, relegated to the background
most other pre-existing dyeing methods. Alum of Rome, and
cream of tartar, (a by-product of the wine production), made a
mandatory use by the papacy, replaced all other dyes fastening
systems. Overall, nowadays, by reading most of the modern
dye-plant books and manuals, it seems that there is no other
alternative to the traditional alum. However, the actual need of
alternative methods of dyeing is huge, perceived among other
movements, by the increasing interest for “eco-dyes”, resulting
in lots of demands of information documentation from young
students and researchers in the field.

Mexico is one of the world’s most amazing countries regarding
the originality and diversity of dye traditions. From interesting
investigations of local researchers, such as Tatiana Falcon, for
indigo and cochineal, and Marta Turok, for Shellfish purple we
learn a lot about antic practices based on sustainability and
preservation of the natural dye resources.
Regarding animal dyes, Mexico is said to be the country of first
selection and growing of insect dyes, -cochineals- for dye and
pigment production, instead of massively harvesting them in
the wild as it was done with kermes in the Mediterranean area,
and as is still done with the Lac insect in Asia, endangering the
precious resource. On another hand, in Mexico, the practice of
purple dye is based on the non-destructive treatment of a local
marine snail (Plicopurpura patula), despite the presence of
other types of Muricidae that would require to be killed to be
used for dyes.

When I started my first assays of natural dyes, around 1970’s, a
period of revival of natural dyes in Europe , and of refuse of
heavy metals such as chromium and tin, it seemed that there
was nothing interesting in the field of Natural colors, except
the general method based on mineral alum and its derivatives .
Getting that intuition that behind this tradition, there is
another one, hidden, but that should not be totally lost, and
convinced that all the beautiful work that was done to ensure
the revival of traditional Indigo in Japan and in other countries
might have an equivalent for mordent dyes, I tried to
investigate it from fugitives traces in old books and in different
parts of the world for both understanding better the origins of
the Art of the Dyer, and to select some positive points to
figure some alternatives to the classic way.

About the fabrication of pigments for painting, the “Maya
blue” is a brilliant example of traditional color, locally prepared
by nanotechnology, more than 1000 years ago, recently
rediscovered, and exemplifying of the huge field of further
investigations, offered to the young people by Mexican
Cultural Heritage.
About local ancient textile dyes, one of the most interesting
subject of investigation consist in the use of mordent plants,
known under the generic term of “Tesguate”, both to fix the
red coloring matters of Cochineal on various fibers, and to
transform it onto pigments for painters.
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Among the oldest written texts concerning dyeing, Chinese dye techniques
from the three first dynasties

from there, traded to Paris. Until the XVIIth Century, as
mentioned in “La Grande Encyclopédie”, the precious bark
was the main ingredient to prepare the carmine, a red pigment
for painters, prepared of the kermes insect. All along the
Centuries, many plants were assimilated to the Lotus Bark,
including Ziziphus lotus and Celtis Australis, until the perfect
elucidation of its nature by Guibourt, during the XIXth
Century. This professor of Pharmacy analyzed some samples
of the precious bark, from the cabinet of curiosities of the
former kings, stored at the National Museum of Natural
History. Eventually, the so-called Lotus consisted in the bark
of an Indian tree, Symplocos racemose, traded since remote
times from India to Egypt, and from there, alongside the main
cities of the Mediterranean Sea.

Collecting and studying the most ancient texts about textile
dyes, from Chinese literature of the tree earlier dynasties, (
From about 2000B.C to 200 AD) the Father Amiot, French
Jesuit summarized them as follows: “From Nature, they spy
and track as Mei Ling said, they had learned that it is only by
infusion or by crushing and compression that can obtain their
plant dyes juices, and the more you work them, the more you
alter them, the more they are kept, the more we weaken them.
« the threads and fabrics cannot well receive any shade of
dyestuffs, unless we put them in a state approaching that of
plants, ie that they must be penetrated of humidity and soaked
in a sap, either astringent or acidic, or salty, which develops
and fixes the dyes » (in Mémoires concernant les Chinois, Vol
XI, 1785)

« Arbor aluminosa » (Symplocos sp), a scientific discovery at the end of
the XVIIIth S.

According this author, in the most antic texts, it was said that:
“ The threads and fabrics cannot well receive any shade of
dyestuffs, unless we put them in a state approaching that of
plants, ie that they must be penetrated of humidity and soaked
in a sap, either astringency or acidic, or salty, which develops
and fixes the dyes the more the how to dye resembles that of
nature, the more it keeps the color strength. The dyeing must
be cold and fixed by heat that imitates the sun.” [by steaming
process] Giving an example of such “fixing salt”, he describes
the alcaline salts from ashes of Ling, Eurya japonica, from the
botanical family of Theaceae, used to pre-soak the slk in a
solution of it, before dyeing it either in Purple (from
Gromwell) or in red (From dyer’s madder) Some years later,
travelling to Japan, I met The Master Dyer Seiju Yamazaki,
and then, discovering the amazing red dyes from Rubia Akane,
on various fibers mordanted with ashes of Camellia sinensis, and
exhibited ion the dye plant garden and museum of Takazaki, I
felt encouraged to track all remaining traces of uses of plant
mordents.

In 1687, the German botanist Rumphius author of the
Herbarium Ambonense, (Indonesia), described a tree as
"Arbor aluminosa" since the leaves and bark of this tree were
used locally as a mordant for dyes, instead of alum ». This
concept of using a « vegetable alum » was totally new for
European scientists. Some of them did refuse this assertion to
be authentic, and other did start to investigate, to understand
better the possibilities of discovering natural mordents from
plants in their environment. Several publications did change
the vision of some naturalists about the dye practices of some
countrymen. This was coinciding with the beginning of the
ethnology. Several publications were focused on European
uses of species of Lycopodium, in Sweden (works of
Westring), and in Russia (Publications from Pallas). Here are
some citations of ancient texts mentioning the use of
clubmosses (Lycopodium species), in Europe:
1-The Lycopodium armotinum gives a beautiful yellow dye; it is used for
this purpose in Germany by habitants of the country. They put the yarn in
a pot with the lycopodium and water, until the water turns sour. (Leuchs,
1829)

On another hand, collecting many information about what
Amiot called « astringent and acid saps », used to fix dyes on
textile fibers, I discovered that several Mediterranean traditions
were based on the use of Oak galls or other sources of gallic
and ellagic acid, to fix some colors on wool. From a synthesis
of all collected data, I did propose a simple method of dyeing,
actually called the « one-bath process », presented in « colors
of America, DVD filmed here in Oaxaca, five years ago. This
simple process, only usable with Quinone dyes, consists in
mixing the dyestuff with gallnut extract and citric acid. At that
time, I also presented the Lycopodium clavatum, a European
mordent plant used in Europe as were Theaceae in China and
Japan.

2- “In the district of the province of Pensa, dependent on the Government
of Kazan, one sees in all the small towns of the empire, many women who
dye their woolen stuffs with native plants; usually they excel in this art.
The main agent they use in almost all their dyes is a species of moss, called
a "foot Wolf" (Lycopodium complanatum), which is abundant in all
damp soils (…). Farmers gather it in large quantities and they sell it in
the markets at very low prices.”
“This moss is reduced in powder; it is mixed with a good acid lotion,
composed of flour, at the usual manner. This lotion of foot wolf is used
instead of alum to almost any color. The wools to be dyed are soaked in
this preparation for a night or a little longer, and then they are hanged
and dried. This process gives them a yellowish color, on which other colors
are fixed much better and are much more durable. Because they do not
know the use of alum, the local dyers use this method in almost all
colors.” In « Voyage de M.P.S Pallas en différentes provinces de
l’empire de Russie, 1788 »

Since Antiquity, and until the XVIIIth Century, the “lotus bark «was
traded from India to the Mediterranean Area to prepare the carmine and
as a dye additive.
The identification of the mysterious “lotus bark”, mentioned
in Europe since the Roman Antiquity to the XVIIIth Century,
mentioned as being both a dye and a mordent, was another
challenge, when tracing the “lost tradition”. Mentioned by
Pliny the Elder and Theophrastus as being a yellow dye, the
“lotus bark was also mentioned until the XVIIth Century as a
merchandize arriving from the Near East to Marseille, and

3- « Lycopodium alpinum, the savin-leaved club moss, is more common
than the last-named species (…) Sir W. Hooker tells us that it is much
used in iceland as a dye for woolen cloths. He says, “a vast heap of
lycopodium alpinum, lying before the priest’s house, drew my attention,
and, on inquiring, I found that it was used for the purpose of giving their
wadmal a yellow dye, which is done by merely boiling the cloth in water
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with a quantity of the lycopodium, and some leaves of Vaccinium
uliginosum.[a type of blue berry] The color imparted by this process, to

Aluminum hyperaccumulation is common in Lycopodiaceae
and ferns; This phytochemical character has been also
reported in about 45 families, mostly belonging to the group
of evoluate Dicotyledones. The aluminum hyperaccumulating
families are mainly concentrated in the basal branches of
botanical groups generally advanced as Rosids (Myrtales,
Malpighiales, Oxalidales) and Asterids (Cornales, Ericales,
Gentianales, Aquifoliales), but the character has probably
disappeared in groups more evoluted. The feature seems to be
almost constant in 18 families, as Anisophylleacees,
Cunoniaceae, Diapensiacees, Memecylacees, Monimiacees,
Rapateacees, Siparunacees, Vochysiacees and some families
composed of one genus. (Melastomataceae, Memecylaceae,
Miconiaceae, Symplocaceae..) In 27 other families, aluminum
hyperaccumulation is limited to subfamilies, tribes or genera.
Eventually, about 5% of all species of plants do accumulate
aluminum in their tissues, but only few of them are usable as
mordents, from their exceptionally high amount of this
component. Plants which have more than 1000mg/kg-1 are
considered as accumulators of Al. The most important
botanical families regarding to the number of species of bio
accumulators are Rubiaceae (Gentianales), Melastomataceae
(Myrtales). The order of Ericales is the third most important
group of bio accumulators of Aluminum (The tea plant,
(Camellia sinensis) do accumulates 5000 to 30000 mg/kg-1.
Which correspond to 0, 5 to 3% in weight of the dried matter).
Plants containing more than 10000ppm (equivalent to more
than 0,1% of Al3 from the dry matter), are named
“hyperaccumulators of Al”.

judge from some cloths shown me, was a pale and pleasant, though not a
brilliant yellow. (Wadmal is the woolen cloth usually worn by the
Icelanders.)
Outlines of botany including a description of mosses, lichens John Scoffern
1857
4- “The following manner of employing the lycopodium complanatum Dr
Westring has found to be the most simple and convenient: “Take a
quantity of this club moss, dried and chopped, nearly double the weight of
the cloth to be died. Put them into a proper vessel, a stratum of the moss
between every fold of the cloth, and pour on a sufficient quantity of water,
which must be at least sufficient to cover the whole well. Boil them together
for two or three hours, adding more water from time to time(..)Take out
the clothes thus prepared, wring it, and hang it up to dry without rinsing.
Afterward, when you would dye the cloth thus prepared, begin by rinsing
it carefully in cold water; then put it into a well tined copper, with cold
river or spring water, and a small quantity of brasil [“brasil” = logwood];
and boil it gently for half an hour or an hour, according as you would have
the tint deeper or lighter. If too much brasil be used, the dye will have a
violet hue” . In Journal of Natural philosophy, chemistry and the arts,
Vol XIV, William Nicholson, 1806
To understand better what exactly is a « mordent plant », also
called a bio-mordent of aluminum, some complementary
elements must be presented here. First, let us remember that
Aluminum, as a metal was discover at the beginning of the
XIXth Century. Before its discovery as an Element, alum was
considered at the best as being of the same nature as clays and
salts.

Most of the ancient authors describe these plants as having
astringent taste and related properties, as tanning agents, in
Medicine as hemostatic, antiseptic, and against dysentery. Bio
accumulators used for tanning skins are frequently cited but
not very clearly. The Al3 being frequently associated with
tannins in these plants, they are just mentioned as “tannin
plants”. For example, Memecylon umbellatum, containing
both tannins and AL3 is still in use in India For tanning skins
of animals. Trees and bushes accumulating Al get frequently
fruits of a brilliant metallic blue. Studying the herbariums, the
modern investigators of Al plants did notice that their leaves
always turn yellow when dried, even if dried in the shade. On
another hand, these “yellow leaves” were frequently selected
by populations in many parts of the world for direct yellow
dyes on various types of yarns. The most remarkable use of
these “yellow leaves”, is based on the property of so dyed
textiles to fix other colors from dye plants. These bio
accumulators are still used in some countries as bio mordants
for fixing natural dyes on various fibers.

Occurrence of bio accumulator plants
Aluminum (Al), is the most abundant metal and the third most
common element in the earth's crust, comprising about 7% of
its mass. It seems that aluminum is not required for biological
processes. Solubilizing Al is enhanced by low PH. The main
acid soils are peatlands and tropical soils. Peatlands cover
around 4 million km² or 3% of the world’s land area, while
tropical soils of primary forests, on non-calcareous substrates
cover about the rest of the concerned lands. In tropical areas,
the decomposition of Humus being an important factor of
acidification, the tropical soils are thus among the most acid in
the world.
Some plants, belonging to specific botanical families, develop
adapted strategies to grow in very metallic soil, even
accumulating the Al from the soil in their cells, as a strategy to
be protected against predators and other external aggressions.
The most effective organic acids secreted by plants for Al
detoxification are citric acid and oxalic acid, followed by malic
acids. Some other plants, such as clubmoss, (Lycopodium
species) will even accumulate a high amount of phosphates in
their cells, in order to chelate (to bind) this metal under a
nontoxic form. In most of ligneous Hyperaccumulators, the Al
is present as citrate or oxalate complexes bond with phenolic
components such as flavonoids and tannins. Indeed, hundreds
of plants in the world can be considered as good sources of
organic aluminum.

In alum (Potassium aluminum sulfate) which is the main
mordant used in western countries since Antic times, , the
content of Al3 is about 5,5%. If alum is traditionally used at
the rate of 20% from the weight of the fiber, for dyeing wool,
the classical mordanting process with mineral alum requires
1,1% of Al3 from the weight of the fiber, corresponding to
half of the weight of fiber and bio accumulator plant
containing 22000ppm of AL3. In fact, this is not so simple:
indeed, alum, the mineral salt is perfectly soluble in water, so
we may consider that the availability of its Al3 content is
perfect. On another hand, theAl3 contained in the powdered
plant will not be dissolved so easily. Otherwise, the Al3
present in the plant being linked both with organic acids and
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genuine phenolic components of the plant, his properties are
different than the ones of mineral alum. Thus, the modern
investigators of bio mordents are frequently surprised of
interesting and non-characteristic shades obtained from them.
For example, Logwood, which usually gives purple shades on
wool when using alum, may give some attractive blues with the
bio mordents, allowing the detection of Aluminum in some
leaves by a dye test: A decoction of the plant to be tested is
thickened with guar gum and printed on a piece of cotton.
When dried, the printed piece is dyed in a solution of logwood.
In case of presence of aluminium in the plant that is
investigated, the print is turning blue; if there is no aluminum
in it, the trace is just getting a pale brownish shade.

http://www.wrf.org/ancient-medicine/badianus-manuscriptamericas-earliest-medical-book.php
In 1570, Some chapter of La historia natural de Nueva Espana,
of Francisco Henrnandez, is dedicated to the use of this plant
for colours.
In 1575-1580, the Florentine codex, , or La Historia general de
las cosas de Nueva Espana, de Bernardino Sahagun, gives also
some informations about it.
For a good synthesis of the earlier texts about dyes, see
Materiales colorantes prehispanicos From Arthur J.O.
Anderson :
http://www.historicas.unam.mx/publicaciones/revistas/nahu
atl/pdf/ecn04/044.pdf
And then “The unbroken thread,” of Kathryn Klein,
mentioning some modern uses of the Tesguate for mordanting
wool and silk:.
https://books.google.fr/books?id=19oxCwAAQBAJ&pg=PA
134&dq=the+unbroken+thread&hl=fr&sa=X&ved=0ahUK
Ewi14rqCz-rQAhUHtxoKHZNvAIQQ6AEILjAB#v=
onepage&q=the%20unbroken%20thread&f=false

Bio accumulators in Melastomataceae, the 7th most important plant
family regarding the number of species
The tropical family of Melastomataceae contains various
bioaccumulators of historical importance, such as Melastoma,
Tibouchina, Miconia, Conostegia and
Memecylon. For
example, according to J. Ch.Leuch, (Traité complet des
matières tinctoriales, 1829, translated from the original
German text from 1825) , « Memecylon capitellatum,
M.tinctorum; M.grande) The dried leaves of these trees are
used in Ceylon for the same use than the saffron. Those of
the first species are also used to dye the cotton and to prepare
the threads which must be dyed in “turkey red”. The taste of
these leaves is astringent. They dye the water and the cotton in
a beautiful yellow. They are named casah leaves.”During the
XIXth Century, the interest of scientists for bioaccumulators
of Aluminium was related to the elucidation of the mysterious
“Turkish red” or “Indian red” on cotton.

About dyeing cotton with cochineal, we did not find anything
practical. Some assays made in the studio for using the
cochineal on cotton treated with Symplocos were not
satisfying; the same recipe that gave good results with all red
dyestuffs from the botanical family of Rubiaceae (such as
Rubia species, Galium, Asperula and Morinda), gave poor
results when using the cochineal. One more time, this reminds
us that one may hope to be successful by generalizing any
process. It means that there is still much to be discovered
about the Earlier Mexican methods of dyeing. No doubt that
good results will come from interdisciplinary collaborations,
between artisans and Scientifics.

Red dye on cotton thread in India
Among the recipes of « Indian red » published during the
XIXth Century, the following is the most frequent: Soak the
thread in a mixture of gingelly oil, (Sesamum indicum) sheep’s
dung and sapwood lye/dry/ repeat.
Wash and soak in a solution of chaya root (Oldenlandia
umbellata), and cashan leaves (Memecylon edule or M.
capitellatum) /repeat.

Nowadays, for sustainable practices, the Symplocos leaves can be bought
from Bebali foundation, to be used for Natural dyes 100% from plants,
The Indonesian processes still fascinate the visitors from
western countries. It seems that the use of « natural »
ingredients might be a priority and a specific demand for
consumers of the actual generation. However, the consumer
being a potential predator, its interest for those natural rare
resources might endanger the survival of precious species. In
Bali, William and Jane Ingam, consent of the risk, created the
Bebali foundation, whose main goal is to provide the
Symplocos leaves in priority to the local dyers, by encouraging
the harvest of the fallen leaves and the absolute prohibition of
cutting the trees.

Boil the thread in a solution of chaya root during 3 hours
This process is to be compared to the actual process, still used
in some islands of Indonesia:
1-The fibers are « oiled » with emulsions made of oils
containing unsaturated fatty acids ( sesamen, castor oil,
mustard oil, Aleurites molucana oil..)+ ashes.
2-The fiber is treated with Leaves of memecylon ( in Java) or
with Symplocos leaves, ( in other islands) , frequently mixed
with a tannin plant.

A
beautiful
project
was
developed
(See
http://threadsoflife.com/get-involved/plant-mordantproject/ ), dedicated to both the protection of local textile
knowledges, and of the related natural resources. This project
might be taken as an example for all kinds of propositions of
valorizations of rare plants. By simply mentioning the presence
of some rare mordent plants on the Mexican territory, we may
endanger the resource, perceived by some merchants as being
a source of profit. The main goal of this short communication
is just to warn everyone on the field to the emergency of
protecting (and maybe of developing is necessary this type of

3- The fiber is dyed with roots from rubiaceae plants (Morinda
citrifolia) sometimes added with more biomordant.
Melastomataceae in Mexico. The leaves of Tesguate ( from
Miconia or ) are mentioned in earliest códices from the XVIth
Century as dye or pigment additives, when using cochineal.
In 1552, Tesguate is mentioned in The Badianus manuscript,
called “The Aztec herbal” ( Trad. Emmart 1940), See
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resources, to protect also the beautiful and diversified local
craft production.
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Community Empowerment through Handcraft
The Imperfect Cloth
MEHRA, Priya: priya.ravishmehra@gmail.com
Independent Artist/Researcher, New Delhi
Keywords: weaving, darning, fibre, restoration, transformation
Abstract
This presentation delineates the shifts in medium, conceptualization and expression that have manifested in my textile art practice
over the past three decades, and that continue to influence my aesthetic and personal trajectories. My early woven tapestries were
inspired by the design I see in nature, and the realization that axiomatic rhythms of cosmic truth/order infuse and animate all aspects
of our being. I moved from creating smooth, lyrical, harmonious effects into a period of narrating via open warps, keeping my
process visible in order to signify ambiguity, irregularity and unpredictability, as well as transformative possibility, as inherent to the
pattern of any life. I then immersed in a phase of work catalyzed by my intensive long-term research into rafoogari, the hereditary art of
‘invisible’ darning – so refined that it cannot be seen with the naked eye – and the rafoogar community, custodians of this neglected
indigenous knowledge still being passed down from one generation to the next. I produced a range of mixed-media works, recycling
scraps of my discarded weavings by combining them with paper pulp, blending the two kinds of natural fibre through experimental
techniques and presenting them in abstract formats. In these articulations I utilized the metaphor of both visible and invisible darning
to signify an experience of sudden, unforeseen and violent rupture in the once-reliable order of things, and to invoke ‘repair’ as a
healing modality of self-awareness in the context of traumatic upheaval. My latest mixed-media works, in which I use combinations of
natural dyes, are a further enunciation of this logic, an intuitive return to the unseen structures/truths of nature. The natural ‘cloth’
fibres disappear into the paper, the natural ‘paper’ fibres vanish into the cloth; they completely assimilate, embed and ultimately
subsume each other, their duality reconfigured into an inviolable unity.

1. Origins
My transformative journey into the world of textiles began in
childhood through the sight of antique Kashmir kani pashmina
shawls and other precious fabrics often brought to my family
home in the north Indian town of Najibabad by local rafoogars,
expert darners who pass their specialized hereditary techniques
from one generation to the next – fathers to sons, elders to
youngsters, master artisans to apprentices – within their
community. Rafoogari/skilled darning is used in the mending all
kinds of ordinary garments/fabrics used in daily life, as well as
for the restoration of antique rugs, carpets, tapestries, shawls
and other valuable textiles. Najibabad has historically served as
a hub of the shawl trade in north India, and for the past 250
years has been known as the country’s most important centre
for the repair of valuable kani shawls. These shawls are
perhaps the only significant Indian textile made in twill weave
with tapestry techniques, hand-woven on traditional looms
using small wooden spokes known as kani. The production of
these beautiful textiles, with their complex patterns and
intricate colour combinations executed through months of
meticulous labour, was once a profitable crafts industry in
Kashmir but is in sharp decline today due to lack of
infrastructure and patronage. Kani shawls were prized items in
our family collection, and the rafoogars’ relationship with my
ancestors had continued unbroken for decades. These fabrics
were the source of my passion for the textile traditions of
India and the world, and motivated me to develop my own
textile art practice.
Figure 1: Lunar Calendar
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My early pictorial woven tapestries were a response to the
incomparable design that I perceive in nature, and the
realization that axiomatic universal rhythms of reet – the
Sanskrit term used in classical Indian philosophy for cosmic
‘truth’/‘order’– are continually enacted within individuated
consciousness; our sacred texts use weaving metaphors to
describe and celebrate reet as a first principle of the
metaphysics of creation. My initial smooth, lyrical, harmonious
aesthetic then developed into a phase of narration via open
warps in order to foreground my increasing sense of the
ambiguity, deferral and unpredictability, as well as unforeseen
possibility, inherent to the pattern of any life. This intuition
was strongly expressed in my next creative phase, directly
inspired by my intensive long-term research into rafoogari,
specifically the demanding repair of kani shawls.

My ongoing research project, Making ‘Invisible’ Visible, is
about this exceptional craftsmanship continuously upheld in
difficult economic conditions by Najibabad’s darners, who
have carefully guarded the special techniques required for the
conservation of antique kani, keeping it within the community
and hence ‘hidden’ to outsiders. However, I do not consider
myself a textile historian or scholar. My research is informed
by my passion for textiles, my textile art practice, my view of
darning as an art form, my family associations with
Najibabad’s rafoogars, and my deep concern for this
vulnerable, marginalized group whose survival is under threat
in an era of relentless mechanization, as is the case with
traditional arts/crafts all over India. I see rafoogari as far more
than an essential means of livelihood, a pivot of group identity
and a resilient form of indigenous knowledge – on the one
hand as unassuming as the ordinary garments it mends and
reinforces, and on the other hand as incredible as the precious
fabrics it salvages and redeems. Hence my research is also a
form of homage to these anonymous struggling artisans whose
contribution to the great treasury of Indian cultural forms is
missing from India’s textile narrative and crafts genealogy as
well as from the sociological record. To the best of my
knowledge, other than the rare passing reference in Mughal
manuscripts, quoted by various authors in modern studies of
Kashmir shawls, there is no existent documentation of
rafoogari as a profession or of darners as a centuries-old
community. This discursive erasure is indeed sharply ironic,
since the goal and hallmark of expert rafoo is to render
‘invisible’ the damage on any kind of cloth, be it valuable or
ordinary. Thus, the logic of concealment applies not only to
the rafoogar community as an archival lacuna and to rafoo as
the ‘secret’ practice of erasing flaws in fabric – in a wider
sense, it has over the centuries also contributed to rendering
both the artist-rafoogar and the art of rafoogari more or less
‘invisible’ as socio-cultural phenomena. And while pashmina
itself has been thoroughly analyzed as a fabric, its weaves,
patterns and embroidery celebrated, the vital role of the
rafoogars as its literal/material custodians has yet to be
publicly recognized and honoured.

Figure 2: Rebirth

2. Rupture/Restoration
The term rafoogari derives etymologically from the ligation of
two Farsi verbs: raf’ kardan (connoting to remove, abolish,
uncover, abrogate, suppress, remedy, settle, adjust, eliminate,
rest, quench) and giraftan (connoting to seize, acquire, clutch,
grab, catch, arrest, capture, halt, retain). Merged, they suggest
the act of taking hold of something that is in the process of
disappearing – i.e., they signify an ambiguous interlocking of
two equal and opposite trajectories, one of dispersal and the
other of containment, paradoxically manifesting together. This
applies perfectly to the nature of rafoo, usually done with thread
carefully drawn from the fabric itself. Rafoogars are able to darn
with such virtuosity that their work is undetectable to the
naked eye. The repair is so finely executed, the stitching so
subtle, the joinery so detailed and meticulous, that each
mended rip and tear merges imperceptibly and seamlessly with
the cloth surrounding it. Though remarkably complex, rafoogari
appears very simple as it leaves no traces of the darner’s effort;
it is indeed a deceptively ‘artless’ art in the way it renders
invisible the evidence of both damage and restoration. While
this exquisite renewal requires highly perfected skills, it
remains an art consciously kept obscure, occluded, largely
unacknowledged. The techniques of rafoo, a silent inscription
that is simultaneously present and absent, are a closely guarded
secret of its practitioners, for if the rafoogar reveals his methods
the mystique of his superb traditional craftsmanship will
inevitably disappear.

In more subjective terms, my research focus on the complex
mending and restoration of degraded fabric acquired deeper
significance for me some years ago when I was diagnosed with
advanced cancer. I am still under treatment; and in this context
the figure of the rafoogar committed to preserving the unique
life of a fragile, damaged kani shawl has great metaphorical
resonance for me. As does the very the action of rafoo, with
the darner continuously aligning the edges of gashes and holes
in the vulnerable weave, all margins firmly yet delicately
gripped, and sealed stitch by careful stitch to prevent further
ripping and other damage, and to render the cloth intact and
whole.
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denigrated as residual, as less-than, as a remnant. Such
discernment of inherent value is then taken forward into the
act of eliciting that subjugated worth through transmuting and
revivifying the repudiated material, affirming and honouring it.

Figure 5: Threads 3
My early creations emerged from a slow process of weaving,
and I laid emphasis on precise effects and realistic colours and
textures. The mixed-media works are impulsive, executed in a
much more direct way, using whatever material is available at
hand; they derive from a current thought-process that has
arisen from my more recent life-experience. Since I no longer
believe in the prescriptive, homogenous concepts of beauty,
order and completion that I once held and tried to embody in
my art, it was not difficult to change direction or technique.
Through a radical re-engagement with my previous aesthetic I
have symbolized the journey of any life as a stitched/‘darned’
collage of elusive, interstitial, transitional, liminal interfaces –
always subject to visible and invisible trauma, always evolving,
and always a reminder to accept and adapt whatever offers
itself for modification. The mixed-media works signify overt
and subtle healing through a re-imprinting of both the surface
and depth of awareness; they point to the template of
perfection existent in apparent imperfection, presence existent
in apparent absence, similarity existent in apparent difference.

Figure 3: Threads 1

3. Symbiosis
Like all traditional Indian art/craft forms, rafoogari is imbued
with philosophical as well as cathartic and therapeutic
potential. Eleven years post-diagnosis, my research continues
to acquire meaning: I experience it as not merely an instrument
for the collection of data but also as a mode of sustained selfinquiry. The methodology of ‘darning’ came to represent an
irreversible, intuitive merging of my artistic and personal paths,
and this confluence found expression through innovative
mixed-media works based on principles of rafoo. I used the
metaphor of both visible and invisible darning in abstract
formats to suggest sudden, unforeseen and violent rupture in
the once-reliable order of things; to invoke ‘repair’ as a crucial
instrument of awareness; and to symbolically affirm the place,
significance and
act of such ‘darning’ in the fabric of any life, as well as in the
life of any fabric.

I then extended the idea of ‘invisible’ repair into a related
modality by combining fragments of my rejected weavings
with paper pulp, reconstituting both the material and meaning
of ‘fibre’ through the elision of two entities, manipulating and
complicating their boundaries to create jagged, dissonant
effects. I see both mediums as essentially one, as they arise
from the same source: the paper pulp comes from natural
fibres, as do the discarded cloth scraps that I am recycling
from my earlier failed weaving efforts. The dissolution of
sources required an experimental technique, and the
anomalous ‘fabric’ that manifested through such
bonding/blending is an intriguing material interdependency:
neither more characteristic of cloth than of paper, nor more
characteristic of paper than of cloth.

Figure 4: Threads 2
As mentioned at the start of this essay, my early poetic woven
works pursued formal order and innate symmetries, a
conventional approach then displaced by my choice to narrate
through open warps in order to suggest equivocation,
deviation and indeterminacy as valid variables in any design.
However, the rafoo-inspired mixed-media works have a very
different stamp of immediacy. The images are raw, granular,
seem to disclose even while remaining ambivalent – their
internal structure is exteriorized, the cartography of the joints,
seams and junctions is consciously delineated. While the
visualization does camouflage and conceal, it is simultaneously
a categorical expansion, a thorough acceptance of certain
material defects and limitations that I earlier did not
accommodate in my artistic vision. The mixed-media works
invoke notions of salvaging, repairing and restoring, and these
meanings arise from an act of contemplation – the seeing of
intrinsic worth in what is normatively understood and

The rafoo-based mixed-media works are organized as bounded
sets/sequences, and may be interpreted individually or in
series, as discrete framings or as mutually referential. However,
I am not positing a conclusive teleology through this
arrangement. My thematic, symbolic and material focus is on
impermanence, rupture, abrasion, attrition, friction, corrosion,
and the internal relationships of these processes. Equally, it
reflects my belief that anything injured, harmed, disfigured,
demeaned and degraded has the potential to be recuperated,
conserved and cherished, and to be bestowed with fresh force
and utility.
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Figure 7: Skein
I have been drawing upon and applying these larger
understandings to my daily existence as well as to my textile
practice. My ‘life’ and my ‘art’, which earlier flowed in parallel,
have coalesced. I am indeed still responding to reet, the
supreme, inviolable design I see in nature, the catalyst for my
early pictorial woven compositions. However, my aesthetic
grammar and vocabulary have both undergone a paradigmatic
reorientation through my exploring and using fibres from
nature, in their inherent forms and also via combining their
extracts into dyes. Twig, bark, stalk, root, leaf, thalamus, sepal,
petal, stamen, pistil, seed – each familiar, humble object, in
itself and through its link to other such linked objects, is a
magnificent reminder of the omnipotent energy of reet. The
unseen rules and properties of these exquisite microarchitectures, the irrefutable organic templates to which I
submit even while I visually rework them into new
configurations, have become a fulcrum of my subjectivity as
well as my material process. I find myself now deeply
compelled to inscribe nature’s ‘invisible’ integrities/truths
rather than its ‘visible’ seductions/illusions.

Figure 6: In/Visible

4.Continuity
My latest pieces are an extension of this idiom, but what I am
producing at the moment is aligned and resonant with an
altered, starker sense of self – more assertive, more audacious,
more autonomous, more dispassionate – that has enabled a
conceptual shift from the logic of healing via restoration to the
logic of healing via transformation. Once again I combined
natural fibres from paper and from cloth, using natural dyes.
In this symbiotic enunciation of ‘fabric’, ‘cloth’ fibres
disappear into paper/ ‘paper’ fibres vanish into cloth; they
fully inhabit, host, embed, render and ultimately subsume each
other. A new morphology is distilled, and the particular
variables that constitute material duality are reimaged as a
unity. Transposed to terms of consciousness, such vascular
fusion may be read as a collapse of the threshold between
oneself and one’s other/s; and between interior and exterior,
part and whole, particular and general, coarseness and
refinement, substrate and superimposition, proximity and
distance, importance and insignificance, knowledge and
ignorance.

Figure 8: Broken Nest
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Through this inversion/recursion of my primary perspective,
any seeming disruption of the personal weave, and the
restorative efforts that follow, come to be powerfully
assimilated as simply another invaluable, dynamic articulation
of the transcendent continuum of reet. As I experience it, we
are no more and no less than vital, mutable skeins of the
cosmic warp and weft, immaculate, imperishable, infinite.
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Community Empowerment through Handcraft
Australian Indigenous textiles: confluence of culture and enterprise
RUBEN, Bobbie: bobbie@speargrass.com.au
Independent practicing printmaker/ textile designer
Keywords: indigenous textiles, artists, art centres, remote communities, business enterprise
Abstract
Diversity in language and culture in Australian Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander or ‘Indigenous’ society is reflected in the ancient
and rich traditions in visual culture. Both enduring and ephemeral visual cultural representations are evident across the Australian
landscape in painting and carving, woven and dyed sculptural forms, and sand painting. In recent history, introduced mediums
including works on paper and canvas, digital media, textiles and sculptural forms such as glass and ceramics have enabled new
Indigenous art forms to flourish in the contemporary arts market.
Over the past ten years there has been a rapid growth in the design and production of screen-printed textiles from Indigenous
community art centres in remote regions of Northern Australia. In the last three years these textiles have won awards in prestigious
national art and fashion events, have been exhibited in national art galleries, acquired by collecting institutions, and commissioned by
large corporations and high profile design and fashion businesses.
This paper will outline and examine the development and significance of this remarkable body of work and flourishing movement
originating in remote community art centres. Highlighted will be the potential for this work in textiles to not only generate greater
income for Indigenous artists in the development of business enterprises on country, but also to engender cultural teaching and
maintenance; in addition, this work may signal a paradigm that resonates with First Nations people in other remote and isolated
localities around the world.

Figure 1: Babbarra Designs, Maningrida 2016. (Photo: B. Ruben)

1. Introduction

enterprise, while furthering artistic expression, cultural
teaching and cultural maintenance.

Australian Indigenous art is the oldest unbroken tradition of
art in the world, and both traditional and contemporary artistic
practices continue to be followed. The majority of artists live
and practice in remote settings, and operate out of a network
of nearly one hundred community owned and operated art
centres which act as intermediaries between Indigenous artists
and the wider art world. The recent rise and proliferation of
screen-printed textiles originating in art centres exemplifies the
converging of contemporary creative practice with business

2. Background
2.1 Historical context
Prior to the introduction of cloth to Indigenous communities
during the eighteenth century, fibre work such as spinning,
weaving and dyeing of plant fibres had been practised since
‘The Dreaming’ when, in Aboriginal lore, ancestral spirits
roamed the land (Ryan 1998). The rich and contemporary
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practice of screen-printed textile design and production began
in the late 1960s following the establishment of remote
community owned and operated art centres. This form of
creative expression was widely practised up until the late 1980s
and 1990s when textile design, production and sales began to
decline. At this time the Indigenous fine art market had gained
momentum, attracting many textile artists to painting on
canvas. Paintings commanded higher prices and greater
acclaim for artists, with the most notable examples being
Emily Kame Kngwarreye and Gloria Tamerre Petyarre, both
of who were once textile artists before transferring to painting
(Healy & Ryan 2000).

Figure 5: Marita Sambono, ‘Fog dreaming’, Merrepen
Arts, Naiuyu 2013
Figure 6: Melbourne Cup ‘Fashion on the Field’ winning
entry 2013. (Photos: https://www.facebook.com/
merrepen.arts.7?fref=ts)

3. The textiles
Textiles are a specific form of Indigenous cultural production
situated firmly within the Indigenous arts sector, quite distinct
from non-Indigenous mainstream textiles, which follow a
more rigid and prescriptive course. Indigenous textiles engage
with an atypical and unique set of circumstances, where they
may range across genres from fine arts, to design, fashion and
craft according to the end-user of the textiles. For example,
the same textile designs may be acquired by galleries and
exhibited as fine art, or equally be acquired and transformed
into interior design
and fashion items.

2.2 Contemporary context
Forty-five years since textile enterprises began in the remote
north of Australia, the political, economic and arts landscape
has changed. The transforming effects of the global financial
crisis and recent government reforms have devastated the
Indigenous fine arts market culminating in a sixty to seventy
per cent drop in sales over the past decade (Rothwell 2013).
Remarkably, given the challenges faced by most artists and art
centres, and the dependency on current government policies,
Indigenous textile sales have strengthened during the declining
art market. Therefore Indigenous textile production and its
implications for artists need to be examined under a new set of
circumstances.
Over the past ten years there has been a twelve-fold increase in
printed textiles from the three main textile producing
Aboriginal communities in the Northern Territory, along with
a rise in new textile ventures in Far North Queensland and
Western Australian remote communities (Ruben 2014b,
unpub.). In the past three years these textiles have won awards
in prestigious national art and fashion events, have been
exhibited in art galleries, collected by national and international
institutions, and commissioned by large corporations, and
high-end design and fashion businesses. Textiles are now
ubiquitous at Indigenous art fairs and festivals where events
such as fashion performances and textile exhibitions are
specifically designed to promote the textiles. This increase in
design and production has led to a greater recognition of
textiles in the national Indigenous art and design sectors,
increased income and opportunities for Indigenous artists
living in remote environments and a revitalised and stimulating
work environment for participants in this work.

Figure 7: Kieren Karritpul, ‘Yergi’, Merrepen Arts,
Naiuyu Community 2014. (Photo: https://www.facebook
.com/merrepen.arts.7?fref=ts)

Figure 8: Aaron McTaggart, ‘Croc skin’, Merrepen Arts,
Naiuyu Community 2012. (Photo: https://www.facebook
.com/merrepen.arts.7?fref=ts)
3.1 The Design process
While textile designs are costly and time consuming to set up
for production, unlike fine art prints on paper, they are not in
limited edition, hence have the potential to be reproduced and
sold well into the future. Arguably, a textile design relies on a
large and ongoing range of buyers and viability is contingent
on the designs being fully resolved and appealing to
commercial markets. William Morris textile prints designed in
the 1860’s, over one hundred and fifty years ago are still
printed and highly sought after today. Unikko poppy, is the
Finnish textile company Marimekko’s most enduring and
successful print, which has been continuously printed for the
past sixty years.
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The Indigenous textiles are designed during a series of
workshops conducted in art centres. The artist, usually in
conjunction with a design collaborator, reconfigures and
extends their artwork to fit within the constraints of a textile
design. Balance, colour separation, repetition and importantly
scale must be considered. Massimo Vignelli, a renowned
Italian modernist designer is reported to have said ‘much
design is about getting the scale right, a little bigger or smaller
or moving something a little’ (cited in Poggenpohl 2009, p. 5).

audience and market share, and increase income potential
(Baguley 2007). Nurturing of these exchanges, and promotion
of good collaborative relationships encourage meaningful and
long-term relationships, furthering the strength and
sustainability of these enlivening textile enterprises.

Donald Schon (1991), an academic with expertise in design,
developed the theory of ‘reflective practice’, a form of learning
by reflecting on action, which helps to understand the process
of textile design. He refers to design as ‘iterative’ whereby the
results of one step of a process becomes the starting point for
the next step, progression is non-linear, and at each stage of
the process new understandings are reached dependant on
decisions made in the previous stage, and informing decisions
made in subsequent stages. This design process as outlined by
Schon, encompasses flexibility, innovation, continual problem
solving and refining.

Figure 10: Susan Marawarr, ‘Rocks and Yams’, Babbarra
Designs, Maningrida 2012. (Photo: B. Ruben)

In my experience as a textile designer and design collaborator,
understanding Schon’s (1991) theories of reflective, iterative
processes assists in clarifying and explaining the process in
design development of the Indigenous textiles. Incremental
problem solving, seeking opportunities in the artwork and
implementing changes are all applied during resolution of
designs. Furthermore, the design process is exploratory with
the aim of transcending the obvious and the known and
ultimately aiming for an outcome that cannot be known until
the process is complete (Cross 2011).

Figure 11: Susan Marawarr, ‘Rocks and Yams’, Screenprint on cotton 2012. (Photo: B. Ruben)
3.3 Textiles and production
The designs are screen-printed onto quality cottons, linens and
silks, and unite traditional iconography with a contemporary
aesthetic pleasing to commercial interests and the wider arts
market. The screen-printing technique lends an authenticity
and rawness to the finished product, capturing the original
touch and integrity of the artist’s hand, and yet embodying
cutting-edge design (Ruben 2014a, unpub.). Celebrated for
their vitality and sense of joyousness, the finished textiles
record important cultural stories, communicating a rich history
of spiritual belief and material culture. The subject matter
ranges from dreaming stories, the landscape, spirit beings,
bush foods, animal and plant life, as well as traditional
domestic objects including dillybags, fish traps and coolamons.
This iconography is similarly portrayed in a variety of two and
three-dimensional fine-art media ‘representing the connection
with land itself and the attachment of people to land through
their art’ (Myers 1994, p. 37).

Figure 9: Painting film positives, Patricia McTaggart,
Deborah Wurrkidj and Gracie Kumbi from Merrepen Arts
and Babbarra Designs. (Photo: B. Ruben)
3.2 Collaborative relationships

The hand printed characteristic of this work dictates that
smaller quantities of fabric are produced, unlike the majority of
mainstream non-Indigenous textiles whereby many thousands
of metres may be printed at a time. Small quantities ensure that
the textiles maintain a niche position in the market place and
can mostly be produced at the art centres, ensuring much of
this enterprise remains on-site. Art centres can also utilize the
option of having larger quantities of the textiles screen-printed

Textile work frequently draws on a cultural exchange between
Indigenous and non-Indigenous artists, designers and other
arts workers. These exchanges encompass a range of differing
collaborative relationships from the design collaborators input
in creating the designs, to collaboration in production,
marketing, sales and commissions. Collaboration allows people
to engage in more ambitious projects, generate a greater
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in urban print facilities where the hand printed and bespoke
quality is retained.
The art centres operating textile enterprises have become
important to the artists and their wider communities. In
remote regions that have few opportunities for enterprise and
non-government funding, the textile enterprises have provided
an active and motivating working environment, a place for
intergenerational exchange, and a real opportunity for
economic development (Betts 2014, Miller 2010). Besides
providing employment, these enterprises attract funding for
additional education, training and travel opportunities.
Furthermore, younger community members are encouraged to
participate, learn new skills and engage in cultural activities.

Figure 17: ResidentNT, Issue 20, Darwin, NT 2015.
(Photo:
https://www.facebook.com/merrepen.arts.7?fref=ts)
Social media has been fundamental in fostering community
engagement and promoting the textiles to a wider audience. In
my experience, when workshops are in progress and new
designs are being created, the social media response from a
broad range of followers is overwhelming, conveying support
and enthusiasm for this work. Responses such as these further
generate a sense of community within Indigenous society and
between Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians. Social
media provides a lens enabling the general public to follow and
support the design and production of the textiles in remote
settings. Accordingly this form of promotion and connection
will likely encourage increased sales and business development.

Figure 3: Marita Sambono, ‘Fog dreaming’, Printing at
Merrepen Arts, Naiuyu Community 2013. (Photo:
https://
www.facebook.com/merrepen.arts.7?fref=ts)
3.4 Textiles and promotion
The textiles are promoted as a form of Indigenous cultural
expression and as stated earlier do not follow the trajectory of
mainstream non-Indigenous textiles generally sold in large
retail and industry outlets. Rather, these textiles are primarily
sourced though art centres and art galleries, or acquired
through commissions or individual licencing agreements. In
addition, there are an expanding number of Indigenous art
fairs and festivals held in remote locations where the textiles
are available for sale. These smaller outlets closer to the source
of design and production ensure that the enterprise is largely
controlled by the artists and art centres at the centre of this
work.

Figure 12: Maxine Charlie, Croc skin, Nagula Jarndu
designs 2016.

Notably, in the past three years there have been a number of
remote and urban cultural fashion shows. These performances
where art and culture meet fashion, celebrate Indigenous
culture. Much anticipated and well attended, these events
present an opportunity to exhibit and promote the textiles
through culture, movement and fashion. Contrary to nonIndigenous runway fashion events where traditionally the
fashion designer is celebrated, Indigenous fashion events
present opportunities to celebrate and promote Indigenous
culture, the textiles, the art centres and the artists behind these
distinctive and exciting designs.

Figure 13: Maminydjarma Maymuru, Darwin Aboriginal
art fair fashion performance 2016.
(Photos: https://www.facebook.com/Nagula-JarnduSaltwater-Woman-368076166626250/)
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Figure 16: ‘NgangiWetembi Dememarrgu’, textile
exhibition, Merrepen Arts, Naiuyu Community 2014.
(Photo: B. Ruben)

Figure 14: ‘NgangiWetembi Dememarrgu’, Fashion
Performance, Merrepen Arts, Naiuyu Community 2014.
(Photo: https://www.facebook.com/merrepen.arts.7?fref
=ts)

4. Conclusion

3.5 Textiles, sales and consumers

Whilst drawing on ancient traditions and inspirations, these
textiles form a starting point for invention and renewal with
limitless possibilities in the fine art, fashion and design sectors.
This paper has outlined the benefits and opportunities
afforded by this work in textiles. The emergent themes are; the
possibilities of generating an income and creating a flourishing
business enterprise; design theory in the creation of the textile
designs; and importantly an opportunity to convey and
promote country and culture which has also empowered artists
with a means of furthering cultural affirmation and
maintenance.

A strong aesthetic and visual beauty sell the textiles, but
underpinning the consumer desirability for the textiles are the
important cultural stories depicted in the designs. Anecdotal
information suggests that sales are higher when the textiles are
given a context, in other words when a title, description of
cultural content and an artist biography are supplied to the
consumer. This is an opportunity for artists to promote their
own art practice in addition to the textiles they have created.
Sales through art centres or at Indigenous cultural events close
to the source of where the textiles are created typically attract
stronger sales than in retail outlets where there may not be
knowledge or an appreciation of where the textiles have
originated, the conditions under which they are created and the
stories they reveal.
In contemporary consumer societies most of what we buy is
ready-made with no knowledge of who produced the objects,
or the environments in which they were created. The price and
value is in the object itself, rather than the circumstances of
production (Tilly 2006). Research has established a consumer
desire for knowledge of the circumstances of production, and
the rich cultural information embedded in the textiles.
Through social media, word of mouth, direct observation,
communication with artists and art centres, and attendance at
community cultural events, this knowledge is readily available
to consumers (Ruben 2014b, unpub). A fulfilling consumer
experience and greater sales are more likely under these
conditions.

Figure 4: Kieren Karritpul, ‘Yergi’, screen-print on cotton,
Winning entry 2014 Telstra Youth Award, National
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Art Award 2014.
(Photo: B Ruben)
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Community Empowerment Through Handcraft
Living Textile Traditions: Sustainability and Community Empowerment in Artisan Groups
FUENTES, Ana Paula: director@cadafoundation.com
CADA Foundation, Oaxaca, Mexico
Keywords: social design, community empowerment, sustainability, local value, global outreach
1. General Issues
Textile artisans´ communities in Mexico are rich in ancient
craft and tradition, and yet they are in danger of being
enveloped and lost by top down globalization. In order to
preserve their heritage, we need to explore new ways to
support them.

Figure 2. La Flor de Xochistlahuaca Cooperative.
3. Working Models
As part of this endeavor, I developed a marketing and
promotion plan for the Mexican non-profit “El Camino de los
Altos”, an association composed of 130 Mayan weavers in the
highlands of Chiapas and a group of eight French designers.
The two groups work together on the creation of a unique
textile collection combining contemporary design and Mayan
heritage. The goal is to develop a tangible educational, social
and economic alternative for the weavers and their families.
By sharing their expertise and know-how, the weavers are able
to construct a collective project and acquire autonomy and
freedom. Additionaly, I served as community liaison for the
cooperative La Flor de Xochistlahuaca, formed by 35 Amuzgo
weavers in Guerreo, to establish a structure that turned the
organization into a sustainable business. I currently direct the
CADA Foundation, who’s mission is to develop business
models that are sustainable environmentally, socially and
economicly with goal of reinforcing artisan communities
through. We are developing the project through dialogue with
artisans in different communities to achieve local and global
outreach without the loss of cultural identity.

Figure 1. Weaver from San Pablo Tijaltepec, Oaxaca.
Member of CADA Foundation.
2. Approaches
For the last 4 years I´ve been working with artisans projects
which have strong interest and concerns about the
preservation of heritage, identity and local value. The creation
of sustainable production and business practices can help the
work to survive and has the power to act as a means to create
social impact and community empowerment. But how does
one optimize commercial paths, introduce the artisanal
products to the global economy without risking the loss of
cultural identiy.
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Xochistlahuaca” and the non-profit association “El Camino de
los Altos” formed by Mayan weavers and French designers,
developing promotion and marketing and as a community
liaison. Currently she is the Executive Director of “CADA
Foundation”, a platform that pursues sustainable commerce
through the empowerment of designs and crafts.

Figure 3. Workshop between artisans and designers from
the non profit association, El Camino de los Altos.
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Community Empowerment through Handcraft
Joyeria y Papel: Una Colaboración- Kiff Slemmons and Arte Papel Vista Hermosa
SLEMMONS, Kiff: kiff.slemmons@gmail.com
Chicago, Illinois, United States
Keywords: jewelry, design, paper, Oaxaca, community
Abstract
This talk will give a brief overview of a 15 year collaborative project between Kiff Slemmons, an American artist and metalsmith, and
the artisans in the cooperative Arte Papel Vista Hermosa. At the invitation of the esteemed artist Francisco Toledo, Kiff created designs
for jewelry made of handmade paper to contribute to the workshop. These forms and designs have evolved in ever more complicated
ways. After working 2 to 3 week stints over the years, a dialogue formed around paper as a resource for jewelry: its capacity for simplicity
and elaboration, for structure and design, and also for countering assumptions about durability. Through paper the possibility of
materials as metaphor for ideas in jewelry was expanded. The spirit of invention in unusual circumstances, with limited but focused
resources, would not have happened without the combined effort and skills of all.
Esta charla dará un breve resumen de un proyecto colaborativo de 15 años entre Kiff Slemmons, un artista y metalúrgico estadounidense,
y los artesanos de la cooperativa Arte Vista Vista Hermosa. A invitación del apreciado artista Francisco Toledo, Kiff creó diseños para
joyas hechas de papel hecho a mano para contribuir al taller. Estas formas y diseños han evolucionado de formas cada vez más
complicadas. Después de trabajar durante 2 a 3 semanas a lo largo de los años, se formó un diálogo en torno al papel como un recurso
para la joyería: su capacidad de simplicidad y elaboración, de estructura y diseño y también de contrarrestar suposiciones sobre
durabilidad. A través del papel se amplió la posibilidad de materiales como metáfora de las ideas en la joyería. El espíritu de invención
en circunstancias inusuales, con recursos limitados pero enfocados, no habría ocurrido sin el esfuerzo combinado y las habilidades de
todos.

1. Author

Kiff Slemmons was born in 1944 in Maxton, North
Carolina and was raised in Adel, Iowa. In 1968, she received
a BA in art and French from the University of Iowa, where
her undergraduate studies included a year at the Sorbonne
in Paris. She has been influenced by the chance and
transformation of Dada and Surrealist theory and the focus
on materials and structure in Constructivism. Equally
important to her is the love of language, tools, and the
printed word that she acquired from her father, a
newspaper publisher and editor.
A self-taught metalsmith, Slemmons has exhibited
nationally and internationally for over thirty years. In 2000,
she had a mid-career exhibition, The Thought of Things:
Jewelry by Kiff Slemmons at the Palo Alto Art Center,
California. Her work can be found in numerous museum
collections, including the Victoria and Albert Museum,
London; the Mint Museum, North Carolina; Contemporary
Museum, Hawai'i; and the Tacoma Art Museum,
Washington.
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Abstract
Nuestro interés se centra en dos elementos importantes para la region Boruca de Costa Rica: las mascaras y las plantas tintóreas.
Queremos rescatar su cultura y tradiciones, aprovechando el recurso natural de los tintes el cual se ha ido perdiendo, a partir de la
síntesis de mascaras aplicada en vestimenta ya que son uno de los elementos que más se destaca de esta población.
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Pattern Language: Indigenous Textile Traditions

Shibori: the relationship between the destination of the cloth and the patterns
Shibori : la relación entre el uso de un tejido y su decoración
COUSIN, Françoise : fcousin@live.fr
Formerly Musée de l’Homme, Musée du quai Branly-Jacques Chirac, Paris, France
Keywords: shibori, decoration, use of textile, world
Abstract
Tie-dyed textiles have many different uses all over the world : they can be used as dress material, for house decoration, or be present in
a given ritual. The textile is either used as a whole, with its pattern displayed fully under the eyes, or motives are partly hidden when the
textile folded or pleated, or more rarely cut.
Through some examples, the presentation will study patterns in their relation with the use of the textiles, keeping in mind the cultural
background where they have been produced.
Textiles teñidos por reserva pueden tener muchos usos diferentes en todo el mundo : pueden estar utilizados para hacer vestido, como
decoración de casa, o estar presente en un ritual. Sea el tejidó esta empleado en su integritad, con su adorno completamente desplegado
que los ojos pueden ver, o bien motivos parcialmente ocultos cuando el tejido esta doblado o plegado, o mas pocas veces cortados.
A tráves de algunos ejemplos, la presentación pensara en adornos en sus relaciónes con el uso de los textiles, y teniendo en cuenta el
marco cultural donde han sido producidos.

1. Introduction

In North Africa, square woolen pieces are tie-dyed for napkins,
either for common use or for covering dishes during festivals.
Most of the time, the textile supports dark lines forming stripes
or checks, and rings or spots are insert in this plan. Another
piece is a ritual item, for wedding and circumcision, dyed
goatskins only confirmed in Aures, Algeria. I have already
spoken about them. The design is very simple, rings and spots
on a dark ground.

All artists who participate exhibitions organized during the
International Shibori Symposiums think their patterns
according to the shape, the size and the use of their textiles. So
is well known the relationship between the destination of a cloth
and its pattern. What about textiles produced all over the world,
for different uses? Is the composition adapted to the form, is
the textile cut after dyeing, or kept in its totality? Is the process
of tie-dyeing properly playing a role in the elaboration of the
decoration? We’ll try to reply these questions, by studying some
of these textiles.

From Grassland Cameroun, mainly among Bamoun and
Bamileke, textiles known as ndop present a composition quite
sophisticated, made of geometrical figures. The most famous
represents a royal palace. The first stage is to design the outline
with a pigment on the cotton cloth, then the patterns are
oversewn with raffia and, when the whole is sewn, the cloth is
dyed in indigo. If necessary, the cloth is dipped several times in
the bath of indigo, producing several shades of blue. Uses of
such textiles are very numerous. Sizes, compositions, and
patterns were different according to their use. Even if some of
these textiles may be used as dress material and specially
recently, cut-and-sewn or not, their main use seems to be
associated with the symbolism of power or with funerary rituals.
A wedding bedspread, from Guizhou province in China,
presents both kinds of patterns. This piece, made by and for
Miao people, is woven in several pieces which are sawn together
creating a central part with woven patterns on a ground
supporting white small motives, butterflies, on a blue ground.
Textiles decorated in such a way may also be used for wrapping
cloth or dress, for carrying babies, as well for cloth material. A
same kind of motives, white on blue, is found in Vietnam and
Laos, for piece of clothes. Motives are regularly displayed either
on regular rows, or in staggered rows, along with lines of rings
or squared spots.

Most of these textiles are used for dress material as main part of
the piece of clothing or not, few of them for other functions,
common or ceremonial. They may be woven with different
kinds of fibe : vegetable or animal, with different techniques.
With vegetal fibers, as cotton, flax, ramie, and with animal ones,
as silk or wool, long pieces of cloth can be woven. Their width
can be large, or very narrow, according to the cultural
background. It is different for some other fibers, like raffia
because it cannot be converted into a long thread. It means that
the woven piece has limited length and width. We’ll see that this
can get an important effect on the decoration produced. Even
if we tried to give a survey as wide as possible of ethnographic
shibori textiles, we could not cover here the totality of them.

2. Non-clothing uses: from the trivial to the ritual
From Andkhoi in Afghanistan, a Uzbek cover for partridges
cages uses cotton cloth, cut in a roughly conical shape; the
pattern displays white rings on a blue ground, drawing a
concentric decoration. The tie-dyeing is made on a flat piece in
such a way that it forms this decoration, after it is cut and sawn.
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The last example of a textile for another use than dress given
here is provided by banners used during funerary rituals among
Toradja, in Galumpang, Indonesia. They are woven in cotton
and support concentric patterns on a brown ground. This
design is included in the length and the width of the cloth, in
panels separated by lines.
As we can see, in all these cases, the decorative pattern follows
the shape and size of the item, the final form being either flat or
tridimensional. Only on the wedding bedspread from Guizhou,
the design is impersonal as the same kind of motives are used
for this piece, or for wearable items, as turbans, in Southern
China, or north of Vietnam and Laos, in minorities. What can
we say for dress material?
Figure 2: The process lets a distinctive triangular surface
at the end of the cloth

3. Shibori for uncut pieces of dress
Among ethnographic textiles, we can notice that few of them
are used for cut-and-sewn pieces of dress.
3.1 A decorative composition born from the decorative process
Some decorative processes produce given results, which cannot
be obtained otherwise. It is the case for some turbans in
Rajasthan, India, called lehariya or mothda. The cloth is rolled on
one diagonal and the roll is tied and dyed, drawing lines. If the
cloth, after untying, is rolled on the other diagonal and tieddyed, checks are obtained. In both cases, as for other tie-anddyed turbans, patterns are not clear when the turban is wrapped
on the head, only colours.

Figure 3: At a marriage among Rajput, a mothda turban
tied around the head. India, Rajasthan, 1970
3.2 The decorative process follows the form and the size of the textile
In West Africa, most of the tying or stitching processes for resist
give birth to specific patterns which could not be obtained
otherwise. Sometimes, the design is produced by the technique,
for instance when the cloth is sewn in regular lines, then
tightened in such a way that there is a change of result from
outside to inside the cloth. All these textiles are mostly dyed in
indigo after resist, but in some places, like Bamako, capital of
Mali, there is an important productions of tie-dyed cotton
textiles which use colored patterns.
Figure 1: Tying for lehariya turban, India, Rajasthan, 1994

When the resist process follows the narrowness of the bands
used for wrapped dresses, the design draws lines simple or
themselves compound of smaller designs. Like that, the whole
composition, made of lines put together, follows the principle
of the piece of dress made of stripes sewn side but side, with a
full coordination. In some of these textiles, a border, distinct in
motives, set at one end finishes the composition.
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In Indonesia, chestbands and scarves are made in narrow pieces
of cotton or silk. Different patterns can be observed according
to the islands where they are produced and the use. Let us give
some examples. In Java, chestbands are decorated with a long
diamond on a plain ground, often combinating shibori and batik.
In Sumatera, silk is used: a central black ground of a scarf is
surrounded by red borders, on edges and on both the ends,
motives on the ground and on the borders. In Sumatera, also, a
rectangular bright pink surface is separated from a purple wide
border by a white line.
In India, most of veils worn in Rajasthan and Gujarat were
decorated with tie-dyed technique. Before tying, the design will
be roughly drawn in the help of blocks. It means that the pattern
was completely independent of the technique. Sometimes, the
cloth was folded in four, and the tying performed on the four
layers in the same time, sometimes the cloth was folded in two,
and sometimes not folded. The visual aspect plays more on the
colour when the veil has been folded in four, more on the lines
when folded in two or not folded.

Figure 4: The narrow stripes are tied together at one end,
then stitched according to the same design before dying.
Guinea, Mali town, 2000
On some other textiles lines are drawn on by weaving of warp
threads alternatively white and blue or black, and the patterning
of the design follows these lines. In such a way, we get a double
processing in decorative elaboration: by weaving and by
stitching.
The same idea is in action when ladies in Gujarat use the checks
in a silk textile as a guideline for producing their ornamentation.
And we have seen this idea at work for producing napkins in
North Africa. The only change lies in the use of the item, and
the fiber used for it, cotton, silk, wool.

Figure 6: Outlines of a veil from Barmer district,
Rajasthan, India : the cloth is not folded before tying

Figure 5: The stitching follows the woven lines, in Labé,
Guinea, 2000 and the tying is insert in woven checks in
Gujarat, India, 1994

Figure 7: Outlines of a veil folded in four before tying, and
veil on a woman from the Shekawati area, Rajasthan,
India, 1970

3.3 The decorative process follows a form in a given composition, sketched
before it

Folding the cloth and getting repetition of the motive is
observed on Mauritanian wrapped gowns. They are made of
two lengths of very thin cotton cloth, long of more than 420
cm, and each length 70 or 80 cm wide. They are folded in two,

Many examples of the decorative process following a given
composition are found in India and Indonesia, and more widely
in places where uncut dress material is used. In these cases, the
design is drawn through tied or stitched resists following a
predefined plan or intention.
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then in three, or in two then again in two, and the tying or the
stitching is performed on all the layers produced together. When
the cloth is wrapped on the body, the design is not very clear,
and it seems that the colour combination is more important. We
could say, then, it is a kind of transitional category with the last
pieces we’ll see, those where the lines of the pattern disappear
completely when worn.

Figure 9: Reverse side of a raffia cloth from Central Africa,
showing the sewing between two panels.
3.4 The patterns cover the cloth without taking into account the final use of
it
Very few examples can be given, finally: men turbans in
Rajasthan and Gujarat, in India, where the pattern which
follows a given plan disappears when the turban is wrapped.

Figure 8: Sketch of the pattern of a veil from Mauritania
But before talking to these pieces, let us see some very
interesting textiles from Africa. The first group is compound by
pieces of cloth, made by Dida and Godie women from Ivory
Coast. These pieces are made of raffia, plaited in a tubular form.
Then, they are covered with tie-dyed patterns in shades of
brown, ochre, brick red, blackish, obtained from natural dyes.
The plaiting gives its elasticity to the cloth and the tie-dying its
embossed design.
The second group gathers long pieces of cloth from Central
Africa, used as ceremonial skirts. They are made of several
panels of raffia textile, sewn together. We have seen earlier that
raffia cannot produce wide and long pieces, as raffia cannot be
twisted in a continuous thread. Most of the time, each panel is
tie-dyed separately, and offers light irregular rings on a dark
ground, dyed with natural pigments. The last step is to stitch a
narrow border all along the piece, on both sides. It seems,
however, that some of these long pieces are made of panels
sewn, then tie-dyed.

Figure 10: A villager from Central Rajasthan, 1986

4. Shibori for cut-and-sewn clothes
The patterns are settled to the cloth according to the aimed
shape and the pattern of the dress.
The best examples, I believe, are the silk-made kimonos
designed by the great master, Kubota Itchiku, where a full
landscape is born from many manipulations calculated
according to the place each portion will have in the finished
dress. In Japan, more widely, tie-dyed patterns follow this same
scheme, mainly when they are more or less naturalist. Of course,
the template of kimonos, very simple, helps in the definition of
the place to tie and dye according to the idea of the decoration.
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When they don’t, the decoration consists in small spots or
motives regularly displayed for kimonos or obi-age.

5. Conclusion
It could be thought we’ll get important differences in the idea
involved in tie-dyeing according to the use of the cloth. We have
seen that for common use or ritual one, the pattern is integrated
in the shape of the cloth. We have also seen that, with or without
guidelines, the pattern is displayed regularly and according to a
pre-existing project, for clothing use.

It is also the case for the wedding gowns worn by Muslim girls
in the Khatri community of Gujarat, in India. They are made in
silk textile, one central panel sewn to two side ones, with two
narrow sleeves taken in the same width of cloth. Tie-and-dyed
patterns is displayed on the gown, sometimes after the final
sawing, sometimes before but with the knowledge of the
position of them in the final work. Golden embroidery, laces
and ribbons are added on the collar, on the sewing, and the
bottom.

Finally, differences are there, but not in the relation between
decoration and use, mainly in the technical process used and the
cultural background which prevails in the selection of motives.
They may be geometrical or, hardly ever naturalistic. In most of
the cases, the idea of the motive to be realized is integrated in
the choice of the technique. Tying or stitching produce different
lines or motives. The result is also quite different either a sketch
is marked on the cloth before processing to the resist or not.

Tunics of Cham ladies, from Cambodia, provide another
example, dated end of 19th or beginning of 20th century. Made
of silk, they are covered with a very regular decoration, making
up a latticework made of diagonal spotted lines, inserting small
motives. They are cut and sewn before the cloth is decorated,
by tying and stitching before dying.

Rules of symmetry or rhythm of repetitions are looked for.
Different compositions take place according to the way the
cloth is concerned: folded or not folded by resist elaboration.
Even if the colour combination is more important than the
design produced, the composition and the pattern follow the
size and the shape to be given whatever would be the
finalization: use for dress or not, cut-and-sewn dresses, wrapped
gowns, turbans and other pieces of cloth.

Cut and sewn before the tying was also observed in gowns from
North of Syria where a local silk was woven for these gowns, as
well as scarves. Here the design was using lines drawing
geometrical figures in the central part, and on winged sleeves.
Scarves were also decorated in the same way.
Others dresses follow the principle of patterns inserted on a
panel, more or less narrow. It is the case of trapezoidal panels
used in Zoroastrian women gowns, or gowns from Ladakh
where trapezoidal tie-dyed panels alternate plain ones for their
wide skirts, or rectangular on their sleeves. The same kind of
stripes are used for shoes. In Ladakh, in Tibetan regions of
Nepal, twill woolen belts were also tie-dyed, with ranges of tiedyed spots or rings separated by lines of cotton threads.
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Abstract
Las prendas de recato musulmanas españolas se adaptaron como prendas de recato cristianas en la Nueva España para las indígenas
evangelizadas y las mujeres de las castas.
Durante la Edad Media, en la Península Ibérica, tanto cristianas como musulmanas necesitaban cubrir su cabeza con prendas de
recato por razones religiosas. Cuando se evangelizó a las indígenas mesoamericanas durante el siglo XVI, fue preciso modificar su
indumentaria para que cumpliera con los preceptos de la moral cristiana. Así, se adaptó el alhareme moro para cubrir sus cabezas.
Más tarde, la necesidad de distinguir a las mestizas, mulatas y negras ya evangelizadas de las indígenas recién convertidas, hizo
imprescindible imponerles un atuendo y unas prendas de recato específicas. Esta vez, se recurrió al atavío campesino femenino
español y a dos prendas de recato moras, el tapapiés y el almaizal, este último se convirtió más tarde en el rebozo. Por su parte las
mujeres españolas y criollas conservaron el uso de las viejas prendas de recato españolas, cofias, tocas y velo, pero con el tiempo
incluyeron el rebozo para estar en casa. Las prendas de recato fueron indispensables para cumplir con la moral cristiana, pero también
sirvieron como distintivos sociales a todo lo largo de la Nueva España.
The islamic modesty clothes of Spain were adapted in the New Spain as christian modesty clothes for the indigenous and the castas
women. This modesty clothes were used also as social distinctive in the New Spain.
De moras a novohispanas. Tres prendas de recato islámicas para las nuevas cristianas

1. Introducción

femenina y continuaron vigentes a lo largo del siglo XVII y
durante la primera mitad del siglo XVIII, e incluso después,
con ciertas modificaciones, aún en nuestros días. Pero ¿Por
qué eran necesarias estas prendas? y ¿Cuándo empezaron a
usarse en Nueva España?

La bulliciosa plaza mayor de la ciudad de México, durante el
traslado del virrey para su visita anual a la catedral, después de
la llegada del correo real, fue motivo de inspiración para un
pintor anónimo de la primera mitad del siglo XVIII, quien
realizó una visita panorámica de la explanada; la obra, hoy
custodiada por el Museo Nacional de Historia, da cuenta de
personas de todos los estamentos sociales de la Nueva España,
ocupados principalmente en comprar y vender, mientras
algunos más hacen valla para ver al representante del rey en su
trayecto hacia el templo.

2. Las prendas de recato en las culturas antiguas del
Mediterráneo y la España Medieval
2.1 Las prendas de recato en las culturas antiguas del Mediterraneo
Las prendas de recato tienen una larga historia en las culturas
mediterráneas. La costumbre de cubrir la cabeza como
símbolo de sujeción y recato femeninos ejercida en el
cristianismo viene desde la Antigüedad y se practicó por
muchas culturas mediterráneas, entre ellas Grecia, Etruria,
Roma e Israel, que consideraban a la mujer inferior al hombre
en todos los aspectos y por lo tanto ésta debía estar sujeta a él
(1). Para el cristianismo es de especial importancia la
influencia de la cultura y la religión hebrea y por lo tanto su
concepción de la inferioridad espiritual femenina.

Entre la multitud hay también mujeres que se distinguen, unas
de otras, por su indumentaria y sus prendas de recato, es decir,
ropas que cubren sus cabezas, o por lo menos sus hombros,
no para abrigarlas sino para mostrar su modestía; las indígenas
de huipil y cueitl, o enredo, rectos o acampanados, según su
posición económica, con tocas blancas o listadas dobladas
sobre la cabeza, y cayendo por la espalda. Españolas y criollas
aparecen con vestidos de anchas faldas y cubiertas con
mantillas negras. Las mujeres de las castas, mestizas, mulatas y
negras, con rebozos listados sobre la cabeza o los hombros y,
en algunos casos, sobre éste una saya, o tapapiés, que cubre la
cabeza y los hombros y que deja ver parte de la prenda
inferior.

En el Antiguo Testamento se mencionan distintos usos del
velo por las mujeres hebreas. Rebeca se cubrió con uno para
su encuentro con Isaac, quien más tarde la haría su mujer
(Génesis XXV, 65). Rut hizo lo propio para ir a buscar a Booz
(Rut III, 3). Mientras que en el Cantar de los Cantares se alaba
la belleza de la novia que se presenta ante el altar cubierta por
un velo, que más tarde tendrá que usar siempre como mujer
casada (Cantar de los Cantares IV, 1-3). Es por eso que san

Se advierte en esta obra que las prendas de recato que
aparecieron durante las últimas décadas del siglo XVI y las
primeras del XVII, como distintivos de los diferentes grupos
sociales de la Nueva España, se arraigaron entre la población
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Pablo, un judío converso, insiste en el uso del velo para las
seguidoras de Jesús. Dice san Pablo:

sociedad musulmana de la Península Ibérica, donde las mujeres
cubrían su cabeza y rostro de la vista de hombres extraños.

Os hablo porque en todas las cosas os
acordáis de mí y conserváis las tradiciones
como os las he transmitido. Sin embargo, yo
quiero que sepáis que la cabeza de todo
hombre es Cristo; y la cabeza de la mujer es
el hombre; la cabeza de Cristo es Dios.
Todo hombre que ora o profetiza con la
cabeza cubierta, afrenta su cabeza. Y toda
mujer que ora o profetiza con la cabeza
descubierta, afrenta a su cabeza; es como si
estuviera rapada. Por tanto, si una mujer no
se cubre la cabeza, que se corte el pelo. Y si
es afrentoso para una mujer cortarse el pelo
o raparse, ¡que se cubra!

La obligación del velo fue impuesta por
Mahoma durante la guerra de Medina en el
año quinto de la hegía (627 d. C.) como una
forma de proteger a sus seguidoras, que eran
víctimas de constantes ataques sexuales a
manos de los medinenses, con el pretexto
que el cuerpo femenino era sinónimo de
desnudez para los árabes preislámicos (3).
Así aparece en el Corán:
Di a tus esposas, a tus hijas y a las mujeres de los creyentes que
se cubran con el manto. Es lo mejor para que se las distingan y
no sean molestadas (33, 599).

El hombre no debe cubrirse la cabeza pues
es imagen de Dios; pero la mujer es reflejo
del hombre. En efecto, no procede el
hombre de la mujer, sino la mujer del
hombre. Ni fue creado el hombre por razón
de la mujer, sino la mujer por razón del
hombre. He ahí por qué debe llevar la mujer
sobre la cabeza una señal de sujeción por
razón de los ángeles. Por lo demás, ni la
mujer sin el hombre ni el hombre sin la
mujer, en el Señor. Porque si la mujer
procede del hombre, el hombre a su vez,
nace de la mujer. Y todo proviene de Dios.

Más tarde, la práctica de cubrir a la mujer fue, como se sabe, casi
dogmática. Es decir, se convirtió en un uso obligado para todas
las mujeres musulmanas. Incluso las moriscas, hasta su expulsión
definitiva de la Península, a principios del siglo XVII,
conservaron la tradición de cubrir su cabeza y su rostro; forma
que hoy sigue vigente en todo el mundo islámico. De ésta
manera, también en Al Andalus la desnudez consistía en
prescindir de velo.
Así, las mujeres consideradas virtuosas, tanto cristianas como
musulmanas en tierras ibéricas, evitaban mostrar su cabeza y su
cabellera, e incluso, su rostro en público. Ésta costumbre dio
lugar a la creación de distintas prendas de recato, que al mismo
tiempo sirvieron como distintivos sociales y fueron una
característica típica de la indumentaria española. Las principales
prendas de recato de los siglos XV y XVI fueron: tocas, cofias,
bonetes, rollos y sombreros en el caso de las cristianas, y
alharemes y almaizales para las musulmanas. Vale la pena
detenerse en estas últimas prendas para describirlas.

Juzgad por vosotros mismos ¿Está bien que
la mujer ore a Dios con la cabeza
descubierta? ¿No os enseña la misma
naturaleza que es una afrenta para el hombre
la cabellera, mientras es una gloria para la
mujer la cabellera? En efecto, la cabellera ha
sido dada a modo de velo.
De todos modos, si alguien quiere discutir,
no es esta nuestra costumbre ni la de las
iglesias de Dios (Primera Epístola de San Pablo
a los Corintios, XI, 2-16).
Esta recomendación de Pablo tuvo en el mundo cristiano una
validez de casi dos mil años(2), así lo que empezó como un
requisito para orar, se convirtió con el tiempo en una práctica
obligatoria para cualquier mujer honesta que saliera de su casa, a
lo largo de todo el mundo cristiano; de tal manera, surgieron
infinidad de prendas para cubrir la cabeza de las mujeres, según
la época y la región, a las que llamaremos prendas de recato para
distinguirlas de las prendas de abrigo, como las capas, que a
diferencia de aquellas servían para proteger del frío y no para
demostrar honestidad, ni para cumplir con un mandato religioso.
2.2 Las prendas de recato en la Península Ibérica
La tradición cristiana de las prendas de recato estuvo presente a
lo largo de toda Europa durante la Edad Media y en particular en
España. Durante esta época, la costumbre de cubrir la cabeza
entre las mujeres cristianas tuvo una vertiente paralela entre la
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Los alharemes se hacían de telas de lino,
blancas o amarillas, mientras que los almaizares,
másvistosos, se hacían de seda de diversos
colores, tejidas según una técnica particular. Unos
y otros se decoraban con labores típicamente
moriscas como “vivos”, “orillas” y “rapacejos”.
Los vivos y rapacejos se colocaban en los
extremos. Las orillas no sólo decoraban los
bordes, como su nombre haría pensar, sino que se
colocan también por medio (4).
Durante los siglos XV y XVI as mujeres musulmanas en Al
Andalus también usaban una prenda conocida como almafaba
que las cubría casi por completo, como lo ilustró el viajero
Christoph Weiaitz en 1529. En una de su ilustraciones aparece
una familia mora de camino a algún lugar. El padre va andando y
lleva a una mula con una correa, mientras el niño va dentro de
un serón a un costado del animal y la madre va sobre su lomo.
La mujer va cubierta, a excepción de su rostro, por una prenda
que parece una falda por cuya cintura asoma su rostro. La
variedad de éstas prendas deja ver lo arraigado de su uso y la
diversidad de sus materiales así como de lo generalizado que
estaban entre mujeres de distintos estamentos.
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Las mujeres cristianas también usaron el alhareme cuando iban
de viaje, es decir, “para el camino”, para cubrirse el rostro y
resguardarse del sol. En tales ocasiones lo llevaban con los dos
extremos colgando, o puesto de modo que una parte de él
quedaba cruzada sobre el cuello. Con esta parte o con un
extremo, era posible taparse el rostro (5).
De la misma manera, las mujeres cristianas usaban los almaizales
como velos; la misma reina Isabel la Católica tenía al menos
cuatro de ellos al momento de su muerte en 1504, que en sus
documentos testamentarios se describen de la así:
Un almaizal de seda de colores, de los de
Almería, que tiene que tiene a los cabos
unos vivos de unas cintas de hilo de oro e
seda de colores e unos rapacejos de dicho
oro e seda, que tiene una orilla larga
deshilada, e parece que fue partida de otro,
que tiene de largo cinco varas e once
dozavos e de ancho cuatro dozavos y
medio.

La evangelización de las indígenas tanto de las macehuales, en los
atrios de las iglesias conventuales, como de las pipiltzin, en las
escuelas de Texcoco primero, y las de México, Huejotzingo y
Tlaxcala después, implicó, además de la conversión religiosa, la
adopción de una forma de vida derivada de los valores cristianos,
entre ellos un pudor y una sumisión al dictado paulino en la que
las prendas de recato complementarían el atuendo femenino de
las indígenas del altiplano, para después difundirse por todo el
virreinato.
En el caso de las mujeres del centro de México la indumentaria
consistía en el huipil y el cueitl, o enredo, que cubrían
suficientemente sus “vergüenzas”; además usaban el mámatl para
cargar niños o cualquier otra cosa sobre la espalda, como lo
vemos en las láminas 57, 58, 59 y 60 del Códice Mendocino (ca.
1549) (7). Sin embargo, para los misioneros este recato no era
suficiente, había un elemento que les repugnaba: la exposición
del cabello, que las indias arreglaban con gran esmero, que como
hemos visto no era propio de mujeres virtuosas en la Península
Ibérica. En algunas láminas del mismo códice se aprecia como
acostumbraban arreglarse el cabello: suelto, corto y con flequillo
para las niñas y doncellas, y peinado con dos cuernezuelos las
mujeres mayores. Fray Bernardino de Sahagún (1499/1500-1590)
en su Historia General de las Cosas de la Nueva España (15611579) describe la forma de arreglar los cabellos de la siguiente
manera:

Otro almaizal de sede de colores de
Almería que tiene en los cabos unos vivos
de oro e seda de colores rapacejos de oro
e seda colorada, que tiene de largo seis
varas.
Otro almaizal de seda morado de labores
con las orillas a una parte verde y a otra
moradas y a la otra amarillas e azules y por
medio otra leonada, que tiene de largo dos
varas e sesma (6).
La costumbre, tanto de cristianas como de musulmanas,
consistente en usar prendas de recato, que también sirvieron
como distintivos sociales, fue una característica de la
indumentaria española que se trasladó al Nuevo Mundo a través
de la evangelización y de la migración de mujeres españolas.
Estos usos se adaptaron a una nueva sociedad plurirracial y
pluricultural.

3. La primera sociedad novohispana,
indumentarias y nuevas prendas de recato

3.1 La evangelización de las indígenas y la imposición del alhareme en
forma de toca como prenda de recato

nuevas

Como resultado de la conquista española, la estructura social del
antiguo imperio mexica, y de sus dominios periféricos, se
modificó radicalmente. Los conquistadores introdujeron e
impusieron su cultura y sus escalas simbólicas de diferencia
social. Durante los primeros años posteriores a la caída de
México-Tenochtitlán, la sociedad novohispana se caracterizó por
la evangelización de los indígenas; la creación de las dos
repúblicas: la de indios y la de españoles; el mestizaje entre
hombres españoles y mujeres indígenas; así como la migración
de esclavos negros. Este proceso de convivencia pluriétnica dio
como resultado el sistema de castas novohispano y sus diferentes
grupos caracterizados, entre otras cosas, por su indumentaria, y
en el caso de las mujeres, incluso por sus prendas de recato. De
tal manera, para cada estamento social se creó o se conservó una
prenda de recato especial, que distinguía a sus mujeres de las de
otros grupos.
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Usan traer los cabellos largos hasta la
cintura, y otras traían los cabellos hasta las
espaldas; y otras traían los cabellos de una
parte y otra de las sienes y orejas, toda la
cabeza trasquilada; y otras traían los
cabellos torcidos con hilo prieto de
algodón, y los tocaban a la cabeza y así lo
usan hasta ahora, haciendo de ellos unos
cornesuelos sobre la frente; y otras tienen
más largos los cabellos, y cortan
igualmente el cabo de los cabellos por
hermosearse y en torciéndolos y atándolos
parecen ser todos iguales y otras [se]
trasquilan la cabeza.
Usan también las mujeres teñir los cabellos
con todo prieto, o con una yerba verde
que se llama xiuhquilit, por hacer
relucientes los cabellos, a manera de color
morado (8).
Esa manera de arreglar el cabello descartaba la posibilidad de
cubrirlo, ya que se ocultaría un complicado corte, un elaborado
peinado, o un reluciente teñido. Francisco Xavier Clavijero
(1731-187) en su libro Historia Antigua de México, publicado
por primera vez entre 1780 y 1781, al referirse al ornato corporal
de los hombres y las mujeres mexicas contemporáneos a la
Conquista señala que:
Todos los mexicanos traían el cabello largo y
tenían por grave ignominia el que se lo
cortasen, sino era a las vírgenes que se
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las que usaban las mujeres españolas, especialmente las
espumillas, aunque es más probable que su forma fuera la misma
del alhareme, prenda rectangular, que es su antecedente y que no
necesita cortes, ya que podría salir directamente del telar de
cintura, hechas con tejidos de gasa, como lo describe fray
Bernardino de Sahagún.

dedicaban al servicio del templo. Las
mujeres lo traían suelto sobre las espaldas y
los hombres atados en diferentes maneras;
pero ni unos ni otros acostumbraban
cubrirse la cabeza, sino en algunos lugares
distantes de la capital, que en las mujeres
llevaban un pañuelo de color leonado (9).
Sin embargo, a partir de la evangelización, una mujer indígena,
que se considerara honesta no podía exponer y mucho menos
hacer público alarde de su cabellera, como tanto había gustado
en estas tierras. Es así, que los misioneros además de alargar las
proporciones del huipil y del cueitl de las indígenas convertidas,
les impusieron una toca o velo blanco, de manera que
cumplieran cabalmente con lo que el apóstol Pablo pedía. Estas
modificaciones y el uso de la toca se generalizaron tan rápido
que, en 1585, cuando Antonio de Ciudad Real visitó la capital del
virreinato encontró ya modificado el vestido de las mexicas al
que describió así:
El vestido de las indias es una toca larga,
blanca con la que cubren la cabeza, la cual
les sirve de manto, unas traen más larga
que otras, pero en México a ninguna llega
hasta el suelo; por camisa jubón y
gorguera traen unos que llaman huipiles
hechos de algodón, labrado curiosamente
como las mantas de indios y con más
curiosidad, con sus orlas muy galanas; son
a manera de capuces sin mangas ni cuellos,
más y menos largos y por lo menos llegan
a la rodilla. En lugar de saya traen unas
que llaman nahuas, que son como
faldellines, hechas también de algodón,
más y menos curiosas, las cuales llegan de
ordinario hasta el pie; todas las indias si no
son cual y cual, andan descalzas de pie y
pierna y no traen más vestido referido
(10).

Para finales del siglo XVI, el vestido de muchas indígenas, que
no cumplían con los requerimientos de la moral cristiana, se
modificó para observar esas demandas al adoptar el atuendo
mexica y la toca, difundidos por la Iglesia (12). Así sucedió en
Michoacán, Yucatán y Tehuantepec (13).
3.2 Mestizas, negras y mulatas: el nacimiento de las castas, la adaptación de
la indumentaria campesina española y de las prendas de recato moriscas
La escasez de mujeres blancas durante los primeros años
posteriores a la conquista, aunado al dominio que ejercieron los
varones españoles sobre la población nativa, provocó una gran
cantidad de relaciones ilícitas entre estos y las indígenas
dominadas, ya fuera por rapto, violación o consentimiento. Así
los mestizos, productos de estas uniones fueron casi siempre
ilegítimos.
La propagación de enfermedades de origen europeo, como la
viruela y la influenza, junto al régimen de trabajos forzados
causaron la muerte de buena parte de la población indígena, lo
que significó la pérdida de una importante fuerza de trabajo,
sustituida por esclavos negros de África Occidental, en su
mayoría varones, que se unieron sexualmente, casi siempre de
forma violenta, con mujeres indígenas; mientras las mujeres
negras lo hicieron con sus amos blancos. Los frutos de estas
relaciones, como los mestizos, fueron casi siempre hijos
ilegítimos, y aunque en algunos casos gozaron del
reconocimiento posterior de sus padres, eran parte de una
población anónima, desprotegida y sin personalidad jurídica.

Como vemos, en ese momento todas traen toca. Ya Sahagún al
redactar la Historia General de las Cosas de la Nueva España,
entre 1561 y 1579, había notado cómo las tejedoras indígenas
sabían hacer “mantas de tela rala para las tocas” (11).
Como se ha visto, las prendas de recato no tienen antecedentes
indígenas, ya que en la Época Prehispánica era un orgullo
mostrar la cabellera, tanto para los hombres como para las
mujeres, y el mamal se usaba exclusivamente para llevar las
cargas en la espalda. La imposición de las prendas de recato
como complemento de la indumentaria mexica, difundida por
los misioneros está relacionada con la evangelización y tiene que
ver con el pudor a la española y con el cumplimiento de la
Epístola de Pablo, que ya se ha mencionado con anterioridad.
A partir de la Evangelización las mujeres indígenas adoptaron
tocas y mantos largos, casi siempre blancos, de tejidos abiertos y
transparentes o tupidos, hechos por ellas mismas; equivalentes a
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Por otro lado, durante el último cuarto del siglo XVI, mestizas,
negras, mulatas y demás mujeres de las castas adoptaron el traje
de las indígenas, las causas pudieron ser, entre otras, que esa
indumentaria era barata y fácil de confeccionar; además de que
algunas de esas mujeres eran hijas de madres indígenas, de
quienes pudieron aprender a tejerla. Esta costumbre causó
descontento entre las autoridades, por lo que el gobierno de la
Ciudad de México publicó en 1582 una Ordenanza para
reglamentar la ropa femenina:
mando [que en] adelante ninguna mestiza,
mulata ni negra ande vestida en hábito de
india, sino [en] hábito de española, so
pena de que cualquiera de dichas personas
que hallaren vestidas en el dicho hábito de
indias sea presa, y llevada a la cárcel y le
sean dados cien azotes precisamente y en
forma por las calles de esta ciudad y pague
cuatro reales(14).
Sin embargo, a las casadas con indios si se les permitía usar la
ropa de sus maridos:
con esto no se entienda con mestizas,
mulatas y negras que fueran casadas con
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indios, porque a estas se les permite que
anden en hábito de indias, que es el de sus
maridos, sin que por eso incurran en pena
alguna, ni sean presas, ni se les haga molestia
(15).

es otra cosa que la prenda con la que se cubrían las mujeres
moras ilustrada por Christoph Weiaitz en 1529.

Toda norma u ordenanza es el deseo de las autoridades de
controlar, e incluso de evitar, lo que se hace en exceso, por ello la
cita anterior es importante para entender el proceso de adopción
de la ropa española entre las mujeres de las castas, ya que a
partir de entonces, se generalizó entre ellas la ropa campesina
española: camisa, falda (saya) con sus naguas y las prendas de
recato, para cubrir la cabeza. Estas últimas estaban ya en uso
entre las mujeres de todas las castas en la ciudad de México,
como hace notar Antonio de Ciudad Real en 1586 para el caso
de las indígenas. Y como lo muestra la Ordenanza del 30 de
mayo ese mismo año, que pide que la gente no vaya por la calle
con el rostro cubierto.
Que ninguna persona se reboce, sino
que anduviese con el rostro descubierto
de manera que se pudiese conocer, so
ciertas penas y aunque parece haber sido
apregonado, soy informado que no se
guarda, ni las justicias acuden al
cumplimiento y ejecución de ello e
porqué conviene se guarde y se imprima
en esta tierra siendo nueva tan mala
costumbre mando y ordeno, que de hoy
en adelante ningún hombre ni mujer de
ningún género ni cualidad sea osado de
se rebozar, ni se reboce con ninguna
cosa, sino que anden con los rostros
descubiertos, de manera que se
conozcan y sepan quienes son, so pena
de quien hiciere lo contrario si fuere
mujer española pierda la saya y manto
que llevare vestido y siendo hombre
español incurra en pena de veinte pesos
de oro común y que esté diez días preso
en la cárcel pública; e si fueren mestizos
o mestizas, mulatos o mulatas, negros o
negras pierdan el vestido que llevaren y
sean presos y puestos en la cárcel
pública por término de veinte días, las
cuales dichas personas de vestido y
dinero sea la mitad para la cámara e
fisco de su majestad y la otra mitad para
el denunciador y juez que lo ejecutare
(16).

Pero para el caso de las mestizas, negras y mulatas no se
especifica lo que usaban y sólo se menciona que “pierdan el
vestido que llevasen”. ¿Cuál pudo ser ese vestido? Se debe aclarar
que lo que se perdía era la prenda con la que se cubrían el rostro
de tal manera que las opciones pueden ser dos: la primera sería la
saya y la segunda, alguna prenda de tipo islámico como las que se
usada en la Península Ibérica; ya que, para estas mujeres, la toca
indígena estaba prohibida y el acceso a las cofias y tocas, que
usaban las mujeres españolas, les estaba vedado por sus
complicados cortes y sus caros materiales. De tal manera, las
prendas moriscas quedaban como la opción para estas mujeres,
así lo sugieren las descripciones de los cronistas, como la de
Thomás Gage que analizaremos más adelante.
Recordemos que entre las musulmanas de la Península, además
del alhareme y la almafaba se usaba el almaizal, prenda de seda
de diversos colores, que se adornaba con “vivos”, “orillas” y
“rapacejos”. El alhareme y el almaizal prendas por su forma
rectangular podían usarse tal como salían del telar, sin la
necesidad de una confección, contrario al caso de las cofias y las
tocas españolas, que también se usaban de otra manera.
De tal forma, las mujeres de las castas usaran el almaizar
morisco o una adaptación de él. Lo que no sería extraño, ya que
estas prendas representaban la en España la otredad, es decir, a
las mujeres musulmanas, lo mismo que mestizas, negras y
mulatas en Nueva España.
Los almaizales aparecen con frecuencia en la pintura sobre los
hombros y cabezas de personajes femeninos en escenas bíblicas
o vidas de santos tanto en España como en Nueva España
durante el siglo XVI y principios del XVII. En el caso de la
Nueva España se pueden citar dos tablas de Baltasar de Echave
Orio El martirio de san Aproniano realizado en 1612 (Fig. 6) y
La Porciúncula pintado entre 1609 y 1610, hoy custodiados en el
Museo Nacional de Arte. En ambos casos aparecen almaizares,
aunque muy simplificados, el primero sobre los hombros y la
cabeza de una anciana que mira al espectador desde el ángulo
inferior izquierdo y el segundo sobre los hombros de la Virgen;
Las dos prendas tienen el fondo claro y listas transversales para
el primero rojas y para el segundo azules. Como se observa, la
forma de esta prenda es igual a la del rebozo, mucho más larga
que ancha, y la forma de portarla y la intención de hacerlo es la
misma, es decir, sobre la cabeza y los hombros, como una
prenda de recato y no como una prenda de abrigo.

Es interesante destacar que, según el texto, la “tan mala
costumbre” de cubrirse por completo el rostro era nueva en
estas tierras, ya que esto posibilitaba, para el caso de las mujeres,
la obligatoriedad y generalización de las prendas de recato
introducidas en la Nueva España durante las décadas anteriores.
Queda claro que las españolas se cubrían con saya y manto para
salir a la calle. Vale la pena detenerse en la saya; ésta es la primera
vez que se menciona en Nueva España dicha prenda usada para
cubrir la cabeza y las parte superior del cuerpo, que como
veremos también adoptaron las mujeres de las castas. La saya, no
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Pero no es sólo en la memoria plástica donde aparecen estas
prendas, Hernán Cortés (1485-1547) y fray Gerónimo de
Mendieta (1525-1604) al buscar un término para describir las
ricas mantas mesoamericanas las nombran almaizales porque
creen que es con lo único que se pueden comparar, para que en
España se entienda lo que son y quede clara la riqueza de sus
tejidos. Cortes en su Primera Carta de Relación, escrita en 1519,
al describir los regalos que recibe de manos de los embajadores
de Moctezuma II y que a su vez le envía a Carlos V relaciona
“Doce almaizales” (17).
Por su parte fray Gerónimo de Mendieta (1525-1604) en su
Historia Eclesiástica Indiana, escrita a finales del siglo XVI,
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cuando trata de encontrar un símil para las mantas prehispánicas
mencionó que:
Para su vestido (mayormente los señores y
ministros del templo para su ministerio)
hacían ropas de algodón, blancas, negras y
pintadas de muy finos y diversos colores,
gruesas y delgadas, como quieran y muchas
como almaizares moriscos (18).

sigue: aquí la ordenanza que está en el libro
de ya su fecha a treinta de junio de 1598
años y ahora Francisco Prieto (23).
Esta prohibición pudo haber tenido pocos efectos entre aquella
población negra femenina con posibilidades económicas o
dependiente de amos blancos ricos, por lo que se promulgaron
sucesivas Ordenanzas para reglamentar el uso de la seda en los
años posteriores, como las de 1604:

La palabra almaizar aparece en dos diccionarios de lenguas
indígenas de Oaxaca. El primero es Arte en lengua zapoteca,
trabajo del dominico de fray Juan de Córdoba (1501/3-1595),
publicado en la ciudad de México en 1578 por la casa de Pedro
Balli. El vocabulario tiene una entrada en castellano para toca de
camino o almaizar. vide almaizar y da su equivalente en
zapoteco: lati natoni tixil quiqueni. El segundo es el Vocabulario
mixteco, que compuso fray Francisco de Alvarado (?-1603). La
obra se publicó en 1593 en la ciudad de México también por la
casa de Pedro Balli. El tratado tiene una entrada para almaizar y
da como su paralelo en zapoteco dzoo yadzi. yondisino / dzo.
El hecho que la palabra almaizar aparezca en las entradas
castellanas de ambos volúmenes no significa que se trate de una
pieza indígena de origen prehispánico. Por un lado, nos indica lo
arraigado que estaban ya las prendas de recato en todos los
estamentos sociales novohispanos durante el último cuarto del
siglo XVI. Al llamarlo Córdova toca de camino, es decir prendas
para viaje,, cabe la posibilidad de que, se refiriera más a las tocas
blancas indígenas que a un rebozo cómo tal. Por el otro lado,
ambos lingüistas son conscientes de la similitud de estos atavíos
y el almaizar y de la función de prenda de recato que tenía a
ambos lados del Atlántico y de su traslado a estas tierras.
Los ejemplos anteriores demuestran que el almaizal era conocido
por los españoles que llegaron a estas tierras en aquellos años
entre los que había conquistadores, religiosos y artistas. Esto
hace pensar que fue la prenda impuesta a las mujeres de las
castas, quienes necesitaban de una prenda de recato diferente a la
de las indígenas y a la de las españolas, como hemos visto. Por
otro lado, desde el punto de vista formal el almaizal tenía sus
puntas o rapacejo y una ornamentación de listas transversales,
que el gusto o la tecnología textil locales transformaron en líneas
longitudinales, lo que convirtió a la prenda en el rebozo.
Las prendas originales eran de seda (19), lo que las autoridades
civiles no consideraban apropiado para las mujeres de las castas.
En algunas Ordenanzas posteriores, equivalentes a las leyes
suntuarias españolas de finales del siglo XV, se asienta que
mestizas, negras y mulatas usaban “mantos de seda” (1598) (20)
y “mantos de lustre (21) de seda con puntas” (1604) (22). Por
otro lado, esto nos indica el uso generalizado de las prendas de
recato entre las mujeres de las castas y la pretensión de limitar el
uso de materiales preciosos entre ellas. La primera ley que
prohibía el uso de seda por los mulatos y negros se promulgó el
30 de junio de 1598, según se menciona en la Ordenanza de
1632:
Por cuanto gobierna esta Nueva España el
Visorrey conde de Monterrey hizo
ordenanza en razón de que los negros ni
negras mulatos y mulatas no anduviesen
vestidos de seda y las mujeres tuviesen joyas
mantos ni otras joyas, que su tenor es como
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que por cuanto habiéndose acordado
licencia a algunas mulatas y negras libres
para traer mantos de lana y otros
confiando las que para ello continúan
del dicho Conde de Monterrey su
antecesor ha sido informado que algunas
de las dichas mulatas y negras
contraviniendo a la dicha ordenanza, en
esta razón hecha y su color de dichas
licencias las han extendido a traer y que
traen mantos de lustre y seda y con
puntas y que demás de eso, estándose
también prohibido que no pueden traer
ni vestir otros vestidos de seda ni con
guarniciones de oro ni plata lo hacen en
exceso y generalidad y proveyendo de
esto de medio mandaba y mandó su
excelencia que las dichas mulatas y
negras no excedan en el traer de los
dichos mantos y demás vestidos y trajes
de licencias que les están dadas y
ordenadas […] En el puerto de
Acapulco también se reafirma dicha
ordenanza de que las mulatas y negras
no utilicen mantos de lustre ni de seda
con puntas, sino solamente de lana, ni
tampoco vestidos con ornamentos, ya
que tal parece, que dichas mulatas y
negras quieren aventajarse de las
españolas (24).
Como se observa, la descripción de mantos de seda con puntas
también coincide con los almaizales y los rebozos. Ya sea por
estas prohibiciones, o por cuestiones económicas, además de la
seda, empezó a usarse el algodón para tejer estas prendas. En
1625 el fraile dominico Thomas Gage (1602-1656) visitó la
Nueva España y en su libro Nuevo reconocimiento a las Indias
Occidentales (25), publicado en 1640, basado en sus
observaciones de viaje, describió con asombro el atuendo de las
mulatas y las negras, quienes ya usaban prendas de recato tejidas
con algodón e incluso, según parece también con lino:
[las negras y las mulatas]… llevan de
ordinario una saya de seda o de indianilla
finísima recamada de randas de oro y
plata, con un moño de cinta de color
subido con sus flecos de oro y con caídas
que les bajan por detrás y por el delante
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hasta el revete de la basquiña … Cúbrense
los pechos desnudos, negros, morenos
con una pañoleta muy fina que se prenden
en lo alto del cuello a guisa de rebocillo, y
cuando salen de casa añaden a su avío una
mantilla de lino o de cambray, orlada con
una randa muy ancha o de encajes; algunas
la llevan en los hombros, otras en la
cabeza; pero todas cuidan de no les pase la
cintura y les impida lucir el talle y la cadera
[…] Hay varias majas que se echan la
mantilla al hombro, pasándose una punta
por el brazo derecho y tirándose la otra al
hombro izquierdo, para tener libres las
mangas y andar con mayor garbo; pero se
encontrarán otras en la calle que, en lugar
de mantilla se sirven de una rica saya de
seda, de la cual se echan parte al hombro
izquierdo, y parte sostienen con la mano
derecha, teniendo más trazas de jayanes
escandalosos que de muchachas honradas
(26).

Estas prendas de recato se usaron a todo lo largo de la Nueva
España durante el periodo virreinal, como se ve en la pintura de
la plaza de la ciudad de México, que plasma el recorrido del
virrey rumbo a la catedral de principios del siglo XVIII. Su uso
se prolongó a través de los siglos XIX y XX, e incluso, ha
llegado a nuestros días.
Vale la pena destacar que el rebozo se convirtió, con el tiempo,
en la prenda jaspeada más importante producida en tierras
mexicanas desde por lo menos el siglo XVIII.
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De las prendas que menciona Gage hay que destacar las sayas, las
mascadas y las mantillas. En el caso de la saya, ésta es la segunda
vez que se menciona su uso para cubrir la parte superior del
cuerpo; de la pañoleta, menciona que la usan para cubrirse el
busto dentro de sus casas.
Por último, respecto a la mantilla es posible que se trate de
prendas de tela tupida con adornos de encaje o algún tipo de
tejido ornamental como encaje, macramé o pleita, ya sean
agregados o tejidos con las urdimbres sobrantes y no las prendas
de encaje que surgirían más tarde (27). Además, se debe señalar
que su descripción y la forma de llevarla corresponde con la del
almaizal y el rebozo, prendas de forma rectangular alargada, que
se colocan, en palabras del propio Gage: “pasándose una punta
por el brazo derecho y tirándose la otra al hombro izquierdo,
para tener libres las mangas y andar con mayor garbo” (28). Por
lo anterior, se puede afirmar que para el primer tercio del siglo
XVII, el rebozo, ya fuera de seda o de algodón, al menos en su
forma inicial, era de uso común entre las mujeres de las castas, y
a manera de las prendas de recato de España. Todas, incluido el
rebozo, se usaron para seducir, además de sujetarse a
reglamentos concretos para limitar su ostentación.

4. Conclusión
Para los últimos años del siglo XVI y los primeros del siglo
XVII, las mujeres de cada grupo social de la Nueva España
tenían un tipo de indumentaria propia, en la que las prendas de
recato eran un elemento importante y distintivo. Así, las
españolas y criollas heredaron las prendas de sus antepasadas:
mantillas, cofias, tocas y mantos; además de darle un nuevo uso a
las alfamas o sayas para cubrirse cabeza y hombros. Las
indígenas recién evangelizadas adaptaron los alharemes, que se
convirtieron en las tocas y los mantos, que describen los
cronistas. Por último, las mujeres de las castas también
adoptaron la saya para velar la parte superior del cuerpo y
transformaron los almaizales moriscos hasta convertirlos en el
rebozo.
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Abstract
“The Patadyong: A Colorful Weaving Tradition of Miag-ao, Iloilo” is a study on patadyong textile, as a traditional craft and industry
of the Ilonggo culture. The patadyong is a tubular woven piece of clothing, one meter long and wide. Design variations are of brightcolored plaids and stripes. Women in Western Visayas, Philippines, particularly Iloilo, commonly wear the patadyong. Aside from its
use for clothing, the patadyong is part of everyday life and culture of the Ilonggo.
Iloilo province has a significant history of textile traditions and the weaving of the patadyong used to be widespread throughout the
province. Miag-ao is known as the weaving center of Iloilo province. Its historical records reveal that loom weaving is one of the
oldest and most common household industries.
The choice of the subject of this study is based on three reasons. First, the weaving of the patadyong and its designs are indigenous art
forms, which have not yet been documented. Second, patadyong weaving is acknowledged as part of Visayan cultural heritage, and
has been handed down from generations. The specific study of the patadyong in the town of Miag-ao, should be rightfully recorded in
a systematic literature for posterity. And finally, using the loom or tiral, patadyong weaving is valuable as a household industry. Many
looms have been considered priceless antiques and heirlooms handed down from grandmothers to mother to daughter in Miagao.
Unfortunately, these looms have not been given recognition as art forms to be studied, documented, and preserved in the context of
patadyong weaving.
The patadyong is more than just an ordinary piece of clothing. It is a unique art form that reflects culture, sentiments and attitudes. It
tells the story of an Ilonggo community, the people of Miag-ao; an object intertwined with life, traditions, and customs from birth to
death.
"El Patadyong, tradicional tejido del pueblo de Miag-ao en Iloilo", es un estudio sobre la materia textil, como artesanía tradicional e
industrial de la cultura Ilongga. Es una pieza de vestir tejida en forma tubular, de un metro de largo y ancho y con variaciones de
diseño en cuadros y rayas de colores brillantes. Las mujeres de la región visten el patadyong como un accesorio de la ropa habitual. El
patadyong así, es parte de la vida cotidiana y cultural Ilongga.
Iloilo tiene una historia significativa en tradiciones textiles y el tejido patadyong solía extenderse a toda la provincia. Miag-ao se
conoce como el centro del tejido de la provincia Ilonga. Registros históricos revelan que el tejido telar es de los más antiguos y
comunes en la industria del hogar.
La elección del tema está basado en tres principios. Primero, el patadyong y sus diseños son formas de arte indígena que aún no han
sido documentadas. Segundo, el tejido del patadyong, transmitido de generación en generación, es reconocido como parte del
patrimonio cultural de Visayas, particularmente en la ciudad de Miag-ao y por derecho; debe registrarse en la literatura sistemática para
la posteridad. Finalmente, el use del telar del patadyong debe ser considerado como inestimable industria del hogar.
Inmensidad de telares y tejidos, invaluable arte prehistórico, aún no han sido reconocidos como formas de arte a ser estudiadas,
documentadas y preservadas en el contexto del estilo usado en el hilar y tejer del patadyong.
El patadyong es más que una forma de vestir. Es una forma de arte única reflejada en la cultura, los sentimientos y actitudes de los
habitantes de Miag-ao. Cuenta la historia de Miag-ao que el arte patadyong es una entidad que se entrelaza con la vida, las tradiciones y
las costumbres del nacimiento a la muerte.

1. Introduction

enough to reach the heels (Cruz 1982: 2). Considered a
woman’s working skirt, it is worn both at home and in the
fields. The patadyong is worn pulled up and wrapped tightly
around their bodies and tucked securely around one side of
their waists.

A favorite article of clothing of the Visayan women, the
patadyong is a multi-purpose and functional cotton skirt with
colorful checkered stripes or plaids. It is one-piece cylindrical
fabric, wide enough to be wrapped around the waist, and long
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It may also be folded to create pleats, and it can be shortened
to mid-calf to allow for unhampered movement. The
patadyong certainly belongs to the rich textile tradition of Asia.

advent of the 19th century did chroniclers note a few data. The
few sources of information, however, continue to confirm the
existence of an established Philippine tradition of textile
weaving.

The textile art of the patadyong is an expression of the culture
and life of the people of Miag-ao. Just like in other Southeast
Asian countries, the art of weaving is an activity done by
mostly the women in the community, although we cannot
deny the fact, that there are a handful of men who know how
to weave the patadyong. These are either husbands or sons
who help their wives or mothers earn a living through weaving
patadyong.

Through the late 19th century and early 20th century, cloth
weaving continued to be a principal household industry in the
Philippines. According to the 1903 census, in spite of the
decline of the textile industry in the 1870s, 18.8 percent of the
Filipino population continued to be spinners and weavers, and
engaged in the manufacture of cloth such as abaca, maguey,
and cotton, to name a few (Montinola 1991:15).

The women weavers who are masters of their craft, go
through a long process of preparing the yarn, spinning and
winding and weaving on the loom to produce one piece of
patadyong. This is a confirmation of the amount of time and
energy devoted by a weaver in creating a functional cloth to
supply the needs of the community. Besides its utilitarian
value, textile weaving, such as the patadyong, has always been
considered a venue for aesthetic expression reflecting the
weaver’s cultural experience.

In recent years, ethnographic studies have contributed diverse
information on plant sources of dyes, fibers, varieties of cloth,
and the areas that produce these textiles. Therefore, despite
the limitations of historical research, varied facts and events
drawn from historical ethnographic sources can be put
together to draw the conclusion, that a tradition of Philippine
textile weaving existed even before the Spanish colonial
period, and the patadyong was one of these.
1.1 An Overview of Textile Arts in the Philippines

Textile making and designing is one of the most dynamic,
exhilarating and expressive forms of art in different parts of
the world. In some regions in Southeast Asia, textiles play a
vital role in sacred ceremonies and state rituals, which reflect
the people’s religious and mystical spirit. The variety of
weaving techniques available allows the weaver to produce
excellent works of art. One would often see intricate textile
designs as proofs of the remarkable skills and talents of the
weavers.

The Philippines, located southeast of China, is an archipelago
composed of over seven thousand islands inhabited by various
cultural groups. The country has had a long history of
weaving textiles for clothing, household and ceremonial
functions. Most of these woven items have practical use in the
community. Even if weaving remains basically the same
throughout the world, Philippine textiles attain their
distinction despite the use of ordinary materials. Diverse
Filipino cultural groups in creating a fascinating array of
textiles, rich in hues and designs, have used all simple fibers
from plants such as reeds, abaca, raffia, ramie, and pineapple,
as well as barks of wood, along with cultivated cotton and
Historical documents have attested that Philippine textile show
an absolute certainty of weaving and production techniques.
This perfection of technique, though executed on simple
materials and with the aid of homemade looms and other
crude weaving implements, is proof of the Filipino weaver’s
excellent skills in the craft.

The purposes of textile have never changed since the
beginning of civilization. The most common function is its
use as an article of clothing for everyday wear or for special
attire. Aside from this, textile is also used as adornment,
accessories or ornaments such as wall hangings in homes and
public offices, backdrops for theater production, turban,
necklaces, bracelets or event sacred amulets, to name a few.
Standards for determining the quality of textile have evolved
through the years. Texture, richness of colour, clarity, intricacy
and precision add value to the textile. The artistic skills of the
weaver are evident in the woven cloth. Studies have alluded
that design motifs found in textile signify important social and
religious messages, understood only by the community that
produces them.

Francisco Ignacio Alcina, a 17th Century Jesuit missionary who
stayed 40 years in the Philippines and 36 of those years were
spent among the Visayans cited that the Visayan women are
weavers.
Archaeological Evidence:
In general, archaeological
discoveries indicate that prior to the emergence of weaving;
cloth was produced pounding certain tree barks. The
existence of stone bark-cloth beaters in Philippine
archaeological sites is proof enough. The anthropologist, Dr.
F. Landa Jocano, mentioned that one of the most developed
technologies during the Developed Iron Age in the Incipient
Period besides metal-working, pottery-making, and glassmaking was weaving. Evidence of this was discovered on the
imprints of cloths as seen on “rust of cakes of iron tools and
weapons” found in the grave (Jocano 1975: 121).

The documentation of the art of patadyong weaving in Miagao hopefully can become a significant contribution to the
preservation of the Ilonggo cultural heritage. After all, Iloilo
was considered the leading “textile center” of the Philippines
in the l9th century and was at the height of its glory in the
l850’s. As such, the industry has contributed more than its
share to the economic development of the province and the
region.
In the succeeding centuries, despite the abundance of written
documents and records by Spanish prelates, officials and
foreign observers, except for Ignacio Alzina’s account of
weaving in the Visayas, nothing much was written on textilemaking, much less on patadyong weaving. Only during the

To reiterate, weaving was already practiced in the Philippines
before the arrival of Europeans as indicated by the presence of
stone and clay spindle whorls, but because cloth is perishable
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item, products “that are not made of stone are little likely to be
recovered from the tropical rot of centuries (Scott 1984:29).
William Henry Scott attests that in an excavation of a grave in
Camote Island off Cebu, jewelry such as different kinds of
bracelets of tortoise shell, bone, brass and copper, as well as
opaque glossy paste in red, orange, yellow, bone orange, yellow
and blue-green were discovered. But textile and bark cloth
worn as clothing by the early Filipinos were not present from
the record (Scott 1984: 30).

accidental discoveries of contemporary farmers in southern
Panay reveal a considerable amount of Ming pottery fragments
indicative of the large volume of trade during this period
(Ibid.).
Apart from other products such as sibukao
(sandalwood), gold dust, dried sea cucumber, edible swallows’
nests, foodstuff and animal skins, hand-woven cotton goods
may have likewise been bartered by Filipinos. By the time the
Spanish conquistadores arrived in the 1560s, Iloilo had already
established a highly developed material civilization, and had
excellent and skilled weavers (Ibid.).

According to archaeologist Wilhelm Solheim, the discovery of
spindle whorls in excavation sites indicates the presence of
textile weaving in a given area. The earliest spindle whorls
known in the Philippines are those found in Cagayan Valley
(Solheim 1981: 56). Other archaeological discoveries of
spindle whorls that could date back to the period 1,000 BC
and 500 AD were made in the Calamian Islands, north of
Palawan.

Weaving was a daily activity of the people in Iloilo. A number
of writers have recorded that the people of Iloilo were very
industrious and were seen continuously at work: the men
planting and fishing, the women spinning and weaving.
As a result of the weaving activities of the townsfolk of Iloilo,
there were plenty of textiles, and the people, particularly the
women, were well dressed (Sonza 1982:14).

1.2 EARLY TEXTILE WEAVING IN ILOILO

2. Methodology

The province of Iloilo is one of the four provinces that can be
found in the island of Panay; the others are Capiz, Aklan, and
Antique. The name Iloilo is coined from the word Ilong-Ilong
(nose-like) and was later changed by the Spaniards to its
present name (Henry Funtecha 1986:1). Iloilo was originally
known as “Punta” (point). It was a strip of swamp jungle along
the banks of the Iloilo (Batiano) River that used to be a fishing
village in Jaro, a town in Iloilo (Ibid).

Since there had been a dearth of information on the patadyong
as a Philippine textile even in historical accounts, this study on
the patadyong relied on the ethnographic method in gathering
data for the research. This method involved immersion,
fieldwork, and interviews of the people of Miagao; including
the patadyong weavers themselves and the generations of
families who have been involved in weaving. This method
allowed familiarity with the historical development of
patadyong weaving in the community and a closer view of the
weaving process. In addition, the ethnographic method
provided opportunities for documenting native terms used in
the process of weaving and for the informants to express their
cultural attitude towards the development of the patadyong.
Households in the different barrios of Miag-ao were visited
and weavers were interviewed to elicit, obtain, and document
rare recollections of past weaving activities, as well as current
sentiments regarding weaving. Weaving establishments were
likewise visited. Described in detail in this study are the results
of these observations and interviews pertinent to the subject
gathered during many trips and stay in Miag-ao.

Prior to the Spanish colonial period, Iloilo already had a
developed civilization. The natives were described as “masters
of all kinds of shipbuilding,” constructing different kinds of
boats used for fishing and warfare. Shipbuilding was a
flourishing industry in Iloilo and the Spaniards took advantage
of this opportunity.
The accounts mentioned that the island of Panay “produces a
great quantity of cotton and madriñaque” (Ibid: 67). They
wore textiles they wove from cotton and madriñaque, which
they grew, and silk, which they imported from China and other
places (Ibid: 117). They embroidered and carried sculptures
symbolic of their ancestors’ spirits. Already experts in silver
and copper-smithing, the natives of Iloilo worked on metals as
artistic jewelry and as ornaments for their weapons and tools.
Evident in Iloilo’s pre-Hispanic civilization were their own
alphabet, language, music, dance, folk songs, legends, and
stories.

3. Results
The municipality of Miagao is located in the southern part of
Iloilo, forty kilometers from the city of Iloilo. It comprises
five valleys and a total of 119 barangays; and the largest town
in the first district of the province.

In Father Joaquin Martinez de Zuniga’s accounts, he observed
the rich material resources and productive agricultural life of
the people of Iloilo in the 1800s. The people planted rice,
black pepper, cocoa, tobacco, wheat, fruit trees, vegetables,
cotton, and hemp (De Zuñiga 1973:453).

Miag-ao, known as the weaving center of Iloilo is situated
between the sea and mountains. Located on an elevated area
overlooking the sea, Miag-ao faces Guimaras Strait stretching
out into the horizon in the south. Towards the west are the
mountains of Antique and the Napulac Mountains in the
north. Miag-ao is geographically bounded by the towns of
Igbaras in the north, Guimbal in the east, San Joaquin in the
south, and in the far west is Sibalom, Antique. All these
surrounding towns are also known producers of patadyong.

Iloilo possessed a highly developed rural economy which
focused on centuries-long tradition of frame loom weaving,
considered as an indispensable part of the Ilongga woman’s
household work (McCoy 1982:301). Even earlier perhaps than
the 14th century, Chinese merchant fleets passing through the
islands en route to the Sulu Seas and Moluccas, traded on a
regular basis with the inhabitants of the Visayas region (Ibid.).
Archeological diggings in pre-Hispanic grave sites as well as

Its historical records reveal that loom weaving is one of their
oldest and most common household industries. While the
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town engages in other activities such as fishing, copra making,
cattle raising and salt making, loom weaving remains one of
the most important industries.

The more affluent Miag-ao women usually wore the sukla
patadyong during special occasions or when they went to
church. During the pre-war days, the sukla was sewn into a
long, shirred skirt (called binabayi), topped with an
embroidered kimona or elegant blouse and complemented
with a sash or belt around the waist. The kimono was usually
made of piña cloth and could be embellished with elaborate
floral embroidery. To complete the costume, a sablay and a
pañuelo were worn. Affluent women also wore gold earrings,
necklaces and bracelets with this attire on occasion.

The patadyong—a functional garment—is a testament to the
women’s immense energy, creativity and industriousness.
Patadyong weaving is integrated into the fabric of the Miagaoanon woman’s everyday life, which traditionally revolves
around household and agricultural chores. Like many modern
women in Asia, the female weaver has to efficiently juggle
chores such as cooking, laundry, cleaning, and tending to both
their husband and children in between the quiet meditative
processes of weaving. Just as she encounters the colourful
patadyong cloth, the weaver also discovers rich and exciting
challenges in confronting the various demands on her time.

A more commonly used patadyong is the balintawak, usually
found in the market of Miag-ao. The balintawak may have
several combinations such as black, red, green, yellow, and
white; or black, red, orange, green, and white; or black or dark
maroon, red, orange, blue, and white.

The patadyong has several design motifs, patterns and colour
combinations. They can be classified in many ways: by the
kinds of materials used; by the various designs; motifs and
patterns of plaids, stripes, and checkers; colours; and according
to the arrangement and patterns of stripes.

The misteriosa patadyong, is characterized by a pattern
employing maroon, white, and pink colors. The misteriosa is a
variation of fine and thick lines that carry these colors.
The serapina is a patadyong similar to the misteriosa
patadyong. It only differs in its arrangement of colors and the
use of black. Most misteriosa patadyong do not use black. The
colors of the serapina are pink, white, maroon, and yellow or
black; in others, maroon, white, red, and black. The plaids and
stripes are mostly fine lines combined with intersecting and
overlapping spaces one inch wide.

The patadyong uses a plain weave: a simple pattern that can
yield a whole range of plaids, stripes and checkers in various
combinations. Weavers are usually free to create their own
designs, experimenting with various motifs and color
combinations. Sometimes, the textiles are are patterned after
older, more traditional and pre-existing patadyong designs.
Although the designs depend mostly on the availability of
colored threads, weavers intuitively use their creativity and
resourcefulness to create patterns such as checkers, plaids and
stripes by combining different colors.

The dalagang bukid patadyong is a striped design combining
the colors white, green, golden yellow, and red.
Singapore patadyong may have the color combination of
maroon, blue, green, and white; or red, orange, and golden
yellow; or pink, yellow and maroon. The pinutian patadyong
uses a combination of white and red. In contrast, the blanco y
negro patadyong uses the color combination of black and
white stripes.

An unsewn patadyong cloth taken directly from the loom
measures about 48 centimeters by 4 meters. The width of the
patadyong will naturally vary, depending on the size of the reed
of the loom. In Miag-ao, there are two standard sizes of the
patadyong. A special patadyong normally measures 48
centimeters by 4 meters while an ordinary patadyong is slightly
smaller, measuring some 45 centimeters by 4 meters.

Other patadyong designs classified according to the
arrangement and patterns of stripes are nilibat or linibat; tres
garillos or tres sigarillos: cuatro garillos or cuatro sigarillos;
cinco garillos or cinco sigarillos; seis garillos or cinco sigarillos;
rinadyos or rinadyo; binuscay; bilog-bilog; katipunan; binariri;
muri-muri; and pinalang.

The patadyong is formally classified based on the common
and almost accurate descriptions given by the weavers and
entrepreneurs. It is important to note that each of the
patadyong design patterns of plaids and stripes, as well as the
colors, do not carry any special meaning or
symbols among
the weavers, users or entrepreneurs of Miag-ao.

In general, patadyong designs still retain their traditional
striped, checkered, and plaid patterns. Since the looms have
remained the same, not much variations or innovation in the
patterns has occured, although the patterns and stripes, plaids,
and checkers now appear bigger and are not as fine as before.
Their colors have also become more varied, because brighter
and more diverse color threads are now available in the
market.

It is difficult to trace the origin of the names for each design.
Old folks recall that these designs were simply passed on from
generation to generation. Instead, weavers and entrepreneurs
identify the names of the patadyong designs in terms
of the
materials used, color combinations, and arrangements of the
patterns of plaids, stripes and checkers.

The patadyong also serves other practical purposes. It is used
for the decoration, drapery and curtains of Miag-ao Church’s
altar. Men also use this as a turban to cover their heads while
under the sun and as a towel for wiping their sweat when
working in the farm. It can be used as a rug or a bag for
carrying belongings, firewood, vegetables or grocery items.

The sukla or sutla, a traditional patadyong made from silken
thread probably imported from China, is highly valued by
many Miag-ao natives. This kind of patadyong was woven and
worn before World War II. Pre-war sukla is very rare and is
considered an heirloom. Its dominant colors are lavender,
violet or deep purple with other colors in small areas such as
black, yellow, blue, red and green.

It is a convenient accessory for childbirth, used to cradle a
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newborn baby and to warmly swaddle it. It serves as a binder
for the stomach of the mother after giving birth; an infantcarrier or huban for babies, particularly by the ati when they
travel in the mountains or city; and as an aboy-aboy or
hammock for infants. The patadyong can be used as a pasador
or bahag (the native version of the sanitary napkin); as a
garment used by women for swimming or taking a bath by the
water pump and as a blanket. It can be bartered when cash is
not available. During funeral wakes, a red patadyong is usually
tied around the forehead of a family member, in order to repel
evil spirits.

Economically therefore, the weaving of patadyong in
commercial quantity in the 19th century had contributed to the

The patadyong is not just an ordinary piece of clothing. It is a
unique art form that reflects the people’s culture, sentiments,
and attitudes. It tells the story of the Ilonggo community,
particularly that of the people of Miag-ao: an object
intertwined with their life, traditions, and customs from birth
to death.

The weavers spend days and night weaving despite the meager
income because they do not have the capital to buy the yarns;
at the same time, they need whatever income they can get
from weaving due to the pressing needs of the family. The
wages of the patadyong weavers was fifty centavos (P0.50)
during the pre-World War II period to two pesos (P2.00) for
every piece of patadyong or P25.00 for a dozen patadyong in
the early 1990s. They are fortunate if they are paid P30.00 for
every dozens of finished goods. It has improved to this day to
fifty-five pesos (P 55.00) peer meter a week depending on the
number of patadyong.

importance of the textile industry in Iloilo. The industry has
never stopped. Today, Miagao remains a commercial producer
of patadyong. The household and the women of the family
continue to be the basic producers of the patadyong.
Weaving the patadyong seems to be the logical income
generating job for the women who must also attend to the
household, the husband, the children, the preparation of food,
the planting, as well as the feeding of the animals of the
household, their poultry and swine.

4. Conclusion
The Patadyong of Miagao is not only an industry that has
brought about economic, social and cultural changes in the
lives of the Miagaonon community, but that it is likewise an art
form and an aesthetic indigenous creation that deserves to be
documented, preserved, and appreciated as part of the cultural
heritage of the Ilonggos and the nation.

A brighter side to this sad state of affairs is the fact that
weaving the patadyong in the household is an opportunity for
the women to earn something no matter how small while
doing all the household chores. Furthermore, without
conscious effort, the women find an outlet to express
themselves creatively and beautifully through the patadyong
design motifs using linear and geometric patterns and
multicolor schemes. The various patadyong woven by the
weavers are the products of their creative talents, imagination,
and aesthetic taste. Interpretation and execution of designs are
mainly dependent on the weavers’ weaving skills and choice of
color combinations. Since the patadyong design motifs,
patterns and color schemes are indeed creative initiatives and
aesthetic expressions by rural women in the barrios of Miagao,
the patadyong and its designs motifs is considered a type of
indigenous art form of the simple folks.

Patadyong weaving has come a long way as a tradition of the
household in many of the barrios in Miag-ao; a skill that is
passed on from generations from grandmother to mother to
daughter, antedating from the coming of the Spaniards. The
textile art of the patadyong is an expression of the culture and
life of the people of Miag-ao. Just like in other Southeast Asian
countries, the art of weaving is an activity done by women in
the community. There are a handful of men who know how
to weave in Miag-ao. The Ilonggo women dressed fashionably
in their traditional attires. The women wore the patadyong
with the camisas and kimonos of fine textiles (piña, jusi and
sinamay), which they themselves have woven. Many years ago
almost every household in Miag-ao engaged in weaving the
patadyong, mosquito nets, pillowcases, fishnets and even
blankets. But it is the patadyong that made the town famous.
Mosquito nets and blankets are not woven anymore because
there is no demand for these.

While the patadyong weavers used only simple weaves
throughout the weaving process, the resulting design patterns
looked beautiful and colorful. Some patadyong looked elegant
and silky as a result of the juxtaposition of basic colored
threads, which created illusions of transparencies.

We have seen that Patadyong weaving is a tradition of the
household in almost all the barrios in Miagao. Weaving textiles
has been a tradition in Iloilo antedating the coming of the
Spaniards. Historical accounts admitted that the Ilonggo
women dressed fashionably in their traditional attires, and so
did the men. The women wore the patadyong with camisas
and kimonas of fine textiles (piña, jusi and sinamay), which
they themselves had woven. In Miagao, in addition to the
other industries of the town, almost every household was
engaged in weaving the patadyong, mosquito nets, pillowcases,
fishnets and even blankets. But it is patadyong that made the
town famous British Consul Nicholas Loney tried to supplant
the patadyong with British-made checkered gingham in the
1870’s to promote the British textile trade in Iloilo. But is the
patadyong industry that made the women in many households
to earn depending on their capacity to produce.

The examination of the development of the patadyong
industry did not only dwell on the weaving process and the
design motifs but also on how the industry was once selfsufficient, utilizing the natural resources available in the town.
The people know how to produce yarns and dyes. In olden
days, Miag-ao devoted some of its agricultural areas to the
planting of cotton, which are the sources of the yarns for
weaving. They also planted plants that were utilized to produce
the dyes for the required colors of threads for weaving. The
farmers knew how to process the cottons to make yarns and
how to process plants that produced the necessary dyes. They
built their own looms, which were common furnishings in the
households in pasts. The women, both old and young, knew
how to weave because it was a tradition that was handed down
from generation to generation — a fact that explains why
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patadyong weaving survives today. Some households take
pride in their antique looms, and weaving beautiful patadyong
is treated as an art. As an industry, it can become self sufficient
and economically viable if given the necessary capital
incentives and direction.

Philippines, the idea that the patadyong textile which was very
much in demand despite its being labor intensive, could be
replaced by cheaper British-manufactured cotton cloth made
to look like the patadyong textile. This would reap great profits
for the British trade. Consul Loney succeeded in replacing the
native patadyong with cheaper machine-made ginghams in
plaids and checkered designs. Hence, in the late 19th century,

The objectives of the research have been essentially complied.
It has shown that patadyong weaving is not only an industry
but also a craft and art form. The rural women weavers in the
barrios of Miagao created the design motifs and color schemes
on their looms out of their own initiative and aesthetic sense.
There was never any written instruction to follow; each
individual weaver simply wove the patadyong as an expression
of her artistic taste and imagination. When all the finished
patadyong were put together, each one was distinctively
different from the work of another and had its own artistic
character not only in the choice of color schemes an weaving
skills, but also in the design motifs and patterns.

the loom weaving industry and the textile manufactures in
Iloilo declined. The cotton fields were replanted to sugar cane
to produce the sugar exported to Great Britain and the United
States. While weaving remained as an industry, it was the fine
woven textiles made of pineapple, such as piña, jusi and
sinamay, which were exported to Europe. The cotton
patadyong lost its commercial competitiveness. But the fact
that a superior producer encouraged by Consul Loney
competed with the Philippine patadyong was proof of the
commercial value of the Visayan textiles.
The effect was that commercial value and beauty of the
patadyong was localized in Iloilo and other Visayan provinces
where the patadyong remained the common attire of the
women, especially those in the rural areas. The aesthetic value
and beauty of the patadyong were taken for granted, since it
was common attire. Imported fabrics and western style
became the status symbols for the majority of the elite and
moneyed class of women in the city. While local fabrics such
as piña, jusi and sinamay commanded high prices, the
patadyong, despite its attractive colors and unique geometrics
and linear designs, maintained its affordable price. The very
ordinary nature of the patadyong served the needs of the
women working class. But at the same time it encouraged the
artistic creativity and initiatives of its weavers, the ordinary
rural women or the barrios.

From the interviews of the old weavers in Miagao, this work
has documented the patadyong designs according to motifs
and color combinations. The interview with old weavers
identified nineteen (19) variations of design motifs, patterns
and color combinations. These nineteen varieties of patadyong
design motifs include the sutla or Sukla, Balintawak,
Misteriosa, Serapina, Dalagang Bukid, Singapore, Pinutian,
Tres Sigarillos or Gari1los, Cuatro Garillos, Cinco Gari1los,
Seis Gari1los, Rinadyos, Binuscay, Bilog-Bilog, Katipunan,
Binariri, Muri-Muri, and Pinalang. Also noted are certain
combinations of design motifs and color schemes as seen in
the Pinutian.
The uses and functions of the patadyong and its relevance to
the Ilonggo culture were also presented. Basically, the
patadyong is worn as a skirt on ordinary and special occasions,
but its other uses were also identified such as a swaddle for
infants, a binder for a new mother, a huban or infant carrier, a
hammock for a baby or child, an arm support for breastfeeding mothers, a sanitary napkin, a bathing attire, a bathrobe,
a towel, a bandana, a head and body cover against the
scorching sun, a blanket, a mat or a carrier for things, a table
cloth, a chair cover and a bed spread. It can serve as a curtain
or as other forms of hanging decorations and is used in games
during funeral wakes.

The weaving process is also documented. The process begins
with the cultivation of a cotton field until the farmer’s wife is
able to dry the cotton harvest and produce bunang or yarn.
The process of preparing the dyes is also explained as well as
the structure of the loom. The method of dressing the loom
with the multicolored yarn to prepare the warp or vertical
thread and movement of the shuttles for weaving the weft or
horizontal threads are described in detail so that beginning
weavers can imagine the weaving process until the patadyong
is done. The patadyong cloth is 48 centimeters wide and 4
meter’s long. To have a patadyong ready for wearing, the fourmeter cloth is cut equally into two meters each and sewn
together to form a one-meter-wide cloth. Afterwards, the sides
are sewn together to form the tubelike patadyong ready for
wearing. The complete process of dyeing and preparing the
yarn and weaving the patadyong alone, a skillful weaver takes
four days. But for weaving the patadyong alone, a skillful
weaver who works continuously can finish it in four hours.
The women who have other house chores to perform will take
two fays to finish one patadyong.

The rural folks believe in the power of the babaylan and the
herbal healer and often consult these people. The herbolario
or babaylan has allocated to the patadyong, especially the black
and red colors, certain mystical qualities. Thus, they have used
these patadyong as props in their healing rituals. The people
have also harbored certain beliefs and practices regarding the
patadyong. Common among these, is that the red patadyong
attracts bad spirits, whereas the black patadyong wards off evil
spirits. Hence, black is used as protective cover in certain
cases. The patadyong has been absorbed into the cultural
activities of the people from birth to death. In the humdrum
of daily life, in merrymaking, in time of sickness and death,
and even in certain mystical rites, the patadyong plays a part.

This work is also able to document the indigenous terms that
the weavers of Miagao used in weaving the patadyong. The
oral account of the weaving process and other related
information obtained during the interviews were in the
Ilonggo vernacular, which the weavers customarily used. The
researcher has translated the narrative into English but
retained the local terms used. The Visayan terms are listed in

Patadyong weaving as an industry has contributed to Iloilo’s
textile industry, which reached its height in the 1870’s. The
marketability of the Patadyong gave Consul Loney, then
representing British and American business interests in the
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the glossary. The glossary completes the process of
documenting the patadyong weaving process of Miagao, Iloilo.
This research is an effort to give due recognition to an
indigenous art form produced by common folks. By this effort
of documenting its development, the art form is preserved for
posterity.
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While the research is able to document the process of
patadyong weaving in Miagao, Iloilo, as well as the various
traditional design motifs which were till this time, only part of
oral tradition, it is hard to say that patadyong as a craft and as
an aesthetic art form can remain for long in the context of its
original cultural tradition. The research has seen the trend
towards commercialism. The aim of some weavers to produce
more patadyong with less yarn in lesser number of hours can
bring about the deterioration of its artistic quality. The quality
of the workmanship and the texture of the finished product
may be sacrificed. And worst of all, the artistic and creative
aspects of the design motifs and color scheme may not be
developed fully.
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Pattern Language: Indigenous Textile Traditions
Contemporary indigo wrappers and ochre boubous from Guinea - Sharing motifs
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Abstract
There are two distinct traditions of natural dyes on cotton textiles currently practiced in Guinea: the indigo resist-dye tradition from the
Fouta-Djallon which has evolved over the past few decades into a dynamic informal industry and, the ochre and black dye tradition
known as « Forêt Sacrée”, a sort of Bogolan from Guinée Forestière which is practiced on a limited scale.
Upon giving a general overview of the historical and current practices of each of the natural dyes, the article explains how the dyed
textiles are used. It also highlights three traditional and popular motifs which are encountered in both natural dye traditions, namely the
checkerboard, the fish bone and, the cowry shell. These motifs are obtained through ties, hand or machine sewn or batik resists as far
as indigo is concerned and by stenciled printing, stamping or paint brushing in Forêt Sacrée. The article throws light on the underlying
significance of these motifs.
Will these centuries old cloth dyeing traditions, which rely on their environment as the source of most dye products, survive much
longer in Guinea or will they disappear like many other in the world due to the impoverishment of the local environment, the influence
of global fashion and the competition of counterfeit and other imported textiles?
Existen dos tradiciones de teñidos naturales para telas de algodón en Guinea : la tradición del teñido de añil del Fouta-Djallon que ha
seguido evolucionando en las últimas décadas en una industrià informal dinámica, y la tradición del teñido de ocre y negra conocida
sobre el appellido « Forêt Sacrée », un tipo de bogolan, de la región Guinée Forestière quien es praticado a un nivel menos importante.
Después de presentar un perspectiva histórica y contemporeana muy sencilla de los pràcticas ancestrales del teñido con añil y del teñido
con otros vegetales, este artìculo explica como los tejidos son usados. También pone el acento en tres motivos populares de ambos
tradiciones de teñidos : el ejedrezado, la raspa de pescado y los cauris. Estos motivos son realizados con las tecnicas del amarras o shibori
como plangi, tritik o batik para la tinte añil y con las tecnicas del impresión de barro negro con pantalla, estampado o pintado para la
tinte Forêt Sacrée sobre la tela teñida de ocre. El articulo arroja luz sobre la significación subyacente de estos motivos.
Sobrevivirán mucho mas tiempo en Guinea estas traditiciones de teñidos ancestrales quien confian en el medio ambiante para sus
productos de tinte ? O van a desaparecer como muchas otras tintes en el mundo, a causa del empobrecimiento del ambiente local, la
influencia de la moda mundial, la competencia de los textiles falsificados y los textiles importados ?

1. Introduction

Guinea is also known for its “Forêt Sacrée” (Sacred Forest) ochre
dye enhanced with dark motifs.

Made-to-order clothing in West Africa has been a mode of
expressing one’s identity in a region where ready-to-wear is only
affordable to the privileged few or through Western second-hand
clothing markets. Thousands of cloth-dyers, embroiderers and
tailors work to create for their customers their favorite colors,
motifs and compositions on hand woven or industrial textiles
made of cotton.

These two natural dyes traditions share a few motifs though they
are produced differently and may bear different names. Their
decorative styles have inspired cloth dyers using synthetic dyes to
produce multicolored textiles.

The dissemination of synthetic dyes in West Africa during the first
half of the XX century has enabled the development of an
informal industry where the know-how and imagination of clothdyers know no limit as to the mixing of colors and the use of
motifs borrowed from the natural dye traditions.
Synthetic dyes, however, have not succeeded in eliminating
natural dyes and Guinea seems to be the country which has the
greatest number of indigo cloth dyers in the region. The dye is
obtained from the lonchocarpus cyanescens, a local vine. Textiles are
decorated with white or pale blue stripes or a variety of motifs.
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2. Methodology
This article is based partly on field research consisting of both
participatory-observation of cloth resisting and dyeing practices,
partly on interviews of practitioners and customers. Initial
research was conducted with Anne-Chantal Gravellini in Guinea
in 2001 and 2002 with the objective to record cloth-dyeing
practices in the Fouta-Djallon and Guinée Forestière and to
understand who were all the actors involved in this craft, as well
as the uses made of dyed textiles (Gravellini & Ringuedé, 2005) In
order to assess recent changes, additional bibliographical research
and interviews have been done.

3. Results
The two natural cloth dyeing traditions of Guinea do share some
of the historical motifs which are created using various resist and
design techniques. The three motifs presented here are widely
used and account for a significant share of the current FoutaDjallon indigo textile production and to a lesser extent to that of
the Forêt Sacrée. In the Fouta-Djallon these motifs are the
exclusive adornment of women.
The ways in which resists are done and compositions organized,
give a specific style to the wrappers which clearly points to their
Guinean origin. The lingering of these motifs indicates the
attachment of Guinean people to their traditions despite the loss
by most people of the motifs symbolic meaning.
Today, these motifs are part of natural and synthetic hand-dyed
textiles repertoires in various places in West Africa. They are also
a source of inspiration for industrial textile designers in Africa and
in the West. But they have also inspired the Chinese textile
industry and imitation wrappers are found at market places deep
into the bush.

4. Discussion
4.1. Historical perspective of cloth dyeing in Guinea
Cloth dyeing with indigo or ochre pigments has been practiced in
many West African countries though techniques and plants do
vary from place to place. Cotton growing, spinning, weaving and
the wearing of cotton textiles had been in existence in some
animist societies but it is the spread of Islam which largely
contributed to the use of cotton garments initially among the
persons of higher status. Archeological digs in the Tellem funeral
caves in Mali have uncovered indigo dyed cotton cloth and
blankets several centuries old, some dating back to the XI century.
The caves also contained some brown textiles. (Bedaux: 1993).
(Bolland: 1991).
Migrant populations and traders spread throughout the region the
art of indigo dyeing. In Guinea, it seems that it was initially
introduced around the XVI century, in the hills of the FoutaDjallon by migrating Soninko and Dioula originating from the
Senegal River Valley. Contrary to some cotton strip weaving, cloth
dyeing does not seem to have been associated with a particular
caste.
Formerly a domestic activity performed across West Africa during
times freed from agricultural activities, cloth dyeing has become

an income generating activity. In Guinea, for example, for the last
four decades it has been a dynamic craft generating a substantial
income for thousands of people in the Fouta-Djallon where
indigo clothes are very well liked particularly among the Fula and
the Yalunka. Indigo garments have even crossed ethnic barriers,
though they remain more popular among the Fula, the Soussou,
the Soninko and the Yalunka.
However, this upsurge in production has been synonymous with
a loss of “authenticity” for often times the dry leaves of
Lonchocarpus cyanescens find themselves mixed with synthetic blue.
If indigo textiles occupy such an important place in Guinea, it is
not only because of their aesthetical appeal and ties to local
customs: the sales prices of indigo textiles used to be very
competitive compared to that of imported textiles such as the very
popular “wax” and “fancy”. It might be also because for almost 3
decades under the socialist regime of Sékou Touré (1958-1984),
imports of textiles were very limited and craft people were
encouraged to meet local needs. This might explain why indigo
garments prevail more in Guinea than in neighboring countries.
A significant portion of the “Bleu de Guinée” production is
exported. Indeed, its reputation does not need making as the
Guinean indigo wrappers are much sought after by the well-to-do
women or those of lesser means of neighboring countries. It is
also to be found in Europe and North America as home linen,
pieces of clothing or accessories.
In Guinée Forestière, women also practiced indigo cloth-dyeing
but it is no longer the case. It was reported by Jacques Germain
that in the late 1940’s indigo dye was the most prevalent dye to
make plain indigo boubous for everyday use and boubous with white
and blue stripes for special occasions and that women wore
mostly plain indigo wrappers. Jacques Germain also reported that
in the 1940’s, “some yellow boubous were decorated with black
circles. These are obtained through the stamping of wood rings
dipped into mud…” (Germain: 1984).
The ochre dye is made with a decoction of kola nuts, various
barks or leaves from the surrounding forest which gives the cloth
an ochre color, ranging from a light to a dark shade depending on
the vegetal used and the number of baths.
For how long has this art of cloth-dyeing, a sort of reversed
bogolanfini, been practiced ? No one seems to know. Ochre
garments have been reported several centuries back in the region
particularly among the Mandé hunters and healers. Their plain
ochre garments bear amulets and herbs as protective power.
According to Roy Sieber, the decorative style with mud seems to
date back at least three centuries as “prestige costume from
Senegal to Sierra Leone (Sieber: 1972).
According to Guinean informers, Forêt Sacrée textiles used to be
associated with the Zogos (initiated men) who were in charge of
rituals in the sacred forests and with warriors and hunters. They
also clothe certain masks. The government of Sékou Touré (19581984) attempted to eliminate animist practices and demystified the
sacred rituals hence opening the way for everyone to wear the
“sacred” clothes.
Today, the Forêt Sacrée textiles are produced by the People of the
Forest (Kissi, Manon, Konon and Toma of Guinée Forestière) on
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a much lower scale than the Fouta-Djallon indigo ones. Similar
garments are produced in Sierra Leone in areas bordering Guinea
(Ottenberg: 2007).

In the past, indigo cloth dyers also used kossi, a type of resist
performed with a comb or a set of fine twigs over a millet or rice
flour paste spread out on top of the cloth.

Unlike indigo dye which is colorfast, the dark motifs of the Forêt
Sacrée dye often fade with each wash which might explain why its
use is not as widespread as that of indigo dye, unless the
reminiscence of their original use is still partly lingering.

The cloth-dyers of the three main indigo centers of the FoutaDjallon, Labé, Mali and Kindia have each developed their own
resists specialty. In the town of Mali, resists are sewn by hand on
leppi woven in the area. In Labé, cloth dyers prefer to work with
basin which allows for finer and more intricate tye resists or resists
sewn by hand. Basin is worked as a whole rather than strip by strip
for the leppi. In Kindia, cloth-dyers specialize in batik or machine
sewn resists on basin. While resists are mostly performed by
women, machine sewn resists are exclusively done by men.
However, male ”attacheurs”(resist tyers) specialized in hand sewn
resists are much sought after in the region, particularly in Bamako.

4.2. Cotton clothes
Cotton is the fiber of choice in Guinea. In the past, wrappers and
boubous were made of leppi, i.e. hand woven narrow cotton strips
which were sewn together. Nowadays, most wrappers are made
of basin, an imported industrial damask, which urban women
much prefer, especially when it is well starched and beaten with
wooden mallets on a wooden log. The basin then become
luminous and stiff, making a distinct rustle upon walking, hence
giving the woman additional presence.
The indigo wrapper, a rectangular piece of cotton cloth
approximately two yards long, is tied around the waist, sometimes
above the breasts. It is usually worn with a coordinated top and a
fancily tied head kerchief. It is also used as a baby carrier tied
around the upper part of the body allowing the baby to rest
comfortably on his mother’s back.
In the Fouta-Djallon, cloth dyers design sets of two or three
wrappers with infinite variety of white or pale blue motifs and
compositions against a dark blue background, dark blue being the
shade of blue favored by the Guinean. The type of resist used
dictates the number of wrappers which can be decorated at one
time.

At any rate, the mastering of resists allows the cloth-dyer to show
her skills and express her creativity. Her choice of motifs and their
organization on the wrapper is not only a question of aesthetics
and know-how, it reveals also her belonging to a people, a group,
an epoch, a language. The motifs chosen by the cloth-dyer have
their origin either in an ancient repertoire or a contemporary
palette. It is usual for the cloth dyer to combine up to two or three
types of motifs on a single wrapper. Indigo wrappers sometimes
include both tye and hand sewn resists. Indigo motifs are usually
abstract whereas Forêt Sacrée motifs tend to be more figurative.
Contemporary compositions honor artists, political and
administrative figures, objects or machines, events, goods or
places. The names of motifs are either expressed in French or in
one of the local languages.

When it comes to wearing indigo, Fouta-Djallon men chose
striped boubous made of leppi. The indigo stripes are either woven
into the narrow strips or resists are applied on to the plain white
strips before dyeing. The boubous are usually embroidered with
gold color rayon or silk threads. Nowadays, urban men, especially
the young ones, prefer to wear plain white or blue damask boubous.
As to the Forêt Sacrée textiles made of cotton or rayon velvet,
they are often kept for special occasions when women wear them
as wrappers and camisoles and, men wear them as boubous or
shirts. Forêt Sacrée boubous are often offered to foreign visitors on
official visits. This gift shows honor and respect to the guest.
Whereas in the past narrow strips boubous and wrappers were made
of hand woven narrow strips sewn together, nowadays, cloth
dyers tend to buy second hand textiles at the local markets. The
“Forêt Sacrée” wrapper is much wider and longer than the FoutaDjallon wrapper.
4.3. Resists and compositions
Resists give the wrapper its style, its name and its aesthetics. Three
types of resists are practiced to obtain motifs on indigo cloth:
•
The tye of small or large knots with cotton strings or cut out
pieces of plastic bags;
•
The hand or machine sewn and dye resist; and,
•
The wax resist stamped on the fabric (batik).

Figure 1 : Wrapper « Lames de rasoir » (Rasor blades).
Handsewn resists on basin, Labé.
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Figure 4. Wrapper “Les toits” (Roofs). Stencil on rayon velvet
dyed with kola nuts. N’Zérékoré.

Figure 2: Wrapper « Bulles et ampoules » (Bubbles and
lightbulbs). Ties on basin, Labé.

Figure 5 : Boubou “Cauris et étoiles” (Cowries and stars). Two
stencils on striped cotton dyed with kola nuts. N’Zérékoré.

Figure 3: Wrapper «Bulles et niongui » (Bubbles and niongui). Ties
and hand sewn resists on basin. Labé.
In Guinée Forestière, Forêt Sacrée motifs used to be stamped on
the ochre dyed textiles. Nowadays, cloth-dyers mostly use old XRay spheres to cut out stencils which allow them to work fast and
produce more delicate and regular motifs. The thick and solid
stripes are painted with mud at both ends of the wrapper and at
the neck edge, the sleeves ends and at the bottom part of the
boubou.
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4.4. The motifs
The repertoire of motifs from the Fouta-Djallon is multi-facetted,
elegant and sober. The classical motifs which have been around
for centuries have evolved under different forms and lend
themselves to a variety of decors. Batik motifs, particularly the
recent ones, are usually figurative for the wood carver can create
daily life scenes. The Forêt Sacrée repertoire is a combination of
classical and modern motifs. Some “humoristic” motifs may have
inspired from imported printed textiles.

The Fouta-Djallon indigo checkerboard wrapper is achieved
either through ties by cutting strips of basin, tying them in alternate
fashion before dyeing them and reassembling the strips or
through siiti that is with a needle and thread according to a
checkerboard composition.
The “Forêt Sacrée” checkerboard is featured in ways which differ
greatly from the indigo ones. The motif “Pawns and
checkerboard” recalls the game of checkers through small
checkerboards stenciled in alternate fashion all over the fabric.

Hereafter, follow three classical motifs which are part of both
repertoires: the checkerboard, the fishbone and the cowry shell.
The first two motifs are also encountered in the Bamanan
Bogolan textiles of Mali (Duponchel, 2004).
4.4.1. The checkerboard
The checkerboard is a classical and popular motif in many cultures
around the world where it is represented on potteries, woodwork
and textiles. It is particularly popular in West Africa where it is
achieved on textiles through weaving or resists depending on the
ethnic group. In Guinea, this motif is very much in use and is
usually associated with the game of checkers, a very popular game
among men. It is very much appreciated by women and is usually
worn on special occasions as it requires more care than other
wrappers.

Figure 8: “Pions et damiers” (Pawns and checkerboard).
Stenciled motif on basin dyed with barks. Lola.
The motif “Panther checkerboard” combines the checkerboard
motif with that of the panther skin. Among the People of the
Forest, the panther symbolizes power. Upon hunting parties when
a panther was killed, its skin was automatically the chief privilege.
In the 1940’s, J. Germain reported the existence of a hunting
society comprised of men who, it was believed, had the ability to
mute into panthers (Germain:1984). These panthers-men were
feared. Many rituals, myths and beliefs were attached to this
society.

Figure 6: « Damier simple » (Simple checkerboard). Ties on
basin.: wrapper is cut out in 21 strips, tied, died and then sewn back
into a wrapper. Labé.

Figure 9: « Damier panthère» (Panther checkerboard). Stenciled
motif on second-hand cotton textile dyed with barks. Lola.

Figure 7: “Siiti Damier” (Siiti cherckerboard). Hand sewn resists
on basin. Labé.

The panther skin motif has also become a classic design for
women’s clothing and accessories in the Western world. It has a
connotation of sex appeal. Wax prints in West Africa have also
featured the panther skin. There seem to be here a borrowing of
motifs which have gone back and forth.
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4.4.2. The fishbone
The fishbone motif seems to be the most popular one of
wrappers dyed in the towns of Labé, Mali and Yambering whether
the wrappers are made of leppi or basin. It usually takes the shape
of the herringbone and goes under various names, depending on
its style: simple, reversed, twinned, modified, mode Dieng…. The
fishbone motif is often associated with other motifs. In Kindia,
the entire fish bones skeleton is a well-known design. The
fishbone motif is done with hand or machine sewn resists or batik.

Figure 13 : « Arêtes de poisson » (Fishbone). Wax batik on basin.
Kindia.
In the Forêt Sacrée tradition, the “Galons” are associated with
ranks in the army or the police, a symbol of authority. They are
depicted in different ways, usually short straight lines. It may be
that some cloth-dyers would name the motif below fishbone and
not braids as the same motif bears several names.

Figure 10:“Mode de Guinée et arêtes de poisson”(Fashion
from Guinea and fishbones). Hand sewn resists
on leppi. Mali.

Figure 14: “Galons” (Braids). Stenciled motif on basin dyed with
kola nuts. Lola.
4.4.3. The cowry shell
Figure 11:« Arêtes de poisson inversée » (Reversed fishbones).
Hand sewn resists on basin. Yambéring.

Once used as a currency in West Africa, the cowry shell is still very
valued as a symbol of feminity and fertility.
The cowry shells are still widely used in West Africa in divination
ceremonies. They are also one of the decorative elements of many
masks and of various adornments. Their protective value is sought
after, and one begins wearing cowry shells sewn on leather belts
at a very early age.
Whereas only women wear textiles decorated with cowry shells
in the Fouta-Djallon, in Guinée Forestière, both men and women
wear them.

Figure 12: Arêtes de poisson modifiées” (Modified fishbones).
Hand sewn resists on basin. Labé.
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boubous? Will the natural ingredients collected in the forests of
Guinea still be available to cloth-dyers given the ongoing rapid
deforestation?
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Abstract
Traditional Natural Aal Dye or the Red Madder extract is derived from the root of the Madder plant and is used for patterning of
textiles around the World. This paper reviews the traditional Aal dyeing technique of the Bastar region of Chattisgarh in India and the
pit loom, supplementary extra weft weaving technique of the Pata Sari woven by the Pankas, a weaver community of this region. It
further reports how the design and motif inspiration from the nature and daily life of the tribal’s are adapted and woven as flowers,
stars, birds, animals, butterflies, crab, turtle, temple, pot, axe, and tree motifs in the textile piece. It further reports that there is a
symbiotic relationship shared by the tribes, the nature and the weavers. This also reflects in the design elements of the hand woven
textiles that are simple, raw and naive, yet aesthetically beautiful. Tribal rites and rituals demand for the textile pieces ensures
sustainable earning for the Pankas. This beautiful interdependence and choice of using locally available resource and knowhow to
create for consumption is an elementary connect of the craft and artisan towards a sustainable existence.
Tradicional Natural Aal tinte rojo o el extracto más enojado se deriva de la raíz de la planta más enojado y se utiliza para el patrón de
textiles de todo el mundo. Este artículo revisa la técnica tradicional de teñido Aal de la región de Bastar de Chhattisgarh, en India y en
el telar del hoyo, complementario técnica de la trama de tejido extra de la Pata Sari tejida por el Pankas, una comunidad de tejedores
de esta región. Se informa además cómo el diseño y el motivo de inspiración de la naturaleza y la vida diaria de los de las tribus se
adaptan y se teje como flores, estrellas, pájaros, animales, mariposas, cangrejos, tortugas, templo, pote, hacha, y motivos de árboles en
la pieza textil. Se informa, además, que existe una relación simbiótica compartida por las tribus, la naturaleza y los tejedores. Esto
también se refleja en los elementos de diseño de los textiles tejidos a mano que son simples, crudo e ingenuo, pero estéticamente
bello. ritos y rituales tribales demanda de las piezas textiles asegura ingresos sostenible para las Pankas. Esta hermosa interdependencia
y la opción de utilizar los recursos y conocimientos disponibles a nivel local para crear para el consumo es una conexión primaria de la
nave y artesanal hacia una existencia sostenible.

1. Introduction

2. Traditional Pata Weaving of the Pankas in the
Bastar Region, Chattisgarh, India

India has a rich and vast cultural heritage in the field of
textiles. Indian Crafts and textiles provide primary and
supplementary income to a large section of the Indian
population. After agriculture, the Handloom based industries
are the largest income provider in the country and the
handloom textiles hold extremely important role in the belief
and culture of the Indian Community.

2.1 About Bastar
Bastar, is one of the 16 district of the Chattisgarh state of
south east India with a dominant tribal population. The beauty
of Bastar lies in its natural forest area and various type of tribes
(Gonds, Maria’s, Dhurva’s and the Halba’s) who live in these
forest. These tribes have their own dialect mostly a mix of a
local language with the other. They take pride in their customs
and rituals and rely on the forest for their requirements.
Dance, music, marriage and the local haat (weekly market)
serve as platform for exchange amongst the tribals and other
communities.

Practically all the regions of India produce beautiful textile
pieces which have religious and socio cultural significance
attached to the artisan who makes them and the community
who is the patron of the craft. The handloom weaving has a
fabulous representation of the various communities who live
in India and practise weaving. The end product is either self
consumed or it made for the requirement of another
community. The Varanasi Brocades, the finest Jamdani’s of
Bengal, the intricate Patola’s of Patan to the simplest of the
Tribal Pata Sari of Bastar hold extremely important religious,
socio and cultural value to the weaver and the wearer. My
paper is based on the research I undertook for Craft Research
and Documentation studies at the National Institute of Design
(NID) as part of the curriculum of the Textile Design
specialization, I pursued as a student designer.

2.2 The Pankas and the Tribes of Bastar
The Pankas, belong to a weaver community who believe their
origin to be from Kabir (the Weaver Poet). People of the
Panka community are weavers and agricultural labourers who
worship Kabir. The Panka community in the region is known
with various synonyms like the panika, ponka, and manikpuri
panka, kabir Das Panka or Das Panka.
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The Panka community is spread around the borders of the
tribal villages of Chhattisgarh and Orissa in Tokapal, Nagarnar
and Koraput. They live close to the tribal settlements, as their
source of income is the woven ‘Pata Tribal Sari’ the Panka’s
weave for the tribes of Chattisgarh and neighbouring Orissa.
The skilled Panka weavers understand the emotional connect
of the tribal’s to the forest, space of their living and thus
weave the magic of design and motif inspiration from the
nature and daily life of the tribal’s adapted as woven motifs of
flowers, stars, birds, animals, butterflies, peacock, turtle,
temple, pot, axe, and tree motifs into the textile piece.
2.3 Tribal Ritualistic Textiles: Tribal Pata Sari Weaving by the
Pankas
The Sari is a unstitched garment worn as a drape in India. The
Pata Sari is narrower and shorter than the regular sari. The
Pata sari is draped knee length and has less folds when
draped. In a Tribal Pata Sari, magic of motifs (animals, birds,
scenes from daily life, forest, bow & arrow, local flora, temple
and pot etc) are woven with dexterity by the Pankas. There
are sari’s for special occasion for which the women of the
adivasi (the tribals) community place special order in advance,
and there are also saris for rituals and daily use.

Figure 1: Traditional Aal Dyed Pata Sari of Bastar, India

In the Pata Sari, the base of the sari remains white or natural
where as the border, end piece (the pallav) and the motifs are
woven with aal (madder) dyed cotton yarn ranging from light
red to the deepest maroon black obtained through a tedious
‘aal extraction and dyeing’ process. Pata Sari’s are named as
per the occasion they are meant to be worn at.

No other colour is used in the Pata Sari and only different
hues of the aal are used for patterning. The roots of aal are
extracted and boiled to be used for patterning and design of
motifs in the Pata Sari. This process is extremely laborious and
tiresome and with a recent ban on the extraction of the aal
roots there has been a deficiency in the supply of aal for
dyeing purpose.

2.4 Traditional Aal (Morinda Tinctoria) Dyeing of Kotpad, Orissa
Aal is also known as ‘Aach’ or ‘Aich’ is a local name for the
morinda tinctoria or morinda citrifolia plant. The Aal trees
grow in the forest of the neighbouring Kotpad district of
Orissa. The Panka weavers of Tokapal (Chattisgarh) buy dyed
aal cotton hank for weaving from the Kotpad dyers.

The Sundermani pata has two broad bands on the outer end
pieces with a kumbh (temple motif) on either side of these
bands and a plain colored border. Family members at
marriages and at special occasions wear this pata. The Other
Pata sari and textile pieces are: Mae lugda tadap pata is a
special sari woven for the bride’s mother (this Pata is
presented to the bride’s mother, and can be identified by its
ornate outer end pieces and a variation of two or three types
of kumbh (temple motif) on the border). Other Pata Sari’s
woven by the Panka are Bagh Chowda Bandhi Pata (Dhurva
Tribal Sari), Thekra Pata (sari for bridal functions and
ceremony), Lagan Pata is the bridal sari, Saas Pata is sari for
bride’s elder sister, Bhor Dhadhi Pata is sari with two end
pieces, and there are also Pata for men like the ‘Angocha’ man
upper garment and ‘Pichori’ men lower garment and Pata
Tuval, which is the man shoulder cloth. Some Pata are woven
in local silk (Kosa) for the temple priest.

The dyed aal hanks are called ‘aanchi’ and the different shades
obtained are called the Laal (Red), Kathai (Maroon)and Kala
(Black) aanchi. The yarn to be dyed is first soaked and washed
to extract impurities and then castor oil is smeared on the yarn
and is hung left open in the sunlight. The application of castor
oil and exposure to the sun helps in bleaching of the yarn.
Further cow dung paste is applied on the yarn which is
believed to help in proper wetting of the yarn. Khar or lime
solution is also applied on the yarn and left under sun so that
the yarn is ready for dyeing.
The powdered aal roots are boiled in a claypot and the ready
yarn is immersed in the dye solution. The yarn boils and finally
is left to cool to be dried on bamboo pole. For the Kala aanchi
hirakasi (sulphate of iron is added). When lesser proportion of
the hirakasi is added to the aal solution a maroon shade is
achieved. The entire dyeing process is natural and is carefully
done to colour and prepare the yarn or the aanchi for weaving.
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create kena (pillar base like effect). The Kumbh or the temple
motif is also called ‘Phool Cheeta Chowk’ or the flower
leopard seat. ‘Chowk’ is a marriage motif, it is a low wooden
seat used during the marriage and auspicious occasion.

Figure 2: Aal Dyeing in process
2.5 Pit Loom Weaving in the Bastar Region
The Pata sari is woven on the pit loom. A hollow pit is dug in
the weaver’s courtyard and the loom is harnessed on top of it.
The pit loom provides weaver the comfort to sit in his own
space (here the weaver’s courtyard/ hut) and he places his legs
in the pit to maneuver the pedals for weaving. The Pit loom is
one of the oldest loom used today for weaving purpose.
The Pit loom is locally called ‘Mungtha’, the shuttle is called
‘Dongi’, ‘Kangi’ is the reed, ‘Daala’ is the spinning wheel,
‘Natayi’ is the winding frame and ‘Paavan’ is the warping
frame.

Figure 4: Phool Cheeta Chowk Motif, Kumbh or the
Temple motif.

3. Sustainable Livelihood: Interdependence of the
Communities
There is sustenance as the local demand for clothing is fulfilled
by the Panka community. For the tribal’s the different kinds of
Patas are customized as per occasion and requirements. The
Pankas earn their livelihood out of the weaving they do for the
tribals in the region. Locally available material and dyes are
used for decorating and coloring process. In the weekly haat
exchange of goods or the barter system is still observed.

2.6 Nature as Design inspiration
For ornamentation or patterning of the pata sari, simple extra
weft/ supplementary weft dyed yarn is inserted by hand and
maneuvered to form simple motifs like the crab, axe, pot,
flowers, leaves, butterflies (pilpili), birds (chidi) and trees
(gacho). The use of coarse 20’s cotton and yet intricate
interlacement of usage of motif makes a Pata naïve yet
beautiful.

However, in recent times there has been a surge of cheap mill
made and screen printed Patas as the authentic Pata has
become expensive. One reason for this situation is lack of
easily available dye source due to the Governments ban on
extraction of Aal in the neighboring forests of Orissa. This has
made the entire process expensive, thus the introduction of
the cheaper mill version is being served as an option to the
hand woven traditional Pata. This may completely take away
the Pankas earnings from the tribals and loss of known design
and weaving language.

4. The Path Ahead
For such sustenance and a sustainable method of living
constructive and corrective measures must be implemented to
save the rich woven legacy. Banning a forest produce may not
help in protecting the forest but constructive methods like
selective forestation (i.e. planting of more aal trees) in the
region can help the local communities.

Figure 3: Geometric woven peacocks and triangle motifs
inspired from the tribal wall paintings.

Mapping the requirements of the tribal’s and the dependent
communities must be encouraged and awareness to continue
the traditional woven skill should be initiated.

Another important motif of the Pata sari is the ‘Kumbh’ motif
or the temple motif. It is woven in the pallav (end piece) of the
Pata sari that merges with broad bands of aal (madder red) to
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A geographical indication mark (GI) for protection of this
craft can be planned. The specialty of the Pata must be
registered and cheap imitation and synthetic options should be
discouraged. A complete documentation of the designs of the
Pata and the identity of the master weavers must be restored
and honored. In a fast paced environment, the life of the
people of Bastar is also changing and their requirements must
be studied, design intervention and development for the
contemporary market can help in saving the craft in a
sustainable way.
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Pattern Language: Indigenous Textile Traditions
Cordillera and Pampas, Cruciform and Circle, Ikat and Shibori:
The Essential Geometry of the Mapuche and Ranquel Poncho de Cacique.
MORAGA, Vanessa Drake: vdm6@me.com
Independent scholar and curator, Berkeley, CA, 94707, USA
Keywords: Mapuche, Ranquel, Chief’s Ponchos, Ikat, Shibori, Indigo
Abstract
The Chief's Poncho was the most prestigious weaving made by the Araucanian peoples of southern Chile and the
Argentine Pampas. Worn by Mapuche and Ranquel warrior leaders, chiefs, lineage heads and shamans, this iconic South
American garment became an emblem of cultural resistance and indigenous identity during the 18th and 19th centuries.
The Mapuche and Ranquel traditions are closely related. Both styles of poncho are woven of sheepswool and dyed with
indigo. Yet the textiles express a striking dichotomy of design and symbolism, which emerges from their distinct resist
dyeing techniques and reveals different strands of prehispanic influence. Ranquel weavings feature concentric circles,
executed with tie-dye (shibori), floating on an expansive blue plane. In contrast, Mapuche poncho design is based on ikatdyed bands or fields composed of interlocking stepped-cross motifs. The latter represents one of the rare manifestations
of ikat-dyeing in South America, along with isolated traditions in Ecuador and in certain villages of southern Peru and
Bolivia. Although resist dyeing was brilliantly explored by ancient Andean textile artists, ikat-dyeing was practiced by
only a few pre-Columbian cultures. It is unclear why the Mapuche adopted the extensive use of indigo in conjunction
with a laborious patterning method (and possibly only in the mid-late 18th century) especially since the same bold
geometric design and graphic effect might well have been produced with tapestry or plain-weave. Historical factors,
ranging from the impact of Spanish colonialism, regional trade and continuous warfare to the influence of Jesuit textile
workshops, clearly had a role. However, both the Ranquel and Mapuche aesthetic are rooted in prehispanic textile
knowledge and visual ideas, while their fundamental motifs – the concentric circle and the cruciform – are ancient
archetypal symbols, conveying concepts of cosmological order, sacred space, and relationship to the very landscape of
the cordillera and pampas itself.
El Poncho de Cacique fue el mas prestigiado textil hecho tanto por los araucanos del sur de Chile como los de la Pampa
Argentina. Fue usado por lideres guerreros Mapuches y Ranqel, jefes, dignatarios y shamanes. Este iconico ornamento
sudamericano llego a constituirse en un emblema de la resistencia cultural e identidad indigena durante los siglos 18 y 19
( XVIII-XIX). Las tradiciones Mapuche y Ranquel estaban profundamente relacionadas; ambos estilos de poncho fueron
tejidos con lana de oveja y teñidos con indigo. Sin embargo, los textiles muestran notoria dicotomia en su diseño y
simbolismo, lo cual emerge de la tecnica especial de su teñido, revelando distintas corrientes de influencia pre-hispanica.
Los textiles Ranquel exhiben circulos concentricos ejecutados con tecnica de amarra (shibori) y suspendidos en un
extenso plano azul. En contraste, el diseño de los ponchos Mapuches es compuesto por bandas o campos de motivos
entrecruzados, ambos tejidos en ikat (trarikan). Esto ultimo representa una de las extrañas manifestaciones de ikat en
Sudamerica, como tambien aisladas tradiciones en Ecuador y en ciertas villorios de la parte sur de Peru y Bolivia.
Aunque las tecnicas de amarras fueron excelentemente exploradas por antiguos artistas andinos, el ikat fue practicado
solamente por algunas pocas culturas precolombinas. No esta claro porque los mapuches adoptaron el intensivo uso del
indigo conjuntamente con un laborioso metodo de diseño (y posiblemente solo en la ultima mitad del siglo 18 (XVIII)
especialmenteconsiderando que el mismo vigoroso diseño geometrico y el efecto grafico bien pudo haber sido hecho en
tapiz o con simpletejido. Los factores historicos que se van presentando desde el colonialismo hispanico, el intercambio
regional y las continuas confrontaciones belicas, incluyendo la influencia de los talleres textiles de los Jesuitas, claramente
tuvieron un rol. Sin embargo, tanto la estetica Ranquel como la Mapuche estan enraizadas en el conocimiento del arte
textil prehispanico y sus ideas visuales; mientras sus motivos fundamentales – el circulo concentrico y cruciforme – son
simbolos antiguos y arquetipicos que comunican conceptos de un orden cosmologico, de un espacio sagrado y una
relacion con el paisaje de la cordillera y las pampas.
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1. The Origins of the Poncho

2. The Mapuche Tradition: Ikat

A petroglyph may be a curious place to initiate a discussion of
an indigenous textile tradition, especially one discovered in a
rain-drenched, mountainous region in the southern Andes
where early weavings could not possibly have been preserved.
But the symbols found in this ancient rock painting from Lake
Nahuel Huapi in Argentine Patagonia–an interlocking
cruciform or step design and a concentric, rayed circle–are
emblematic of the two distinct, yet related and complementary,
resist-dyeing techniques and patterns used in most culturally
significant and prestigious textiles from southern Chile and the
eastern cordillera and vast grasslands of Argentina.

There is some evidence, however, that the poncho form–a
capacious knee-length open-sided rectangular cloth–may have
originated in Chile circa the early 17th century. The
indomitable Mapuche, who had fiercely held off the Inka
Empire, had embarked on a 300-year war with Spanish
colonists. It is conjectured that in order to ride the horses they
had seized from the conquistadors, the warriors modified the
traditional Andean narrow sleeveless tunic (unku). Indeed,
equestrian warfare was not only key to the following centuries
of Mapuche sustained resistance. The horse was instrumental
in their trading activities, increasing wealth and power, and
subsequent domination of the Pampas hinterlands and its
nomadic societies, including the Ranquel.
The poncho’s ample, loose proportions afforded mobility in
the saddle, while the tight heavy weave offered protection
against the rainy climate. As cloth that acquired its prestige and
value as much for the resources it represented as for the
cosmological and cultural ideas it embodied, it also met the
need for ceremonial and status display. However, the kind of
poncho that is my focus here–the distinctive inky-blue chief’s
poncho or trarikanmakun with monumental geometric ikatdyed designs that is the pre-eminent Mapuche art form–is
notably different from those observed by the first travelers to
central Chile. Two such accounts, by a Jesuit missionary (1629)
and a German naturalist (1648), described multicolored, even
“brilliantly” colored, fringed wool fabrics, dyed white, yellow,
blue, red, and green, which recall the striped ponchos being
produced in Jesuit textile workshops, such as the obrajes in
Potosi and La Plata (Sucre), Bolivia. The earliest extant
Mapuche ikat and indigo ponchos, collected from both sides
of the Andes, likely date to first half of the 19th century. Yet
already by that date, this new style of indigenous textile was
fully developed. The weavings are technically and artistically
accomplished, and manifest a variety of design configurations
and an emphatic color sensibility.

Figure 1 & 2: Ancient Petroglyphs
These are the ikat and tie-dyed ponchos worn by the caciques
(lonkos), war chiefs (toquis), lineage heads, elders and powerful
or high-ranking men (ülmenes) of the Mapuche and Ranquel–
two far flung ethnic groups that became connected through a
18th century phenomenon known as the “Araucanization of
the Pampas”.

Figure 3 & 4: Mapuche and Ranquel Ponchos
The poncho is inextricably linked with the history and imagery
of Latin America. From the post-conquest period, when it was
adopted by the Quechua and Aymara in the Andean highlands
as a political and ethnic signifier to replace outlawed preColumbian styles of dress, to the era of the great liberators
leading the wars of independence from Spain, who
appropriated the attire as an emblem of a new national
identity, it became the quintessential cultural icon. Criollos,
mestizos, and the cattle-herding gauchos or huasos, as well as
many native peoples from the larger region are associated with
this singular garment. And the poncho itself was refashioned
in each locale and period to reflect a diversity of regional
design aesthetics and processes, as well as the inescapable
influence of Spanish colonial taste and imported textiles.

Figure 5 & 6: Early Styles of Poncho (Schmalkalden 1642
and Gay 1850s)
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3. The Elements of Fabrication: Fiber, Dye and
Resist Techniques

was later supplemented by Father Claude Joseph, a Belgian
ethnographer, who did extensive research into all aspects of
Mapuche textiles in the 1920s. The sources reveal the
Mapuches’ botanical expertise and versatile methods for
extracting and fixing myriad dyestuffs. Among them, for
example, were reds obtained from a madder Relbunum or Rubia
chilensis (relbun) and Oxalis rosea; yellow from Eupatorium chilensis
(contra yerba), Berberis sp. (michay) or Santolina tinctoria (poquel);
orange (chodquelhue) from Rumex or ochre from Eugenia
multiflora (pitra). Different shades of brown and grey were
derived from Sophora tetraptera (Pelu), Muehlenbeckia, Fuschia
macrostema (chilco) and Gunnera, and green hues from Lurelia a.
or Nothofagus dombeyi. Blacks were produced from panke (Panke
tinctoria) and even carbonized seaweed (Durvillea utilia). The
turquoise and greenish blue so frequently mentioned in the
early accounts, may have been an indigoid dye reduced with a
“vitriol” (possibly copper, which was abundant in the Chile)
(Molina 1808).

So what accounts for this conspicuous evolution over the
previous 150 years? For the extensive use of wool from
European sheep, the intensive focus on indigo as the principal
colorant, and the emergence of resist-dyeing (a hitherto
seldom-used reserve technique) as the patterning method par
excellence?
The switch to sheep wool from the fiber traditionally obtained
from the hueque, a local, now extinct species of camelid
(possibly a domesticated guanaco), is readily explained. The
Jesuits who arrived with the Spanish conquistadors rapidly
established a vast network of missions extending across the
Paraguayan Chaco, northwestern Argentina, Peru, Bolivia and
Ecuador, to a few locations in Chile (the furthest place on the
map even then). These were supported by huge estancias or
landed estates, which corralled the local peoples into a labor
force (often supplemented by African slaves) that was largely
dedicated to the production of raw wool and woven goods. By
1671, the five textile mills in Cordoba, for example, had 10,000
sheep and, facilitated by the European treadle loom and
spinning wheel, were exporting huge quantities of cloth across
the Spanish dominion.

But while Molina noted that the natives in the south obtained
blue from a wild plant he was unfamiliar with (possibly an
indican-yielding euphorbia identified by Joseph as
Chiropetalum), he comments that in the Araucano and Spanish
possessions “they make use of indigo diluted with fermented
urine” (Ibid.: 98-101). Presumably by this period, this was
imported Indigofera tinctoria, which like cochineal had become
an extremely valuable commodity in the colonial trade, feeding
an insatiable desire for the colorant in Europe. Most of the
New World indigo cultivated in the plantations and dye works
in Guatemala, El Salvador and elsewhere in Mesoamerica was
destined for Spain. But by the late 18th c, Spanish control of
the official export routes was lax, and “unofficial” cargos of
indigo in lump or cake form were regularly making their way
down the Pacific coast to Guayaquil, Ecuador and Callao,
Lima, for further transshipment to highland textile workshops
and the Chilean market in the hands of traders who penetrated
the fiercely guarded Mapuche territories.

Early settlers in Chile, including the Jesuits, also introduced
large flocks which thrived there in the verdant climate. The
Mapuche secured vast herds of these animals, either by trade
or in their regular raids on Spanish ranches and villages.
Presumably, the expulsion of Jesuits from South America in
1767 and appropriation of their lands made even more
livestock available.
The surplus of white fleece evidently stimulated the fabrication
of many sorts of weavings (ponchos, mantles, saddle blankets,
sashes etc.), which were then exported along Mapuche, Jesuit
and colonial trade routes. The emergence of a powerful group
of about twenty Mapuche caciques in the early 19th c, who
controlled enormous fertile territories, also ensured these
communities had access to wool (feu) of the finest, most
lustrous quality for ponchos made for their own use and the
trans-Andean trade.

The Mapuche primarily exploited this supply of indigo for two
garments: the women’s dress, used as both wrapper and
mantle (kepam), and the most esteemed man’s poncho (makun).
All Mapuche woman wore these elegant solid-blue or black
cloths (strikingly offset by large pieces of silver jeweler) well
into the 20th century. Indigo-dyed ponchos, whether
embellished with ikat, complementary warp or double-cloth
patterning, were, on the other hand, rare. Despite the wide
spectrum of dyes, early field photographs from southern Chile
indicate that all common or daily wear ponchos were woven
from natural or dyed brown or grey wool, sometimes sparingly
decorated with thin stripes.

The surge in the use and apparent remarkable availability of
indigo or añil was undoubtedly also a result of Spanish
colonialism. Indigo derived from the endemic American
species, Indigo suffruticosa, (along with several other indigoproducing native plants) was widely known among ancient
Andean weaving cultures. Indeed, the earliest evidence of
indigo dyeing on cotton, circa 2800 BC, has recently been
linked to the archaic Huaca Prieta site on the northern
Peruvian coast. The exquisite range of blues, turquoise and
green colors achieved by Paracas and Nasca dyers, epitomized
by their striking scaffold-weave amarra tunics, as well as the
deep indigo hues seen in Tiwanaku and Pukara textiles from
Bolivia and Northern Chile, exemplify the Andeans profound
achievements in dyeing and dye-patterning.
The Natural History of Chili, published by an exiled Chilean
Jesuit, Ignacio Molina in 1808 records the extraordinary stock
of dye plants the Mapuche had at their disposal. This catalogue

Figure7,8 &9: Mapuche Men & Women, 19th c
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soft diamond shapes. The same technique can be traced in
Peru to Chavín, Paracas and Nasca cultures. Obviously, the
very concept of creating pattern by withholding fabric from
dye was deeply engrained and dispersed across time and space.
But unusually, even among these ancient Andean coastal
cultures, where the invisible structural complexity or “essence”
of any textile or object enhanced it innate significance, ikat was
not preferred.

4. The Significance of Infinite Blue
The color hierarchy thus mirrored a social hierarchy. Blue had
a cultural mystique and in the male sphere at least, projected
status and prestige. The luminosity and intensity of the blue,
gained from multiple immersions in an iron pot containing
indigo solution was greatly prized, as much as design
complexity or the sheen and elasticity of the wool. Such
qualities were testimony of a weaver and dyer’s exceptional
skill and artistry; indeed it was a domain in which Mapuche
women could achieve renown.

The documented body of material is small: a group of Chimu
and Chancay brown/tan cotton gauze ikats with simple
figuration and abstract designs; certain Inka coca bags with
random ikat-dyed striations; miscellaneous textiles or
adornments with tied and reserved threads or warps that
appear to be “proto-ikat”. There is no apparent link or
continuity with the Mapuche expression–or with any of the
other nodes of post-conquest ikat-dyeing, such as are found in
Ecuador, and in several communities in the districts of
Charasani, Potosi and Tarabuco in Bolivia and Ocongate in
Peru.

The ample supply and commercial value of indigo obviously
enhanced the dyestuff’s appeal. As did its properties of
colorfastness, concentrated color and visual charisma. The dye
has an evident compatibility with the structure of wool fiber
and the Mapuche method of fermenting and reducing it with
stale urine. Moreover, its “transformative” nature is widely
recognized by traditional societies, offering an evocative
metaphor for metaphysical and magical concepts embedded in
ceremonial, ritual and funerary cloth.

Since those are the very areas where 17th c Jesuit textile
obrajes were established, we can speculate that this trade
circuit had a role in the dissemination of the ikat aesthetic. But
it is difficult to track the trajectory of influence. Did the style
originate with the Mapuche or were highland ikat-dye
traditions inspired by unidentified imported models (French or
Italian fabrics? Mallorcan ikats? Mexican añil rebozos?) and
transmitted the ideas southwards?

Yet these are not the only reasons for its aesthetic and
symbolic significance. The color blue itself was fundamental to
the Mapuche cosmovision. It is the color of the sky, the spirit
realm and the dimension of the first ancestors, mythically
understood as inhabiting a land of infinite blue. For Mapuche
chiefs and lineage heads, wearing a poncho conceived as a field
of infinite blue, patterned with geometries that could
potentially expand endlessly beyond the edge of the textile,
connected them to the origins of Mapuche mythic history and
cultural identity.

Figure 12 & 13: Aymara and Ecuadorian Ikats
Early travellers were struck by the sheer quantities of ponchos
the Mapuche were producing and trading across the cordillera
and Patagonia; there were reports of Mapuche selling ponchos
as far afield as the province of Buenos Aires by 1748. Thus it
is not untenable that the impetus for incorporating ikat-dyed
bands into the polychrome striped format typical of Aymara
and Quechua textiles came from the Mapuche sphere. Just as
in all likelihood, the latter borrowed color striping and figural
complementary-weft bands for different sorts of ponchod
from either the Jesuit versions, or Balandrán and indigenous
highland styles. Cross-cultural fertilization and hybridity was
an ongoing, multi-directional phenomenon of the post
conquest Americas.

Figure 10 & 11: Ikat Ponchos (Trarikan Makun)

5. Design Symbolism and Antecedents
The interlocking stepped pattern (the cruciform painted on the
petroglyph) also had ancestral connotations. But why these
compositions were executed in ikat, a time-consuming resistdye technique that could take several months to a year to
complete is puzzling. Only master weaver-dyers (vaqueanas)
would undertake the task, which might involve as many as 400
to 1600 ties to produce an intricate composition. But ikat was
seldom employed by other South American traditions, and has
no recorded history or context in this southern sphere.
The Mapuche acquired their weaving knowledge from northcentral prehispanic cultures such as the Inkas and Diaguitas.
However, the existing resist-dyed textiles from the north of
Chile are amarras, tie-dyed with scatterings of small circular or
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quadripartite divisions and multiple, square platforms
superimposed in space (Corcuera 165). They also share the
belief that their sacred ancestors and other mythic beings are
embodied by these immense mountains and volcanoes. These
ideas are translated visually into the step motif that dominates
the textile art. So ultimately in this primordial symbol we have
the confluence of two ideologies–Andean and Patagonian – as
reinvigorated by Mapuche artists manipulating materials
introduced by Spanish colonialism.

7. The Ranquel Tradition: Tie-dye
We lack a similarly rich conceptual framework or historical
documentation for the related Ranquel tie-dyed ponchos. But
these textiles reflect some other major strands of influence
pertinent to the tradition as a whole. The Ranquel (Rankulche)
were an ethnically distinct group who inhabited and controlled
a large territory in the western-central Pampas region. By the
19th c the powerful Ranquel chiefdoms had largely been
absorbed by the Mapuche who begun advancing over the
cordillera from Chile several centuries before, driven by
pressures created by their ongoing war with the Spanish (as
well the lucrative trade in horses and ponchos). Along with
the Pehuenche of the eastern cordillera, the Ranquel adopted
Mapuche technologies and customs, including the ikat poncho.
But apparently certain communities continued to wear their
original style of tie-dye poncho. It was presumably a way to
signal their unique cultural heritage and identity–especially on
the battlefield.

Figure 14 & 15: Patagonian Painted Cape and Patternings
The basic Mapuche patternblock, the stepped-cross element, is
a pan-Andean archetype. However, Mapuche design finds a
specific and geographically contiguous iconographic source for
organizing this motif in vertical columns or allover surface
configurations. Neighboring nomadic Tehuelche people who
inhabited the eastern cordillera and windswept Patagonia were
never weavers. They wore animal skins and hides, the most
elaborate being polychrome leather capes vibrantly painted
with “genealogical patterns” derived from prehistoric
schematic representations of interlinked, stacked human
figures (Shuster 1964). Similar geometric configurations are
seen on engraved talismanic or ritual stone plaques and
numerous petroglyphs found across the Pampas-Patagonia
archaeological sphere.
Furthermore, this archaic convention for representing
ancestral lineages and tribal relationships is conspicuously
associated with ikat traditions in numerous world cultures
(Southeast Asia in particular). It is an art form generated and
made by women (something to consider when discussing a
status garment displayed by men).

The most famous examples are linked with two important
chiefs, Yanquetruz and Catriel, who led indigenous resistance
to Argentine colonization between 1820-1880. These leaders
were caught up the brutal military campaign, The Conquest of
the Desert, which like the equivalent War of Pacification and
1870 Peace Treaty in Chile, resulted in the loss of Mapuche
lands, autonomy and wealth, and their resettlement in native
reservations. The development had a profound impact on
textile production.

The focus on ancestral veneration, dynastic founders and
mythical genealogies in Mapuche rituals and oral recitations is
certainly congruent with this pattern theme. The fascinating
question is whether Mapuche textile artists tapped into this
matrix by later (re)discovering a dye process most suited to its
expression. Or whether the link was always alive in the culture,
but climactic conditions destroyed all material evidence.
After all, such angular linear forms could not possibly be
produced with an amarra resist technique. The characteristic
slightly blurred outlines of ikat patterns are more akin to the
hand-painted lines of the Tehuelche capes or rock paintings.
And perhaps the remarkable conceptual feat of binding and
painting patterns on the “blank surface” of undyed warps with
a mud resist – a composition which only materializes after the
entire fabric is dyed, the bindings removed, and the mud
scraped off – is more akin to Andean notions of marking and
sacralizing space by painting or engraving rocks in landscapes
of special importance.

Figure 16 & 17: Ranquel and Formosa Ponchos

6. Sacred Space and Landscape

Ranquel ponchos present a striking counterpoint to the
Mapuche ikats. They also mainly feature indigo-dyed wool (a
blood-red color was preferred for battle). Unlike the single
web of the Mapuche type, woven on the large upright loom
(witral), they are mostly made from two panels, joined in the
center (emulating the narrow loom widths produced on the

The stepped contours also markedly evoke the rising and
falling heights of the mountains that dominate this southern
topography. The Mapuche share with other Andean peoples a
vision of the cosmos structured in terms of vertical directions,
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criollo or Jesuit treadle looms?). The real divergence, however,
is in their design. This is composed of a varying number of
circular or ovoid tie-dye motifs floating on a monochromatic
field and ringing the neck opening like a crescent moon. The
irregular concentric forms were created by binding the undyed
fabric around stones of various shapes and sizes with fiber or
leather ties (though several descriptions indicate that a mud
paste was used as the resist in certain localities).

rather poetic metaphor inherent to the two distinct methods
employed to such different ends.
In English, both dye-patterning methods are classified as
“resist”. The Spanish term amarra, from amarrar, is equivalent
to the Mapuche word trarin, meaning to tie or to bind. Both
are apt since the poncho achieved its prominence and artistic
zenith during the long period of resistance–to Spanish, then
Chilean and Argentinian domination. Yet they are equally
emblems of community, cohesion and ancestral connection–of
the ties that bind and bound the Mapuche people to their
history and to each other.

The minimalism, spaciousness and randomness of the
composition and the materiality of the intense blueness
(whether solid or variegated in effect) is the very opposite of
the unmitigated linearity, density and optical quality of
Mapuche design. The latter generally adheres to a tripartite or
multi-column layout, sometimes interspersed with color
stripes, or takes over the whole visual plane with an eyedazzling interlocking pattern that plays havoc with the
perception of negative and positive space.
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Pattern Language: Indigenous Textile Traditions
Tejido Amarrado Skirt Replication Project
MURASE, Hiroshi: murase@suzusan.com
YAMAZAKI, Kazuki: kusakikobo@jcom.home.ne.jp
Suzusan Representative, Suzusan Co., Ltd., 3026 Arimatsu Midori-ku Nagoya, Aichi 458-0924 Japan
Aichi Prefecture Shibori Industry Association: Director, World Shibori Network:Vice-Secretary-General
President, Kusaki Craft Studio, 4-15-1 Katahira Asou-ku Kawasaki, Kanagawa 215-0023 Japan
Keywords: natural dyes, Japan, Mexico, tradition, replication
Abstract
メキシコのケンタロ州で約１６世紀頃に作られた古いウールの絞りのスカートを有松鳴海絞りの技法で再現した。
絞り技法は、有松鳴海絞りの技法として折縫い絞りと小帽子絞りを中心に再現を行った。
まず最初に絞り上がった生地を藍で染め上げ、絞りの一部を外し、再度コチニールで染める。
生地は、ウールカシミヤの素材を先に軽く縮絨して使用した。藍染め及びコチニールの染色は、山崎和樹氏が行った。

有松鳴海絞りの再現

メキシコの絞りのスカート
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Material Matters: Shibori in Design and Fashion
Traditional innovation—The application of die-dye three-dimensional shape design
LIN, Yi：linyiyee@163.com
China Academy of Art, Textile and Fashion Design, Hangzhou, xihu zone，310000，China
传统革新——基于绞缬工艺的面料立体造型设计应用

林怡: linyiyee@163.com
中国美术学院，染织与服装设计系，杭州西湖区，310000，中国
Keywords: tie-dye, three-dimensional shape, textile design
Abstract
Driven by the return of the traditional culture and folk art trends, designers constantly consider the combination of the development
of traditional crafts and modern design. With the historical development, traditional tie-dye has been influenced by the era aesthetic
and industrial technology, which appeared many rich and varied new forms. The tie -dyed process to form the three-dimensional
shape is not only gained the favor of dyeing and textile artist, but also applied in production design for its unique style. This paper
with individual practice, summarize and state the art forms and methods of the fabric design which used tie-dye three-dimensional
shape, then analysis the present tie-dye’s innovation applied in textile art and fashion or interior textile design. After prospecting the
technology development trends to exploring the effective ways or methods for combination of technology and design.
传统文化的回归和民艺热潮的推动，使设计师不断思考传统工艺和现代设计的结合发展。传统绞缬工艺随历史发
展在时代审美的影响和工业技术的结合下出现许多创新形式，变化丰富。运用绞缬工艺形成的面料立体造型效果不仅得
到染织艺术家的青睐，在产品设计中的运用也独具风格。本文结合个人实践归纳阐述运用绞缬工艺的面料立体造型设计
的艺术表现形式和方法，分析当下绞缬工艺的创新在染织艺术和时尚服饰、室内纺织品等产品设计中的运用，展望工艺
发展趋势，探求工艺与设计结合的有效途径和方法。

1.工艺简述
绞缬，古时又名撮缬、撮晕缬，民间也俗称"撮花"，
现今普遍把民间流传下来的绞缬等染缬工艺称为扎染。
随着时代发展，消费者个性化需求的改变和设计的多维
化发展对传统工艺产品提出了更多挑战。绞缬工艺 “绞”
的过程中，聚合的面料已经形成了的丰富立体造型，而
传统绞缬往往最后做平整处理忽视立体的肌理效果。通
过现代工艺技术如高温、高压、模型等的结合，综合染
色和定型技术，实现二维到三维的转变， “绞” 的特色立
体造型效果保留下来，使之独具肌理感和审美趣味。基
于绞缬工艺的面料立体立体化设计也是面料再造的方法
之一，织物的色彩和形状在印染定型之后呈现的效果即
在预料之中，亦可在意料之外，自然晕染变化特殊，肌
理层次丰富。

传统的绞缬是纯手工的技艺, 依靠简单的针和线等工
具制作。扎结的过程中面料由于聚合就形成了立体的效
果，若要将面料立体造型保留下来，一般通过手工造型
和机器的物理方法辅助完成肌理效果的定型。拆线定型
的方法是在完成绞缬的 “绞” 的工艺之后，未染色或染色
之后，通过机器进行高温高压等持久定型处理，保持绞
缬染色刚完成时的的立体纹样和自然晕染效果，面料肌
理和色彩交相呼应变化莫测。
二维到三维的设计趋势和审美趣味驱使面料也向立
体美感的三维视觉外观发展。设计的多元发展也为传统
工艺产品设计提供新的思路。绞缬工艺与新技术的结合
设计使面料设计有更多的表现形式和艺术效果，给产品
设计带来更多的可能性。
2.2 国内外发展现状

传统绞缬面料纹样独具特色，纺织品也极具民艺风
格。立体化设计一定程度上保留其本身工艺特色同时更
具视觉效果，现代感的造型更具多样化和塑造性，使绞
缬顺应时代变化更具艺术表现力和生命力。

国内外都有不少对绞缬立体化设计的尝试，工艺的运
用现状多是在艺术创作和服装面料的研究上。国内设计
师大多是艺术服饰的设计，多数为实验性或作为艺术品
的工艺美术，投入市场的设计产品或是成熟的品牌甚少。
纺织品类的其他产品还有很多，服饰配件，家具产品，
家居软装饰产品，包括灯具，抱枕，座椅等，都有尝试
的可能。

2.基于绞缬工艺的面料立体造型设计的出现及发展
2.1 出现及原因
绞缬工艺的立体造型的出现，离不开现代工业技术的
发展，科技信息革命的发展给面料设计带来更多可能性，
新技术的优势促进产品设计和传统工艺的发展。
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从设计上，应用形式有待提高，产品设计简单粗陋，
缺乏对工艺进行横向组合，综合运用，而且由于许多相
关企业还滞留在民间作坊的状态，缺乏具有时尚敏锐度，
产品的设计水准难以符合消费者日益增强的审美意识。
所以对此方面的产品设计尚有发展的空间，国内外
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的设计作品和艺术作品也能为设计师设计基于中国传统
绞缬工艺的产品提供借鉴和灵感。

3.基于绞缬工艺的面料立体造型形式及其艺术表现
力

褶皱的线条型绞缬是目前运用比较多的形式，如印
度，澳大利亚等国家。品牌 “suzusan” （图1）在传承日
本传统绞缬工艺的基础上结合现代产品设计呈现的品牌，
极具日本朴素的审美风格，繁复却安静的秩序感。片山
文三郎（图2）的产品与服饰品牌合作搭配，增添了日
常装的视觉效果，面料颜色变化也非常丰富。在包的设
计上，充分利用绞缬面料立体化设计工艺本身的特性所
产生的特殊弹性，使用时舒展开来便可看到色彩的丰富
变化，颜色的大胆运用更添视觉冲击。

3.1 点、线、面的形式表现
密集的点状是绞缬面料立体造型设计中极具代表性的
形式，趣味性强，有很强的延展性。点的重复和颜色的
搭配，可以创作出稳定和谐的秩序感，亦可营造恐怖巨
密的视觉感受。
点的构成可以分为单点和多点两种。单点的形式具有
集中视线的作用，其大小和位置决定了最终的视觉效果。
体量小的点造成的视觉力较弱，体量大的点视觉感较强。
重复的多点在不同方式的排列组合下可以呈现不同的视
觉感受：均匀的点状排列重复，有很强的秩序感；由小
到大的点按一定的轨迹、方向进行变化, 产生优美的韵
律感;把大小不同的点或疏或密的排列,创造出散点式则
给人活泼和跳跃的感觉。
线的表现主要呈现流畅感，可有直线、折线、曲线来
造型，直线显得直接刚硬而曲线则显得优雅而富于变化。
三宅一生的线性 “褶皱”已独树一帜，有很强的视觉冲击
同是又有安定的感觉。绞缬表现出可以塑造规则和不规
则的立体线型，同时线按照一定秩序又可有丰富的变化。
规律的轨迹、方向排列可以产生如舒缓的音乐一般优美
的韵律感，疏密的变化会产生波动的节奏，融入到几何
图形中又会有现代感。
面的塑造可分为两类，大量的点或线的重复制造面的
效果和融入折纸元素的几何形式。点的放大或排列构成
醒目、突出的面; 也可以是线的拓宽排列构成面。
综合构成将点、线和面两两结合或三种形式结合，
多种构成形式的运用可以展现出更加丰富多变的视觉效
果。

图1: suzusan

3.2 多样的艺术表现风格
点、线和面的单独或组合运用，都可以表现不同的风
格。抽象风格是绞缬面料风格表达的典型之一，造型较
自然随性，立体化的面料造型风格更加突出。立体的
“绞”的造型通过精心经营和设计，不同大小形状组合
也可以形成具象图案的表达，独具趣味感。
传统的民俗风格随时代变化发生改变，过于民间或少
数民族的产品或许不太适合今天的生活审美，绞缬变化
为结合现代审美的简约古典的民艺风格。新技术和多元
的设计思路也使绞缬面料的立体化设计风格有更多可能
性，逐渐产生多样的现代风格。
立体化的造型形式的特殊性之一是视觉和触觉的结合。
冲击的视觉美感，同时又会产生触摸的心理欲望和特殊
多的面料触感，两者结合的艺术性更为强烈，赋予产品
更多的体验感受和情感表达。

图2:片山文三郎
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4.产品设计运用

刘素琼，顾鸣，张秋平，黄向群. 后现代扎染艺术表现
新形式.丝绸.2006年11月

通过理论归纳和实践研究，绞缬面料的立体化设计包
括立体造型和定型两部分。绞缬面料立体造型的方法可
分为手工和机器立体造型，而其中手工又可分为：传统
手工撮结、传统手工缝线，工具辅助捆压，几何折叠等
方法。定型技术可分为手工定型，机器辅助热定型，模
具压力定型和特殊化学药物结合定型。而特殊材料如记
忆型面料的结合和工业定型材料的结合也达到立体成型
的效果。

8.作者简介：
林怡，中国美术学院，染织与服装设计系，纺织品设计
应用与理论研究方向在读研究生。

不同形式的面料立体造型效果在运用到产品设计中，
需要进行多角度的考虑特别是单位形状的比例和尺度，
不但要考虑表面的艺术效果，还要注意立体表面和本身
产品立体体量协调，达到整体的和谐美感又要注重功能
性。
外形较为规整简单的服饰品上比较适用，如围巾、包，
或是体量较小的饰品操作相对容易。在室内纺织品设计
中的运用，同样借助其强烈的视觉效果，载体和功能都
有待设计师进一步开发。特殊的功能性和文化内涵立体
成型工艺保留了传统绞缬工艺制作技法的同时涉及新材
料和新工艺，使传统艺术转变成一种兼容东西方魅力的
创造。
传统工艺产品的设计呈现出技术与艺术相互渗透、
结合的趋势，产品载体的适应性是设计选择时充分考虑
的因素，需要和谐地统一起来。 同时不能忽视其工艺生产
的难度，品牌系列化的设计生产和市场的延续性。

5.结语：
学习传承传统工艺并进行有效的梳理分析，有利于
展开系统的设计研发。传统工艺是古代以手工艺为主的
手工业形态，而“设计”是的现代技术的产物，通过一定
方式和尺度调节，标准化和偶然的情感流露可以合适的
结合。通过技术和艺术的融合，传统工艺的设计产品也
能融入现在生活，在现代语境下有其的合适生存方式及
特殊价值。
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Peaceful Resistance: Modern Shibori Beyond Handcrafted Tradition
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Keywords: Shibori, contemporary, indigo, memory, design
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Abstract
In this paper, the author explores shibori’s relevance as a contemporary surface design method by offering a brief overview of its
historical development and modern day applications through a practice-based research. Contemporary environmental, thematic, and
expressive implications of shibori are explored in relation to a final art piece.
En esta ponencia, el autor explora la relevancia de Shibori en tanto método de diseño de superficies contemporáneo, ofreciendo una
breve visión general de su historia asi como tambien de sus aplicaciones modernas basada en una investigaciónla práctica.
Implicaciones ambientales, temáticas y expresivas contemporaneas son analizadas en relación con una obra de arte final.

1. Introduction

to be functional, and were the responsibility of women
(Monem 2008). Any decoration was secondary to the cloth’s
manifest function and was considered craft, as opposed to art,
which was the domain of men. Beginning in the 1960s and
70s, women textile artists began to reclaim the medium and to
transcend its perceived boundaries between art and craft, and
low and high art (Monem 2008). This period of reclamation
and the resurgence of interest in craft in general, as defined by
Peach, logically overlap. As a contemporary artist, I wish to
engage audiences with themes of materiality, corporeality, and
memory, themes that are recurrent in contemporary textile art.
The works themselves are not intended to be revolutionary in
advancing practice – I am not exploring any new shibori
techniques or media. The intention of this work is to put a
spotlight on this ancient technique, and examine its
applications in contemporary textile art.

Since ancient times, shibori dyed cloth has been an important
part of Japan’s visual culture. The opening up of Japanese
ports in 1853 meant that this traditional craft gained
international exposure (Wada, Kellogg Rice & Barton
2011:12). Shibori’s beautiful motifs and skilled textile
craftsmanship particularly appealed to the Western world,
specifically manifesting itself as tie-dye in fashion during the
1960s and 1970s. Today, shibori-based surface design
techniques have once again experienced resurgence in fine
craft schools. According to Glenn Adamson, quoted in Andrea
Peach’s What Goes around Comes Around? Craft Revival, the 1970s
and Today “… craft seems positively fashionable in the present
moment, as artists, architects and designers evince a
fascination with process and materials not seen since the
heyday of the Counterculture in the late 1960s.” Peach further
elaborates that revivals in craft have historically been linked to
political, cultural and economic shifts.

2. Materials and Materiality
For this project, I chose to work with organic cotton and
natural indigo, both sourced from Maiwa Handprints Ltd.,
based in Vancouver, British Columbia. Using organic cotton
was an important decision in reducing the environmental
impact of the work. In order to maintain water and soil quality,
“GMO seeds (genetically modified organism), synthetic
fertilizers, herbicides, insecticides, pesticides, and toxic
chemicals are never used in organic cotton production” (Tutak
& Korkmaz 2012:n.p.). The decision to use natural indigo was
also a logical one. According to a Maiwa publication on indigo
and woad dyeing, natural indigo is more expensive to
manufacture and can produce uneven results (Maiwa
Handprints Ltd.:2016). Despite those potential drawbacks, a
study published in The Journal of Plant Science Research states that
the use of synthetic indigo “has become a serious cause of
environment pollution” (Sarangi et al. 2011: n.p.).
Furthermore, natural indigo “was associated with political
power and religious ritual and held a significant place in world
civilizations for thousands of years”, and is often used in
traditional shibori dyeing.

My first experience with shibori dyeing was at the New
Brunswick College of Craft and Design in Fredericton, New
Brunswick, where it was introduced as a surface design
technique. I was initially drawn to the look of the finished
cloth, but upon conducting further research out of curiosity, I
gained appreciation for the techniques’ rich history. As
discussed above, craft and the handmade has regained
popularity in our fast paced, technologically advanced world.
This fact may prompt scholars and artists to ask: What is
shibori’s place in contemporary textile art and craft practice?
This paper will detail the process, decision-making rationale
and final outcomes of a shibori-based creative project. The
project serves as a preliminary exploration of shibori
techniques and their application to contemporary textile art. In
the accompanying support paper I elaborate on the
implications of such a project.
The relationship between textile craft and femininity has been
widely researched. Traditionally, textiles were primarily meant
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Indigo is extracted from the Indigofera tinctoria plant that was
traditionally grown in India and Asia (Sarangi et al. 2011: n.p.).
Small scale dyeing can be done in a small, contained vat. I
started my own dyeing by mixing a dye stock solution of lye,
used to create basic water pH, natural powdered indigo, and
thiourea dioxide to deoxygenate the solution. After allowing
the dye stock to sit overnight, I prepared a small vat in the
surface design studio at the New Brunswick College of Craft
and Design (NBCCD). Deoxygenating the vat produces a
green coloured solution, which is an indication that the vat is
ready for use. Cloth introduced to the vat turns green, then to
indigo’s characteristic blue when exposed to air. Multiple dips
in the vat produce a darker saturation of colour. When I was
first learning to hand-dye cloth, much emphasis was placed on
sampling and recording procedures, with the intent of being
able to replicate outcomes. For this project, I decided to take a
more intuitive approach and simply dye my yardage according
to look and feel of the cloth. This serves to further emphasize
the inherent unpredictability of both shibori techniques
themselves and of natural dyeing with indigo.

shibori as soft sculpture even further. In the image below
(figure 1), the hand of the maker is clearly visible.

Figure 1: Arashi shibori in progress takes on a sculptural
form
This cloth was in the process of being dyed using a method
called arashi shibori. In arashi shibori dyeing, the cloth is bound
tightly around a cylindrical pole using twine. The cloth is
intermittently pushed upwards to create characteristic pleated
resist patterning. This photo was taken after dyeing in the
indigo vat, being left to sit overnight, and removing the resists.
As we can see, the cloth had been very much affected by the
process, and has taken on an interesting sculptural form on its
own, reminiscent of a rolling wave. When rinsed and dried the
process permanently alters the cloth, and the essence of threedimensionality remains.

I also chose to dye silk yardage, specifically crepe de chine.
This is an area for further research, as I wish for any
subsequent projects to have as low of an environmental
impact as possible. Conventional silk, such as the crepe de
chine that I used, is criticized for its disregard for the worms
that produce it. An alternative is available from an Indian
company called Ahimsa Peace Silk, which “harvest[s] from
cocoons left behind by creatures allowed to emerge as moths
and live out their natural lives” (Allen 2009:n.p.). Another
relevant alternative may simply be to use recycled silk. This
repurposing is consistent with the contemporary trend of
upcycling - taking existing materials and combining and
repurposing them to create new meaning (Hemmings 2012:
n.p.).

3. Themes
As previously dicussed, the purpose of this project is not
necessarily to advance shibori-dyeing techniques formally,
perhaps to engage unfamiliar audiences. The link between
textiles and memory has been widely explored by art and craft
scholars, and it certainly makes sense that cloth can prompt
reflection in the viewer. From the day we are born, textiles in
the form of clothing, upholstery, and other everyday items
surround us. Though audiences may be unfamiliar with shibori
and its rich history, I believe that textiles are an effective
means of communication because of their familiarity. We
undoubtedly live in a technology-driven world, with
computers, smart phones, and tablets ever present. I would
like the viewer to question our societal quest for perfection.
There will inherently be “defects” in the final piece in the form
of uneven colour and irregular resists patterns, among others.
The viewer should see these not as imperfections, but rather
inimitable qualities that make the work unique and interesting.

Figure 2: Arashi shibori cotton dyed, rinsed and pressed
The finished cloth, shown above (figure 2), is patterned with
resist lines radiating from the initial starting point in the
middle. The viewer can see where the cloth was folded in
quarters before being bound, as well as the haphazard way that
it became folded around the pole while being wrapped with
twine. The exact outcome of this piece was thus impossible to
predict, and the irregular lines and depth of colour add to its
uniqueness.

I would also like the viewer to ponder the space that they
occupy in the world. Both the creative process and the
finished work will highlight the three-dimensionality of shibori
dyeing. In further works, I would like to push this idea of
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I would also like these pieces to enable the viewer to question
their notions of what should be considered art. Traditionally,
textile work done by a woman such as myself would be
squarely defined as craft unworthy of display in a gallery
setting, which is considered a masculine domain (Monem
2008:n.p.). Perhaps this is one of the reasons why
contemporary textile artists often engage with themes of
femininity and the subversion of traditional gender roles in
their work.

present day, however, she asserts that sewing and dressmaking
skills have been marginalized because of their association with
women’s work and domesticity. I learned to hand sew at a very
young age; I did not learn to do so out of necessity, but as a
creative pursuit. Craft activities such as sewing have been
proven to increase one’s self- esteem and sense of wellbeing
(Burt & Atkinson 2011:54). Certainly, I believe that the act of
embellishing cloth provides mental and physical relief from
pervasive technology such as computers or smartphones.
Examining the stitches of the final piece gives the viewer a
connection with the maker of the artwork by allowing them to
imagine the process involved in its creation.

4. Finished Piece
In order to create a finished piece that engages with the above
themes, I decided to dye a piece of crepe de chine using a
modified miura shibori technique. When bound very tightly,
miura shibori produces diamond-like shapes, not perfectly
round circles as one might expect. Instead of using a needle
and thread to bind small sections of the cloth as is traditionally
done, I used rubber bands. I placed the resists in a geometric
grid pattern to further suggest structure, in contrast to the silky
hand of the cloth. The crepe de chine dyed quite evenly and
left clean resists marks as seen in the photograph below (figure
3). This is a very simple design that would probably rarely be
seen in traditional shibori, but gives a minimalist,
contemporary feeling to the piece (figure 4).

For the final piece, I decided to take the piece of crepe de
chine pictured in figure 4 and further enhance its three
dimensionality by stitching along the resist lines created by the
rubber bands and gathering. This process ties into the concept
of memory – my own memory of being young and making my
first running stitches, and the cloth’s memory of the resisting
and dyeing processes that affected it. Even if viewers are
unfamiliar with shibori, I hope that their own memories of
cloth will make the piece engaging. The stitches follow the
imperfect shapes of the resist lines, producing irregular nodes
and gathers in the crepe. Although the resulting piece is a
contemporary artwork, it retains a certain sense of nostalgia in
the way that the cloth gathers. The final artwork is evocative of
an upholstered couch or the square blocks of a quilt. Viewers
will likely feel a connection between this piece and more
familiar textiles that they have previously engaged with. The
thin white thread used to gather the nodes is intentionally
invisible to suggest that the fabric was altered permanently by
the rubber bands.
This shibori-based artwork exists in contrast to traditional
definitions of textiles as craft or low art. Like some examples
of contemporary art it is nonrepresentational and serves no
manifest function. This work could easily be continued as a
series, stitching along the resist lines of other types of shibori
dyed cloth to form three-dimensional pieces. I would like to
display the artwork mounted on the wall in a gallery setting,
with intense overhead light to highlight the gathers and drape
of the cloth, as well as the unique texture of crepe de chine.
The title of the work, Peaceful Resistance, can be interpreted in
many different ways. Peace signifies the sense of wellbeing
associated with technological disconnection and of making by
hand, while resistance can be interpreted more literally as the
application of resists in the shibori process, or the subversion
of traditional ‘craft’ as ‘women’s work’ definitions.
Furthermore, dyeing the cloth in indigo produced a dusky-blue
shade, a colour which was described as relaxing and calming in
a study of students’ environments (Al-Ayash et al. 2015:n.p.).

Figure 3: Crepe de chine bound with rubber bands before
dyeing

Figure 4: Diamond-like resists become visible after
dyeing, rinsing and pressing
In Barbara Burman’s The Culture of Sewing, the author writes, “it
is easy to forget that just over a generation ago, young girls
from middle- and working-class backgrounds were routinely
taught to sew as a practical necessity” (Burman 1999:1). In the
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Further directions for this project are numerous – as discussed
prior, exploring the sculptural qualities of shibori dyeing could
be implemented to create an larger series of artworks. More
research could be conducted into the most environmentally
and ethically produced silk, chosen for the final piece because
of its drape. Ideally, the environmental impact of future
projects will be as minimal as possible. My wish is that this
piece will do a small part to solidify the relevance of shibori
and textiles work in the contemporary art landscape.
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Abstract
String is drawn slowly around and tightened to create a fond, building up in layers, the repetitive motions of the hand, round and
round as it works the cloth into a series of tight peaks and folds. The interaction between the hand, the string and its tension and the
cloth and its configuration, work together to create the harmony and balance of the mark intended for the cloth. Shibori is a record of
the maker’s process and the journey.
Its surprise lies in the encounter when unwinding the wrapped object, never really knowing what is contained within, unsure how the
dye has penetrated the fabric to leave its imprint. Wrapping covers, but it also reveals, by leaving a trace of the wrapped object
glimmering within the wrapping. In the craft of shibori, the trace is left by the string that holds it in place and promises that all will be
revealed. What matters is not the end, the wrapped or unwrapped object, but the process of tying and untying, of raking through the
leaves, or binding and unbinding the string.
Is this the mystery at the heart of the act of wrapping and unwrapping shibori? Does the simple repetitive act of wrapping
paradoxically draw attention to the simple presence concealed within the wrapping, like an abstract form of nature? Could that simple,
abstract form be the square of cloth itself, which, in being folded in on itself, is hidden by its own wrapping?
This process of wrapping and unwrapping the simple piece of cloth will be explored through the contemporary use of shibori in the
design practices of the Australian fashion designers S!X, the German fashion designer Bernhard Wilhelm, and the emerging French
designer Faustine Steinmeltz.

1. Introduction

some of which are visible and others not, while other garments
reflect the unevenness of shibori and show the intersection of
hand and cloth.

“Nature, if you made it expressive by reducing it to its abstract
forms, could transmit the most profound thoughts by its
simple presence” (Baridon, 1998, p. 474).

The unevenness of pleats, the patina of age, and the wear and
disintegration of the shape of a garment as it is worn capture a
moment of deconstruction. S!X use the wrapping and
unwrapping of cloth, time, and form to complement the
techniques of shibori.

Shibori is a method of revealing the abstract forms and
geometry of Nature. The mystery of shibori, though, lies not
in the simple presence of these forms but in the acts of
wrapping and unwrapping that promise to reveal them, acts
that paradoxically draw attention to the form that remains
concealed within. This simple, abstract form might even just
be the square of cloth itself, which, in being folded in on itself,
is hidden by its own wrapping.

This purposeful destruction of the shape of the garment is in
contrast to the playful approach to textiles and garments of
German fashion designers Bernhard Wilhelm and Jutta Kraus.
Colourful displays of shibori mixed with street wear influences
are characteristic of these designers. Their work intersects with
interests in music, art and an exploration of sexuality, but the
manipulation of cloth removes their work from the sphere of
street or popular culture. To quote Jutta: “We look at clothes
more abstractly. The beginning is all about pattern and shape,
nothing to do with looking at a certain style or reference”
(Purple Magazine, 2015).

This paper will examine three fashion design practices that use
shibori to wrap and unwrap the cloth of fashion, using it to
bring mystery to the techniques of garment construction. It
will spend some time discussing the fashion designers, S!X, the
practice that I share with Peter Boyd, before briefly touching
on the German fashion designer Bernhard Wilhelm and the
emerging French designer Faustine Steinmeltz, both of whom
use shibori in different ways to explore its mysteries.

Faustine Steinmetz creates collections that play with the
deconstruction and disintegration of garments, but unlike S!X,
where shibori is used to wrap small details, Steinmetz builds
up the materials after first shredding unwanted materials and
then weaving them together again, using shibori or dyeing for
details.

2. Shibori: Three Fashion Design Practices
Concealing and revealing are a part of the S!X language of
designing. As well as wrapping and manipulating the square of
cloth, garments are layered using embellishment techniques,
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She likes to hand loom and develop new fabrics that have the
appearance of others, such as denim, and her methodology of
recording the process and time it takes to make a garment
contribute to contemporary conversations around the topics
of sustainability and authenticity. Her wrapping and
unwrapping takes the form of building up from nothing and
wearing down again.

A mille feuille is a delicate pastry, each layer paper-thin and
hand-rolled. The idea of the mille feuille describes both the
approach to and the appearance of the S!X garment,
comprising multiple layers concealed within the simplicity of
the surface.
The phrase also describes the layers that make up the design
practice of S!X, the countless design ideas, the multiple
techniques, the innumerable experiences, the musings, and the
conversations that take place around design. The wrapping and
unwrapping of shibori is a metaphor for the mysterious way
that the work comes about.

Figure 1: S!X show at the Melbourne Fashion Festival
2015, Models walked from the S!X atelier La Chambre de
Bonne into the laneway and a café. This example shows
mechanical cube pleating that has been re-shaped by
ironing out some of the pleats. Image: Goodjohn, 2015.
Figure 2: S!X show at the Melbourne Fashion Festival
2001. Showing the excavation process by cutting down
the outer structure of the garment and then applying
arashi shibori to the inside layer. Image: Lucas Dawson
2001.

3. S!X
The following garment from the collection entitled Mummy
from 2001 Illustrates the S!X approach to shibori. The shirt is
cut double, with the inner layer a synthetic and the outer layer
a natural fibre. Once made, the shirt is tied with arashi and
boiled, and the calico is then cut into a skeletal structure
following the seams so that the pleating is revealed underneath.
In terms of Yoshiko Wada’s expression, the calico conceals the
surprise that is revealed when the outer surface is untied or cut
away. But the surprise is itself a surface of cloth.

Materials and their choices reveal a lot about a designer’s
thinking. Materials, when combined with a particular style of
pattern cutting, form a language that can be read by the wearer.
In documenting what it is that the S!X atelier does, I have been
talking about wrapping fabric and about leafing through
surface techniques.

The hands-on crafting of shibori means that each garment
ends up providing us with a different surprise. Each is a socalled ‘one-off’. But it also allows us to individualize a garment
that already has its individuality. It means that we are able to
apply our own mark to a wearer’s imprint, by taking something
that is already old or worn or crumpled, and adding our own
history to it. Or, as in the case of a newly constructed garment,
we are able to take something new, without a history of wear,
and to create a history for it. The crinkling techniques of
shibori make it possible to replicate the wear and tear, the
patina of age normally found on a worn garment. A patina is
itself a layer, one that draws attention to the garment beneath.
Using these techniques we are able to wrap a garment in a
history of our invention.

Paper, in decoration, in interiors, and in garments sandwiched
between layers of fabric or used as the external surface – paper
is an important part of the S!X palette of techniques and
materials. Paper also provides with a particular metaphor and
reason for wrapping, that of papering over one’s mistakes.
“Decoration and Ornament are devices that have always been
used to conceal the imperfections of workmanship and
manufacturing” (Sudjic, 2014, p. 344).
Deyjan Sudjic is referring here to the use of decoration in
architecture and the internal structures of a building, and he
uses the example of a floor paneled in wooden planks by one
craftsperson and the wall plastered by another. The point
where the different skills meet is also the likely location of
some imperfection, and so decoration is applied to the skirting
board to avoid this possibility.

Surface techniques such as shibori give S!X the opportunity to
explore different possibilities for manipulating the silhouette
of garments, because the fall of the pleats cannot be fully
controlled. And due to the intervention of the hand in the
process, no two results are ever quite the same. Shibori
surrenders design to accident and chance.

I reflect on this in relation to the applied decoration that S!X
have developed, and the ways in which this has contributed to
design decisions and produced new techniques.
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Figure 4: This collection illustrates Bernhard Wilhelm’s
playfulness with surface texture and color, combining
different fabrications with street-wear styling, for the
Spring/Summer 2013 collection. Image: Bernhard
Wilhelm Archive 2013

Figure 3: S!X clamped dyed woolen top with swinging
tailored pockets and flat pressed skirt with petticoat
insert. Shown at Australian Fashion Week in 2003. Image:
Lucas Dawson, 2003.
The flat crunch technique, as an alternative to shibori, can
serve a twofold purpose. By permanently creasing a garment, it
can imbue it with a worn and wrinkled quality. But it can also
further warp or disfigure a design detail, such as a jet pocket,
that has melted in the production phase. Where, according to
Sudjic’s example, decoration can be applied in an attempt to
screen imperfections, SIX’s use of decorative embellishment
can in fact signal that imperfection. It unwraps the flaw.

4. Bernhard Wilhelm and Faustine Steinmetz
Bernhard Wilhelm & Jutta Kraus practice out of Los Angeles,
California. They use shibori to highten the textural impact of
their collections by juxtaposing different techniques and
vibrant colors with characters from popular culture, Japanese
traditional dress and merging active sportswear influences with
the influences of craft, sometimes drawing upon their South
German folkloric heritage. They have created their own
universe. In a conversation with me in August this year, Jutta
Kraus explained: “All our main collection is produced in Japan,
we have a guy in Kyoto who is doing all our tie-dye, we show
him images and he makes tests, we have visited him once, he is
doing an amazing job” (Krauss, personal communication,
August, 2016).

S!X – our practice is a practice of revelation, a chance to reveal
all that can be discovered in the history and technique of
fashion design. Often it is history itself, technique itself, which
are on display, in a show of imperfection and experiment. The
flat crunch technique is used to point at flaws and fumbled
efforts, at our own wayward history.
We are reminded of this description of Rei Kawakubo: “She
crumpled her silks like paper and baked them in the sun:
boiled her woolens so they looked nappy; faded and scrubbed
her cottons; bled her dyes and picked at her threadwork”
(Thurman, 2008, pp. 58-59).
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Figure 5: Bernhard Wilhelm & Jutta Kraus embrace many
different styles of pleating and shibori within their
collections, here for Autumn/Winter 2013/14. Image:
Bernhard Wilhelm Archive, 2014.
A review from Women’s Wear Daily in 2010 described their
collection as follows: “Exploring a punky Eighties Japanese
vibe, Bernhard Wilhelm’s collection highlighted great shiboristyle fabrics and indigo-dyed cottons splashed with oversize
Japanese calligraphy in a lineup of deconstructed kimono
dresses with patch-pocketed monochrome styles” (Women’s
Wear Daily, 2010).
Their collections have embraced surface embellishments,
pleating, crunching, scrunching, dip dyes, braiding. On another
level, though, these techniques serve another purpose, that of
taking the superficial attractions of street wear, surface text,
and vibrant colours and concealing something else on the
surface: the folkloric history and mystery of craft.
London-based Parisian fashion designer Faustine Steinmetz
began her label in 2013. She believes in the value of
craftsmanship over the following of trends, and her pieces are
hand woven, labor intensive. A collection derived from
unpicked recycled denim that was then then hand loomed into
new pieces formed her Spring Summer 2015 range. Steinmetz
describes the motivations for the collection: “This presentation
explores the relation between the product itself and the way in
which big houses present it to you. It is all about your
perception of the product and how it makes you feel.” She
continues: “My fashion is definitely looking at artisanal works
and then working the process is to me almost the most
beautiful thing” (Rickey, 2014).

Figure 6: Miuri Shibori used here to give the appearance
of bubbled denim by Faustein Steinmetz for the
Spring/Summer 2015 collection. Image: Faustein
Steinmetz Archive, 2015.

5. Conclusion
The practice of shibori is a traditional craft for the creation of
beautiful forms but it is also a process of wrapping and
unwrapping, layering and uncovering the surface that holds
within itself the promise of surprise. The three fashion design
practices briefly discussed, S!X, Bernhard Wilhelm, and
Faustine Steinmetz, all use the technique as practitioners of
shibori, but they do so to hide and reveal different layers, from
the patina of time and history, to the hiding or showing of
mistakes, and from the mystification of street wear, to the
construction and dismantling of the practices of mainstream
fashion. These three practices use the craft of shibori to jolt
the process and translate it into a new visual language.

In this conversation with Melanie Rickey she describes the use
of shibori within the collection: “Shibori is a sort of tie-dye,
but way more elaborated. It’s traditional and you can even do a
painting with it.”
Steinmetz, among other techniques, also unraveled old pair of
jeans and then wove the cotton together again to recreate a
whole new fabric, an accumulation of layers and layers, the
surface of which is then overlapped or frayed, adding and
removing depth, tantalizing us with the hidden presence of
simple forms.
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Material Matters_Shibori in Design and Fashion
Hidden Behind The Leaves: Limits Can Be Liberating
MILNER, Deborah: milnerdeborah@hotmail.com
Designer/Creative Director/Deborah Milner, London, United Kingdom
Keywords: couture, sustainability, natural dyes, conservation, yawanawa

Abstract
In the following narrative, I will discuss how plants have provided both inspiration and practical application in my work as a couture
designer, and how sustainability, though perceived initially as a limitation, proved to be a source of inspiration and opened new
creative possibilities.
Taking as a reference, the Yawanawa Dress from my Ecoture Collection with Aveda, I will discuss the links between plants and
clothing. In modern life it is often difficult to remember that our dress or shirt may have started out as a plant in a farmers field and as
such, is intrinsically linked to the environment. The Yawanawa Dress is an homage to the Yawanawa tribe of Western Brazil, who
reclaimed their ancestral lands from the State and protected them from the encroachment of the Amazonian Highway and Western
Civilization. The idea is that, whenever I show this dress, I will talk about the Tribe and raise awareness of their endeavours.
For Oaxaca 2016 we made a new dress inspired by Brazilwood. The cutting was influenced by the proportions of the tree and the
fabric design created using shibori. The plant dyes were sourced from sustainable wood. Through this new piece of work, I hope to
propose an ongoing design project with the tribe as a means of providing a further source of income.

1. Introduction

conservation tool. I have tried to understand the underlying
rules which govern the manifestation of beauty in Nature in
order to attempt to capture some of the harmony and diversity
of the Natural World in my work.

I will discuss how plants have provided both inspiration and
practical application in my work and sustainability, which at
first seemed limiting, ultimately proved inspiring and
introduced a world of possibilities.

Taking the Yawanawa Dress from my Ecoture Collection with
Aveda as a reference I will demonstrate this process and then
show how this follows through into the new piece ‘Ode to Pau
Brasil’ created especially for Oaxaca.

The inspiration is not just visual but also relates at a structural
and molecular level, as this quote by scientist Richard
Feynmann, illustrates : “I have a friend who’s an artist and has
sometimes taken a view which I don’t agree with very well.
He’ll hold up a flower and say “look how beautiful it is,” and
I’ll agree. Then he says “I as an artist can see how beautiful
this is, but you as a scientist take this all apart and it becomes a
dull thing,” and I think that he’s kind of nutty. First of all, the
beauty that he sees is available to other people and to me too, I
believe. Although I may not be quite as refined aesthetically as
he is … I can appreciate the beauty of a flower. At the same
time, I see much more about the flower than he sees. I could
imagine the cells in there, the complicated actions inside,
which also have a beauty. I mean it’s not just beauty at this
dimension, at one centimeter; there is also beauty at smaller
dimensions, the inner structure, also the processes. The fact
that the colors in the flower evolved in order to attract insects
to pollinate it is interesting; it means that insects can see the
color. It adds a question: does this aesthetic sense also exist in
the lower forms? Why is it aesthetic? All kinds of interesting
questions which the scientific knowledge adds to the
excitement, the mystery and the awe of the flower. It only
adds. I don’t understand how it subtracts.”

2. Sustainability/Aveda
The Yawanawa Dress is 1 of 11 dresses which each researched
a different aspect of sustainability. At first, all I could see were
the limitations - what I couldn’t do rather than what I could –
however, I soon realised that being forced down new paths
would be creatively liberating and that the limits could be used
as a tool for design and development.
Virginia Meyer, Head of Education at Aveda gave me the best
advice: I should do what I could do now and be transparent
about where I still needed to make progress. As part of my
research Aveda invited me on a journey to visit their long term
partners the Yawanawa Tribe of Acre, Western Brazil to
discuss progress and requirements for the future. This was an
incredible honour for me as in Brazil you have to have special
dispensation to visit a tribe.
The Yawanawa Dress is an homage to the Yawanawa Tribe of
the Rio Gregorio, who reclaimed their ancestral lands from the
state and protected them from the encroachment of the
Amazonian Highway and Western Civilization. The idea is that
whenever I show this dress, I will talk about the tribe and raise
awareness of their endeavours.

There are so many ways in which plants can play a part in the
making of a garment, fabric woven from natural fibres, dyed
with colour from plants, shapes informed by the geometry of
nature… a design telling a story which can then be used as a
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3. Yawanawa Story

go with him to try and wake Tashka to make sure we would
not be late leaving – Tashkas reply : “ David – we leave when
we can see the river!!

The Yawanawa Tribe have been in contact with White Man
for over a hundred years. During that time they were virtually
enslaved to rubber tappers and forced to abandon their beliefs
and customs by the well meaning missionaries who lived
amongst them. In the 1980’s a boy was sent to Rio Branco,
Capital of the state of Acre for medical attention. There he
stayed on to study and eventually discovered that the
indigenous peoples of Brazil had rights enshrined in Brazilian
Law. When the boy, Biraci returned to the Tribe he
successfully led them in a fight to reclaim their lands,
eventually expelling the rubber tappers and missionaries from
their territories. He was elected chief and together they
founded a new village, Nova Esperanca. The partnership with
Aveda began after Biraci met Aveda’s founder Horst
Rechelbacher at the Rio Earth Summit in 1992 and together
they came up with the idea of the Yawanawa supplying Aveda
with Urucum, an important plant in the tribe’s spiritual and
cultural life, for use as a dye in Aveda’s products. Bira
understood how important it was for the Tribe to develop
ways to achieve economic independence.

It was after this trip that I was inspired to create a dress in
celebration of the Yawanawa. You can see the tableau of the
journey embroidered around the hem of the skirt, the flowers
and fauna, the village, the people and the river.

5. Proportion
Although my work is diverse, the one unifying factor, I think,
is a certain sense of proportion. Again this has its roots in
plants and the Natural World. As a student, I became
fascinated by the Greek measuring system based on the golden
section – a unique reciprocal proportion which is found again
and again in the Natural World.
Gyorgy Doczi states in his book,’The Power Of Limits ‘ more
often than not where human beings perceive beauty, the
golden section can be found’ I find the repeating rhythms of
our world inspiring - from the cells of a flower under the
microscope to the rock formations of the grand canyon. The
fact that these rhythms are more enduring than their actual
temporal manifestation is equally exciting. Even colours and
music have been found more appealing when following the
golden section ratios.

The Yawanawa dress reveals several plant influences starting
with the inspiration from the voyage to their homeland.

4. Visual

There are exceptions but in general, form follows function
– the conditions that allow a flower to grow are a partly a
result of these proportions and also repeat the same
proportions – for example if you divide the human body by
the golden section , it is dissected roughly at the navel, the
point from which we grow – in aeronautical design a jet plane
is able to take off and fly precisely because it adheres to these
proportions.

The journey to the Yawanawa Tribe in a remote part of the
Amazon Forest in Western Brazil took several days. I met the
American Aveda team, David Hircock, Head of Sustainability
for Aveda, David Mcclellan, the camera man, and Rudy Miles
the make-up artist in Brasilia and from there we travelled to
Rio Branco. In Rio Branco we took a twelve seater plane to
Tarauca – nearest town to the Yawa lands. We then flew in a
four seater plane to a clearing in the middle of the jungle.
Several people dressed in t shirts and shorts with feather
headdresses ran out of the trees to greet us. We followed them
down to the river bank where two canoes awaited, each with a
small child at the back to bail out water as we went! There
followed a magical trip down the Rio Gregorio to deep within
the Yawa territory. At one point a flock of blue butterflies the
size of my hands flew above our heads and landed on the bank
opposite making a carpet of blue. Brightly coloured birds
squawked in the trees which sketched their various outlines
against the blue blue sky. At times we had to wait whilst the
navigators jumped out and removed logs from our course. As
we approached the village dusk was falling. Before we saw the
figures outlined on the promontory, we heard their voices
carried on the evening air – first the Shamans at the farthest
edge and then the whole tribe resplendent in their tribal dress
singing to welcome us. They came down to the river to meet
us and then led us up through their midst – it was totally
overwhelming.

For me proportion is almost the most important aspect of
design. It is what sets one designer apart from another - what
lifts a simple shape above the mundane. Although I do not
consciously think about the golden section when designing and
pattern cutting, I believe the timeless quality, which people
have commented on, is a result of this sensibility.
6. Material
When I started out with this project I was disappointed by the
quality of totally natural and organic fabrics which were
available at the time and I did not feel that what I came across
was suitable for Couture. Mainly the problem was in the
texture and handle of the fabrics – they just did not feel
luxurious enough and did not have the necessary buoyancy or
fluidity to create the shapes I was looking for. Together with
Textile Designer, Karen Spurgin, we began to research ways to
create these fabrics ourselves.

We spent three days in the village learning about the
Yawanawa arts and crafts, their customs and cultural beliefs.
We saw the Urucum production and also engaged in
discussions regarding the Tribes future requirements and
current projects. A wonderful example of living in harmony
with nature was no more clearly illustrated than on our last
morning when David woke whilst still dark and asked me to

The obvious choice for a couture garment was something
made from silk. We did not go for a completely natural raw
silk, as the silk worms bite through the cocoons when they
emerge from the chrysalis which results in short pieces of
filament which then have to be joined together - hence the
slub. However, silk is a relatively environmentally friendly
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material compared to cotton as silk worms will not eat
Mulberry Bushes sprayed with pesticides.

tableau on the hem of our dress. Later I showed the dress to
Tashka Yawanawa, he was delighted and started pointing out
members of their tribe! In recognition of their generosity in
allowing me to use their images and their story the Yawanawa
received a third of the money I received from Aveda.

For this dress we used silk duchesse satin from end of line tie
fabric donated by Italian manufacturer Mantero This was very
narrow as it had been woven for ties so I had to cut the
pattern according to the cloth – another limitation which
encouraged more creative pattern cutting.

9. Conservation
As guardians of the forest, the Yawanawa, are not just
preserving their territories for themselves but also taking part
in a wider conservation of rainforests for the benefit of all
mankind.

7. Colour
To create colours in the wonderful tableau around the hem of
the dress, all the silk skeins used in the embroidery were dyed
using natural dyes by expert Penny Walsh and showcase the
wonderful array of colours which natural dyes can produce.
Dye plants are mostly easy to grow and all the ones that Penny
uses are completely sustainable - fast growing woods, or
double cropping dye plants that actually benefit soil
conditions.

The first thing I noticed when arriving in Tarauca was the
smell of burning wood, of burning forests. As we flew out of
Tarauca and over the forests towards the Yawanawa
territories, the forest became greener and greener and the areas
of scarred wasteland smaller and smaller. Eventually, we
looked over a sea of verdant forest. When we visited, the
Amazonian Highway was only 20 kilometres from the
Yawanawa Lands and history has shown that where the
Highway goes, deforestation follows.

For reds Penny used Madder Root ( rubia tinctoria) and this
was mixed with South American Sappan Wood for pinker
shades (caesalpina sappan rather than the protected
Brazilwood) For oranges and golds, reds were mixed with
Annatto. Annatto is another name for the Urucum or Bixa
Orellana which the Yawanawa provide to Aveda. This South
American plant can be traced back to the ancient Mayan
Indians who used it as a colouring agent in foods and as a
bodypaint and in arts and crafts. The practise survives in many
rainforest communities who have used the entire plant as
medicine for centuries – as a tea – for its aphrodisiac and
astringent qualities and to treat skin problems, dysentery and
hepatitis.It is also effective as a sun protection. It is still used
today in Brazilian herbal medicine and globally as a food dye.

Tashka Yawanawa became Chief around the year 2000 and
continued the partnership with Aveda. 92,859 hectares were
obtained from the Brazilian State before the Aveda partnership
and in 2007 Aveda helped the tribe to obtain official title to
their remaining land, a further 81,941 hectares, giving 174,800
hectares in total. Tashka Yawanawa studied at Rio University
and has become a global spokesman on indigenous rights. He
realised that education was key to tribal people being able to
fight for their rights and protect their lands.
The Yawanawa urucum plantation supplied Aveda with
annatto for their products and through this partnership the
Yawanawa were able to build a school and a health
centre.Whilst we were there David Hircock suggested
purchasing a Biodiesel conversion program for their river
transportation to negate the need to buy petrol for the
outboard motor. This was later achieved. Future possibilities
include carbon sequestration and biodiversity protection.

The blues are from indigo (indigoferens tictoria). Greens are
an indigo base to give shades of blue, then either weld (reseda
luteola) for middle greens or golden rod ( Solidago
Canadensis) for more mustardy/golden shades (this is also an
American Plant so was more appropriate for the project) The
yellows are overdyed on top of the blues for greens.

Sustainability has to work at every level. As I sat in that hut,
deep in the middle of the Amazon jungle, discussing ways in
which myself and Aveda could help the Tribe develop a
sustainable income, I realised, in a flash, that I did not have a
sustainable business. It reinforced how important it is that
every link of the chain is stable and benefits from the
partnership so that it’s a true partnership of equals as opposed
to charity. It has taken till now to act on these ideas.

Aveda also sent purple carrot which Penny used for aubergine
but didn’t think it very fast so dyed on top of indigo and then
purpled it up with Sappan. Burnt oranges were achieved with
sandalwood. It was mixed with marigold to give the brighter
orange underneath.
Black was darkest indigo plus tannin from gallnuts.
Incidentally,the black paint which the Yawanawa use to draw
out their distinctive designs comes from the genipapo plant
and also acts as an insect repellent, so everything has a
practical or spiritual significance rather than being used purely
for decoration.

For Oaxaca 2016, we have created a new dress inspired by the
Brazilwood tree. The cutting is influenced by the proportions
of the tree and the fabric has been created using shibori and
plant dyes. Through this new piece of work, I hope to develop
an ongoing project with the Yawanawa as a means of
providing them with a further source of income.

8. Embroidery

10. Ode to Pau Brasil

The dress embroidery was created by a small family business in
China threatened by the rapid industrialization of their country
and is a traditional Chinese craft. When the pieces came back
we could hardly believe the skill which had created a living

Brazil got its name from the trees which grew in plentiful
abundance along the shorelines when the first Westerners
arrived in 1500 and which over the subsequent years were
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11. Conclusion

felled nearly to extinction for their superior red dye called
brazilin. This resulted in large areas of deforestation and the
enslavement of the indigenous inhabitants. It is from the word
‘braza’ meaning red or fire in Arabic and appropriated by the
Portuguese. Brazil is the only country in the world named after
a natural dye.

Way back in that hut on the edge of the Rio Gregorio, when
we were discussing with the Yawanawa ideas for sustainable
income, David Hircock came up with the idea that it would be
great to involve the tribe in a project where they could
contribute design and ideas in return for a royalty instead of
actually having to produce something. In that way they would
still be able to preserve their traditional way of life. It is in this
spirit that we hope to develop a simple line of silk scarves with
the tribe, drawing on their creativity and knowledge of the
forest. I envisage that the first collection be naturally dyed with
shibori traces reflecting the lines of the river and the forest
which envelops it.

Today the Brazilwood trees or Pau Brasil are still endangered
as their wood makes superior bows for violins and other
instruments since no comparable substitute has been found.
Hence it remains an immensely valuable wood.
I chose Pau Brasil as a powerful metaphor for the worldwide
destruction of forests today
Scratch it and it bleeds – I was shocked when I first saw
pictures of the bleeding brazilwood logs – it brought to mind
the premise that plants might possess some form of sentience
– that we all hale from the same primordial cells – are more
related than we might think.

The history of dress is closely linked to our relationship with
the environment. It is part of our story. Plants do not exist
isolation and nor do humans. As Thor Heyerdahl, the
Norwegian anthropologist wrote, both the Bible and
Darwinists agree that plants and animals existed before man,
we were last in the chain, they nurtured us so why would we
destroy something on which our very survival depends?

DESIGN
For the project we took Brazilwood as inspiration for not just
visual form and colour but also geometrical patterns and dye
substitutes with the aim of producing an integrated piece of
design which refers to the relatedness of all living things.

In conclusion, I hope to inspire both scientists and artists to
work together to embrace the challenges which preserving our
Natural World requires. The limits posed by sustainability can
be liberating and open the door on a garden of possibilities if
we chose to look in that direction.

We worked with a very simple form of shibori but aimed to
show how this can be used to describe the recurring patterns
and delicate forms in nature.

12. References
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The lines were first mapped out on paper in accordance with
my rough idea for the final dress inspired by contour lines on
the cut tree trunks. They were then colour coded for different
stitch sizes. The end result resembled ordinance survey maps.
The silk organza and satin organza was joined together and
then the lines were transposed onto the fabric which was then
knotted and stitched according to our maps.

Deborah Milner
London based couturier, Deborah Milner, began her career at
St.Martins School of Art and continued her studies at the
Royal College of Art, where she graduated in 1990. She
established her couture atelier in 1991, where she soon became
known for her originality and exceptional cutting skills. Whilst
building up an impressive list of private clients, she, also,
collaborated with many of the leading names in fashion,
including Isabella Blow, Philip Treacy, Alexander McQueen
and Nick Knight. From fashion shows and innovative editorial
work to album covers and exhibitions, Deborah developed a
reputation as ‘London’s best kept secret for extraordinarily
beautiful designs and unconventional sculptural shapes’.
(American Elle)

The fabric was then dyed by Penny using Brazilian Sappan
(Caesalpina Sappan instead of the banned brazilwood) which
gave a pinky red colour and was then overdyed with annatto
(from the Yawanawa) to produce a more red tone. The edges
were dipped in indigo to give the aubergine low tones.
The knots and threads were then all removed to produce the
final pieces of fabric which were pressed flat and draped over
the dress stand as I tried to work out how to make this dress
come to life.

In 2003 Deborah spent a year in Brazil, where she began
researching sustainability initiatives and thinking about how
they might be applied to fashion and, in particular, Haute
Couture. This led her to approach Aveda, an early pioneer of
sustainability in the hair and beauty industry, and, from this
partnership, Deborah’s groundbreaking Ecoture™ collection
was born. Aveda went on to sponsor a showcase at Alta
Roma, Rome’s Haute Couture week in 2006, where the
collection was described by British Vogue as ‘elemental, like
sunset or storms’.

I didn’t use a pattern but instead pinned and cut the fabric.
The dress was then hand sewn together on the dress stand so
that no seams are visible and to enable us to maintain the
spiralling form of the original inspiration.
The final dress reminds me of the urucum painted on the
Yawanawa bodies and a forest draped in vines and ferns on a
steamy hot day.
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Since 2004, Deborah has been a consultant on Couture to
Alexander McQueen realising some of his most complex
showpieces. In 2009, she worked with him to create costumes
for Robert Le Page’s ballet Eonnagata at Sadlers Wells, which
starred Sylvie Guillem and Russell Maliphant. Alongside her
work with McQueen, Deborah has participated in various
innovative projects with, among others, the V&A, Philip
Treacy, Peter Gray, Harriet Verney, Daphne Guinness, Nick
Knight and SHOWstudio, recently, taking part in the
acclaimed SHOWstudio live panel discussions.
Deborah continues to create original one-offs for her own
clientele and is currently working on an exciting new venture
which will ally her sustainable vision with ingenious cutting
and design.
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Material Matters: Shibori in Design and Fashion
PROCESOS | MATERIAL + MAKER
KUBLEY, Ashley Newsome
Assistant Professor of Fashion Design, University of Cincinnati, College of Design, Art, Architecture + Plainning
Cincinnati, Ohio, United States
Keywords: pattern engineering, silkscreen, natural dyeing, arashi resist, hand embroidery, leatherwork, sewing
Abstract
In our globalized world, a paradigm shift towards consumption culture has caused handmade goods to take a back seat to fast fashion
goods. The effect is a new perception of an object’s value. This research investigates how the valuation of time affects design as we
follow a handmade garment through the process from start to finish. Through this process, a layered history + bond is formed between
the maker + the material. Makers invest time + care into skillful execution. Many makers’ hands contributed to this project, including
those of the Najil Tucha artisans of Punta Laguna, Mexico. This community’s textile traditions have been deeply affected as handicraft
techniques wane, giving way to faster methods. Today cost is often weighed against speed, leaving little room for the creation of value.
By considering the time taken to make our products, + the laborious steps that the material + maker have endured along the way, we
give voice to the process as we view it through the lens of time.

1. Preliminary Maker Samples

3. Surface Design

Connection + Research
This study began after conducting an investigation into
globalization and handicraft production in Yucatan, Mexico.
Through ethnographic observation of the textile craft skills, oral
culture + dress traditions of the Najil Tucha artisans, a
collaborative design project was formed. It became evident that
traditional style garments were being produced almost exclusively
as merchandise and no longer for the community’s personal use.
Customary embroidery and sewing methods were being altered to
speed up production in response to the market demands of
tourists. Project participants were asked to hand-embroider 3
fabrics with 60 square inches of embroidery. Each artisan was
instructed to record the amount of time spent on the work. The
data measured the percentage of completeness multiplied by
amout of time taken to complete the work. Fourteen packets were
completed, + 12 were analyzed. 2 were inconclusive. According
to this data, an average time of 20 minutes/square inch was spent
on hand-stitched embroidery.

Dyeing + Arashi resist
Fiber reactive dyes were used to apply ground color to organic
cotton chino prior to screenprinting. All dye processes were done
by hand, adding multiple hours for processing. Once the fabric
was base-dyed + screenprinted with graphic motifs, garment
sections were measured to calculate the area to be embroidered
(sq. inches). From this info, labor rates were calculated based on
Mexico’s fair wage standard from the Fair Wage Calculator1.
Fabrics were sent to artisans to be embroidered using nylon
threads. Stitched fabrics were returned to the US, + further
overdyed using the Arashi pole wrapping technique. This
technique was applied using thickened dye after binding the fabric
with twine onto an 8” PVC pipe. The dye was left to process for
over 24 hours. The synthetic embroidery thread resisted the dye
during the Arashi process, preserving the original color of the
embroidery work. The result was a subtle pattern that added
another layer of depth to the surface of the fabric.

2. Engineered pattern | CAD

4. Printing | Silkscreen

Garment + Embroidery Design

Template

Garments were designed, draped onto a dressform + patterned
by hand. Muslin samples were cut, sewn, fit + perfected. Paper
patterns were digitized + a repeated motif was engineered to
conform to to the shape of the garment necklines taking
inspiration from the style of the traditional Huipil. During this
stage, there were many opportunities for error; first in patterning,
scanning, engineering, and lastly, printing. Any mis-step in the
process would cost the maker many lost hours of work. Careful
consideration of the execution of each technique was an imporant
factor, with the prospect of wasted time driving those efforts.
Time that was yet to happen was negotiated in the detailed
planning and execution of the process.

The engineered embroidery pattern was then burned to a
54’’ silk screen using the photo emulsion process, which
takes days for screen preparation + printing. The motif
design was applied to the surface of the final fabric using
soy based inks that closely matched the fabric’s ground
color. This printed template functioned as a subtle
embroidery guideline. The incorporation of screenprinting
technology in this design process allowed more time for
artisans to execute the their embroidery without worry for
the time used to transfer their motif design to the fabric by
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hand.
Screen-printed fabric preparation improved
improduction efficiency without comromising the time
dedicated to traditional hand embroidery methods. More
time spent on the embroidery handwork resulted in an
aesthetically improved end-product, and a reproducable
pattern.
5. Embroidery | Artisan Craft
Craft Skills + Fair Wages

By looking deeply at materials, the skilled hands of the
maker + considering the careful synthesis of many steps in
the design process, one can gain a new appreciation for an
object’s value through time. We see here that when a
monetary value is placed on a maker’s time, the disparity
between current consumer expectiation + design reality is
made clear. Training consumers + makers to fairly value
design time is crucial for the preservation + innovation of
craft techniques.

The embroidery for this project was executed by artisans in
Punta Laguna, using satin + cross-stitches. The printed
design was embroidered using nylon embroidery thread.
Each artisan recieved a project bundle with an average of
around 45-60 square inches of embroidery in each.
Artisans were given 1 month to complete the project ,
allowing plenty of time to work at home alongside their
daily tasks. The maker’s concentration is affected by
duration of time in which one is able to work in one siting.
Different work environments + distractions are factors in
work efficiency. The artisans’ pay was based on the average
stitching time/ sq. inch. When calculated according to
Mexico’s fair living wage ($4.09/day), the pay rate came out
to a mere $0.17 USD/ sq. in. For this project, artisans were
paid at the US minimum wage rate ($58.00/day) of $2.41
USD/ sq. in. It is no wonder that artisans in countries with
very low labor rates are foregoing the use of labor intensive
methods, + learning faster methods that can earn them
more money for their time.
6. Construction | Sewing
Fashion + Conservation

The material was ready to be cut and sewn. Paper patterns
were carefully placed + cut by hand. Sewing was done by a
single machine operator from start to finish, +
embellishments like a white leather belt with a vintage shell
buckle were comissioned by a local leathersmith to
roundout the design. Traditional textile craft skills are
viewed as a novelty instead of a necessity, especially by
younger generations in indigenous communities. Inexpensive mass-manufactured fashion clothing has almost
entirely replaced traditional dress styles for everyday wear.
Artisan businesses are following suit, reimagining their
cultural products for this new marketplace. But artisans +
makers still value the textile technique as an integral part of
cultural heritage. The final fabric for this work emerged as
a layered material, embued with history. Handmade
imperfections give the final garment a provocative
character that contributes to the aesthetic and cultural
value, + serves its utilitarian purpose as clothing.
7. Conclusion
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8. Author

Ashley Kubley is an Assistant Professor of Fashion Design at the
University of Cincinnati's College of Design Art Architecture and
Planning. She is a textiles and surface design enthusiast, with
vested interest in social justice, particularly in the conservation of
traditional textile techniques.
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Teaching through Textiles: Educators in the Field of Shibori and Natural Dyeing
The European Textile Network: Networking for Textile Culture
de DIOS, Lala: laladedios@etn-net.net
European Textile Network, Spain
Keywords: textile art, design and crafts, networking, textile activism.
Abstract
The European Textile Network, ETN, exists since 1993 as an international association under French Law. Despite its name ETN has
near three hundred members coming from fifty countries in the five continents. The network publishes a digital Newsletter, keeps an
extensive website with database with calendar, has carried out the project of the European Textile Routes and organizes annual/biannual
conferences. Members contact easily with each other by the printed list of members or through our online data base.
In contrast to other sister - organizations the aim of ETN is not to promote a concrete field of textile activity or a professional interest
group. Our members come from the different fields of textile culture: heritage, education and cultural production. The inclusion of
world famous artists, teachers and authors, educational institutions, textile foundations and associations seems to us to be positive and
an efficient method of spreading the values of textile culture.
Nowadays the appearance and dramatic rise of social media have completely changed the way we live, work and communicate.
Information and knowledge can be exchanged in minutes. In this context the need for curated information is felt and that is where hopefully- organizations like ours will find their role in the next years.
ETN Conferences have always been very successful in terms of bringing textile culture people together to create joint activities. The
next ETN conference will be held on September 13 - 19, 2017 at the Textile and Fashion Centre in the city of Borås co-organized by
ETN, the Swedish Museum of Textiles and Nordic Textile Art Association, NTA. An impressive program of exhibitions, workshops
and lectures is in progress and well advanced by now. 10iss participants and friends are warmly welcome to join and spread the word!

La Red Textil Europea, ETN en sus iniciales en inglés, fue fundada en 1993 como una asociación internacional y está
registrada en Francia. A pesar de su nombre, ETN tiene cerca de 300 afiliados procedentes de cincuenta países en los cinco
continentes. La red publica un boletín digital, mantiene una amplísima base de datos online con calendario de eventos, ha
llevado a cabo el proyecto de las Rutas Textiles Europeas y organiza conferencias cada uno o dos años. Los afiliados
pueden contactar entre sí con facilidad mediante la lista de socios, o a través de la base de datos online.
A diferencia de otras organizaciones similares, el objetivo de ETN no es la promoción de un sector textil en concreto, ni
de un grupo profesional determinado. Nuestros afiliados proceden de los distintos sectores de la cultura textil: patrimonio,
formación y producción cultural (arte, artesanía, diseño). Nos parece que la inclusión de artistas , profesores y autores
reconocidos a nivel mundial, instituciones educativas, fundaciones y asociaciones es positiva y un método eficiente de
expandir los valores de la cultura textil.
Hoy en día, la aparición y el vertiginoso auge de Internet y las redes sociales han transformado por completo nuestra
manera de vivir, trabajar y comunicarnos. La información y el conocimiento pueden intercambiarse en cuestión de minutos.
En este contexto, la necesidad de una información filtrada es evidente y es ahí donde -esperemos- organizaciones como la
nuestra hallarán su papel en los años venideros.
Las conferencias de ETN han conseguido siempre reunir a los actores de la cultura textil para favorecer el surgimiento de
proyectos conjuntos. La próxima conferencia de ETN tendrá lugar del 13 al 19 de septiembre de 2017 en el Textile and
Fashion Centre de Borås, Suecia, coorganizada por ETN junto con el Museo Textil de Suecia y la asociación Nordic Textile
Art. El programa de exposiciones, talleres y conferencias está ya muy avanzado. Los participantes y amigos del 10iss serán
cálidamente bienvenidos y les agradeceríamos que difundan nuestro encuentro.
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ETN conference (Leiden, Netherlands, May 2015

1. Author

Education:
History of Art at Madrid Complutense University and University
Expert in Management of NGOs. In the late 70’s she learnt
Weaving at Escuela Mayor de Artesanía (High National Craft
School) and at Farnham College of Art and Design, UK. She has
broadened her textile training with some of the leading figures of
the field like Yoshiko Wada, Lotte Dalgaard, Reiko Sudo, or Ann
Johnston among many others.
Professional experience:
Co-founder and owner of Indigo Estudio Textil in 1981. Designer
and producer of handwovens for fashion and interior design.
Teacher, lecturer, organizer and curator of textile art and design
exhibitions, seminars, conferences and trade fairs. Consultant and
expert in cooperation for development in craft and textiles. Main
projects in Argentina, Chile, Costa Rica, Ethiopia, Niger and
Morocco working on the field for the United Nations Industrial
Development Organization, UNIDO, the Spanish Agency of
International Cooperation for Development, AECID, the
Spanish Ministry of Industry and others.
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Co-founder and President of the Asociación de Creadores
Textiles de Madrid during 25 years.Vice-President of Oficio y arte,
the Spanish National Organization for Crafts. President of the
European Textile Network, ETN, since 1997.
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Teaching through Textiles_Educators in the Field of Shibori and Natural Dyeing
World Shibori Network Australia and New Zealand (WSN ANZ) "The Adventure Begins"
JAMES, Joan: joanjamesartist@gmail.com
SCHEY, Barbara: bscheyb@optusnet.com.au
World Shibori Network Australia and New Zealand, Canberra, Australian Capital Territory, 2615, Australia.
World Shibori Network Australia and New Zealand, Sydney, NSW, Australia.

Abstract
This is a brief history of the World Shibori Network Australia and New Zealand, from it's inception in 2002, in Harrogate, U.K.
during the 4th ISS, when Yoshiko I. Wada announced, that she wished to start an Australian group. There and then, in the foyer of
the building holding the Knitting and Stitching Show, Yoshiko in her usual emphatic way, decided to hold a meeting and said, "Joan,
you be the secretary general, take minutes! and Barbara (Schey) can be in charge of travel". This was to be the start of our journey
with the World Shibori Network for the next 12 years.

1. The Beginning of the WSN ANZ

7ISS and thought it would be wonderful to take an exhibition
of works by Australian shibori artists.

1.1

2.2

In 2004, Yoshiko I. Wada came to Australia for the 5th ISS
Intermesh: Exchanges in Fashion and Textiles, which was
held in Melbourne, Victoria, Australia, during Fashion Week.
Exhibitions were organised by Denise Sprynskyj and Peter
Boyd of the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology (RMIT).
In conjunction Colleen Weste (Victoria) organised exhibitions
at the Sofitel, Melbourne and the Ararat Art Gallery, Ararat,
Victoria. Many Australian shibori artists joined international
artists for the exhibitions and the Symposium.

Barbara (Schey) met with Peter Carman co-organiser of 7ISS
in Sydney and convinced him to allow our group from
Australia to hold an exhibition, at the prestigious French
American Academy in Paris. When he accepted, Barbara asked
me to curate the exhibition, as she was involved in travel
arrangements for our group.
2.3

Following the exhibition Yoshiko I. Wada came to Canberra,
the National Capital of Australia, and during a dinner held at
Keiko Amenomorri Schmeisser's home, the World Shibori
Network Australia (WSNA) was officially launched. Marli
Popple was named Treasurer, Kevin Schamburg the Publicity
Officer, Keiko the Japan/Australia liason. Barbara Schey had
already been named Tour Official by Yoshiko, because of her
expertise in guiding tours around the world, and my self, Joan
James, 'Secretary General'.

A call was sent out for interested shibori artists and our
membership grew overnight! Twenty-eight Australian shibori
artists produced 41 works for the exhibition, using a canvas
backing30cm x 30cm. The works were mainly dyed with
natural dyes. The exhibition was well received by the
international shibori artists at the symposium and who I think
were surprised at the quality of the work produced by the
people from 'Downunder'! Thank you must be given to
Barbara Rogers and Maryanne Mussared who hung the
exhibition, with a member of the Paris American Academy, as
I was unable to be there in time.

1.3

2.4

Yoshiko gave us the goal 'to empower or support shibori
artists in Australia and to evaluate or promote the art of
shibori and to educate the public in the art of shibori'. We
have endeavoured to do this by holding workshops, lectures
and exhibitions in the years following.

Peter Carman really supported us, supplying a newly painted
gallery and delicious drinks and hors d'oeuvres at the opening.

1.2

2.5
On returning to Australia the Australia Naturally exhibition
toured many galleries in cities and states of Australia Barometer Gallery, Sydney, Strathnairn Arts Gallery,
Canberra, Gallery 159, Brisbane, Geelong Grammar School
Gallery, Geelong and June Marriott Gallery, Alice
Springs.The exhibition was well received in all cities with
workshops and talks given to interested public, many of whom
became WSNA members.

2. Australia Naturally 7ISS France 2008
2.1 Paris 7ISS
In 2008 the Australia Naturally exhibition was exhibited in
Paris during the 7ISS, held at the Paris American Academy,
Musee du Quai Branly, and Universite Lumiere Lyon2,
France. Barbara Schey and I were going to France for the
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3. SCARF Exhibition

6. SYNERGY -Shibori Downunder

The SCARF exhibition with contemporary shaped resist dyed
scarves, shawls and wraps, opened in Barbara Rogers'
Barometer Gallery in Paddington, Sydney in 2009, before
travelling to Gallery 159 Brisbane, Strathnairn Arts Gallery
in the Australian Capital Territory, and then to the WOW
Museum in Nelson, New Zealand, and finally the Cloakroom
Gallery in Queenstown, N.Z. We had met Deb Donnelly in
Paris and she agreed to be the New Zealand representative and
with her help we recruited a few new members and this was
the first time New Zealand artists had exhibited with us and
we formally became the WSN ANZ. Yoshiko I. Wada opened
the exhibition of shibori by 29 Australian and New Zealand
artists, at the Barometer Gallery, and Barbara Schey at
Strathnairn Arts.

6.1
In August 2014, SYNERGY Shibori Downunder opened in
the Belconnen Arts Centre, Australian Capital Territory, with
works by Australian and New Zealand shibori artists. There
were over 100 works by 26 artists and the exhibition was
curated by Jacqueliene Schultz (BAC) and Joan James (WSN
ANZ).
6.2
The exhibition was a showcase of excellent artworks and two
of the artists exhibiting in this exhibition, also sent work to be
exhibited in Hangshou, China for the 9ISS. This was to be the
final large exhibition I would organise and I formally handed
the reigns of representative to Philomena Hali of Alice
Springs, Northern Territory.

4. OUT of the BOX - Shibori Forces Downunder
4.1

7. Shaping and Dyeing to Show Off

In 2011, OUT of the BOX - Shibori Forces Downunder
opened in Barometer Gallery in Paddington, Sydney,
Australia, before being sent to The Hong Kong Polytechnic
University and Hong Kong Design Institute, for the 8th
ISS. Once again the 30cm x 30cm x 5cm deep(max) format
was used and works were to be executed in the back of the
canvas square using any medium and any shibori technique.
The works could cascade out of the canvas, but must be easily
replaced for transportation.

In September 2015, six members of the WSN ANZ in
Canberra and district had an exhibition of works in the
Strathnairn Arts Woolshed and Gallery 2. The artists, Marli
Popple, Kevin Schamburg, Simone Doherty, Marcus Bogie,
Hellen O'Sullivan and Joan James put together a group of
works displaying the various techniques of shibori shaping and
dyeing. The woolshed lent a rustic touch to the indigo and
natural dyed works, while the formal gallery suited the fine
silks and paper.

4.2

8. As the Crow Flies

Fifteen works were chosen to be sent and they showed the
diversity of the shibori techniques and the talents of the
Australian and New Zealand artists. The works were displayed
in Hong Kong and then presented to the Hong Kong
Polytechnic University.

The last exhibition in June/July 2016, As the Crow Flies,
was organised and curated by Philomena Hali in Alice
Springs, Northern Territory. Philomena has taken over from
me (Joan James) as the representative of the WSN ANZ and
she has started her journey with this exciting exhibition of
works by artists from all corners of Australia, hence the title.
Philomena conducted workshops in shibori techniques to
interested public. Once again another very successful
exhibition and a great start to Philomena's journey.

4.3
At least three of WSN ANZ members including Barbara
Rogers, Philomena Hali and Barbara Schey, also exhibited in
the wearable exhibition in Honk Kong and their works were
sent on to Foshan in China before being returned to Australia.

9. Acknowledgements

5. Wrapped in Shibori

9.1

In October 2012, the Wrapped in Shibori exhibition which
was organized by Barbara Rogers and Beth Windley, opened in
the Barometer Gallery in Paddington, Sydney. Barbara once
again made the gallery available for the WSN ANZ exhibition
and curated the hanging. The works were exciting examples of
shibori from Barbara Rogers exquisite itajime works, Annette
Brereton's beautiful arashi work and Hellen O'Sullivan's
itajime shibori with natural dyes. An Alladin's cave of colour
enclosed the gallery.

The WSN ANZ would not have succeeded without the help
and support of many people.
Barbara Schey, without whose encouragement and push, none
of this would have come to fruition. Barbara Rogers for her
support and generosity in making available her Barometer
Gallery for WSN ANZ exhibitions. Colleen Weste, Victoria;
Margaret Barnett, Queensland; Kevin Schamburg, New South
Wales; Marli Popple, Australian Capital Territory; Sylvia Riley,
NSW; Beth Windley, NSW; Philomena Hali, Northern
Territory; Deb Donnelly, New Zealand; Susan Fell Mclean,
NSW; Cathy Moon, Queensland; Lyn Zeevaarder, Victoria;
and all members of the WSN ANZ. Thank you also goes to
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Janet de Boer of TEXTILE Fibre Forum for making Gallery
159, Brisbane and Geelong Grammar School Gallery available
for exhibitions.

She is a member of Strathnairn Arts, Holt, in the Australian
Capital Territory, and exhibits and sells her work in SHOP at
Strathnairn; a member of the World Shibori Network (WSN);

9.2
the World Shibori Network Australia and New Zealand (WSN
ANZ) and TEXTILE Fibre Forum.

Special thanks to those who work hard behind the scenes,
Peter Stanford who is always in the background, heaving
boxes, painting plynths, cutting dowel, etc. Annette and Paul
Brereton who are always around to help; my daughter Hellen
O'Sullivan, always ready to help and support and dye fabric
with me in Studio 9, Strathnairn and last but not least my
family, especially my husband, who have to cope with large
numbers of parcels being delivered to and sent from my home,
not only to destinations in Australia but also overseas.

Examples of Joan's work can be seen on www.shibori.org on
the
Australian
member's
page,
her
website
www.joanjamesartist.wordpress.com and in SHOP at
Strathnairn Arts, Holt, in the Australian Capital Territory,
www.strathnairn.com.au
Joan conducts workshops at Strahnairn arts, where she has a
studio.

9.3

For over 14 years Joan was the inaugural representative of the
World shibori Network Australia and New Zealand (WSN
ANZ), organizing exhibitions in Australia and overseas. She
has contributed significantly to the growth of Shibori in
Australia.

The WSN ANZ has worked as a self funded group for the last
14 years, but thanks goes to my husband, Durley James and
son, Nigel James, for financial support when our self funded
endeavours failed.

10. Author

Joan James
Dunlop, A.C.T. Australia
Studio 9 Strathnairn Arts
Email: joanjamesartist@gmail.com.
Website: joanjamesartist.wordpress.com.
Joan James is a teacher and mixed media artist specialising in
Shibori using Indigo and natural and synthetic dyes. She has
participated in many group exhibitions and Wearable Art
shows and has exhibited nationally and internationally over
many years, e.g. London, Paris, Hong Kong with the WSN
ANZ and a solo exhibition at Sakura Matsuri at the Japanese
Gardens, Cowra, N.S.W., Australia. She has works in private
collections in Australia, New Zealand, U.K., France, Canada
and the United States. She also has liturgical works in several
Churches and schools in Australia and she worked on the
'Mantle of Unity' with five other textile artists, for the
Australian Council of Churches.
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Teaching through Textiles: Educators in the Field of Shibori and Natural Dyeing
The Role of University Botanical Gardens in Preserving Plant Fibers and Dyes
NATARAJAN, Deepa: deepanatarajan@berkeley.edu
University of California Botanical Garden at Berkeley, Berkeley, California, 94720, USA
Keywords: natural dyes, botanical garden, plants
Abstract
The UC Botanical Garden at Berkeley is a non-profit research garden and museum for the University of California at Berkeley, having
a notably diverse plant collection including many rare and endangered plants. Established in 1890, the Garden, which is open to the
public year round, has over 13,000 different kinds of plants from around the world, cultivated by region in naturalistic landscapes over
its 34 acres. One of the Ethnobotanical Collections of the Garden is a Western Herb Garden divided by use. One use is natural dyes
with a planting bed that features dye plants traditional to Europe. Each March, as a part of our educational offerings, the Garden
hosts a month-long exhibition and festival on plant-based fibers and dyes. This exhibit highlights both plants used traditionally and
currently for fibers and dyes with hands-on displays and interpretive signage. Accompanying the exhibit is a self-guided walking tour
throughout the collection and 12-15 educational programs, lectures and workshops teaching the public techniques in natural dyes
including surface design, mordanting, indigo, chemistry and native Californian plant dyes.

1. Natural Dyes at the UC Botanical Garden
The Fiber and Dye Exhibit was created by Garden Docents in
the late 1980s. It was started as a one-off weekend table of
displaying plant fibers and dyes for the public. Under the
Education Director it was turned into a formal exhibit that
would run the course of a couple of weeks in the springtime.
At some point in the early 2000s, the exhibit was
decommissioned. In 2006 the Garden partnered with local
natural dyers to revive the exhibition and host a series of
educational programs alongside it. The growing interest for
teaching of natural dyes and the excellent resources in people
in the Bay Area has supported the continuation of the exhibit
for nearly 10 years with on-going workshops and events. The
Garden even themed its large-scale fundraiser Green Gala in
2009 and 2011 around an Eco-Fashion Show held in a 200
seat Redwood Grove Amphitheater.

Figure 1: Bixa orellana seeds used for natural dye and
grown in the UC Botanical Garden’s Tropical House
GOLDEN MARGUERITE or DYER’S CHAMOMILE
(Anthemis tinctoria) The flowers give a bright yellow-orange dye.

2. Plant Diversity
With 34 acres of plants from around the world, the Garden is
home to hundreds of natural dye producing plants from a
variety of geographic areas and cultures. Several examples
include:
ANNATTO (Bixa orellana). The reddish orange pulp
surrounding the seeds of this plant gives a dye, bixin, used
principally as a food coloring. Native people of Amazonia use
it as a body paint, and it is a component in soaps, cosmetics
and
other skin products.

Figure 2: Anthemis tonctoria
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COMMON BARBERRY (Berberis vulgaris). The roots and bark
of this spiny shrub produce a yellow dye, berberine, which has
been used successfully on silk, cotton, wool, and hair.
FUCHSIA (Fuchsia campos – portoi). The flowers of the fuschia
produce pink and red dyes. In Southern Ireland, a naturalized
South American fuchsia (Fuchsia magellanica) was used to dye
tweed.
RAHARHUI, BRACKEN (Pteridium esculentum). This particular
species of bracken fern is native to New Zealand, where its
starchy rhizomes once constituted an important native food.
The young “fiddleheads” of bracken fern are collected in
spring to produce a yellowish – green dye. The rhizomes
(creeping underground stems) are used in basketry and also
give a black dye.

3. Education and Public Outreach
Each March during our Fiber & Dye festival, the Garden
invites speakers to teach the public on techniques, history, and
other topics relating to natural dyes. In 2016, we sold out of 14
programs and raised over 10K in funds for the Botanical
Garden’s educational program. Highlights from the 2016
season include:

Figure 4: Patternmaking with Iron with Kenya Miles
Paints and Inks: Over the course of the past 10 years the UC
Botanical Garden has seen the shift from interest in traditional
techniques of dyeing to more experimental pattern making and
applications. Local artist and instructor Judi Pettite has been
working in the realm of natural dyes for paints and inks for 10
years and she taught a workshop in printmaking with plants.

Indigo: Indigo continues to be the most popular subject matter
of natural dye programming. In the 2016 workshop, attendees
learned how to make a Sodium hydrosulfate vat and learn a
variety of resist techniques for patternmaking. We had 27
participants in attendance.

Figure 3: Indigo Resist Techniques with Kristine Vejar
Iron: Mordanting and surface design techhniques are also
another popular topic. Instructor Kenya Miles brought to the
workshop her wealth of knowledge in using iron to create
precise patterns on cloth. We used oak gall as the natural dye.

Figure 5. Plant-Based Printmaking with Judi Pettite
Fibershed: Fibershed founder Rebeccas Burgess spoke to a
sold out audience on natural dyes of California. She spoke
about native and non-native plants that thrive in our climate
and that produce beautiful colors. She used Coreopsis tinctoria,
oak galls, and Oxalis pes-caprae on a variety of naturally colored
wools.
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Figure 8: Fiber & Dye Exhibit, Modern Works

Figure 6: Dyes of California with Rebecca Burgess
Additional workshops were held with textile scholar Yoshiko
Wada on Sustainable Practices in Natural Dyes, Garden tours with
Deepa Natarajan, Chemistry of Dyes with Dr. Margareta Sequin
and a variety of fiber art programs such as making String from
Sticks (Apocynum cannabinum) with Tamara Wilder of
Paleotechnics and Papermaking with Plants with local artist
Michelle Wilson.

4. Exhibit
The Fiber and Dye exhibit consists of poster boards that
discuss plant based fibers and dyes. The boards are primarily
focused on traditional uses, but each year the Garden adds
current art works and demonstrates the modern uses of natural
dyes. Funding is currently being sought after for re- designing
the entire exhibit and re-writing our posters. We have received
inquiries from other botanical institutions to rent out the
exhibit –a testament to the popularity and need for more
education around the uses of plants for fibers and dyes.

Figure 9: A Developing Collection of California Native
Dye Plants

Figure 10: Edible Dye Plants

5. Conclusion
Botanical Gardens continue to be a hub for ethnobotanical
knowledge and education. Through the opportunity to see
plants up close to educational opportunities to take affordable
classes in techniques, Botanical Gardens have the potential to
revive dying traditions and preserve valuable knowledge of
plants hand in hand with their biological conservation. The

Figure 7: Fiber & Dye Exhibit, Plant Fibers
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University California Botanical Garden at Berkeley is a premier
Botanical Garden and exclusive in its commitment to natural
dyes and ethnobotanical education. We continue to seek
partnerships, funding and ideas to further this department.
The Bay Area is a unique geographical region within a
Mediterranean climate which allows us the possibility to grow
natural dye plants from around the world. This partnered with
the wealth of knowledge that exists in the Bay Area and our
affiliation with a world class research University leaves much
untapped potential.
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University of California Botanical Garden at Berkeley,
Staff Development Fund, Eric Siegel, Director
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Teaching through Textiles_Educators in the Field of Shibori and Natural Dyeing
Resist Dye and colors of Chilean children
REUTTER, Patricia: patricia@montblanc.cl
GELLONA, Angélica: angelica.gellona@gmail.com
Anilinas Montblanc, Santiago, Chile.
Fundación Gabriel & Mary Mustakis, Santiago, Chile.
Keywords: Shibori, children, dyeing, education, contemporary art
Abstract
This document aims to publicize and to value the work of the school dyeing contest “COLOREARTE” and show how the magic of
resist dye and colors have become a powerful tool of education for Chilean children. It is a unique initiative in the world that has
achieved a great scope inside our territory. In these 13 years 140.000 children together with thousands of teachers all coming from
the 15 different regions throughout Chile have participated in an experience which promotes not only the millenary practice of
Shibori but also the learning of color theory and the development of a collective art project trough teamwork, observation and
reflection on important topics for their communities.
Este documento tiene por objetivo dar a conocer y valorar el trabajo del concurso escolar “COLOREARTE” y mostrar cómo la
magia del teñido con amarras y los colores se han convertido en una potente herramienta educativa para los niños chilenos. Esta
iniciativa única en el mundo ha obtenido un gran alcance en nuestro territorio, ya que, a lo largo de 13 años, 140.000 niños de las 15
regiones del país, han participado en una experiencia que promueve, no sólo la práctica milenaria del Shibori, sino también el
aprendizaje de la teoría del color y el desarrollo de un proyecto de arte colectivo a través del trabajo en equipo, la observación y la
reflexión sobre temas que involucran a sus comunidades.

1. Introduction

COLOREARTE es un concurso escolar de teñido en Shibori
que busca potenciar la educación y el desarrollo integral de los
niños por medio del arte contemporáneo. Es un programa
enfocado en la educación no formal que se instala en el
contexto de la educación formal: las escuelas. Creado por
Anilinas Montblanc y en la actualidad desarrollado con el
cofinanciamiento y gestión de la Fundación Gabriel & Mary
Mustakis y los patrocinios del Ministerio de Cultura y el
Ministerio de Educación de Chile.

COLOREARTE is a Shibori-dyeing contest developed for
schools, intended to contribute to education as well as to an
integral development of children through contemporary art. It
is a program focused on non-formal education which takes a
place inside the space of formal education. It is a project
created and developed by Anilinas Montblanc with funding
and organizational support of the Foundation Gabriel & Mary
Mustakis, and the sponsorship of the Ministry of Culture and
the Ministry of Education of Chile.

COLOREARTE nace en 2004 con el propósito de enseñar la
técnica del Shibori. El concurso se desarrolla anualmente y se
ha convertido en una potente herramienta educativa que
contribuye a la formación individual de los estudiantes así
como a la clase en su conjunto y a los profesores, fomentando
siempre el trabajo en equipo, espíritu emprendedor, la
observación y la reflexión.

COLOREARTE was born in 2004 with the goal of teaching
the Shibori technique through dyed with aniline. The contest
evolves every year and has become a powerful educational tool
that contributes to the formation of the student’s theirselves as
well as the entire class and the teachers, by encouraging the
enterprising spirit, observation and reflection.

COLOREARTE ha ido innovando con diferentes soportes y
formatos artísticos: patchwork, performance, escultura textil e
intervención en el paisaje urbano o rural. En la última fase del
programa se ha añadido una línea de capacitación a profesores
con el apoyo y seguimiento de renombrados artistas visuales
contemporáneos chilenos. Esto facilita el aprendizaje del
proceso creativo colectivo y enriquece los resultados. La
participación de los artistas potencia la incorporación de
diferentes disciplinas artísticas en los proyectos, como land art,
arte efímero, fotografía o arte textil.

COLOREARTE is always innovating about different artistic
supports and formats: patchwork, performance, textile
sculpture and intervention in an urban or rural landscape. The
last step of the program has included the teacher training and
the support of a renowned visual contemporary artist. It makes
easier the learning process of collective and creative work and
enriched the results. Their participation facilitate the
incorporation of different disciplines into the projects, such as
land art, ephemeral art, photography, textile art.
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2. Methodology
COLOREARTE is a unique program in the world that was
designed to teach the technique of resist dye and experiment
with the color theory practically. Over time we have
incorporated other disciplines of contemporary art, such as
tools to create a collective art work. At the same time,
COLOREARTE has been established as a means for
developing social and emotional skills: organization and
planning of a collaborative project, teamwork, respect,
tolerance and self-esteem. For that reason our working
procedure is not based on a specific methodology, but in these
13 years it has been developed and refined through experience
and practice.
During the project formulation we did not have any references
of similar works or bibliography, due to that we used an
empirical method, giving priority to the investigation,
reflection and team work.
We prioritize that children learn playing, sharing and thinking
for themselves with a critical sense as well as they know
respect and tolerate others.
COLORERTE innovates every year in its topics and its
requirements for artistic creations, considering the technique
of dyeing as a tool for the construction of collective art, and
relating this technique to specific topics that are linked to the
identity and heritage of our country. In general terms, every
teacher adapts the working process depending on their context
and interests. In this way, they can take advantage of this
experience as a transversal tool to address the process from
different areas.
COLOREARTE ends with an exhibition of the winning
photos of the contest, held in a museum or cultural space,
allowing the community to appreciate the dyeing process, the
investigation on colors and the final artwork. After that, it
becomes a travelling exhibition and it is showed in different
places of Chile with the aim of reaching as many people as
possible.
COLOREARTE es el único programa en el mundo diseñado
para enseñar la técnica del teñido con amarras y la
experimentación con la teoría del color de manera práctica.
Con el tiempo se han ido incorporando otras disciplinas del
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arte contemporáneo como herramientas para la creación de
una obra de arte colectiva. A su vez, COLOREARTE se ha
constituido un medio para el desarrollo de habilidades sociales
y emocionales como el trabajo en equipo, el respeto, la
tolerancia y la autoestima para la planificación y creación de un
proyecto de arte colectivo. Por esta razón nuestro método de
trabajo no se apoya en una metodología concreta, sino que a lo
largo de estos 13 años se ha ido desarrollando y
perfeccionando a través de la experiencia y la práctica.
Durante el proceso de concepción y formulación del programa
no contábamos con referencias, trabajos similares o
bibliografía a la que recurrir. Usamos un método empírico que
concede prioridad a la investigación, a la reflexión y al
aprender haciendo.

3. The supporting material
Educational material has been especially prepared to be
given to the teachers over website:
WWW.COLOREARTE.CL
It varies annually depending the concepts and learning
area that are relevant to the main topic and the artistic
formats every year. We are constantly qualifying the
teachers so that they are able to reproduce the exercise
with his students. Every year we first train the teachers
so that they are able to reproduce the exercise with his
students. This process is supervised and guided by visual
contemporary artist’s team.

Priorizamos que los niños aprendan jugando, compartiendo,
pensando por sí mismos con sentido crítico, pero que al
mismo tiempo sepan respetar y tolerar a los demás. El objetivo
principal es aportar en la formación de seres humanos felices.
COLOREARTE innova cada año en los temas y requisitos
para las creaciones artísticas. Lo que no varía es la
consideración de la técnica del teñido con amarras como
herramienta para la construcción de una obra colectiva a partir
de la cual se puede investigar temas específicos vinculados con
la identidad y el patrimonio de Chile. De manera general, los
profesores adaptan el proceso de trabajo a sus contextos e
intereses. En este sentido pueden tomar ventaja de esta
experiencia como una herramienta transversal para abordar el
proceso desde diferentes áreas.

3.1 Dyeing
There is given information about the history of Shibori: its
origin, development and main characteristics.
Students can also find tips on how to dye and practical details
to dispel the most frequent questions about this process.

Una vez terminado el concurso, las fotos de las obras
seleccionadas son expuestas en un museo o centro cultural, lo
que permite a la comunidad apreciar el proceso de teñido que
han llevado a cabo, sus investigaciones y las obras colectivas
resultantes. A continuación, las obras comienzan una
itinerancia para ser expuestas por diferentes lugares de todo el
país, con la intención de que puedan llegar a ser vistas por el
mayor número de personas posibles.

3.2 Color
Color is essential in the development of our art project,
especially because it helps to communicate and express
different ideas. COLOREARTE promotes the investigation,
reflection, association and work with communication through
color.
3.3 Topics
In each version COLOREARTE works with a new topic from
which students are invited to observe, investigate and reflect
for the creation of their collective artistic works.
3.4 Art intervention in a landscape and photographic register
After dyeing the textiles the participants created an art
intervention in an urban or rural landscape, which must be
submitted as a photographic register. This intervention is the
collective work of art that the students and their teachers
present to COLOREARTE. To do this, we provided them
some additional materials which included some artistic
contemporary references and the in addition the training for
the photographic capture.

3. Material complementario
Se prepara especialmente material educativo para ser entregado
a los profesores a través de la página
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WWW.COLOREARTE.CL.
Éste
varía
anualmente
dependiendo de los conceptos y las áreas de aprendizaje
relevantes en relación al tema principal y a los formatos
artísticos de cada año. Constantemente estamos capacitando a
los profesores, de manera que éstos puedan reproducir los
ejercicios con sus estudiantes. Este proceso está asesorado por
un equipo de artistas visuales contemporáneos.

5. References
The references focused on art and education about
COLOREARTE program, are a sort of guarantee of our work
developed during all of these years. For instance, our work has
been highlighted and published in the following events of
interest:

3.1 Teñido

-

Se entrega información sobre la historia del Shibori, su origen,
desarrollo y características principales. Los estudiantes también
pueden encontrar consejos sobre cómo teñir y detalles
prácticos que resuelven las dudas más frecuentes sobre este
proceso.

-

3.2 Color

-

El color es esencial para el desarrollo de nuestro proyecto,
especialmente porque éste ayuda a comunicar y expresar
diferentes ideas. COLOREARTE impulsa el estudio, reflexión,
asociación y trabajo de comunicación a partir del color.

-

3.3 Temáticas
En cada versión COLOREARTE trabaja con una nueva
temática a partir de la cual los alumnos son invitados a
observar, investigar y reflexionar para la creación de sus
trabajos artísticos colectivos.

2014: International Shibori Symposium.
2014: II Week of Artistic Education, organized by
the National Council of Culture and the Arts and
Culture, Chile.
2015: Sixth Congress Education, Museum and
Heritage. Quality, equity and inclusion: the
contribution from non-formal education, in 2015
(CECA-ICOM Chile)
X Seminar for teachers Classroom and Museum
visual arts: creative spaces for transformative
experiences. National Museum of Fine Arts,
DIBAM Chile.
2016: XI Seminar for teachers Classroom and
Museum Visual arts: Culture and Image, Visual
Association as educative experience. National
Museum of Fine Arts, DIBAM, Chile.

Las referencias del programa COLOREARTE en el
campo del arte y la educación son una garantía del
desarrollo de nuestro trabajo durante estos años. A
continuación se citarán las menciones y participaciones
en algunos eventos de interés:

3.4 Intervención en el paisaje y registro fotográfico

-

Con las telas teñidas, y luego de un proceso de investigación y
reflexión, los participantes realizan una intervención de arte en
su paisaje, rural o urbano, que debe ser registrada
fotográficamente. Esta intervención es la obra colectiva que
los estudiantes y sus profesores presentan al concurso. Para
ello se les entrega material de apoyo que incluye referencias
artísticas contemporáneas y además, capacitación para la toma
fotográfica.

-

-

4. Results
In summary, through the process of participation in
COLOREARTE and developing a collective art project, the
students learn:
Integral knowledge: color theory, recognition of
contemporary artistic trends, local heritage.
Disciplinary skills: application of dyeing techniques,
creation of a collective work.
Social and emotional skills: dialog, setting up roles
and responsabilities in a democratic way, divergent
thinking, respect.
Promoting the research as a learning method
Thinking and analyzing images
Work plannig
Experimenting with different materials
Attitudes: rating ideas and different experiences to
their own, observation of reality and context from a
reflective artistic perspective.

-

-

2014: Simposio Internacional de Shibori
2014: II Semana de Educación Artística
organizado por el Consejo Nacional de la
Cultura y las Artes
2015: Sexto Congreso de Educación, Museos y
Patrimonio. Calidad, participación e inclusión:
contribución desde la educación no formal,
(CECA-ICOM Chile)
2015: X Seminario para docentes de artes
visuales:
espacios
creativos
para
la
transformación de experiencias. Museo
Nacional de Bellas Artes, DIBAM, Chile.
2016: XI Seminario para docentes de artes
visuales: Cultura e Imagen, Asociación Visual
como experiencia educativa. Museo Nacional
de Bellas Artes, DIBAM, Chile.
2016: Congreso Internacional del Color,
organizado por la Asociación Internacional del
Color (AIC). Color y Educación.
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Teaching through Textiles: Educators in the Field of Shibori and Natural Dyeing
Educating with Natural Dyes at The Fabric Workshop and Museum
ROBERTS, Christina: christina@fabricworkshopandmuseum.org
The Fabric Workshop and Museum, Philadelphia, PA, 19107
Keywords: traditional, education, plants, sustainable
Abstract
I began my career as an artist and educator in 1989, at The Fabric Workshop and Museum, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, in the United
States of America. The Fabric Workshop and Museum is an experimental contemporary art laboratory with a mission to work with
contemporary artists using collaborative, innovative material process to produce and exhibit their artwork. At its core is the founding
education program, the Apprentice Training Program - helping students understand the value of a hands-on traditional practice. I was
trained as an apprentice and continue teaching this traditional practice. In 2006, I became Head of Education and in that role, I am
responsible for educating young people toward the realization of the resource of their own personal expression. As an outgrowth of
my research in natural dyes, I have implemented curriculum that deepens an understanding of the offerings of the natural world by
cultivating and maintaining interpersonal relationships through effective educational practices. Under my tutelage, students cultivate
an understanding of personal expression through the use of the wide array of tools at their disposal. One of these tools is the use and
knowledge of traditional practices in gathering and using natural plant forms to manufacture color, which is at the core of effective
artistic communication. The use of naturally produced organic color materials derived from plants guides students through the
identification and growth of plants including madder root, weld, and indigo. By working with local garden centers to grow the plants,
students visit these sites to observe and harvest the plants while raising awareness for a sustainable environment. The students
develop an understanding of the resources of the natural world and how imperative it is to understanding the sustainable outcomes
for the future of their own personal expression and the future of our industrial practices.
Comencé mi carrera como artista y educador en 1989, en el taller y museo de la tela, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, en los Estados
Unidos de América. El taller y el museo de la tela es un laboratorio experimental contemporáneo del arte con una misión a trabajar
con los artistas contemporáneos usando el proceso material collaborative, innovador para producir y exhibir su arte. En su núcleo está
el programa de educación fundacional, el Programa de Aprendizaje de Aprendizaje - ayudar a los estudiantes a entender el valor de
una práctica práctica práctica. Fui entrenado como aprendiz y continúo enseñando esta práctica tradicional. En 2006, me convertí en
Jefe de Educación y en ese papel, soy responsable de educar a los jóvenes hacia la realización del recurso de su propia expresión
personal. Como una consecuencia de mi investigación en tintes naturales, he implementado un plan de estudios que profundiza una
comprensión de las ofrendas del mundo natural mediante el cultivo y el mantenimiento de relaciones interpersonales a través de
prácticas educativas eficaces. Bajo mi tutela, los estudiantes cultivan una comprensión de la expresión personal mediante el uso de la
amplia gama de herramientas a su disposición. Una de estas herramientas es el uso y el conocimiento de las prácticas tradicionales en
la recolección y el uso de formas vegetales naturales para la fabricación de color, que es el núcleo de la comunicación artística efectiva.
El uso de materiales de color orgánicos producidos naturalmente derivados de las plantas guía a los estudiantes a través de la
identificación y el crecimiento de las plantas, incluyendo la raíz de la madder, la soldadura y el añil. Al trabajar con centros de
jardinería locales para cultivar las plantas, los estudiantes visitan estos sitios para observar y cosechar las plantas, mientras que
aumentan la conciencia para un medio ambiente sostenible. Los estudiantes desarrollan una comprensión de los recursos del mundo
natural y cómo es imperativo para entender los resultados sostenibles para el futuro de su propia expresión personal y el futuro de
nuestras prácticas industriales.
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